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Abstract 
“You too are Chávez”… 
(Hugo Chávez, 2012i) 
This thesis examines the political communication style developed by Hugo Chávez in his 
hegemonic construction of power and collective identity during the 14 years he governed 
Venezuela.  This thesis is located in the field of political communication.  A culturalist approach is 
used for the case, which prioritises issues of culture and power and acknowledges the role of human 
agency.  Thus, it specifically focuses on the way the late President appears to have incrementally 
built an emotional, mimetic bond with his publics in a process that culminated in the mimetisation 
of the leader and his followers in a new collective, but top-down, identity called Chávez.  This 
process expresses a hegemonic dynamic that involved the displacement of former dominant groups 
and rearrangement of power relations in Venezuela.   
The logic of mimetisation proposes an incremental logic of articulation whereby I tried to make 
sense of Chávez’s political communication style and success.  It involves the study of the thread 
that joined together key elements in Chávez’s political communication style: hegemony and identity 
construction, political culture, populism, mediatisation, and communicational government.  It is a 
style that appears to have exceeded classic populist forms of communication based on exerting an 
appeal to the people, towards more inclusive, participatory, symbolic-pragmatic forms of practising 
political communication that may have constituted the key to Chávez’s political success for 14 
years.   
Whether and how step-by-step the logic of mimetisation was articulated and eventually became a 
full-bodied reality is what I attempt to demonstrate throughout this thesis. 
I have visualised this thesis first as philosophical inquiry into the issue; but I also have applied a 
mixed qualitative method to collect and analyse some relevant data and texts from the empirical 
reality to complement, test, and support the theoretical inquiry.  I also employed the responses 
obtained from 27 in-depth elite interviews I undertook in Venezuela with politicians, journalists, 
media owners, academics, pollsters and community leaders. 
This thesis seeks to theorise Chávez’s unique style of political communication in connection with 
his populist ideologies and practices.  According to my investigation, President Hugo Chávez not 
only governed the people from a pedestal or position of elite superiority, he became the people and 
the people became him by mimetising in a collective.  Chávez’s last electoral slogan “I am no 
longer Chávez! Chávez is the people! You too are Chávez!” (2012i) marked the final amalgamation 
of feelings, demands, language and identity of Chávez and his followers—the ultimate stage of his 
hegemony. 
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Chapter 1. Mapping the Thesis 
The plane landed in Caracas at three in the morning.  I saw through the window the mist of 
lights of the unforgettable city where I lived for three years, as crucial for Venezuela as they 
were for my life.  The President took his leave with a Caribbean embrace and an implicit 
invitation: ‘We'll see each other here February 2nd.’ While he moved off among his military 
escort and old friends, I shuddered at the thrill of having travelled and chatted pleasantly with 
two opposing men.  One to whom an inveterate fate had offered the opportunity to save his 
country.  And the other an illusionist who could go down in history as one more despot.  (Garcia 
Marquez, 1999, para. 44) 
Introduction 
The paradoxical “thrill”, masterfully described by Nobel prize-winning author Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez after an inflight chat with Hugo Chávez between Havana–Caracas, could be applied 
mutatis mutandis, to represent my own feelings when I watched the telecast of Chávez’s first 
address as President Elect of Venezuela in December 1998.  The screens showed a compelling man 
in his forties with the caffelàtte skin of the majority of Venezuelans, the ancient slanted eyes of the 
aborigines of the land, and the curly hair of the African colonial slaves; a man that employed the 
emotional allure of Whitman’s (1980) epic Song of Myself to tell thousands of followers: “I am a 
little of all of you” (Chávez, 1998b).   
At that moment, when the traditional party leaders of Venezuela’s tired 40-year old 
representative democracy were beaten, discredited and hopelessly disconnected with the majority, I 
realised that this man had come to stay.  As Manuel Castells (1999) wrote a few months later, 
Chávez belonged to an old lineage of Latin American “military populist nationalist” leaders whose 
message of political and institutional change, resonated with the feelings of the majority of voters 
(para. 3).  After all, as Stephen Coleman (2013) argued, in matters of voting it is better not to 
undervalue the “vitality of affect”, because voting is, above all, a “cultural act” (p. 8)—the 
performance whereby citizens ultimately disclose their political feelings. 
With Chávez, the man on the TV screen, there seemed to be no presidential distance or 
ceremonial pomp, just a spellbinding storyteller, who, despite the lefty clichéd anti-imperialist 
rhetoric that characterised him all his life, shamelessly used a common-people’s American poet to 
emotionally appeal to his compatriots’ affects.  This man was culturally all and none of his fellow 
Venezuelans, a duality that appeared to be embedded in his arguably populist ethos—he was the 
leader but he was also reflected in the faces of those he led.  Thus, for the 14 years he remained in 
the Presidency of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, he would relentlessly try to steer disputes 
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with specific opponents, usually from the various elites (political, economic, global, religious and 
so on) to nurture politically upon the confrontation and mutual outrage.  However, he would also try 
to bond with those he considered his own—the people, the poor, the underprivileged or excluded—
to feed emotionally, ideologically and electorally upon their trust and support.   
The emotional bond that step-by-step Chávez established with his followers was made of a 
peculiar mimetic fabric that nonetheless superseded the mere act of “imitation” conveyed by the 
definition of “mimesis” provided by some Spanish and English dictionaries (Real Academia 
Española, 2006; Oxford English Dictionary, 2002).  Rather, Chávez’s bonding process could be 
more accurately described by applying Theodor Adorno’s (1997) theory of mimesis whereby 
imitation becomes expressed “substance”—a process, or logic, that eventually may culminate, as I 
will try to demonstrate throughout the thesis, in what he represented as “the redemption of the many 
in the one” (p. 190). 
Consequently, Chávez was a little of all those that voted for him: his constituents.  He claimed 
that he felt their feelings, talked their language, and that his goal was to make them acquire 
“consciousness” of their own collective identity and “protagonist” role in society as the only true 
“sovereign” (Chávez, 1999b, 1999c).   
Fourteen years later, during his fourth and last successful presidential campaign, Chávez’s style 
of communicating with his publics experienced a final mimetic turn.  Instead of evoking Whitman, 
this time Chávez chose to echo the words of Colombian populist politician Jorge Eliecer Gaitan 
(1947) when he proclaimed: “Whatever happens they will never beat Chávez, because I am not 
Chávez, Chávez is an unbeaten people…You are Chávez” (Chávez, 2012b, 2012h, 2012i, 2012k).  
Thus, Chávez, the dualistic “illusionist” described in Garcia Marquez’s vignette, might have 
eventually achieved his aim of turning his constituents into a “collective” (Chávez, 2012b, 2012n) 
endowed with self-consciousness and a distinctive identity—his identity.  Instead of being “a little 
of all” his publics, he appeared to have become them and more importantly, they seemed to have 
become him. 
These arguments served to articulate the main research questions of this thesis: What sort of 
political communication style did Hugo Chávez develop to build hegemonic power
1
 and a 
                                                 
1
 From a critical constructivist perspective, Louw (2010a) defined power as “the capacity to get 
one’s own way when interacting with other human beings” (p. 18); it stems from three sources: 
“access to resources”, “the occupation of certain social positions”, and language “as a relation-
structuring agent” (p. 18). In this light “institutionalized communication” (e.g., the mass media) is 
“crucial” for building power in contemporary society. 
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‘collective’ identity in Venezuela? Put simply, what made the late Hugo Chávez so successful for 
14 uninterrupted years?  
To answer these questions this thesis will focus on exploring the communicational dimension of 
Chávez’s long lasting hegemony in Venezuela.  More specifically, it will examine the development 
of the political communication style that Chávez employed in the process of establishing hegemony 
and building collective identity in contemporary Venezuela.  This political communication style 
will be explored through the interconnection of the “hegemonic construction of power and 
displacement of traditional actors in Venezuela” (J. E. Romero, 2002) with categories associated 
with a certain identity politics (C. Capriles, 2008).  In addition, this exploration is linked with 
processes of populism, and more specifically of “populist rupture”, through which, according to 
Laclau (2005c), Chávez constructed a “collective actor of popular nature” called to lead “a more 
just and democratic society” (p. 60); a collective actor that, as will be demonstrated throughout this 
thesis, eventually bore an individual name—Chávez.     
This first chapter presents a map of the thesis.  It will begin by deploying a brief summary of 
what has been said about Hugo Chávez’s leadership, ideologies, and governance, and the paradox 
these views appear to suggest.  A paradox represented, in particular, by the tension between the 
symbolic and pragmatic character of Chávez’s 14-year exercise of power.  Then I will situate this 
case within the field of political communication, and employ a culturalist approach to understand 
Chávez’s communicational style and political success.  It will conclude with presenting an 
overview of this thesis’s research strategy, which includes the research question and hypothesis, 
method, contribution to scholarship, and structure. 
The Chávez paradox: A brief review 
Who was Chávez? Much has been said, researched, written and theorised about the late Hugo 
Rafael Chávez Frías (July 28,
 
1954–March 5, 2013), President of the Bolivarian Republic of 
Venezuela for 14 years, from 1999 to 2013.  The Lieutenant Colonel and former paratrooper made a 
spectacular but unsuccessful entrance in the Venezuelan political arena leading a coup d’état in 
1992 that surprised all sectors of society.  Although the coup failed, Chávez was given the 
opportunity to appear on the public national network of radio and television to urge his fellow 
rebels to surrender.  The TV screens showed a defiant paratrooper in a red beret and green uniform 
who captured in mere seconds the nation’s attention and imagination for many years to come 
(Bermudez, 2011; Mora, 2002).  He said: “Comrades, regretfully, for now, our objectives were not 
achieved” (Chávez, 1992).   
Two words in particular, “for now” (por ahora), became a symbol—a promise of hope and a 
threat for his political enemies.  These words also represented a “courageous admission” of his 
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responsibility in the coup, “an unusual characteristic in traditional politicians” (H. Salcedo, personal 
communication, December 14, 2010), and embodied the first link between Venezuelans’ antiparty 
and antipolitical frustrations and Chávez’s messianic identity (Mora, 2002).   
Chávez went to prison and his case was dismissed 2 years later, in 1994, when he expressed his 
wish to continue his search for power, but this time via the democratic path.  He embarked upon an 
intensive electoral campaign that led him to his first presidential win in 1998 (Carroll, 2013a; Gott, 
2005; Harnecker, 2005; Petkoff, 2010).  Since then, Lieutenant Colonel Hugo Chávez evolved into 
a highly polarising figure, beloved by half of the 19 million Venezuelan voters and disliked by most 
of the other half.  Historian Margarita Lopez Maya (2008, p. 55) summarised Chávez’s leadership 
style:  
the charismatic traits that define Chávez’s leadership, the heterogeneity of the alliance that 
sustains him, the quality and directionality of the public policies that he has developed in the 
exercise of his power, and the vocation to influence the political development of the region as 
much as world order processes, make him a relevant and particular case within that left that 
recently has come to power in Latin America.   
It is important to understand at this point that when Chávez arrived in power in 1998, Venezuela 
had had for 40 years a system of “representative democracy”, commonly known as puntofijismo an 
allusion to the name of the house (Punto Fijo) where this institutional arrangement was conceived, 
agreed, and signed by the main party leaders in October 1958.  Described by scholar Juan Carlos 
Rey (1991) as a “populist system of conciliation”, this elite2 political arrangement was destined to 
install democracy and pluralism in Venezuela and put an end to the recurrent insurgence of military 
caudillos that had historically plagued Venezuela for over 140 years.   
Forty years later, however, puntofijismo evolved into trite bipartisanship, weak political 
institutions, mismanaged resources, and an increasing disconnection of the political elite with the 
poor, a context that paved the way for a nonpolitical kind of actor: Lieutenant Colonel Hugo 
Chávez.  Thus, Venezuela was a hotbed of antipolitical feelings and demands for democratisation 
                                                 
2
 For the purpose of this thesis I will use the broad definition provided by social science scholar 
Gino Germani (1978), who described elites as “those groups and individuals [who] are the top of 
the various institutions and human activities” (p. 27).  Raymond Williams (1985) explained elite as 
a “process of distinction or discrimination” (p. 113) in which the elected “was often 
undistinguishable from ‘best’ or ‘most important’”, and in its modern sense is related to “conscious 
arguments about class” (p. 114).  For Gramsci (1971), an intellectual elite is necessary to promote 
the ideologies of the group struggling for power to establish intellectual and moral leadership, 
which was what the leaders of the Puntofijo representative democracy aimed at in Venezuela. 
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when an “outsider”, Chávez, emerged with an offer centred on changing the system to participative 
democracy via a change of the constitution (Caballero, 2010; C. Capriles, 2006b; Philip, 2003).   
What made Chávez so successful? Garcia Marquez’s (1999) introductory vignette represented 
Chávez as a contradictory character who could become either a “saviour” or a typical Latin 
American “despot”.  This suggests that Chávez’s exercise of power should be examined as a 
paradox.  On the one hand, economic and political experts have called Chávez’s government “a 
great farce” (Quiros, 2012, p. 3) whose generalised mismanagement left “Venezuela a ruin” 
(Carroll, 2013b, para. 7) with the highest rates of homicide and inflation in Latin America and the 
world (Guerra, 2012; Hausmann, 2013; Tarre, 2012).  On the other hand, the grim socioeconomic 
landscape never prevented Chávez from being democratically elected President of the Republic of 
Venezuela by a clear majority four consecutive times, which made him remain in power “longer 
than Roosevelt, Thatcher or Blair” (Hausmann, 2013, para. 1).  As Harvard Professor Ricardo 
Hausmann (2013) asked, “how can electoral success be achieved under such weak foundations?” 
(para. 3).     
The paradox posed above suggests that issues of a subjective or irrational nature often 
associated with cultural symbols and human emotions might have played a crucial role in Chávez’s 
hegemonic success.  Before Chávez arrived in power, scholar Carlos Romero (1998) had advised 
those wanting to do research about Venezuelan politics to explore models—either from liberal or 
Marxist origins—that differ from those based upon rational analysis to employ approaches that take 
into account “irrational” factors. 
From another perspective, a group of Venezuelan media and communication scholars, including 
myself, have tried to explain Chávez’s success by examining how he used communication and 
media to build his hegemony.  It has been suggested that Chávez ran a “communicator state” 
(Bisbal, 2006, 2009) and a “mediatic Presidency” (Cañizalez, 2011, 2012), where power struggles 
took place in the media arena, which consolidated Venezuela as what Andreas Hepp (2009) called a 
“culture of mediatisation” (para 7), or, as I specifically described it, of “political mediatisation”3 
                                                 
3
 Media communication studies on Chávez have not been focused particularly on what is commonly 
described as “propaganda”, a notion understood in the literature as “Communication that is 
deliberately planned to influence attitudes, emotions or behaviours of the target audience” (Louw, 
2010a, p. 215). Broadly, It could be suggested that propaganda is a tool that has been historically 
employed either in warfare (in World Wars 1 and 2) or by totalitarian regimes of the right and/or 
left. This term originated in the Roman Catholic Church, in 1662, when the Church began using 
propaganda for its campaign “for the propagation of the faith” (Scrouton, 1982, p. 381). It has been 
used to define the linear, one-dimensional way with which Bolsheviks, German national socialists, 
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(Block, 2013).  Additionally, historian Enrique Krauze (2008) argued that Chávez “inaugurated an 
unprecedented style in politics” (p. 90) through which he not only governed but also “performed” 
his government “‘live’ all in front of the cameras” (p. 90) via his TV show Aló Presidente, which 
Krauze characterised as a “hallucinating genre” never imagined by “great communicators” such as 
Ronald Reagan.  Discourse scholar Adriana Bolivar (2003) highlighted that the aim of Chávez’s 
show was to establish a direct, monological, everyday type of communication with his publics.  
Chávez’s former Vice-President, José Vicente Rangel (personal communication, November 29, 
2010), summarised all these features by stating that Hugo Chávez was a “communicational 
phenomenon” whose strength resided “in his word”.  Consequently, it could be implied that 
Chávez’s success had to do with the style he developed to communicate with his audiences in order 
to get his ideologies and policies across, an issue that points to variables that belong to the symbolic 
dimension of politics.   
                                                                                                                                                                  
and later Communists China and Cuba, amongst other regimes, have used propaganda to force their 
political ideologies, in systems where not even followers can feel at ease because of the risks of 
being viewed as “enemies” (Scrouton, 1982). Thus, the notion, propaganda, suggests (by its own 
origin and nature) a lack of freedom of expression/information within systems that usually involve a 
level of coercion against those who are considered adversaries or “enemies” of the dominant 
ideology of the time (Scrouton, 1982). Thus, the notion of propaganda did not appear helpful to 
study Chávez’s style of political communication, for three further reasons: in Venezuela, freedom 
of expression had been guaranteed by the Constitutions of 1961 (before Chávez) and by the 
Constitution sanctioned during his rule, in 1999. Despite intimidating regulations, violations, and 
irregularities, freedom of expression has been and still is a constitutional right in Venezuela. This 
right has facilitated spaces—even if precarious—for opposing groups to voice their counter-
hegemonic ideologies vis-à-vis Chávez. Second, it is because of freedom of expression that 
commercial media, and their key actors (owners, journalists, pundits) have played a leading role as 
the de facto opposition to Chávez. Third, analysed in this way, the notion of propaganda, typical of 
totalitarian realities either from the right or left, would not facilitate the discussion of deeply 
mediatised power interplays between chavista and anti-chavista forces. This discussion explains 
why I decided to explore Chávez as a political communication case, where a theoretical framework, 
interconnecting theories of political culture, mediatisation, communicational government and 
populism, could be applied to analyse the dialectic interplay of culture, actors/ideologies, power 
relations, and media communication that characterised the Chávez era.  
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In this context, Chávez has also been studied via theories of populism.  On the one hand, Silvio 
Waisbord (2003) represented the Venezuelan president as a “throw-back” to earlier “classic” Latin 
American populism, characterised by “personalistic”, charismatic, popular leaders with a political 
style of communication based upon antipolitical and nationalistic discourses that exerted a strong 
appeal to the people via the media of their time.  On the other hand, discourse scholar Ernesto 
Laclau (2005b, 2005c) glorified Chávez as a paradigm of populism—for him the “political act par 
excellence” (2005b, p. 117)—by becoming the unifying leader that opened “new channels of 
political communication” and “constituted the people” by building an “affective” (p. 60) culturally 
appealing bond with the underprivileged that eventually transformed power relations in Venezuela.  
Consequently, populist analyses of Chávez’s political performance also point to cultural, affective, 
and communication categories that could be analysed in terms of the symbolic dimension of 
politics. 
The foregoing discussion suggests that the establishment of Chávez’s hegemony involved a 
series of events that appeared to have been linked by a common symbolic thread.  For example, 
Alberto Quiros (2012) in his analysis of Chávez’s governance stressed the “symbolic” character of 
his policies, offers and ideologies.  For Quiros (2012, p. 4), Chávez employed symbolic 
mechanisms, “to create an artificial country of unfinished projects…an imaginary…to make believe 
a reality that does not exist, enjoy what one does not have, and dream of what is not coming…a 
state of constant expectation”. 
However, this is not the whole story.  On the other side of the paradox, historian Steve Ellner 
(2008, 2010), argued that Chávez’s rule should not be restricted to examination through symbolic 
categories, because Chávez’s governance, based upon a “social-prioritization strategy” (Ellner, 
2010, p. 79), also involved significant compensatory policies and inclusive organisations that 
promoted material benefit, and more participation in decision-making processes, that is, a “sense of 
empowerment” amongst the “formerly marginalized” (pp. 92-93).  Consequently, the material or 
pragmatic impact of Chávez’s social policy and participatory programs must also be taken into 
account by this thesis.   
The symbolic and the pragmatic. 
The paradox posed above raises another crucial question: was Hugo Chávez’s exercise of power 
predominantly symbolic, built to persuade and to create, as Quiros (2012) suggested, “an artificial 
country of unfinished projects” (p. 4); or was Chávez’s rule underpinned by pragmatic 
achievements that translated into material benefit and inclusion for the population, as Ellner (2010) 
implied?  First, I will explain “the symbolic” and “the pragmatic” and how these notions can help 
this thesis gain an understanding of Chávez’s style of political communication.   
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Drawing on Gramsci’s (1971) notion of the “historic bloc”, it could be suggested that the 
separation between the symbolic and the pragmatic may embody a false dichotomy between 
material and intangible aspects of politics.  Gramsci (1971) believed that “material forces are the 
content and ideologies are the form”, a distinction that, he admitted, just had “didactic value” 
because, in reality, “the material forces would be inconceivable historically without forms and the 
ideologies would be individual fancies without the material forces” (p. 377).  So, the symbolic 
dimension of politics could be explained in terms of ideological, cultural, emotional, and mediatised 
symbols exchanged by different social actors via communication in their engagement with politics; 
and the pragmatic dimension could be explained in terms of material achievements or benefits 
attained via concrete organisations, practices, policies, and power relations.  These material 
achievements, particularly in today’s network globalised society, equally need to be communicated 
by the various political players and thus could be considered part of the study of political 
communication.   
The symbolic dimension of politics has been associated in the literature with a dimension of 
power (together with the political and economic) that describes the capacity to “influence the 
actions of others and indeed to create events, by means of the production and transmission of 
symbolic forms” (Thomson, as cited in Couldry, 2003, p. 39), such as speech, writing, images, 
beliefs, cultural traditions, and practices.  Bourdieu (2003) explained that these symbols work as 
“the instruments par excellence of ‘social integration’” (p. 166); or, as Couldry (2003) suggested, as 
instruments of “ideological domination” (p. 38).  In Chávez’s case, the symbolic could be illustrated 
through his everyday evocation of emotional, cultural and ideological issues transmitted via 
manifold channels of communication that include, but are not exclusive to, the media.  For example, 
politician and Editor Teodoro Petkoff stressed the President’s “obscene manipulation” of the 
Bolivarian myth to represent his ideologies, policies, and ultimately, all his actions of governance; 
and Chávez’s “brutal, abusive” use of the media for power purposes (T. Petkoff, personal 
communication, December 1, 2010).   
The pragmatic dimension of politics has been associated with structural, material or concrete 
actions, policies and achievements, mainly addressed to the distribution of resources in a group or 
society (Canovan, 1999; Welsch, 1992).  In Chávez’s case, this structural dimension has been 
explored through his ideologies and actions regarding the two key actors upon which he focused his 
governance: the people and the state (Lopez Maya & Lander, 2011).  “The people” could be 
initially proposed as an abstraction that represents “a sole will and identical sentiments, a quasi-
natural force that embodies morality and history” (Eco, 2008, pp. 129-130).  “The state” is defined 
at its broadest, as the “distinct set of political institutions whose specific concern is with the 
organization of domination, in the name of the common interest, within a delimited territory” 
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(McLean & McMillan, 2009a, para. 1).  This definition could be connected with “statist” ways of 
exercising power through which “the direction and control of economic and social affairs” mostly 
lies in the hands of the state and, more importantly, in the hands of the head of that state (McLean, 
1996, p. 477).  This also applies to Gramsci’s (1971) notion of “statolatry”, which suggests the 
transformation of the state into everybody’s “everyday language”, an element of “active culture” (p. 
268), or alternatively, in the way Nicos Poulanzas (1978) regarded the role of the state as crucial for 
securing the consent of the majority.  For example, in Chávez’s rule, the pragmatic dimension 
materialised into the various inclusive, redistributive, participatory spaces called the “Bolivarian 
missions”, “communal councils” and “communes” aimed at a fairer distribution of the nation’s 
wealth amongst the poor and formerly excluded (Buxton, 2011; Lopez Maya & Panzarelli, 2011). 
These participatory spaces, however, embodied symbolic representations that evoked values and 
traditions of paternalism, patronage and populism culturally embedded and naturalised in 
Venezuelans’ everyday life. 
Therefore, I will explore key symbolic and pragmatic categories marking the political 
communication style developed by Chávez in his hegemonic construction of power and collective 
identity in Venezuela.   
The branch of knowledge: Political communication 
I have proposed this thesis as the examination of Hugo Chávez’s political communication style, 
thus locating this study in the field of political communication.  This has been defined as a “multi-
level field” that links “political culture, political actors, media organizations, including the roles 
played by journalists within them, and bodies of increasingly heterogeneous and varyingly involved 
citizens” (Blumler, 2011, p. ix).  Blumler (2011) argued that political communication entails 
building frameworks that “help us understand how these relationships work, how they evolve, how 
they feed on each other and in what ways they matter” (p. ix) in different groups or societies in 
specific contexts and times.  Voltmer (2006) noted that all players involved in political 
communication act within “a complex web” of interactions, conflicts, and negotiations “over aims, 
procedures and, ultimately, control of the public agenda”, depending upon each other to satisfy their 
interests and achieve their goals (2006, p. 6).  These webs mostly develop in the “omnipresent” 
media arena and hence, tend to lead to “mediatisation” phenomena in contemporary times (Block, 
2013; Brants & Voltmer, 2011; Shultz, 2004).   
For Kavanagh (1983), political communication is linked to the specificities of the political 
culture of a group or society.  Barbara Pfetsch (2004) proposed the idea of a “political 
communication culture” (p. 346) defined as “an essential component of the political culture of a 
country” (p. 346), a concept that can be particularly helpful for analysing the interaction between 
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politics and communication media, and “how the media represent political or pseudo political 
discourses” in public life (p. 363).   
So, it could be implied that the term political communication not only refers to an abstract 
branch of knowledge, but also to the ways in which humans culturally act or interact vis-à-vis issues 
of politics and communication.  In this context, the term political communication has been 
employed to describe “systems” or “processes”, which involve the study of the interaction between 
political and communicational institutions or systems and the implications derived from those 
interactions (Blumler & Gurevitch, 1995). 
In the context of power relationships, political communication can be associated with the way 
political actors—leaders, professional communicators and also the increasing number of mediatised 
citizens—employ the diverse channels and forms of political communication at their disposal in 
contemporary times to construct and circulate their meanings.  Hence, political communication can 
also be linked with communicational styles or practices developed by political actors, such as Hugo 
Chávez, in their search for power.  
Political communication as a style or practice. 
To build the notion of political communication as style or practice, I borrowed from Couldry’s 
(2012) definition of “media as practice”, adapting his concept to the broader topic at hand.  The 
term media is substituted by political communication, always trying to respect and not distort 
Couldry’s (2012) original idea.  I also draw on Arendt’s (1958) argument about the symbolic 
character of human action.  For Arendt (1958) human action—or practice—is primarily supported 
by communicational interactions that consist of and express identity and meaning: “in acting and 
speaking men show who they are, reveal actively their unique personal identities and thus make 
their appearance in the human world” (p. 179).     
Thus, I examine political communication not only as a field of research, but also as a lived 
experience that refers to what the main political actors do “ in relation” to political communication 
“in the contexts in which they act” (Couldry, 2012, p. 35).  This argument involves studying their 
rituals and routines vis-à-vis political communication, that is, a certain logic that can help explain 
how such political actors (such as Hugo Chávez) used the various media, and also other different 
channels of political communication at their disposal (e.g., community organisations), in the 
development of power relations and struggles. 
An obvious illustration of political communication as practice is the rise of “experts in political 
communication” (Kriesi, 2004, p. 184) or “spin doctoring”, defined by Louw (2010a) as “the art of 
political public relations” (p. 75).  The routines and specific kind of logic developed by these 
professional communicators “steer” citizens into a particular cause or ideology.  This issue suggests 
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that political communication can be practised as an “art” strategically created, “scripted”, and 
developed to establish and consolidate hegemony. 
Political communication as practice can also be analysed via the key role that Arendt (1958) 
provided to storytellers, political communicators in their own right, because their narratives “tell us 
more about their subjects, the ‘hero’ in the centre of each story, than any product of human hands 
even tells us about the master who produced it” (p. 184).  In this study, it is about how Hugo 
Chávez, the storyteller, developed a unique style of representing politics and culture in his 
hegemonic path to power and collective identity.  As Colette Capriles (2007, p. 3) argued, Chávez 
provided a “reformulated” version of Venezuela’s history, “where he offered himself as an actor in 
front of a unified people in contemplation, and reconstituted in terms of a symbolic market through 
which Chávez exchanged recognition (popular identity) for loyalty and votes”. 
In addition, Lagorio (2008) proposed the notions of “informalization” and 
“conversationalisation” as styles or “modes” of political communication employed by Chávez to 
break presidential pomp or protocols within the logic he followed to mimetically connect and bond 
with the people.  Thus, the only institution—and identity—that remained throughout the years was 
that of “the speaker” (orador in Spanish), the main storyteller, Chávez.   
Consequentially, it makes sense that populism has been conceptualised in the literature as a 
“political style of communication” (Waisbord, 2003, p. 215): in particular, Jagers and Walgrave 
(2007) described populism “as a political communication style [emphasis added] of political actors 
that refers to the people” (p. 322). 
In summary, I will explore those ideologies, practices and events that may reveal what Chávez 
did that was related to political communication in his hegemonic construction of power and identity 
in Venezuela.   
Studying political communication in Venezuela. 
Venezuela has been defined by Madriz (2008) as an “asymmetric” (p. 109) country, where 
power has historically been unequally distributed and exercised, political institutions have been 
traditionally feeble, antipolitics has been culturally embedded in the national physique, and 
personalisation
4
 and populism have been the norm rather than the exception.  This asymmetric 
                                                 
4 
Van Zoonen (2005) defined “personalisation” as a phenomenon through which personality, 
performance and culture meet in a “convincing political persona” (p. 71).  It describes “the 
performance of political actors operating in the intersections of politics and entertainment” (p. 71), 
which, for Van Zoonen, is different from “perverted superficial relation between politicians and 
volatile fans” (p. 72). The analysis of personalisation, I will argue, should also include the 
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character was substantiated by a 2003 report conducted and published by the United Nations 
Development Program (UNPD)-Venezuela (as cited in Hernández & D’Elia, 2004), in which the 
roots of the “serious” polarisation of the country was placed “in the deep inequalities accumulated 
through a long period of time” (p. 18).  This situation is expressed in “the mismatch of political 
imaginaries, representations, and identities of Venezuelans” (p. 18).  Hence, studying political 
communication in countries such as Venezuela involves challenges related to cultural and historical 
specificities. 
Additionally, studying political communication in an asymmetric country such as Venezuela 
poses a challenge for current scholarship mainly developed from Western perspectives that have 
been often focused on normative or prescriptive categories associated with liberal democracy.  
Scammel and Semetko (2000) have been critical of “democratic theory [that] takes for granted an 
overly simple and outdated model of the media, while media studies take for granted an outdated 
model of democracy” (p. xii).  As Blumler (2011) intimated, political communication has been 
“inescapably a normative domain” (p. ix) that has involved the study of “the realization (or failure 
to realize) of collectively, self-determining processes of citizenship and democracy” (p. ix).  He 
argued, however, that “political and communication values will differ” (p. ix) between cultures and 
situations and that “nobody has empirical evidence which among them are superior” (p. ix).  Thus, 
if as Harrison and Huntington (2000) have argued, differences in culture do “matter”, then the study 
of political communication should be approached via models or frameworks capable of capturing 
the specificities of each culture in the practices, rituals, style and logic they develop to communicate 
with political objects and matters, which explains why political culture is one of the theories 
forming my theoretical framework. 
In this context, professor Carlos Romero (1998) suggested that instead of considering the 
“asymmetries”, “mismatches” and irrational elements in Venezuelan politics as “deviations” from 
rational, normative or deterministic paradigms of politics and democracy, they should be 
understood as valid components of politics, or in this case, of political communication.   
In summary, this thesis is examining the development of the political style performed by 
Chávez to communicate with his constituents.  Such style includes the shifts, turns and nuances of 
the President’s word as the nation’s main storyteller—what Chávez told his publics across 14 years 
to connect, confront, bond, and possibly mimetise with his constituents in his hegemonic 
construction of power and identity. 
                                                                                                                                                                  
development of political communication styles, practices or performances in hegemony and identity 
construction processes.   
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The culturalist approach 
This investigation will take a culturalist perspective, which means that I will examine the case 
in terms of the relationship between issues of culture and power, and in acknowledgment of the role 
of human agency.  Culturalist approaches tend to focus on the evaluation of issues of consent, 
legitimacy and coercion mainly embodied
5
 in Antonio Gramsci’s (1971) notion of hegemony, which 
I propose as this thesis’s primary theoretical, referential category of analysis and that will be 
explained in-depth in Chapter 2 dedicated to the theoretical framework.  This is consistent with the 
way scholars J. E. Romero (2002), Mires (2007), and Bisbal (2009) have studied Chávez’s 
governance in association with hegemonic processes and with the displacement of former dominant 
groups and identities. 
In addition, the culturalist perspective taken by this investigation can be helpful for 
interconnecting pragmatic (structural/material) and symbolic (subjective/irrational/ cultural) 
categories of the political communication style developed by Chávez in his path to hegemony and 
the constitution of identity.   
Culturalist approaches have been associated with the way Raymond Williams (1977) and 
Antonio Gramsci (1971) connected cultural elements of everyday life associated with power 
relations, with the intellectual and moral leadership stimulated via manifold channels of cultural 
organisation, or political communication, such as parliament, church, and media communication to 
build “shared consciousness” or “collective will” to establish hegemony (Bennet et al., 1981; 
Gramsci, 1971; Louw, 2001; Williams, 1977).  In this light, I will examine how Chávez used those 
cultural or communicational channels in terms of their contribution to the hegemonic construction 
of power and collective identity that eventually will bear his own name. 
Hence, this thesis proposes the study of hegemony and identity building as deeply intertwined 
processes that are linked, at least in Chávez’s specific case, by his peculiar, rather unique style of 
performing his political communication. 
Largely, culturalism is a tradition that critiques deterministic views of society and economic 
reductionism.  In the 1960s and 1970s it marked a contrast with structuralist approaches to 
knowledge (Barker, 2004; Bennet et al., 1981; Hall, 1981; McGuigan, 1992).  Bennet et al. (1981) 
explained that culturalism has been mainly associated with the work of Raymond Williams, E. P. 
                                                 
5
 Throughout this thesis I will employ the phenomenological term “embodiment” mainly 
drawing on the theories of Merleau-Ponty (1962, as cited in Abercrombie, Hill, & Turner, 2006, p. 
127) associated with how we experience, perceive, and express the reality that surrounds us through 
language.  Thus, our experiences, feelings, and perceptions are “embodied” in the language we use 
to express them (pp. 127-128). 
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Thompson and Richard Hoggart, who viewed culture “as a set of practices” through which humans 
“actively respond to the conditions of their social existence” and build “experienced social 
relationships into diverse and structured patterns of living, thinking and feeling” (p. 10). 
Hence, culturalism, adopts a “broadly anthropological definition of culture that takes it to be an 
everyday life process” (Barker, 2004, p. 43) that stresses the “ordinariness” of culture and the 
“active, creative capacity of people to construct shared meaningful practices” (p. 43).  While 
culturalist perspectives take into account the active participation of humans in building their own 
existence, consistent with Marx’s idea that “men [sic] make their own history” (McGuigan, 1992, p. 
29), structuralism prioritises elements outside the “conditions of their own making” (p. 30).  
Consequently, as McGuigan (1992) indicated, the emphasis of culturalism on experiences and 
practices “enables it to stress human agency” and provides this approach with the instruments to 
explain “concrete historical circumstances” (p. 30).   
Thus, culturalist approaches are eminently “historically oriented” and interconnect culture with 
issues of power, culture, class
6
, and communication (Barker, 2004, p. 43).  Barker (2004) suggested 
that, due to its nation-centred character, culturalism may not be applicable in the context of 
globalisation.  However, based on the same arguments, it could be implied that it is culturalism’s 
nation-centred, context-specific character that makes it helpful for analysing a specific political 
communication case (Chávez’s case) in the context of asymmetric countries, such as Venezuela, 
where subjective, cultural and “irrational” issues impinged upon their politics (C. Romero, 1998).   
This argument can be reinforced by the way Williams (1977) and Gramsci (1971) viewed 
hegemony as superseding simplistic base-superstructure models by prioritising the role culture 
played in the establishment of power and the constitution of a “common will” through “socially 
shaped, lived experiences of different subjects—whether these be conceived as individual or as 
social groups” (Bennet et al., 1981, p. 12), which in turn suggests a form of identity politics, a 
notion that is central to understand Chávez’s political communication style and overall political 
success. 
Gramsci (1971, p. 349) explained that significant historical acts, “can only be performed by 
‘collective man’, which presupposes the attainment of a ‘cultural-social’ unity though which a 
multiplicity of dispersed wills, with heterogeneous aims, are welded together with a single aim.   
Therefore, Gramsci emphasised the importance of “collectively attaining a single cultural 
‘climate’” (p. 349) through language or just words.  Thus, building a collective will, and identity, 
                                                 
6
 I apply the complex notion of “class” in post-Marxist terms as a “cultural classification” or 
“discursive construct” that could be described “as a relational set of inequalities with economic, 
political and ideological dimensions” (Barker, 2004, p. 26). 
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implies sharing common cultural values, which serve as a “unifying principle” in the fusion of the 
dominant group and its allies or followers in its quest of hegemony and identity (Gramsci, 1971, p. 
348).  This is amplified by Williams (1977), who argued that such hegemonic commonality of 
values is never static or reductive of political, economic or social activity; instead, it considers 
relations of power (of domination and subordination) in terms of “practical consciousness”, that is, 
of the “whole substance of lived identities and relationships” (p.  110)—thus, hegemony and 
collective identity building are approached by culturalism as lived ongoing processes, where the 
symbolic and pragmatic appear to merge. 
Hence, through culturalism, hegemony and the constitution of collective will are not solely 
considered in terms of the superstructure or ideology, employed for “manipulation” or 
“indoctrination” (p. 110).  For Williams (1977, p. 110), hegemony preferably embodied, “a whole 
body of practices and expectations, over the whole of living…our shaping perceptions of ourselves 
and our world.  It is a lived [emphasis added] system of meaning and values…It is…in the strongest 
sense a ‘culture’”. 
As McGuigan (1992) explained, culturalism considers that “hegemonic leadership is never all-
pervasive” (p. 24) because “the nexus of culture and ideology is one of perpetual negotiation 
between contending forces” (p. 24).  So, culturalist perspectives assume that issues of culture, 
power relations and class are interconnected “in common sense, the practical reasoning of everyday 
life” (McGuigan, 1992, p. 24); thus, culturalism presupposes the existence of pluralism in relations 
of power. 
Williams (1977), in particular, stated that “a lived hegemony is always a process” (p. 112) 
whereby relationships and identities can be subject to changes, tensions, or limits: “In practice, that 
is, hegemony can never be singular” (p. 112).  This explains why culturalist views of hegemony 
always assume the possibility, depending on the “openness” of specific groups or societies, of 
alternative and oppositional social and cultural forms in relation to the dominant culture that should 
be recognised “as subject to historical variation” (p. 415).   
Thus, taking a culturalist perspective helps examine hegemonic processes of power and identity 
(such as the mimetic process suggested by the development of Chávez’s political communication 
style) as open-ended phenomena.  This appears to make total domination, or closure, not only 
impossible, but also undesirable, because it could imply the end of the dialectic dynamics embodied 
by hegemony itself.  However, the way Chávez’s political communication evolved towards 
authoritarianism and demands of “absolute” loyalty eventually seems to have demonstrated 
otherwise (Brewer, 2010; Lopez Maya, 2011; Petkoff, 2010).  
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Structures of feeling. 
Abercrombie, Hill, and Turner, 2006 explained that Williams (1977) articulated the 
relationship between culture and power, and the emergence of collective “shared consciousness”—
and thus of collective identity—by using the concept of “structures of feeling” (p. 420).  It is 
through this concept that Williams provides a place for “everyday beliefs and perceptions” 
emerging outside the “official ideology” (p. 420), a notion that will be helpful for analysing the rise 
of leftist populist Hugo Chávez to power in a context where the dominant ideologies were deeply 
embedded in Western liberal democratic ideologies based upon representative democracy and 
separation of powers.   
The notion of structures of feeling has the potential to explain hegemonic struggles and identity 
politics experiences that occur in a day-to-day context (p. 420); struggles and experiences that may 
lead to identity construction and, more specifically, to populist political communication forms of 
mimetically appealing to the people.  Thus, the concept of structures of feeling embodies 
collectively created categories that “organize the empirical consciousness of a particular social 
group” and their “imaginative” world in a simultaneous way (Hall, 1981, pp. 23-24) in hegemonic 
quests for power. 
Williams (1977, p. 128) argued that the analysis of culture restricts social practices and 
institutions to “fixed” and “explicit” “experiences of the past”.  Alternatively, the concept of 
structures of feeling offers a way to account for human experiences and practices in contemporary 
times.  It has the potential to help us to make sense of emotions and actions, emergent or latent, 
which eventually might become dominant.  Such opposing or emergent categories suggest that 
power is not a given and the different groups, no matter their position, need to continuously keep on 
working to win hearts and minds in their specific group or society. 
The concept of structures of feeling involves a compelling proposition that could help this 
thesis in the study of emerging or opposing experiences that could turn crucial “in understanding 
tensions and cleavages” (McLean, 1996, p. 380) in processes of political and cultural change.  In 
particular, because culturalist approaches to knowledge tend to stress the “action of culture”, rather 
than the “determination of culture” (Bennet et al., 1981, p. 10); that is, culture—and thus 
communication—are regarded as a “practice” that is connected “interactively with economic and 
political processes, shaping and conditioning these as well as being shaped and conditioned by 
them” (p. 10).  This interplay can be understood through Williams’s “radical interactionism”, which 
accounts for “the interaction of all practices in and with one another, skirting the problem of 
determinacy” (Hall, 1981, p. 23).   
Similarly, Gramsci (1971) defined ideology as “the philosophy of praxis” (p. 376), that is, the 
historically necessary articulation employed by the intellectuals of each time and culture to 
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“organize human masses and create the terrain on which men move, acquire consciousness of their 
position, struggle, etc.” (p. 377).  Hence, for Gramsci (1971) the term ideology does not have the 
negative connotation given by orthodox Marxism because, to him, ideology plays a central role in 
social struggles leading to the constitution of a collective will and, ultimately, to hegemony. 
Culturalism + constructivism. 
Moreover, the stress of culturalist perspectives on the interaction of all human practices and, 
specially, on the emergence of structures of feeling that might lead to the constitution of a collective 
human will, or identity, to transform society, links culturalism with constructivist perspectives; in 
particular, with Eric Louw’s (2001, 2010) critical constructivist approach to political 
communication.  Constructivism, according to Louw (2010), is a way of “seeing and understanding 
the world based on the premise that as human beings we experience the world mentally” (p. 7).   
Louw (2010) argued that we do not receive information from the world “passively” because we 
continuously interpret and build our knowledge in a subjective way, according to our own cultural 
language, human needs and power goals, mainly expressed in communication processes in 
contemporary times —an assumption that ties critical constructivism with this thesis’s culturalist 
approach to Hugo Chávez, the agent, who step-by-step, and guided by specific ideological and 
political aims, shaped a political communication style in the hegemonic construction of power and 
reconstitution of collective identity in Venezuela. 
Ultimately, the foregoing discussion suggests that the culturalist approach can be indeed helpful 
for interconnecting the pragmatic and symbolic dimensions of Chávez’s political communication 
style.  Welsch, Carrasquero and Varnagy (2004) explained that although some culturalist 
approaches have been associated with the prioritisation of “subjective” categories in the study of 
politics, culturalism might rather help “build a bridge [emphasis added]” between the subjective 
(symbolic) and pragmatic dimensions of politics (p. 59).  In particular, through the lived, socially 
constructed, meanings of everyday life which may beget Williams’s (1977) structures of feeling; 
that is to say, those structures which, according to Osborne (2001), “bind people to their worlds by 
their grounding in place” (p. 10), and provide a “template” to identity construction, like, for 
example, the lived character of the populist structures of feeling that emerged from Venezuela’s 
imaginaries and political culture, deployed in Chapter 2.   
Research strategy: an overview 
I have visualised this thesis first as a predominantly theoretical study on Hugo Chávez’s 
political communication, as a “philosophical inquiry” (Murray & Beglar, 2009) into the issue.  So, 
broadening from the culturalist approach, this thesis proposes a multidimensional theoretical 
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framework consisting of four themes associated with hegemony and identity construction: political 
culture, populism, mediatisation and communicational government (see Chapter 2).  In the course 
of this investigation, these four theories, and some concepts derived from them, emerged as 
necessary tools to help me explore and gain a more vigorous understanding of the development of 
Chávez’s communicational style. 
Philosophical inquiry does not necessarily involve the collection of data.  However, I applied a 
mixed qualitative method to collect and analyse some relevant data and texts from the empirical 
reality to complement, test, and support the theoretical inquiry.  The primary sources include a 
selection of data and media texts; mainly transcripts of some of Chávez’s keynote speeches, and 
other relevant media stories published nationally and internationally.  I also analysed the responses 
obtained from the 27 in-depth elite interviews I undertook in Venezuela with politicians, journalists, 
media owners, academics, pollsters and community leaders, who agreed to have their names 
published for academic purposes.  This thesis also draws on secondary sources such as history, 
culture, politics, sociology, communication, philosophy, and discourse textbooks and peer-reviewed 
articles relevant to the case, as well as statistics, surveys or public opinion investigations made by 
others.  
The way I present the problem—the study of the style of political communication developed by 
Chávez in his hegemonic construction of power and identity in Venezuela—implies that such style, 
and in particular the mimetic, or mimetising, process of bonding, might have suffered mutations 
over time.  Therefore, I will employ a periodisation to assess key ideologies, practices, and events 
across Chávez’s Presidency vis-à-vis categories originated in the four theories that underpin the 
theoretical framework: Thus, events in each period will be evaluated against issues of political 
culture, populism, mediatisation, and communicational government.   
In the periodisation (graphically represented in Appendix 1) I will evaluate relevant pieces of 
data from December 1998, when Chávez won his first presidential election, until January 2013, 
when a fatally ill President was absent from his fourth inauguration and the people were sworn in 
his stead.  I have called the phases of Chávez’s rule ‘Soft’ (1998-2001), ‘Adversarial’ (2001-2003), 
‘Radical’ (2003-2007) and ‘Mimetic closure’ (2007-2013).  The names of each phase broadly 
correspond to salient features adopted by Chávez’s approach to power and identity in each of the 
periods.   
Research questions  
This thesis’s research questions were theoretically and experientially motivated by both the 
culturalist approach and the paradox involved in Chávez’s style of governance explicated above, 
and set out as follows:  
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1. What sort of political communication style did Hugo Chávez develop in his path to 
governmental power in Venezuela?  
a. How could Gramsci’s conception of hegemony help me to understand this process?  
b. What could theories of political culture tell this thesis about the development of 
Chávez’s communicational style? 
c. How could theories of communication help this thesis make sense of Chávez’s style 
of conducting his government? 
d. How could theories of the mediatisation also help make sense of Chávez’s style of 
connecting with his publics? 
e. How could theories of populism, particularly Laclau’s (2005a, 2005b, 2005c), assist 
this thesis in the examination of such style?  
f. Could Chávez’s style of political communication have involved any variations from 
the above-mentioned theoretical themes? How? 
2. Could Hugo Chávez’s political communication style have contributed to the building of 
identity politics in Venezuela?  
a. If so, how? 
b. Did Chávez’s identity politics, and overall style of political communication, involve 
a rearrangement of power relations in Venezuela? If so, how? 
3. What are the key characteristics that would serve to outline the political style of 
communication that made Hugo Chávez so successful?  
a. Were these characteristics mainly symbolic (emotional, cultural, mediatising, and so 
on)? Or were they mainly pragmatic? Or both? 
These questions suggest a strategy aimed at uncovering the political communication process, or 
logic, followed by Chávez to mimetically bond with the politically unsatisfied majority, and to 
disassociate from the former Venezuelan elite.  So this thesis is trying to unlock a culturally binding 
political communication strategy unfolded by Hugo Chávez’s style of addressing relationships of 
power in Venezuela. 
The logic of mimetisation. 
Consequently, due to the complexities involved by the questions posed above, especially 
research question 1, about what made Hugo Chávez’s political communication style so successful 
in his quest of governmental power, this thesis will additionally proffer a hypothesis.  Hypotheses 
are defined as “articulated series of statements” (Ferrater Mora, 1978, p. 178), or “conjectures”, 
proposed as “a possible solution to a problem” (Honderich, 1995, p. 385), which require further 
investigation by argument, observation and/or empirical evidence.   
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Thus, I will examine Chávez’s style of political communication in terms of the development of 
a process or logic, where “process” is understood as a series of “developments” that often involve 
“a temporal, linear sequence of different states, which are assumed to belong together” (Krotz, 
2007, p. 256) and “logic” as a “rarefied system of statements” (Laclau, 2005b, p. 117).  So, this 
thesis will examine Hugo Chávez’s style of political communication in terms of the logic of 
mimetisation, a systematic sequence of communicational events through which the Venezuelan 
President may have incrementally built a mimetic bond with his constituents in his hegemonic 
construction of power and identity.  This logic seems to have been driven by a complex process that 
combined four elements:  
 The use and reformulation of common cultural symbols; 
 Populist ideologies and practices; 
 A savvy use of communication and media to exercise his power; and 
 The boost of inclusive, compensatory, and participatory practices in which Chávez’s 
constituents not only felt mirrored but also endowed with a refashioned, mimetised, 
collective identity individually called Chávez.   
Ultimately, I propose the logic of mimetisation as the endpoint of Hugo Chávez’s unique 
populist style of culturally appealing and connecting with his publics, via manifold channels of 
political communication that included, but were not limited, to the media––The political 
communication style whereby the Venezuelan president, step-by-step, established and strengthened 
hegemony by reconstituting a collective identity that eventually bore his name: Chávez.   
Therefore, this hypothesis ties together, from a culturalist perspective, two core concepts: 
hegemony and identity politics, which represent the theoretical foundation of my investigation on 
Chávez’s political communication style.  The hypothesis, however, suggests the need to apply still 
other theoretical themes; consequently, broadening from the two foundational, general concepts 
(hegemony and identity politics), I will also apply theories of political culture, populism, 
mediatisation, and communicational government, which will finally help me articulate the logic of 
mimetisation. 
Contribution to scholarship 
This thesis seeks to make the following contributions to knowledge.  First, it aims to provide a 
broader understanding of the political communication style that underpinned Hugo Chávez’s 
successful hegemonic construction of power and identity in Venezuela, which may have been 
driven by the logic of mimetisation.   
Second, through the evaluation of the data in Part II, this thesis aims to draw a map of the 
unique political communication environment of Chávez’s Venezuela.  
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The third aim for this thesis is to provide deeper insights into the status and possible shifts and 
rearrangements in power relations, and in Venezuelans’ political culture propensities.  It 
particularly seeks to discover whether Chávez’s rule might have implied an advance towards a more 
inclusive and socially aware polity that, however, may have paradoxically involved past traits of 
typical authoritarian caudillo-style forms of thinking and practising politics and communication. 
The fourth aim is to expand theoretical knowledge in the field of political communication by 
testing and in some cases transforming some theoretical themes to adjust them to the study of 
Chávez’s case.  More specifically, this thesis seeks to make a contribution in the form of definitions 
of:  
a) the mediatisation of politics (Block, 2013) based upon the arguments I proposed in an article 
published by Communication Theory in its August 2013 issue that employed Chávez’s 
mediatised Venezuela as an illustration (expanded in Chapter 2) 
b) communicational government, that conceptualises the performed, dramatised character of 
Chávez’s government by communication (Chapter 2) 
c) the idea of looking into political communication not only as a branch of knowledge but as 
political communication practice or style—a craft that can be acted upon or performed and 
to which humans can relate in everyday life  
d) the introduction of the term mimetisation to define the logic or sequence of 
communicational and power relations events through which Chávez and his constituents 
may have, step-by-step, mimetically bonded, consubstantiated, and mimetised into a 
collective but nonetheless top-down identity individually called Chávez (Chapters 1, 2 and 
7).   
The fifth aim is to shed newer light on the links between theories of hegemony, identity politics, 
and populism within the field of political communication. 
Thesis Structure 
This thesis follows the general line of inquiry as described above.  It consists of two parts.  Part 
I constitutes the introductory body of three chapters that together delineate a guiding plan to the 
overall study.  Part II constitutes the analytical body and consists of five chapters.   
Part I started with the present chapter, “Mapping the Thesis”.  Chapter 2 will outline the 
theoretical framework, by first situating the two core, general concepts emerging from the 
culturalist approach: hegemony and identity politics; and then, the four associated theoretical 
themes, political culture, populism, mediatisation, and communicational government, that will be 
applied to the study of Hugo Chávez’s political communication style and logic of mimetisation.  
Thus, the culturalist approach will help me build a multidimensional theoretical framework with the 
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potential to help me make sense of the Chávez paradox, capture the tensions and connections 
between the symbolic and pragmatic dimensions of his power, and, ultimately, theorise his political 
communication style and logic of mimetisation, which I propose as the driving logic of such style.   
In Chapter 3, I will elaborate on the method.  I will assess the data (formed by outstanding 
ideologies, practices and events corresponding to each of the phases) against categories associated 
with the four theoretical themes: political culture, populism, mediatisation, and communicational 
government.  I will also employ a mixed method of textual analysis that will help me detect 
communicational nuances implying issues of hegemony and identity construction.  Part II will 
comprise the analytical body.  It will consist of five chapters where I will execute the evaluation of 
the empirical data vis-à-vis thematic and textual categories.  Thus, in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7, I will 
deploy the analysis of data for each one of the phases in the periodisation.   
In Chapter 4, I will assess the political communication of the Soft period of Chávez’s 
Presidency, from 1998 to 2000, which, borrowing from Sartori (2002), will be defined as the phase 
of the emotivisation of politics when Venezuelan political life appeared to have been “reduced to 
emotional episodes” (p. 119).  This phase was marked by Chávez’s goal of changing the 
constitution and political system from representative to participative democracy.  So, the figure of 
Simon Bolivar, antipolitical ideologies and Christian representations were employed, and 
reformulated, by Chávez to unite Venezuelans to trigger these changes.   
In Chapter 5, I will analyse the Adversarial period (2000-2003), when Chávez again employed 
Bolivarian, antielite and Christian metaphors; this time he did not use them to unite, but to deepen 
the division of the country between all those who followed him or his constitutents (chavistas) and 
all the groups who opposed him, largely considered by the President as members of the elite or 
oligarchy (antichavistas).  This is the phase when Chávez started to construct the commercial media 
(owners, institutions, and journalists) and the overall business elite as his main enemies.  This phase 
marked the mediatisation of Venezuelan politics characterised by an ongoing mediatised war that 
culminated in a coup and a two-month long general strike that deeply affected the country’s 
economy. 
In Chapter 6, I will evaluate ideologies, practices and events during the Radical period (2003-
2006), which was marked by the radicalisation of Chávez’s project and the consolidation of his 
communicational government.  I will explore how during this phase Chávez might have begun to 
practice a different, less linear and more complex form of identity construction, where he sought to 
consolidate and supersede the mimetic bond he has already established through Bolivarianism, 
antipolitics and Catholic redemption, by transforming it into an amalgamating phenomenon via the 
inclusive social organisations called the “Bolivarian missions”: A ‘missionesque’ form of politics 
that endowed him with his third presidential victory.   
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In Chapter 7, I will assess the last phase, from 2006 until his demise in 2013, when the President 
focused his discourse on popular power and the construction of a communal state.  I will explore 
whether and how during this phase Chávez’s hegemony may have reached its peak when from 
merely mirroring his followers’ emotions the President advanced a step forward to becoming or 
being those emotions.  This was the last step in the logic of mimetisation, an antidialectic 
breakthrough in which I evaluate the moment of Mimetic closure.   
In Chapter 8, I will develop the final discussion and assess the theorisation of Chávez’s political 
communication style through the key steps in the logic of mimetisation.   
In the next chapter I will situate the main theories (hegemony and identity building), and four 
associated theories (political culture, populism, mediatisation, communicational government), 
whereby I will assemble the theoretical framework that will be applied to the study of Chávez’s 
political communication style.  
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Chapter 2. Articulating the Theoretical Framework 
Introduction 
In the previous chapter, I proposed that to fulfil his hegemonic goals Hugo Chávez followed a 
logic that I hypothesised as the logic of mimetisation, through which he developed step-by-step a 
mimetic emotional bond with his constituents that provided them—from above—with an identity 
and a place in society.   
This thesis was introduced in Chapter 1 as following a culturalist approach to Chávez’s political 
communication style and to how he progressively established and strengthened his hegemony by 
reconstituting collective identity that eventually bore his name, Chávez.  This study was described 
as philosophical inquiry, which means “thinking critically” about the case to challenge and expand 
existing knowledge, a process that requires the identification of relevant theories and concepts 
(Murray & Beglar, 2009; Scriven & Paul, 1987).   
The culturalist perspective involves that I prioritise the study of symbolic-pragmatic processes 
of consent, legitimacy and coercion that are expressed in the notion of hegemony: the “entire 
ensemble of practical and theoretical activities” (Gramsci, Q15, as cited in Buttigieg, 2005, p. 43), 
whereby the dominant group or “charismatic” leader (Hugo Chávez in this case) “justifies and 
maintains its [his] dominance” by managing to acquire “the active consent of those he rules” (p. 
43).  This process also involves the articulation of what Gramsci (1971) called “collective will” to 
replace the former dominant order.  Thus, the constitution of a collective unified will links 
hegemony with the study of identity construction.  This explains why I have proposed hegemony 
and identity building as this thesis’s main categories of analysis.   
This type of approach involves broader implications that suggest the need to build a 
multidimensional theoretical framework to gain deeper insights into the specificities of Chávez’s 
case.  This explains why this chapter will be substantial. 
The goal of building a theoretical framework is to have a basis for the study.  It will help 
establish some instrumental theories and concepts to analyse the case, make some links, and have 
the tools to adjust, hybridise or transform theories and/or concepts in the course of the analysis 
(Layder, 1993; Sabino, 1996).  Layder (1993) advised drawing an initial map of strategic themes to 
help researchers make the links between the theories and fieldwork.   
I propose a five-tiered theoretical framework where the first, overarching, general tier flags the 
culturalist approach and consists of situating hegemony and identity building as fundamental 
interconnected theoretical categories of research that apply to the case.  From the fundamental, 
general concepts, I continue to the specific: So, in each one of the remaining four tiers of the 
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framework I situate the other strategic theoretical themes—political culture, populism, 
mediatisation, communicational government—that I will apply to the case.   
The discussion of the strategic theories in the five-tiered framework (and others that could 
emerge in the course of the analysis) will help me eventually articulate the logic of mimetisation, 
proposed as the logic that marked the pace, or drove, the development of the unique political 
communication style performed by Chávez in his hegemonic path to power and reconstitution of 
collective identity.  Thus, the logic of mimetisation will be theoretically articulated at the end of this 
chapter and empirically unlocked through the analysis of the data in the second part of this thesis.  I 
employ the term “articulation” to define the ensemble of the theoretical framework into the logic of 
mimetisation not only because it is the term used by Gramsci (1971) to describe the process that 
leads to the formation of a collective will, but also because, as Stuart Hall told Lawrence Grossberg 
(1986), it is a process that mixes “different, distinct elements which can be rearticulated in different 
ways because they have no necessary belongingness” (p. 53)  
Consequently, the logic of mimetisation represents the articulating process, the thread that ties 
together hegemony and identity construction with issues of political culture, communication, 
mediatisation, and populism.  The logic through which I try to make sense of Chávez’s unique style 
of connecting and bonding with his constituents in his hegemonic path to power and identity 
reconstitution. 
Although all the theories in the five-tiered framework have been individually employed one way 
or the other in the literature to study Venezuelan contemporary politics and Chávez himself, the 
proposed theories have not been interconnected before to study the specificities of Chávez’s 
political communication style.  My aim is to challenge and to expand existing knowledge by 
interconnecting, adjusting, or even hybridising the selected theories to gain an understanding of the 
style of political communication developed by Hugo Chávez.  Put simply, I attempt to link, via the 
proposed theoretical framework, the abstract world of theories and concepts with the concrete world 
of human experience, to strike a balance between the empirical dimensions of individual or 
collective action and the theories providing the vocabulary through which humans explain what 
they do with their lives in society (Geertz, 1973; Honderich, 1995): in other words, a balance 
between the symbolic and pragmatic aspects of the case.  Next, I will situate the two primary 
strategic definitions: hegemony and identity politics. 
Hegemony. 
In the past, various philosophers and sociologists employed the term hegemony to explain how 
leaders and governments established leadership and maintained their legitimacy and power via the 
imposition of ideologies, the management of the distribution of material benefits and the use of 
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coercion.  More specifically, in the early 20th century, Antonio Gramsci (1971) developed the 
concept of hegemony to explain why the ideologies of the liberal-democratic West have prevailed 
in the modern world.  He was one of the first thinkers to examine the links between culture, power 
and class relations; his writings, developed between 1910 and 1921, were eclectically influenced by 
Marx’s materialism, Hegel’s dialectics, and Benedetto Croce’s idealism (Swingewood, 1998).  
Swingewood (1998) stressed the way Gramsci emphasised “the creative role of agents ‘engaged in 
praxis’” (p. 14), rejecting orthodox Marxist views that explained political and social change in 
terms of predetermined historical laws because, for Gramsci, the explanation resided outside the 
realm of “mechanistic models of base and superstructure” (p. 14).   
Gramsci (1971) stressed the importance of establishing moral and intellectual leadership over 
allied groups (direzione) to obtain consent and legitimacy, and of exerting domination or force to 
subdue enemies or antagonistic groups when necessary (dominio) (p. 57).  Gramsci also suggested 
that when hegemony is achieved, dominant groups should continue working on maintaining and 
consolidating their moral and intellectual leadership to avoid or minimise the use of force (pp. 57-
58).  Thus, the hegemonic process ultimately explains, “the political, cultural and ideological forms 
through which, in any given society, a fundamental class is able to establish its leadership” (Bennet 
et al., 1981, p. 187) within the realm of “civil society”, a process that refers to the symbolic 
dimension of politics; this process should be differentiated “from the more coercive forms of 
domination” (p.187) exerted through political society or the state.  Hence, hegemony is best 
established through symbolic (intellectual, cultural, communicational) instruments rather than force 
(p. 59).   
Despite the differentiation between “civil” and “political” society, Gramsci (1971) often 
interconnected both dimensions in his writings where they somehow appeared to blur.  After all, he 
believed the robustness of the state is rooted on “the dialectical unity [emphasis added] between 
government power and civil society” (Gramsci, Q15, as cited in Buttigieg, 2005, p. 43).   Moreover, 
according to Buttigieg (2005), Gramsci also linked the realms of civil and political society with 
programs of “economic reform”, which for him were “the concrete [pragmatic] form in which every 
moral and intellectual reform presents itself (Gramsci, Q13, as cited in Buttigieg, 2005, p. 43).  So, 
via the study of how dominant groups, the party, or charismatic leaders establish and maintain 
hegemony, Gramsci “enlarged” the concept of the modern state by representing it as a “triadic” 
where the civil, political and economic realms “are inextricably intertwined” (p. 43).   
Thus, via hegemony dominant groups reproduce power relations and build a common will in 
society.  However, this does not mean that the status quo remains frozen or stagnant in time.  To the 
contrary, Gramsci (1971) also described how in each society there are opposing groups and 
emerging forces at play that also try to promote their own ideas and values.  This is why existing 
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dominant groups need to bargain, or even resort to the use of force to maintain their power, in 
processes that eventually may culminate in the victory of opposing or emerging groups, which then 
will establish their own intellectual and moral leadership and popularise their ideas, particularly 
amongst the unsatisfied or discontented (Gramsci, 1971; see also Louw, 2001).  Their victory, in 
turn, dialectically sets up the dynamic of hegemony all over again.   
The popularisation of emerging ideas, is mainly achieved via the management and “creation” of 
what Gramsci called public opinion, “the point of contact between ‘civil society’ and ‘political 
society’, between consent and force” (Gramsci, Q7, as cited in Buttigieg, 2005, p. 45)—Public 
opinion that in contemporary times is created via manifold channels of political communication that 
include but not exclusively the media, an issue that communication driven, media savvy Hugo 
Chávez prioritised.   
Raymond Williams (2005) extended Gramsci’s views on hegemony that for him superseded the 
Marxist base-superstructure model because it was formulated in terms of culture, of a “lived” 
process that is not historically determined: “something that … is lived at such a depth, which 
saturates the society” (p. 37) and that ultimately helps us build the perceptions we have of 
“ourselves and our world” (p. 10).  So, for Williams (1977) hegemony implied the “complex 
interlocking of political, social, and cultural forces” (p. 108), a view that transcends generalisations 
that simplistically associate hegemony with issues of “rule or domination” (p. 108), or “opinion or 
mere manipulation” (Williams, 2005, p. 38). 
The foregoing discussion suggests that aspiring hegemons need to take into account the 
feelings, values, beliefs, and practices of the subordinated groups expressed in the form of cultural 
beliefs, popular wisdom, or, as Gramsci (1971) called it, “common sense”: The symbolic 
knowledge developed by humans in everyday life that incorporates “the most widespread 
conception of life and of man”, that is, the “folklore of philosophy” (p. 203).   
In the same line, as noted in the previous chapter, Gramsci (1971) stressed the importance of 
ideology, or “philosophy of praxis” (p. 376), for the establishment and consolidation of hegemony.  
The intellectuals have the function of providing “homogeneity’ and “awareness” to the political, 
social and economic “function” that individuals or collectives have in society; also, they lead the 
“struggle” to “conquer and “assimilate” the remaining “traditional” intellectuals from former 
dominant groups (pp. 5-10).   
Postmodern Jean Baudrillard (2010) examined the distinction between hegemony and 
domination: For him domination traditionally involved a struggle between two players, that is, the 
dual, predominantly a symbolic, relationship of force and conflict between the dominators and the 
dominated that characterised hegemonic struggles in the past.  However, Baudrillard (2010) argued 
that in today’s societies, marked by the virtual “reality of networks”, hegemony implies 
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“domination in its terminal phase” (p. 33).  So, hegemony now embodies the “internalization of the 
master by the emancipated slave” (p. 33), which suggests “the disappearance of dual, personal 
agonistic domination for the sake of integral reality” (p. 33).   
Thus, for Baudrillard, (2010), the process of hegemony materialises in the “ecstasy” of total 
communication and mediatisation, which implies a situation of “virtual and total exchange where 
there are no longer dominators and dominated” (p. 33).  Hence, for Baudrillard in the context of 
contemporary society “hegemony brings domination to an end [emphasis added]” as we, 
“emancipated workers internalize the global order” (p. 34), not only accept it but make it our own.  
Through hegemony, the global order becomes naturalised in a process whereby voluntary consensus 
“replaces traditional servitude” (p. 34).  This replacement, however, does not mean freedom or the 
change of structures.  Instead, it means the reinforcement of the same power relationships which, by 
virtue of highly mediatised, hyper-communicated processes are now assumed by the ruled or 
dominated as their own; a process that critical constructivist Eric Louw (2001) called “discursive 
closure”: Agonistic dialectics is no more as it is displaced by antidialectic totality. 
Thus, through Baudrillard’s (2010) differentiation between domination and hegemony, it is 
possible to perceive that hegemonic processes of collective identity construction, particularly in 
mediatised societies like Venezuela, may run the risk of culminating in absolute homogeneity of 
thought, the possible end of plurality and even human individuality.  Baudrillard’s (2010) 
description involves a homogeneity that contradicts the nonpejorative way in which Gramsci (1971) 
used the term “totalitarian” as the “unifying and self-embracing” (p. 265) culture of the hegemonic 
group that nonetheless involved the existence of different opinions.  Conversely, Baudrillard’s 
(2010) hegemony suggests a process of subjugation or elimination of difference and the dialectic 
process tout court.  The idea of total dialectic closure will be revisited regarding Chávez’s 
mimetising style of connecting with his audiences, particularly in the last phase of his government. 
In summary, it could be suggested that hegemony describes a lived dialectic process through 
which “ruling groups get those whom they rule to accept [emphasis added] the fact that they are 
being ruled” (Louw, 2010a, p. 209).  Via hegemony, dominant groups obtain legitimacy and 
consent from their fellow citizens in a process that involves “winners” and “losers” through which 
the ruled actually “believe” that their rulers are indeed legitimate (Louw, 2001, 2010a; Svampa, 
2004), “feel” mimetically recognised and that their voices “count” (Couldry, 2010; Coleman, 2013).  
However, hegemony is a process that could culminate, as Baudrillard (2010) or Louw (2001) have 
warned, in dialectic closure—the acceptance by the dominated, that eventually get to own the 
process of their own domination.    
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Identity politics. 
Thus, hegemony requires the constitution of collective will, which links it with identity 
construction.  “Identity” is defined by cultural studies in terms of how real or fictitious people or 
issues are culturally constructed or represented in binary relations or power (Barker, 2004; C. 
Capriles, 2008; Grisprud, 2002).  It implies a cultural representation of persons or ideas “with 
which we emotionally identify” (Barker, 2004, p. 93).  This definition of identity has been closely 
associated with the idea of “representation” defined by Stuart Hall (1997) as “an essential part of 
the process by which meaning is produced and exchanged between the members of a culture” and 
involves the use of language, symbols, signs, images “which stand for or represent things” (p. 15).  
Hall (1997) distinguished between three different ways of approaching representation, or identity: 
(a) “reflective”, where language reflects “a meaning which already exists out there in the world of 
objects, people and events” (p. 15); (b) “intentional”, where language represents just what the 
speaker, writers, or the political actor “wants to say, his or her personally intended meaning” (p. 
15); and (c) “constructionist”, which according to Hall (1997), suggests that representations and 
identities are “constructed” via symbolic or representational systems, like language, concepts, and 
signs (p. 25), that in today’s world are mainly represented in the symbolic power exerted via 
communication and media. 
Identity-building processes are also analysed in terms of “social constructions” or “discursive 
practices” that link the “emotional inside with the discursive outside” (Barker, 2004, pp. 93-94).  
Barker (2004) defined identity in terms of “its difference from the Other”, involving “binaries of 
difference” in processes involving a dynamic of inclusion/exclusion.  While one side is 
“empowered with a positive identity”, the other “becomes the subordinated Other” (p. 139); through 
this dialectic interplay, “subject and object” become “interlocked” or “forged” together in 
“oneness” (pp. 139-140). 
This view is consistent with Laclau’s (2005c) analysis of Hugo Chávez’s populism as a form of 
identity construction whereby the President constituted himself as the “agglutinating” leader that 
applied a binary logic of “equivalences” and “differences” interconnecting those individuals and 
groups with unsatisfied demands against the dominant elite that failed to fulfil those demands.  
Laclau (2005c) argued that Chávez both employed shared cultural symbols, such as Bolivarianism, 
to evoke people’s emotions, and opened “new channels of political communication” (p. 60) to 
trigger the “populist rupture” giving rise to a “new collective actor of popular character” (p. 60).  
Laclau (2005b) also stressed that in these situations of rupture “there is a certain degree of 
identification” (p. 59) between the leader and his followers that makes leaders “primus inter pares”, 
first amongst equals, which provided him with the consent to boost the new collective identity.   
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Baudrillard’s (1988) analysis on the links between culture, reality, and image, and, in particular, 
on how the “ecstasy of communication” could bring an end to identity differentiation, is also 
associated with identity building.  He argued that in today’s over-communicated societies the real 
may eventually become a “second-hand truth” that does not originate in the world of reality but in 
what Baudrillard (1988) called “hyperreality”, a process that he explained in terms of the 
“successive phases of the image” (p. 153): image as “the reflection of the basic reality”; as 
“masking” and “perverting” a basic reality; as the “absence of a basic reality”; and finally, as 
bearing “no relation with any reality whatever: it is its own pure simulacrum” (p.153).  The author 
employed Disneyland as an illustration of how the “imaginary world” of Disney becomes a 
“successful” staged representation of American identity: “A deterrence machine set up in order to 
rejuvenate in reverse the fiction of the real” (p. 154).  Thus, as noted above, for Baudrillard (1988), 
identity construction in today’s hyper-communicated societies could culminate in closure. 
Identity politics has been also employed in the literature to study processes associated with 
gaining fairer conditions for a constituency that has been somehow undermined in relationships of 
power (Heyes, 2012).  Karen Cerulo (1997), for example, explained that collective identity is a 
notion that resonates with the formation of Durkheim’s “collective conscience”, Marxist “class 
consciousness”, or Gramsci’s “collective will”, thus addressing the “we-ness” of a group.  For 
Cerulo (1997) the notion suggests a new form of a special form of “self conscious ‘collective 
agency’” (p. 393), which provides a “sense of group as agent” (p. 393), focused on expressive 
action (struggles, persuasion, coercion, consent) towards the consecution of hegemony.   
According to Sampson (1993), studies on identity politics have been helpful for understanding 
the rationale behind social or political movements whose members “have been denied their own 
voice in establishing the conditions of their lives and in determining their own identity and 
subjectivity” (p. 1219).  Identity politics describes struggles for social justice with claims associated 
with the allocation or redistribution of resources and/or the “recognition of cultural difference” 
(Fraser, 1998, p. 98).  For Fraser (1998), such claims are not necessarily exclusive and therefore 
should be integrated into a single framework under “an overarching conception of justice” (p. 98), 
able to accommodate complex issues of power, class, and culture.   
Manuel Castells (2009) also defined identity construction as “a fundamental lever of social 
change, regardless of the context of such change” (p. xvii).  For him both, “the rise of the network 
society” and the “growing power of identity are the intertwined social processes” (p. xvii), which 
together have defined political and social transformations in the 21st century.  For Castells (2009) 
identity building involves “the process of construction of meaning on the basis of a cultural 
attribute, or a related set of cultural attributes, that is given priority over other sources of meaning” 
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(p. 6).  Consequently, for both individuals and collective actors, “there may be a plurality of 
identities” (p. 6), opposite to Baudrillard’s (2010) proposition.   
Ultimately, from the foregoing discussion identity construction emerges as a process embedded 
in culture and consistent with Williams’ structures of feeling.  Thus, collective identities may also 
emerge in the form of “imaginaries” developed by humans to hold society together.  In Venezuela I 
identified various imaginaries embodying distinct social and political representations, and identities.  
For their relevance and impact on the development of Chávez’s communicational style, I will 
situate next some of these imaginaries, which involve small theorisations in their own right, and 
explains their deployment in the theoretical section of this thesis. 
Venezuelan imaginaries: from paternalism to messianic chavismo 
The complexity and uniqueness of Venezuela’s political culture, and of its cultural 
representations, discourses and narratives have been such, that social psychologist Colette Capriles 
(2008) argued that anyone trying to understand Venezuelan politics should be prepared for a 
“postmodern nightmare”: Frequently, depending on the topic, “there is no factual evidence but only 
narratives, tales, and versions, stories that depend entirely on their positive or negative views of 
their framers” (p. 9).  They are part of what Hall (1996) called the “narrative of the nation” (p. 613), 
that is, the “set of stories, images, landscapes, scenarios, historical events, national symbols and 
rituals” representing common experiences which in time have given “meaning” to a particular 
society (p. 613).  Narrative’ in this context is defined in terms of “rationales for courses of action 
and meaning” (Barker, 2004, p. 131) deeply interconnected with the notion of imaginaries and with 
identity building processes.   
C. Taylor (2002) suggested that such narratives, stories, images, landscapes, and so on, have the 
potential of exerting an impact upon “that common understanding that makes possible common 
practices and a widely shared sense of legitimacy” (p. 106).  This is because they involve those 
ideologies, or structures of feeling that “start off as theories held by a few people” (p. 106) and 
eventually “may come to infiltrate the social imaginary, first that of the elites, perhaps, and then of 
society as a whole” (p. 106).  Thus, drawing on C. Taylor (2002), a nation’s imaginaries link 
cultural propensities with hegemonic processes of power and identity building.  Also, Benedict 
Anderson (2006) described how humans have “imagined” their communities based upon an 
intricate web of cultural, socioeconomic, and political relationships of power.  Anderson (2006) 
represented nations as imagined political communities inhabited by individuals that although they 
may never physically meet “in their minds live the image of their communion” (p. 15). 
The idea of culturally shared imaginaries may be helpful in understanding complex cultures 
such as that in Venezuela, impregnated by 500 years of Indigenous, African and European 
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mestizaje, which, according to Martín Barbero (1987, 1993), have involved a “dense space” 
articulating racial, social, political, economic, religious and symbolic categories that have exerted a 
significant impact upon political processes.  Scholar Luis Ricardo Davila (2006) understood the 
notion of imaginary from a political perspective, as the support of the articulation of power and 
collective identity.  Davila (2006) explained that “foundational discourses about origins, heroes, 
figures, rituals, their functions, myths, promises and risks that they embody is the raw material, 
sometimes non-rational, from which politics is made” (p. 131). 
Additionally, as discourse scholar Maria Fernanda Madriz (2008) intimated, the 
“internalisation” of Venezuelan imaginaries involves a powerful process capable of keeping a 
society not only integrated, but also reproducing itself from generation to generation: A process that 
starts at birth with the acquisition of the maternal language and “continues ad infinitum” (p. 109).   
Primarily drawing on historian Ana Teresa Torres (2009) and other significant scholars in the 
literature, I will next situate seven imaginaries that will help me make sense of power relations and 
identity construction processes in Chávez’s Venezuela.  Some of them involve powerful 
representations and identities in their own right: “Paternalism”, “Bolivarianism”, “Caudillism”, 
“Statism/Rentist Culture”, “the Populist Provider”, the “Anti-Political Avenger”, and “Messianic 
Chavismo”. 
Paternalism. 
The imaginary of paternalism is rooted in the Spanish hegemonic domination over their 
conquered Central and South American lands, a domination that lasted nearly 400 years, and ended 
with the Wars of Independence in the 19th century (Torres, 2009). Paternalism is represented by 
Torres (2009) as the myth of the “lost father”, which refers to the loss of the protection of the King 
of Spain or “father-king” (p. 32) after the Wars of Independence that roughly evolved from 1811 
until 1830.  After the decimation of indigenous tribes during the 16th and 17th centuries, the 
Crown, in their paternalistic role, organised the remaining indigenous communities in a semifeudal 
system known as the encomiendas.  Through this system, indigenous workers were allocated to 
settlers in the understanding that they would be cared for, paid pyrrhic wages and instructed in the 
Catholic faith in exchange for their work on the land (Williamson, 2009).  Although it also involved 
the use of coercion, for the powerful Catholic Church, the encomiendas seemed preferable to 
slavery, “as it had become clear by then that Indians would not work voluntarily for wages” 
(Williamson, pp. 14-15).  The encomienda involved “an element of feudal responsibility towards 
the Indian workers on the part of the encomendero” (pp. 14-15).  M. Granier (personal 
communication, November 29, 2010) suggested the encomienda as the origin of later practices of 
paternalism, patronage and clientelism.   
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Bolivarianism. 
The imaginaries of Bolivarianism are associated with the devotion of Venezuelans for their 
Independence hero, Simon Bolivar, commonly known as El Libertador, during the Wars of 
Independence.  Under his revolutionary inspiration and military drive, five South American 
nations—Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia—were liberated from the hegemony 
held by the Spanish Crown for more than 300 years in the Americas.  The Proclamation of 
Independence on April 19, 1810, and the Declaration of Independence a year after, July 5, 1811, 
were attempts by the local landed aristocracy (known as mantuanos), to bring about the 
Independence and build a republic where they would now become dominant in their republican 
terms; they took advantage of the confusion caused by Napoleon’s advance against the Spanish 
King Ferdinand II.  Little by little well-educated and travelled Simon Bolivar—a mantuano himself, 
son of a landed criollo of Basque aristocratic lineage—became the leading figure and ideologue of 
the Independence, eventually becoming the symbol of the Independence and, more specially, a 
fundamental factor of national unity (A. Capriles., 2009; Torres, 2009).  He not only was the 
champion of the successful independence wars but also the creator of the Gran Colombia, a short-
lived state (1819-1831) formed by the nations that Bolivar helped liberate, later separated by the 
ambitions of the local caudillos.  Bolivar, who had elitist views of democracy and believed in 
indefinite presidencies, was President-dictator of Gran Colombia from 1819 until 1830 (Bushnell, 
1954; Rey, 2005; Torres 2009).   
Thus, Bolivar’s leading role in the events of the Independence provoked his mythification and 
his name has been used to legitimise political proposals of all kinds.  Since his death in 1830 until 
today Bolivar has become the ideal that not only would shape national identity but also the identity 
and the lives “of each and every Venezuelan” (Torres, 2009, p. 56).   
Intellectual historian Luis Castro-Leiva (1984, 1991) represented Bolivarianism as a “theology”.  
For Castro-Leiva (1984), Venezuela had been marked by a glorifying historiography of Bolívar as 
the national hero (p. 71).  Marxist academic, German Carrera Damas (1969) argued that 
Bolivarianism started as an authentic “popular cult” (a cult of the people) that gradually became a 
“cult for the people” (Carrera Damas, 1969, as cited in Torres, 2009, p. 56) and was employed by 
every dominant group to manipulate social aspirations and political consciousness and to legitimise 
their dominance.  Carrera Damas (2011) also argued that Bolivarianism became a “replacement 
ideology”: Militarist and autocratic caudillos have made use of the antidemocratic aspects of 
Bolivar’s thoughts, as his ideologies consistently rejected democracy as a suitable system for the 
Venezuela of his time.  In this context, Carrera Damas (2011) claimed that probably the most 
contradictory expression of Bolivarianism was the “impossible hybrid denominated “Bolivarian-
Marxism-Leninism”, a “doctrinarian alibi of traditional militarism and of the few survivors of 
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autocratic socialism” (p. 53) with the aim of completing a “socialist program of Simon Bolivar” (p. 
184).   
Historian Elias Pino Iturrieta (2005) argued that Chávez’s Bolivarianism constitutes the “perfect 
example of thee of history with power purposes”.  Axel Capriles (2009) and Colette Capriles (2008) 
have emphasised the links between Bolivarianism, populism and the identity of Venezuela as a 
nation.  “In the same fashion that Christ redeems humanity”, argued Torres (2009), Bolivar came to 
“incarnate” Venezuelan identity, “the one that we should have and do not have” (p. 63).  
Ultimately, as Axel Capriles’s (2009) indicated, “the cult of the hero, the idealization and exaltation 
of ‘El Libertador’, Simón Bolívar, is, perhaps, the only common true symbol, capable of giving 
Venezuela a sense of national identity” (p. 404).   
Torres (2009), however, noted a paradox in the representation of Bolivar as the “infallible 
father”: while on the one side Bolivar has been represented as champion of freedom, on the other 
“his myth prepares the believers for the acceptance of dictatorships and faithful following of those 
who assume the inheritance of his paternity” (p. 63).   
As Teodoro Petkoff (personal communication, December 1, 2010) argued Chávez like no other 
leader understood the significance of the Bolivarian myth in Venezuelan’s hearts and minds.  The 
Bolivarian hero-culture evolved or was reformulated into the imaginaries of caudillism.   
Caudillism. 
The imaginary of caudillism is based on the figure of a typically authoritarian character—the 
caudillo—that has prevailed in Latin American history and political culture (Caballero, 2010; A. 
Capriles, 2009; Pino Iturrieta, 2006, 2010; Torres, 2009).  Pino Iturrieta (2006) explicated the 
origins of autocratic leadership in Venezuela in terms of the permanent search for a “providential 
man”, the myth of the “strong good man” (p. 269).   
After independence, the caudillo was not only a result but a necessity in countries used to 
autocratic, powerful figures: Bolivar was the hero that symbolised victory over the Spaniards in the 
Wars of Independence.  But these wars were not as sublime as the glorifying narratives suggest.  
More than 40 per cent of the population died; numerous towns were destroyed, agriculture was 
abandoned and the nation was impoverished and generally devastated (Garcia Ponce, 1975; Torres, 
2009).  Although Venezuelans had obtained their freedom from Spain, many social and economic 
problems were left unresolved.  Contrary to Bolívar’s commands, slavery continued until 1854, and 
the inferior casts, mainly from the remaining indigenous groups, descendants of African slaves, 
poor or landless whites, and their interracial mixtures (mulatos, mestizos, sambos), were still 
exploited by landed oligarchs that held power.  In this context, Independence meant the substitution 
of one hegemony (Spanish) for another (old and new landed groups) (García Ponce, 1975; Torres, 
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2009).   
After independence the remaining mantuanos or landed oligarchy were joined by former 
independence military officers who obtained vast areas of land as payment for their heroic deeds 
(Torres, 2009).  Through Bolívar’s decree, known as Ley de Repartos (Distribution Law) of 1817, 
the services rendered by the “virtuous champions of the Republic” (p. 44) were rewarded through 
the allocation of land amongst officers and soldiers.  As a result, the war became an inevitable path 
for social promotion.  A new group of landed ex-heroes emerged giving rise to caudillism, peculiar 
to Latin America but with origins in Spanish provincial or feudal chieftains.  So, the caudillos were 
“military chieftains”, “regional leaders whose power was largely based on military prowess 
displayed in the Wars of Independence”; they usually ruled “their particular region”, but eventually 
“aspired to central authority” (Pouchet, as cited in Bissessar, 2004, p. 213).   
Abreu (1998) described caudillos as “charismatic” and “exceptional beings”, with natural talent, 
shrewdness, an appealing appearance, communication skills and an extreme ability for 
improvisation.  Their legitimacy was based more on their rhetorical skills than on the rule of law 
(Britto, as cited in Pouchet, 2004).  Lynch (1992) added that the legitimacy of the caudillos was 
mostly “personal” as it did not “depend on formal institutions” (p. 3).   
In this context, Pouchet (2004) explained how those post-independence caudillos usually built a 
rather nepotistic network of compadres (a term derived from the Catholic sacrament of baptism and 
the role of compadres or godfathers) that had its origins in the redistributive practices of the 
colonial encomienda.  It was a “patronage” system or network of power relations through which 
caudillos would concede favours, high positions and “economic concessions, while expecting their 
loyalty in return” (p. 215).  Hence, according to Pouchet (2004), “the mobility of the caudillo 
signified the mobility of his whole ascribed class” (p. 215).   
Writer Carlos Alberto Montaner (1999), who described caudillism as “an abdication of popular 
sovereignty” (para.  5) represented Hugo Chávez, after his first election in 1999, as the new 
Venezuelan caudillo who would reformulate Venezuelan politics at his will.  The imaginary of 
caudillism is tightly intertwined with the imaginary of militarism, as caudillos were often military 
men. 
Militarism. 
Militarism, according to historian Manuel Caballero (2007, 2010), has been at the heart of 
Venezuela’s historical narratives which have represented the military as the “true” intermediary of 
sovereign power.  Venezuela lived under the hegemony of ruthless military caudillos from 1830 to 
1858, whereas nonmilitary men governed for just 10 years of that period (Torres, 2009).  Between 
1892 and 1900 there were six major rebellions and 437 military encounters with the purpose of 
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taking power (Consalvi, 2003).  In 500 years of existence—from Columbus’s discovery onwards—
military men ruled the nation for 430 years, a record that left an authoritarian military balance in 
Venezuela´s collective mentality: The country’s life as a nation has been marked by a “military 
ethos” that has imposed itself over any “dreams of civility” (Castro-Leiva, 1999, p. 117).   
Rey (2002) argued that Venezuelans “do not necessarily maintain a negative attitude towards 
the intervention of the military” (para. 14) in government: This is exemplified during situations of 
crisis in Venezuela when military coups have been regarded as instruments to open democratic 
avenues, instead of closing them (Rey, 2002).   
For historian Pino Iturrieta (2009), however, militarism has meant “the cemetery” of 
republicanism in Venezuela, a disease that has “castrated” the development of its citizenship.  
Caballero (2007) represented militarism as a “pest” for the nation’s political, social and cultural life 
that has contaminated not only leaders but society as a whole.   
Nevertheless, as Torres (2009) put it, the idealised figure of a military emancipatory “hero” is 
crucial to understand both Hugo Chávez’s popularity and Venezuela’s narrative as a nation (p. 265); 
a nation that since the discovery of oil in its land, at the beginning of the 20th century, when 
military caudillo Juan Vicente Gomez exerted his long-lasting fierce dictatorship, has been marked 
by the imaginaries of statism and the rentist culture. 
Statism/rentist culture. 
The imaginaries of statism and the rentist culture are rooted in the protagonist role played by a 
hypertrophied state and its paternalistic “redistributive” character regarding the nation’s wealth (C. 
Capriles, 2006a).  Fernando Coronil (1997, 2008) proposed the idea of Venezuela as “the magical 
state” (1997), which he described as a helpful “frame” to examine Venezuelan history and political 
culture.  Coronil (2008) argued that the evolution of Venezuelan society has been heavily dependent 
on the state, “and enchanted by its spectacular performances” (p. 4); additionally, the cultural vices 
that have characterised this country, such as “presidentialism, corruption and grandiose promises” 
(p. 4), have been based on the state’s performance across history.  This is consistent with the way I 
described statism in Chapter 1 where direct control of economic and social affairs is exercised by 
the state, and in particular, by the head of that state (McLean, 1996).   
In this context, the imaginary of the rentist culture emerges as deeply associated with practices 
of statism in Venezuela, because the state has complete control over the ownership, exploitation, 
production and marketing of oil and its produce, and also of the policies that address the 
redistribution of the income among a population that firmly believes that they are the sovereign 
owners of such income–The rentist culture provides the state, as Poulanzas (1978) implied, with a 
protagonist role to secure consent, legitimacy and ultimately hegemony.   
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Consequently, the discovery of oil in Venezuelan land at the outset of the 20th century marked 
the beginning of a phenomenon known as “rentist [rentier] capitalism” (Rodríguez & Muller, 2009, 
p. 22).  A. Rodriguez and Muller (2009) argued that rather than an economic system, the notion of 
rentist capitalism describes a particular culture and way of dealing with oil riches whereby all levels 
of society—rich, middle classes and poor—have experienced the impact and/or benefit, via 
socioeconomic policies and programs (subsidies, grants, loans, and so on) of a system of 
redistribution of the oil rent centrally controlled by the state.  It is a model that “is not supported by 
the productive work” (p. 22) of the people, but by “rent” from the nation’s clients in the 
international market (Lopez Maya, 2009, p. 9).  Thus, rentism or rentist culture is a term deeply 
embedded in Venezuela’s cultural, political, and social values and practices that were naturalised in 
20th century everyday political dialogue. 
Hence, beyond economic issues, the rentist culture involves a peculiar way of life, a culture 
based on patronage, that is, on redistributive social policies and programs facilitated by the huge 
income and wealth from the exploitation and export of oil that were developed and popularised 
under the ideologies of puntofijismo, in the prechavista era, for example, programs like the “beca 
alimentaria” (food allowance) for school children (E. Fernandez, personal communication, 
November 23, 2010).  Additionally, academic Nicolas Toledo indicated that, “It is a culture that 
considers that there is no need to produce to distribute…This is typical of Venezuelans, who 
privilege distribution over production, acting as if it was possible to distribute what you do not 
produce” (N. Toledo, personal communication, December 2, 2010). 
España (2009) represented the rentist culture through the existence of a “populist oil imaginary” 
(p. 402).  It has not entailed a specific economic program or political system, but a rather 
sentimental category expressed in the “dependent relationship” that Venezuelans have with the 
state, which has limited their practices and even their “level of judgement” (p. 400).  The 
constraints and cultural habits imposed by the populist oil imaginary have prevented the nation 
changing from a society currently living on their rent towards a society living “on their own 
productive work” (p. 401).   
In particular, the rentist culture is expressed in different forms of patronage, which involves “a 
person/s or power or wealth, gives support, favors, or protections to another person/s.  A patron–
client power relationship is thereby established” (Louw, 2010a, p. 215).  It also paved the way for 
party clientelism, that is, the 20th century version of compadre–patronage formula of the caudillism 
of the past.  Clientelism is a phenomenon associated with modern mass political parties.  It 
describes an asymmetric form of power relations based upon “the exchange of votes for favors, 
over a long period of time”, and in which the clients have little power (McLean & McMillan, 
2009a).  The mix of rentism, patronage, and clientelism produced a culture that, according to Axel 
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Capriles (2009), reinforced a system of redistribution of wealth whose outcome is a “helpless, 
passive population, dependent of favors and charity” (p. 403) from political leaders, parties or the 
state.  The imaginaries of rentism and clientelism are directly associated with the imaginary of the 
populist provider. 
The populist provider. 
Populism in Venezuela could be considered the hybridised contemporary version of the 
imaginaries of statism/rentism with those describing the paternalistic, redistributive caudillo (C. 
Capriles, 2006a; Madriz, 2002, 2008; Rey, 1991, 2005).   
More specifically, the imaginary represented by what I call the populist provider originated in 
the ideologies of puntofijismo.  After the 1958 civic-military coup that overthrew the last military 
dictator of the 20th century (General Marcos Perez Jimenez), a 40-year period began that was 
marked by a political agreement known as the “Punto Fijo Pact”, mentioned in Chapter 1, which 
was a program devised by the political elite to install a system of representative democracy in 
Venezuela.  Puntofijismo has been recognised as the longest period of political stability in the 
country’s republican history (Philip, 2003; Rey, 1991).  The resulting political system was called a 
“Populist System of Conciliation” by Rey (1991), created as a mechanism to build, maintain, and 
consolidate democracy and curb or restrain any attempt to reinstate instability and military 
dictatorship. 
So, as Colette Capriles (2008) suggested, the ideologies of puntofijismo were marked by their 
“redistributive” ethos associated with the statist, rentist culture and party clientelism.  It was based 
upon pluralist decision-making processes that prioritised the search for consensus over violence.  
Thus, for the first time since independence, Venezuela found itself governed by professional 
politicians and by civil men, not by military caudillos.  The imaginaries that originated in 
puntofijismo represented all Presidents of the Republic since 1958—and the whole political class 
for that matter—as the populist providers, the official redistributors of billions of petrodollars 
entering the country of which citizens felt entitled to have a share. 
The initial pluralism of puntofijismo 1958 turned bipartisan in the 1960s in a process that tended 
to leave out minority parties from decision-making processes, which created resentment amongst 
minority groups from the left and right (Buxton, 2005).  According to Buxton (2005), governments 
reinforced statist, centralising rentist practices based on monetary or material subsidies or largesse, 
party clientelism, patronage nets of compadres and the charismatic leadership of the modern party 
caudillo.  In this context, the motto of social democratic party Accion Democratica (AD), was “el 
partido del pueblo”, “the party of the people”: So, the modern populist caudillos were elected by 
votes, not by bullets or force, and consent was constructed over both a symbolic idealisation of 
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representative democracy on the one side, and pragmatic redistributive practices trying to fulfil 
people’s material needs and demands on the other.  The main (although not the only) beneficiaries 
were AD’s constituents or clientele. 
Thus, (democratic) populist politics in Venezuela have meant an “appeal to the people, the 
articulation of new social relations and constitution of new political identities” (Davila, 2000, p. 
223).  Colette Capriles (2008) described Venezuelans’ propensity to feel a “powerful nostalgia” (p. 
10) for populist governments characterised by patronage and clientele practices.   
The antipolitical avenger. 
Colette Capriles (2006a) argued that among the main factors that accounted for the end of the 
consensual spirit of puntofijismo and subsequent emergence of chavismo in the 1990s, one narrative 
stands out: “A certain epiphany of anti-politics” (p. 27). This could be interpreted as a distinct 
structure of feeling that, according to Petkoff (personal communication, December 1, 2010), 
emerged against the inefficiencies and corruption practices of the political class that after over three 
decades in power seemed to have failed to fulfil the demands of the majority, particularly during 
several oil crises where oil prices plummeted and financial and material resources were not as 
abundant; for example, the events known as El Caracazo in 1989 (which will be examined in 
Chapter 4 as one of the factors that boosted Chávez’s rise to power) were triggered by a slight 
increase in petrol prices when Venezuela was in a deep debt crisis.  As journalist Angel González 
(2013) wrote: “In this dilapidated tropical capital, most prices go up monthly, and essentials like 
milk and flour are hard to find.  But one item is ubiquitous, and practically free: gasoline” (para. 1)–
–in Venezuela premium gasoline costs US$5.8 cents a gallon, negligible oil prices that constitute 
the best representation of the populist redistributive policies of puntofijismo duly maintained by 
Chávez.  Any corrective policies challenging such redistributive practices were not only unpopular 
but progressively shaped the antipolitical zeitgeist, especially via the media.  The majority of 
respondents, particularly Bishop Pérez Morales, agreed: 
There was a climate of huge dissatisfaction, of disappointment, the feeling that politicians were 
toying with the people from their high party cupolas or cogollos, from their political 
apparatuses.  This situation produced a sentiment of disillusion among the population…but at 
the same time there were feelings of hope, that things could get better…These feelings had a big 
dose of messianism. (personal communication, December 6, 2010) 
Rey (2004) explained that the antipolitical Venezuelan imaginary has deep roots in the 
country’s own history; Venezuelans have had a historical tendency to distrust decisions taken via 
political bargaining, in a climate where the letter of the constitution had little or no value.  
Antipolitical imaginary, like many traditions and beliefs in Venezuela, can be traced back to 
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Bolivarian ideologies.  The rejection of the “party spirit” was a constant in Bolivar’s thought (Rey, 
2004).  His Cartagena Manifesto (1812), Letter of Jamaica (1815) and Last Proclamation (1830), 
were clear testimonies of his profound rejection of parties and “factions” (C. Capriles, 2006a; Rey, 
2004).   
The creators of puntofijismo, conscious of the power of Bolivarian ideologies in Venezuela, 
appealed to a population permanently suspicious of political negotiations and accustomed to the 
strong rule of caudillos through a unifying redistributive representation of the common good (C. 
Capriles, 2006a).  However, the political class did not foresee the belligerent discourses of the 
1980s and 1990s that blamed them for “Venezuelans’ misadventures and their own damnation” 
(Madriz, 1999, p. 159).  Antipolitical discourses of the time symbolised the delegitimation of the 
“traditional political elites” (p. 159).  The media increasingly represented politicians and parties as 
extremely corrupt and inefficient.   
In this context, the backbone of Chávez’s communication campaign was a ferocious rhetoric 
against the two main Venezuelan political parties, AD and COPEI (Petkoff, personal 
communication, December 1, 2010).  After his failed coup and 2 years in prison, he emerged, now 
turned into a presidential candidate, as the antiparty solution to Venezuela’s structural and systemic 
crises for which all politicians were made responsible––His “non-contaminated” stances and his 
military character “made him the perfect outsider” to run a nation that still maintained its 
authoritarian sediment (Caballero, 2010, p. 372).   
Messianic Chavismo. 
Thus, the most recent Venezuelan imaginary is associated with messianic chavismo.  Coronil 
(2008) argued that although it was sustained by increasing oil revenues, Chávez’s new “magical 
state” was the outcome of the exhaustion of puntofijismo and its political, economic and social 
mismanagement.  In this context, the combination of crisis and abundant resources from increasing 
oil prices “supported Chávez’s messianic relationship to history” (p. 4).   
Colette Capriles (2006b, 2007) represented chavismo—a term that colloquially refers to those 
groups or processes associated with Chávez—as “the theology of populism” in Venezuela.  Petkoff 
(personal communication, December 1, 2010) defined chavismo not as a revolution or dictatorship, 
but as a “personalist” and “autocratic regime” in which there was no “real separation of powers (p. 
53), which reproduced and augmented the vices of Latin American and Venezuelan populism 
together with “a rampant authoritarianism, autocratic control of power and a strong militarism” (p. 
31).  For former COPEI presidential candidate, Eduardo Fernandez, Chávez not only reproduced 
but also exacerbated the old vices of rentism, clientelism and populism (personal communication, 
November 24, 2010). 
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Hawkins (2010a) conceptualised chavismo as an organised “movement” with international 
ramifications.  It started in 1983 with a clandestine movement, denominated “Bolivarian 
Revolutionary Movement 200” (MBR200), and was created in the barracks by Chávez and other 
junior officers that played leading roles in the 1992 failed coup d’état against President Carlos 
Andres Pérez.  In this context, Hawkins (2010a) assimilated populism to chavismo defining it as a 
movement built upon a “Manichean” (p. 5) construct between the evil elite and the (good) people. 
Thus, the imaginary of chavismo has been described in the literature in populist terms, as the 
glorification of the people, with emphasis on the poor (Ellner, 2008, 2010; Lopez Maya, 2011; 
2012; Lopez Maya &Lander, 2011; Petkoff, personal communication, December 1, 2010; Rivera, 
2010).  It has been also marked by Chávez’s Christian promises of redemption that resonated with 
Catholic traditions of messianism (Caballero, 2010; Carrera Damas, 2011; Petkoff, personal 
communication, December 1, 2010; Torres, 2012; Zuquete, 2008).  Carrera Damas (2011) defined 
messianism as the outcome of “the exacerbation” of the capacity of interpreting “magically” the 
will of the nation, of the people or of their symbols, “either personified or not” (p. 182).   
Writer Alberto Barrera Tyszka (2012) provided a succinct description of Chávez’s leadership 
that could be applied to the redemptive imaginary that I call messianic chavismo: It involves “a 
strong military vocation, an eagerness for celebrity, a prodigious communication talent, a political 
instinct, and a craving for limitless power” (para. 4).  For Barrera (2012), Chávez’s 
communicational “talent” became an official ritual whereby a state at Chávez’s service became an 
“immense mediatic industry dedicated to building and promoting a myth that is also called Hugo 
Chávez [emphasis added]” (para. 4).   
Thus, the imaginary of redemptive, mediatised, messianic chavismo embodied the ultimate 
hegemonic representation: The collective identity that in 2012 came to be known as Chávez.   
In summary, in this section, through my representation of Venezuela’s key social imaginaries, it 
is possible to better understand the links between theories of hegemony and identity building, with 
theories of political culture, populism, mediatisation and communicational government.  It also 
provides a rationale for applying those theories to examine Chávez’s political communication style, 
as the ultimate, redemptive, mimetising expression of such imaginaries 
In the next section I will situate the theories placed in the remaining tiers of my 
multidimensional theoretical framework, beginning with theories of political culture.   
Political culture 
The political culture of a group or society has been analysed in the literature as a “subjective 
dimension” constituted by political values, symbols, beliefs, traditions, rituals and so on.  Put 
together, these categories suggest cultural propensities or trends towards political issues and objects 
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in a group or society (Almond &Verba, 1965; Brown & Gray, 1977; Kavanagh, 1983).   
Some of the early investigations on political culture, in particular Almond and Verba (1965), 
did not appear well-equipped to deal with complex, underdeveloped, politically unstable societies 
(such as those in Latin America) or to capture issues of conflict and change.  Those first pieces of 
research mainly focused on values of stability, equilibrium, level of civic-ness, and social order 
referred to in liberal democratic Western ideologies and practices that were not suited for every 
culture (Abercrombie et al., 2006).   
Preferably, Brown and Gray (1977) compiled investigations on political culture in communist 
states that interconnected issues of culture, power and change in non-Western countries.  Their 
research focused on two forms of political culture, the “dominant” and the “official”, which, 
according to the writers, did not always coincide.  Some of Brown and Gray’s (1977) findings 
revealed the resilience of some traditional political beliefs and values.  In those studies, some 
processes of change were often consonant with previous political experiences or ideologies, rather 
than with the dominant official ones.  This was specifically demonstrated by Lambert’s (1977) 
research in Cuba, which highlighted the pre-eminence of the figure of the caudillo, arguing that 
more than a champion of communism Fidel Castro was still regarded by Cubans as a paternalistic 
19th century caudillo.  Brown and Gray (1977) concluded that works on political culture should be 
better operationalised in terms of the peculiar “subjective orientations” of a group, which would 
make research less susceptible to empiricist generalisations. 
The foregoing discussion suggests that generalisations about political culture should be avoided.  
There is often a prevailing, hegemonic, political culture, but there also are opposing and emerging 
subcultures—associated with Williams’s (1977) structures of feeling—whose holders continuously 
struggle for domination within the ongoing hegemonic dynamic of society.  Hence, the political 
culture of a nation is constituted by a dominant political culture and competing or emerging 
subcultures, which are usually distinguished by their ideas, practices, economic position, and even 
geopolitical considerations.  Therefore, these differences must be taken into account because elites 
(and their intellectuals) have a key role in defining the political agenda, normally “dragging public 
opinion one way or the other, especially in important decision-making processes” (Bobbio, 
Mateucci, & Pasquino, 2007, p. 417).   
In summary, the definition of political culture that I will apply in the analysis of Chávez’s case 
aims to grasp “particular patterns of orientations to political objects” (Kavanagh, 1983, p. 50), 
where Venezuela’s politics, and more specifically, Chávez’s political communication, are 
embedded.  One of those patterns involves theories of populism. 
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Populism 
Many of the characteristics attributed to Chávez’s style of communication and governance have 
been identified with the volatile phenomenon called populism.  So, in this section I try to build a 
categorisation of relevant theories of populism that can be applied to the examination of the case at 
hand.   
I will next summarise key salient features of populism as they emerged from the literature:  
First, the meaning of populism is closely linked to the abstract notion known as “the people” 
(Canovan, 1999).  Populist strategies involve an exaltation of the virtues of the “simple people”, of 
el pueblo, the “descamisados, workers, peasants, small entrepreneurs, indigenous groups, and 
marginal populations (Worsley, 1969, p. 242).  Populists foster the “rescue” of the people’s true 
identity, of their dignity and prominence in society (Charaudeau, 2009; Panizza, 2005).  In this 
context, the people can be defined in terms of an identity through which workers, peasants, small 
owners, “underdogs”, the populace, the alienated, feels universally represented in one will and 
sentiment (see Worsley, 1969; also Panizza, 2005)––An imaginary “living entity” that “spoke”, 
“wanted” or “acted” in a unanimous way because they were “oppressed by the powerful” (Guerra, 
as cited in Panizza, 2005, p. 4).  For Bourdieu (2003) it involves an “elastic” notion that owes its 
political virtue to the fact that it can be adjusted according to interests, prejudices, imageries, 
idiosyncrasies or social fantasies.  Eco (2008, p. 130) argued that “appealing to the people means 
constructing a fictitious entity” in constructions where populist leaders are “those who create a 
virtual image of the popular will”.  Conversely, for Laclau (2005c), the people emerge from “a 
certain particularity, which assumes the function of universal representation” (p. 48).  It is based on 
an identity relationship of “equivalences” that do not necessarily have “the homogeneous nature 
attributed to class” (Laclau, 2005a, p. 122), but rather involves the articulation of a plurality (of 
different demands and aspirations) achieved in situations involving disruption and breakthrough: 
This “plurality” eventually joins in a single popular identity in the attempt to break the status quo 
and construct “a new order” (p. 156).  Hence, for Laclau (2005c) the construction of the people—
and hence, of populism—is articulated within a hegemonic “open struggle” which does not 
presuppose the primacy of a specific class, but rather elevates certain groups to the category of 
universal equivalent (the people) that may change depending on the context and type of struggle.  
Alternatively, for Margaret Canovan (2005) the concept of the people offers “ample opportunity for 
delusion and manipulation” (p. 137), and expresses the “quintessentially political” (p. 140), that is, 
“the contingency of politics itself” (p. 140). 
Second, populism has been studied vis-à-vis Western paradigms of democracy, either as a 
diversion or threat, or as a product or by-product.  Some scholars view populism as antidemocratic 
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and as a severely dangerous phenomenon (Lukacs, 2005).  However, Canovan (1999), recommends 
not despising populism a priori, as it could eventually appear in the gap between the “pragmatic” 
and “redemptive” faces of democracy.  The notion of “popular sovereignty”, for example, has 
linked populism and democracy (Panizza, 2005, p. 5).  Ionesco and Gellner (1969) claimed that 
history has seen populist manifestations disappear after being absorbed by stronger ideologies or by 
more consistent movements, such as socialism or totalitarianism of different kinds.  In addition, 
there is a new wave in Latin American democratic populism that started in the 1990s, with the rise 
of modern populist leaders, such as Menem in Argentina, Salinas in Mexico, Fujimori in Perú, 
Collor in Brazil, and Carlos Andres Pérez in Venezuela, who in the context of the “neoliberal” 
recipes of the Washington Consensus used populist strategies and rhetoric to dismantle state-
centred systems promoted by “classic” populists of the 1940s, 50s and 60s, such as Peron in 
Argentina, Cardenas in Mexico, Haya de la Torre in Peru, Betancourt in Venezuela (Panizza, 2005; 
Philip & Panizza, 2011; Weyland, 2002, 2010).  With the advent of the millennium, a third kind of 
populist leader emerged represented by the radical nationalism of Hugo Chávez in Venezuela, and 
the “ethnopopulism” of Evo Morales in Bolivia and Rafael Correa in Ecuador, incarnating the new 
Latin American (democratic) left (Weyland, 2010, p. vii; see also De la Torre, 2007).  Philip and 
Panizza (2011) argued that the “left radical populism” of Chávez, Morales, and Correa should be 
best understood as a repolitisation of economic policy, the denouncement of “partycracies”, the 
reunification of “fragmented popular identities”, and the “mobilization of popular sectors” (p. 73) 
against the political and economic order imposed from the US in the 1990s.   
Third, connected to the previous issue, the emergence of populism has also been associated with 
crises of democratic representation, often boosted by weak and inefficient political institutions and 
actors, and the subsequent delegitimisation of intermediating institutions (political parties, 
parliament, municipality/local, judiciary, etc.) (Panizza, 2005).  In some cases, these types of 
scenarios are linked with the emergence of populist movements or leaders promoting “plebiscitary” 
politics (Laycock, 2012).  In his study on Canadian populism, Laycock (2012) claimed that populist 
experiences can bring “shrinkage of pluralist politics” while simultaneously boosting plebiscitary 
forms that reduce the “inevitable complexity and pluralism of political life though a simple, often 
polarized package, of ‘us versus them’” (p. 64).  Laycock (2012, pp. 58-59) argued that “populism 
can foster a plebiscitary transformation of politics, which undermines the legitimacy and power of 
political institutions”, which can end up being disempowered and/or delegitimised within populist 
plebiscitary political systems.   
Fourth, as Canovan (1981, 1999) indicated, there is an agreement on the antielitist, antiparty and 
antiestablishment characters of populism.  Populist leaders and/or movements confront established 
structures of power and the dominant ideas and values of society.  So, by nature, populism is 
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adversarial and polarising because it nurtures from the construction of the other: it is essentially “a 
form of moral politics” because the breach between the elite and the people is “first and foremost 
moral” (Mudde & Kaltwasser, 2012, pp. 8-9). 
Fifth, ano common feature is the importance of culture and context (Worsley, as cited in 
Ionesco & Gellner, 1969).  Populism is seen as an exaltation of the patria or homeland, of the 
nation, its idiosyncrasies and traditional values (Taggart, 2000).  Populism seems to be an approach 
to life capable of moving sentiments connected to history, nation, family, class, religion, culture, 
ethic issues and language (Eco, 2008; McGuigan, 1993). 
Sixth, populism has been associated with charismatic, “personalistic” and “paternalistic” forms 
of leadership, especially in Latin America (Roberts, 1995).  The origin of several forms of populism 
in the region’s history is deeply related to the figure of the caudillo, with the auctoritas and 
charisma to command and exercise power with or without the mandate of a constitution, which 
means that “his authority and legitimacy” are “personal” and do not “depend on formal institutions” 
(Lynch, 1992, p. 3).  It also means that populism is not a grass-roots expression, but a top-down 
manoeuvre to reach the people and to get power.  Davila (2000) explained that in Venezuela there 
has been a tradition of “immediate rapport” of the populist leader and “his people” (Davila, 2000, p. 
224).  Specifically, Zuquete (2008) and Torres (2012) also associated Chávez’s charismatic 
populism with a “missionary” religious/messianic character. 
Seventh, also in Latin America, particularly in Venezuela, populism has been associated with 
paternalistic patronage practices.  Such practices consist of compensatory programs or subsidies 
given to the poor by the state, directly from the hands of the populist caudillo.  C. Romero (1998) 
believed the huge amounts of money entering the country from oil revenues allowed a clientelist 
system based on state subsidies, and the largesse of political leaders, which has constituted the 
nation’s “motivating force” (Roberts, 1995).  Mayor Emilio Graterón (personal communication, 
November 22, 2010) suggested that “the populist model has been supported by clientelist nets of 
dependency”; thus, generally, “the popularity of a government has been directly related with its 
capacity to transfer resources to those nets”. 
Eighth, Roberts (1995) suggested that populist movements in Latin America are distinguished 
by a “top-down process of political mobilization” (p. 88).  This process either tries to “bypass” 
formal political institutions of mediation (parliament, municipalities, etc.), or “subordinates them to 
more direct linkages between the leader and the masses” (Roberts, 1995, p. 88).  In this context, 
populism has been associated, particularly in the Latin American literature, with “delegative” forms 
of democracy, which largely consider that the person who is elected president has the right to 
govern as they like, just limited by the duration of their period in charge (O’Donnell, 1994).   
Ninth, different schools of thought analyse populism as “rhetoric”, “language” or as a 
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“discourse” (Charaudeau, 2009; Laclau, 2005a; Minogue, 1969; Panizza, 2005).  Chávez’s 
populism, in particular, has been analysed as a confrontational discourse that stresses the 
informalisation of language and breaking with presidential protocols and pomp (Bolivar, 2003; 
Chumaceiro, 2003; Lagorio, 2008).  Thus, populism can ultimately be defined as a “political style 
of communication” (Waisbord, 2003, p. 215), associated with a specific, informal, antagonistic 
“form of communication between leaders and the people” (p. 215), a definition that is relevant to 
apply to the specificities of Chávez’s case. 
Tenth, populism has been related to “the manipulation of the media and the discursive 
representation of the people and the nation” (Waisbord, 2003, p. 201).  Populist strategists have 
used the media to promote ideal models of direct participation in democracy (Kuzmisnki 2008).  
Moreover, media-centred approaches to populism, such as those developed by Mazzoleni (2003), 
Waisbord (2003, 2010), and Eco (2007), have associated the emergence of neo-populism with 
mediatic actions, practices and representations.  Mazzoleni (2003, 2008) defined “media populism” 
as “the outcome of the close connection between media-originated power relations and the rise of 
populist sentiments, and eventually of populist movements” (Mazzoleni, 2008, para. 1).  So, 
populism as a “political style of communication” (Waisbord, 2003, p. 215) suggests two levels of 
mediatised kinds of populist leaders or movements: “Classic” populism marked by “a specific form 
of communication between the leaders and the people, the manipulation of the media, and the 
discursive representation of the people and the nation” (p. 201); and contemporary neo-populism 
that is “suffused with populist media” (p. 215), in an “all-pervasive cultural environment” (p. 215) 
dominated by popular culture “to which all politicians need to pay homage” (p. 215) to efficiently 
appeal to the people in contemporary times.   
In summary, populist expressions may appear when a political system, particularly in liberal or 
representative types of democracy, fails to satisfy electoral promises or to fulfil citizens’ demands 
and aspirations (Panizza, 2005).  It is presented as a remedy, as a consolation or as a possible 
solution that often stems from the gap carved between the two opposing faces of politics, pragmatic 
and redemptive, as proposed by Canovan (1999).  Canovan (1999) argued that contemporary 
populists “see themselves as true democrats, voicing popular grievances and opinions 
systematically ignored by governments, mainstream parties and the media” (p. 2).  Thus, as noted 
above, populist ideologies and practices pose a challenge as they can slip through the gap left by the 
pragmatic and redemptive faces of politics, particularly in contemporary democratic systems in 
which people feel misrepresented by their leaders, like happened in puntofijista Venezuela.   
In this context, Laclau (2005a, 2005b) explained populism in binary terms, as a hegemonic 
struggle ultimately aimed to reach the “the populist rupture” (2005a, p. 113), a process of final 
disruption between two antagonistic conglomerates: the people, who are “the oppressed”, “the silent 
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majorities” (p. 114), the poor, the underprivileged with various kinds of unfulfilled demands and 
frustrations vis-à-vis the dominant groups; and the dominant groups themselves, the elite, and the 
oligarchy.  Thus, hegemonic processes of populism involve, for Laclau (2005b), the division of “the 
social scenery in two camps” (p. 114), where the people, under the direction of an agglutinating 
leader, and via a logic of differences and equivalences, are positioned to break the status quo to 
acquire hegemony and subsequently build the new populist order in their group or society.  Laclau 
(2005a) explained hegemony as a process through which a “particularity” (the people or the elite), 
initially an “empty signifier”, becomes or “assumes”, by the action of the unifying leader, the form 
of an “incommensurable universal signifier” (p. 95)—a collective actor that eventually becomes 
hegemonic.  Thus, Laclau (2005a) not only tied together theories of populism, hegemony, and 
identity construction, but also defined populism as the key to understanding the ontology of politics.  
For Laclau (2005b), the construction of the people “is the political act par excellence” (p. 154) and 
instead of the “grey” or “marginal” area described by Canovan (1999), for him populism “is the 
very essence of the political” (p. 222). 
In conclusion, the concept of populism involves issues associated with (pragmatic) power 
relations, and with cultural and mediatic (symbolic) representations; it could be implied, according 
to Laclau (2005c), that populist processes of rupture may pave the way—particularly for Hugo 
Chávez—for bonding with the people in processes aimed at the construction of a collective popular 
identity called to dominate within an idealised but homogenising new order. 
The definition of populism that emerges from the theoretical categorisation and analysis 
provided in this section suggests a political communication style driven by a logic through which 
the leader not only appeals to the people, but also mimetically shares their unsatisfied demands, 
mimes their aspirations and aims for redemption.  
In this context, populism in Chávez’s Venezuela suggests “the articulation of new social 
relations and constitution of new political identities” (Davila, 2000, p. 223) developed via manifold 
channels of political communication, which involved the media and a climate marked by the 
mediatisation of politics.   
Mediatisation 
The notion of mediatisation has been presented in the literature as the “extension of the 
influence of the media (considered both as a cultural technology and as an organization) in all 
spheres of society and social life” (Livingston, 2009, p. x).  Krotz (2007, 2009) defined 
mediatisation as a “meta-process”, a long-term process that has, “in each historical phase, a specific 
realization in each single culture and society” (Krotz, 2009, p. 24).  Theories of mediatisation have 
helped explain the extent to which media actors, such as Hugo Chávez, his constituents and also his 
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opponents, have contributed to shaping social relations and everyday practices (Livingston, 2009; 
Lundby, 2009).   
This perspective is founded in the way that individuals and groups construct their cultural, 
social and political world by using the various media as “moulding forces” (Hepp, 2009, p. 144) of 
their everyday life.  For Krotz (2009), the notion of mediatisation has implied the study of changes 
that have gone beyond the mere use of new media technology or cultural forms, such as today’s 
naturalised use of social media in our everyday lives.  Thus, the term media is understood as both, 
“the various technological means of producing and disseminating messages” (Chandler & Munday, 
2012, p. 125), and the “cultural forms (notably news, information, entertainment, and advertising)” 
(p. 125) in which those messages are produced and distributed among “large, widely dispersed, 
heterogeneous audiences (p. 125)”.   
I have used some fragments from my article “A culturalist approach to the concept of the 
mediatization of politics: the age of media hegemony” (Block, 2013), based on the research I 
conducted for this thesis to build a workable definition for the mediatisation of politics, to apply to 
the study of Chávez’s case.  I refashioned the concept of the mediatisation of politics by prioritising 
the study of the symbolic power of the media for “constructing reality” (Bourdieu, 2003; Couldry, 
2000, 2012), and hegemonic capacity to shape the ideological environment (Hall, 1982).  More 
specifically, I considered how media actors and ordinary citizens with their laptops, tablets, or smart 
phones, “can potentially concentrate symbolic power through the exchange of culturally and 
politically meaningful patterns, or symbols, such as words, images, beliefs, traditions, and 
practices” (Block, 2013, p. 259).   
Couldry (2000) argued that media-powered relationships emerge from “practices at every level 
of social interaction” and are “reproduced through the details of what social actors (including 
audience members) do and say” (p. 4) in society.  Thus, the media “have become ‘the key 
[hegemonic] arena’ in which the struggle over symbolic power is played out” (Thompson, 2000, p. 
105).   
In this light, the mediatisation of politics emerges as a “conceptual tool” for exploring how 
political and media actors, and ordinary citizens, like Chávez, his constituents and opponents, deal 
with politics via the media at their disposal, in an interplay that seems to be rooted, as was analysed 
via imaginaries and theories of political culture, in cultural symbols, beliefs, values, meaning, and 
practices.  Drawing on Hepp (2010), I suggest that the focus on the cultural character can facilitate 
the analysis of the quantitative and qualitative aspects that involve both the increasing number of 
technological media that are “more accessible for more people”, and how “the spread of certain 
media” can be associated with cultural propensities and “the specificity of cultural change” (pp. 39-
40): Thus, there is an “interrelation between cultural identity and communicative connectivity”, 
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which embodies a “co-articulation in which the two are mutually reinforcing” (p. 45).  This explains 
how in today’s society humans increasingly develop “cultural patterns of media connectivity” to 
engage with political matters, which may culminate in “mediatized political communication 
environments” (Block, 2013, pp. 261-262), like Chávez’s Venezuela. 
Hence, rather than a process, as it has been represented in the literature, the mediatisation of 
politics embodies the outcome of a series of processes whereby humans develop “specific patterns 
of media connectivity towards politics in a given context and time” (Block, 2013, p. 262). 
Altheide and Snow (1979) endowed the media with the potential to generate a certain “media 
logic” through which reality is represented in contemporary times by employing rituals and frames 
specific to media producers (see also Mazzoleni, 2008).  Hepp (2012b) explicated media power in 
terms of moulding forces, that is, the ways in which “media as such exercise a certain ‘pressure’ 
upon the way in which we communicate” (p. 54) and even upon the way humans live and act.  This 
argument raises questions about “the empowering/disempowering potential of the media, and, 
particularly, of the mediatization of politics”; this is most evident in contemporary networked 
globalised society where “media consumers have also become producers of content via digital 
media, blogging and social media” (Block, 2013, p. 264).   
Therefore, the media can impinge upon power rearrangement and identity-building processes 
because in (politically) mediatised societies, such as Venezuela, the media savvy, particularly those 
working in the high-tech “privileged fringe” of today’s networked “virtual” society (Baudrillard, 
2010) are the ones with more potential to hold power.  This means that while it is true that media 
platforms have widened, and ordinary people have more mechanisms to challenge or resist the 
status quo, political elites have also become media savvy and capable of reproducing dominant 
structures of power (Hindman, 2009; Turner, 2010).   
This leads to a question that has been repeatedly raised in the literature: Is it mediatisation or 
mediation? The term mediation (mediaciones) was first discussed in Latin America in the late 
1980s, particularly in the writings of Martín-Barberó (1987).  These discussions went beyond one-
dimensional approaches to media effects and investigated the notion of mediation as having the 
potential to embody the powerful impact of popular culture.  Martin-Barbero (1987) problematised 
the linearity of communication paradigms of the time that assumed that audiences were passive, 
whereas his approach to mediation provided human imaginaries and practices with a key role in the 
communication process.  Martín-Barberó’s (1987) use of the term mediation, however, seems 
“overly optimistic” because of his celebratory, even populist, emphasis on popular culture, which 
“appears to overlook processes of disempowerment of media-illiterate or indifferent groups, as well 
as the resilience of other, more media-aware groups who are savvy in updating their interaction 
with the media” (Block, 2013, p. 268). 
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Thus, I prioritise the term mediatisation over mediation.  Mediatisation is a neologism that 
seems better equipped and focused to represent phenomena that connect media technologies and 
forms with relationships of power in certain cultures or societies.  As Livingston (2009) argued, the 
concept of mediatisation has reformulated the study of issues of media power in terms of “richly 
contextualized, strongly historical processes” (p. xi); for example, Chávez’s Venezuelan case, 
which could not be easily analysed via “narrowly linear assumptions about media effects or 
impacts” (p. xi) 
The mediatisation of politics. 
The mediatisation of politics has been studied since the late 1990s, when Mazzoleni and Schultz 
(1999) and Blumler and Kavanagh (1999) published seminal articles on the issue.  On the one hand, 
Mazzoleni and Shultz (1999) suggested that the “intense yet harmless process of mediatization in 
politics” (p. 258) did not imply a threat for democracy or the “dissolution of the primacy of 
politics” (p. 260).  They critiqued theories based on a “media-driven republic” in which politics had 
lost its autonomy to become dependent on the media.  In this context, Mazzoleni and Shultz (1999) 
represented the popularity of media tycoons, Berlusconi in Italy and Collor de Mello in Brazil, as a 
“distortion of the democratic process” (p. 258); however, these authors also recognised the inability 
of the Brazilian and Italian traditional parties “to hold media pressures in check” (p. 259), which 
implies that mediatisation is not as politically neutral as they had initially suggested.  On the other 
hand, Blumler and Kavanagh (1999) proposed the “third age of political communication”, an era of 
“media abundance” characterised by intense professionalisation in the field, increasing competition, 
diversification and segmentation, and “anti-elitist populism” (p. 209).   
Blumler and Kavanagh (1999) suggested that political communication “was no longer top-down 
but increasingly steered by bottom-up populist ideologies and cynicism, capable of producing shifts 
in the way citizens interact with politics” (Block, 2013, p. 270).  However, my investigations about 
Chávez’s political communication suggest that discourses impregnated by populism and cynicism 
might also resonate with top-down discourses from opinion leaders, or “intellectuals” via the media 
(p. 270).  In the light of these arguments, I proposed in my article the arrival of a fourth age of 
political communication, constituted by the mediatisation of politics, which is defined as an age of 
media hegemony (Block, 2013).  To formulate this proposition I borrowed from studies of media 
hegemony that have explained how media technologies and forms have become not only dominant, 
“but also naturalized, that is, hegemonic for some individuals or groups” (p. 262)  
The views of two Venezuelan scholars, Cañizalez (2009, 2011) and Bisbal (2005, 2009), who 
analysed Chávez’s “presidencia mediatica” (Cañizalez, 2011) and his aims for “communicational 
hegemony” (Bisbal, 2009), could also help to support my argument.  Cañizalez (2011) associated 
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mediatisation phenomena with two issues, the excessive “personalization” focused on constructing 
a “face” and a “voice” by political actors whose success seems to depend on their “visibility”; and 
the power held by media players—journalists, owners and organisations—to “fabricate” and 
“moderate” political events.  Moreover, Bisbal (2005, as cited in Cañizalez, 2009) argued that 
rather than bringing the dissolution of politics, mediatisation is provoking “the reconversion of 
politics and the public sphere as such” (p. 70).   
Venezuela: a culture of political mediatisation. 
Investigations by sociologist Luis Pedro España (2009) have demonstrated that Venezuelan 
citizens have a cultural tendency to connect with their nation’s political life through the media, 
especially television; this audiovisual bond has expanded to the digital media (Twitter and 
Facebook) as citizens seem to engage easily with new technologies.  This cultural tendency makes 
Venezuelans feel connected with a “level of sociability” beyond their family dimension, realising 
their social, and political, life symbolically, through the mass media (España, 2009).  Thus, 
Venezuela could also be characterised as a “media culture” or “culture of political mediatization” 
because its “primary resources of meaning” have been provided by the media (Hepp, 2009, para. 7).  
Venezuelans have tended to connect with the media akin to their ideologies and leaders, developing 
feelings of political participation that could be described as eminently media-related or symbolic 
(Schleifer, 2008).   
Pablo Schleifer (2008) studied processes in which individuals or groups may develop illusions 
of participation, through which they feel symbolically included via the media.  He described an 
empowering/disempowering dynamic that may culminate in processes of “symbolic compensation” 
and “self-legitimation” (p. 196) through which those formerly unrecognised believe that they now 
could participate (even in a mediatised or symbolic way) in politics and decision-making processes.   
Rethinking the concept. 
The following definition of the mediatisation of politics was carefully built and adjusted for 
application to the analysis of Chávez’s political communication style in Venezuela:  
A state of affairs whereby individuals and groups develop specific cultural patterns of media 
connectivity to engage with, struggle, and negotiate over politics, eventually becoming cultures 
of political mediatization.  It is a situation that embodies symbolic and hegemonic relationships 
of power between political and media actors and ordinary citizens who aim to ideologically 
prevail in the political agenda…on the naturalized, omnipresent, hegemonic media stage.  It 
involves an ongoing interplay of self-legitimation, symbolic compensation, and the quest for 
voice with empowering/disempowering potentialities, for boosting political mobilization, spaces 
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for recognition, participation, and voice; but also for maintaining the status quo, depending on 
the resilience and media literacy/adaptability of the groups involved.  Ultimately, the 
mediatization of politics represents the blurring of political and media power, where the 
symbolic and the concrete become one and the same.  In other words, the mediatization of 
politics marks the fourth age of political communication, in which media abundance is 
naturalized in everybody’s everyday lives, thus becoming “media hegemony”. (Block, 2013, pp. 
274-275) 
This definition of the mediatization of politics resonates with certain strategic forms of 
communication to exercise power.  In the next section I will build a definition of communicational 
government to specifically apply to Chávez’s case.   
Communicational government 
The definition of communicational government will be based upon the interconnection of two 
sets of categories: communication or more specifically, communicative action (mainly Castells, 
1996; Goffman, 1973a; Habermas, 1981; Hepp, 2010; 2012; Louw, 2010); and government or 
governance, defined at its broadest as how “political power is exercised” (Wilpert, 2007, p. 29).   
According to the literature and the testimony of the majority of respondents, Chávez’s 
governance could be characterised as eminently communicational, embedded in communication 
processes.  Krauze (2008), in particular, described Chávez’s performance in terms of how he: 
modulates and overindulges in his own voice, while he squints, opens his arms and then crosses 
himself, looks up, improvise, think aloud, commands and countermands, announces unexpected 
policy, makes gestures, scolds and praises, tells anecdotes of his life, speaks of baseball, makes 
jokes, takes preset calls, develops a monologue with guests, sings, recites, prays, cries, laugh, 
raves. (p. 90) 
Army General Antonio Rivero (personal communication, December 7, 2010), a former top 
official who eventually shifted to the opposition and ended up in political imprisonment, not only 
agreed, but also directly defined Chávez’s exercise of power as “communicational”:  
This is a communicational government…He (Chávez) addresses and gives orders to his cabinet 
on national chain of radio and TV…Through his communicational strategy he allocates 
responsibilities, tasks and resources…It is through communication that he achieves his 
connection with the needs of the people. 
Another respondent, journalist Andrés Rojas (personal communication, November 30, 2010), 
added that Chávez built his policy and decision-making process in terms of the communicational 
impact they could have: 
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decisions in matters of policy are taken based on the impact that such decisions can have on 
public opinion…more attention is placed in details of form or package than to the actual content 
of policy…It is more a about responding to audiences’ perceptions than to their actual 
needs…Policy is represented to emphasize the radicalization of fanatic chavistas to promote 
confrontation and division. 
The emphasis on the communicational aspect of Chávez’s governance fits with Laclau’s 
(2005c) theories of populism, which suggest that the Venezuelan President needed to open “new 
channels of political communication” (p. 60) to connect with the unsatisfied majority with the aim 
of constituting “a new collective actor of popular nature” that could be the key protagonist of “a 
more just and democratic society” (p. 60). 
The foregoing discussion suggests the need to situate the concepts of communication and of 
action. 
Communication. 
Barker (2004) defined communication as the “production, consumption and exchange of 
meaning” (p. 31).  From a structuralist perspective, Manuel Castells (1996) argued that “cultures are 
made of communication processes” (p. 372), and that those processes “are based on the production 
and consumption of signs” (p. 372).   
From a critical constructivist perspective, Louw (2001) argued that human beings have the 
ability “to take in perceptions, process them, comprehend them and then share them with others” 
(p.1), which provides them with the ability to communicate in society.  In the same vein, Louw 
(2001) emphasised the significance that communication has in the establishment of hegemony; thus, 
humans communicate, that is, engage, interact, struggle and negotiate over meanings with the aim 
of setting “the over-arching intellectual agenda in a given society” (p. 107).  In this context, 
societies “change and grow” (p. 3) as a consequence of communicative actions, which involves “an 
ongoing struggle between those who wish to ‘restrict’, ‘close’ and ‘manipulate’” any difference of 
opinion, and those who resist such forms of “discursive closure” (p.105).  This view provides the 
link between communication and human action, which in the study of Chávez’s political 
communication style involves his actions of governance. 
Action. 
Social sciences explain the term action in terms of “action theories” and “symbolic 
interactionism” (Abercrombie et al., 2006, p. 2; see also Blumer, 1986; Snow, 2001).  The word act 
is differentiated from behaviour: an act “involves purpose, consciousness and an objective” 
(Abercrombie et al., 2006, p. 2).  The term action “names the performed act” (Shultz, 1967, p. 60 as 
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cited in Hepp, 2012a, p. 19).  Thus action embodies human agency, described by Snow (2001, p. 
373) as the “active, wilful character of human actors”.   
Habermas (1984) described the term action as those “symbolic expressions” employed by social 
actors to capture the worlds in which they live and are embedded.  It always involves taking up “the 
objective world as well” (p. 96).  He classified actions using three categories: first, teleological 
actions are defined as “strategic” and driven by success.  It is the “habitual communicative practice 
of everyday life” through which actors try to “harness” other actors for their own purposes.  
Drawing on Goffman (1973b), Habermas (1984) proposed his second model describing 
“dramaturgical” types of action whereby participants make use of their respective “subjectivities” 
(p. 86), that is, “their intentions, thoughts, attitudes, desires, feelings and the like” (p. 86) to steer 
their interactions.  Habermas (1984) criticised the idea of actors controlling or “regulating” their 
self-presentation to others because of the “strategic qualities” that make actors treat their audiences 
“as opponents rather than as a public” (p. 93).  Habermas’s (1984) third form, “communicative 
action”, was defined as “those linguistically mediated interactions in which all participants pursue 
illocutionary aims” through “their mediating acts of communication” (p. 295), a definition at the 
heart of his theories associated with the idealistic notion of the “public sphere”.  Communicative 
action is a type of interaction through which humans “harmonize their individual plans of action 
with one another and thus pursue their illocutionary aims without reservations” (p. 294).  Habermas 
(1984) argued that “communicative actions” are morally superior: they cannot be “reduced” to 
teleological or strategic aims oriented to success because the goal of reaching understanding is “the 
original mode of language use” (p. 288).   
Habermas (1984) claimed that the strategic and dramaturgical models were marked by “one-
sidedness” (p. 95), which limited their communicative character and potential for achieving 
“understanding” in society.  However, it could also be implied that his model of communicative 
action is also “one-sided” and equally limited as it only accounts for situations of harmony and 
understanding, where the fabric of society has been historically made of processes of conflict and 
struggle best explained through the concept of hegemony.  The normative-ness and one-
dimensional character of Habermas’s communicative action theory makes it, as Louw (2001) 
indicated, highly “idealistic” for its emphasis on dialogue and consensus, and neglect of conflict, 
struggle and negotiation. 
Consequently, instead of considering Habermas’s (1984) three models of action as separate or 
excluding categories, I propose to take them as inclusive and complementary.  This can be achieved 
via Goffman’s (1973b) approach to the presentation of the self in everyday life, which is relevant to 
the analysis of Chávez’s strategic, compelling style of communicating with his publics.  Goffman 
(1973b) studied communication from the perspective of a “theatrical performance” based on a 
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“dramaturgical” kind of action (p. xi).  In his writings he described a performer that presents him or 
herself to an audience in “acts” that are performed as “largely make-believe” (p. xi).  He defined 
performance as “all the activity of a given participant on a given occasion which serves to influence 
in any way any of the other participants” (p. 15).  Consequently, a performance can be understood 
as an act, “part’ or “routine”, and when a social performer “plays the same part to the same 
audience on different occasions, a social relationship is likely to arise” (p. 16).  So, bonds are built 
as social actors usually create and produce their performances in terms of “‘socialized’, moulded 
and modified to fit the understanding and expectations of the society in which it is presented” (pp. 
34-35).  This cultural process of bonding often culminates in the “idealization” of the values that 
performers represent because they often evoke “the common values of the society” (p. 35).  This 
kind of performance “accentuates certain matters and conceals others” (p. 67) in a process that may 
lead to audiences “held in a state of mystification in regard to the performer” (p. 67).  For Goffman 
(1973b), this allows the performer more room—or legitimacy—to “function” for his strategic 
purposes of steering his publics, in a process that suggests a hegemonic kind of power relationship.   
Hence, Goffman’s (1973b) “art of impression management”, that is, the process through which 
a set of performers presents to an audience “a given definition of the situation” (p. 239), 
presupposes an interconnection between “appearances and reality” in which performers script, 
control, and manage their performances to bond with their publics (p. 73).   
Ultimately, contrary to what Habermas (1984) argued, it could be implied that, due to their 
bonding outcome, dramaturgical actions are not only strategic and goal oriented but also highly 
communicative or communicational.  Thus, they are better equipped to capture hegemonic 
processes of conflict or struggle, and identity bonding, such as the communicational process led by 
Chávez in 21st century Venezuela.   
Government.  
As Chávez’s former Vice-President, José Vicente Rangel (personal communication, November 
29, 2010), argued, “the strength of Chávez’s 24/7 leadership lies in his word…He is a 
communicational phenomenon”.  So, it appears that Chávez employed three key strategies: (a) the 
symbolic power of his word; (b) the relatable aspects of Venezuelans’ culture, imaginaries, and 
practices; and (c) the platform provided by the media, and by the participatory and inclusive spaces 
he created to communicate with his constituents and, more importantly, to exercise his power.   
Journalist Carlos Croes (personal communication, December 13, 2010), Vice-President of 
Televen, substantiated this argument, by explaining how Chávez used television to represent 
“Venezuelan reality” and to issue policy through tactics of “impression management” aimed at 
provoking and polarising his audiences to ultimately get “the control of the political agenda”: 
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Chávez plays with images, he magnifies the achievements of his government with images, he 
constructs realities with images…He announces for instance that he is building one hundred 
thousand houses per year and goes and inaugurates the first one via the media, and the people 
watch it and look at the nice houses on the TV screen, and of course this message captures the 
attention of the people. 
Thus, it could be implied that Chávez boosted or reproduced his governmental power through 
communication, a communicative kind of power defined by Hepp (2012a), in Weberian terms, as 
the ability “to carry out one’s will in spite of resistance and regardless of the bases of which this 
change rests” (p. 19).  Hence, communicational power is “the enforcement of such will via 
communication” (p. 20). 
However, Chávez’s political communication not only involved a personalised kind of power, 
but also embraced the recognition and inclusion of citizens.  Journalist Helena Salcedo (personal 
communication, December 14, 2010), President of Radio Nacional de Venezuela, suggested that 
Chávez used communication as a bonding tool with the people: 
Chávez continuously transmits what he does…There are big achievements in this government 
and he permanently communicates them…He has a great credibility because his word is 
accompanied by action…He simultaneously acts and communicates for the people to see that he 
is acting…Hence, the people feel connected, that he is there with them …It is through 
communication that he has achieved a synergy with the people. 
The description of Chávez’s use of communication to govern and bond with his constituents is 
consistent with Kriesi’s (2004) definition of symbolic politics as “events carefully staged by 
political actors to legitimate policy decisions taken in the rather inaccessible arenas of policy 
making” (pp. 185-186).  Also O’Shaughnessy (2004) defined symbolic government as that “where 
the creation of symbolic images, symbolic actions and celebratory rhetoric has become a principal 
concern” (p. 172); he suggested that within this frame “appearances do not just matter.  They are the 
main part of its business” (pp. 172-173).  In this type of regime, “the management of the state’s 
communication may even rival in importance the management of the state itself” (O’Shaughnessy, 
2004, p. 173).   
Moreover, according to community leaders, Chávez’s communicational style made large 
numbers of citizens feel that they had a “voice in politics” (Y. Jimenez, personal communication, 
November 28, 2011; also J. Zapata, personal communication, November 28, 2011).  In this context, 
the concept of “voice” emerges as a crucial category to analyse the case at hand.  Couldry (2010) 
described processes of voice in terms of the ongoing human struggle for “recognition” in society.  
This argument suggests that “spaces for voice” (like the media and also the missions and communal 
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councils in Chávez’s Venezuela) are “inherently spaces for power” (p. 130), providing citizens with 
the right conditions to be “visible” and “part of the landscape”, to feel that their voice makes a 
difference and really matters.  Couldry (2010) suggested that processes of voice could help build “a 
wider politics” in which, “we can reinvent ourselves” and actually “be heard” (p. 132).  However, 
Couldry (2003, 2010) also acknowledged the possibility that communicational spaces for voice 
could help maintain the status quo and strengthen existing structures of power; this may account for 
the reinforcement of already powerful groups with the ability or disposition to open new spaces for 
voice, and for the weakening of other groups that do not have that ability or disposition. 
A description. 
Communicational government is a style of exercising power by communication, through which 
rulers strategically build self-interpretive constructs rooted in emotional, cultural and media 
symbols that embody a hybridised symbolic–pragmatic ethos.  It describes a hyper-communicated 
type of governance that may emerge in societies where power and resources are asymmetrically 
distributed.  Communicational government embodies a form of governance which, through 
dramaturgical performances and strategic management of policy, often appeals to citizens’ basic 
feelings.  At the same time, it emphasises antagonistic metaphors that polarise politics via manifold 
communication channels that include, but are not exclusive to, the media.  Communicational 
government rulers, like Chávez, demonise opponents and glorify followers through actions that 
provide recognition, inclusion, self-consciousness, and voice to those willing to comply and bond 
with the ruler’s ideologies and practices.  The dramaturgical ethos of communicational government 
provides dominant groups with the power to trigger mobilisation and changes but also to maintain 
the status quo, depending on key players, contexts and times––a dramaturgical character that may 
lead to hegemonic power relations and identity politics processes driven by what I have called the 
logic of mimetisation. 
I have completed now the definitions of theories forming the theoretical framework of this 
thesis.  Thus, from hegemony and identity politics, to political culture, populism, mediatisation and 
communicational government it is possible to perceive a link or thread that ties together the 
cultural, communicational, mediatising and populist style performed by Chávez to bond with his 
publics: a link expressed in the logic of mimetisation.   
The logic of mimetisation: a rationale 
This thesis focuses on exploring the style of political communication developed by Hugo 
Chávez in his hegemonic construction of power and collective identity in Venezuela, a style that 
this thesis has proposed is driven by the logic of mimetisation.  This logic will be articulated 
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through four factors whereby a bond of consubstantiation, or mimetisation, between the President 
and his followers appears to have been established:  
 Chávez’s sentimental use of common cultural symbols (with tools provided by the 
imaginaries and theories of political culture); 
 his increased use of inclusive, compensatory, and participatory, populist, practices (provided 
by theories of populism); 
 his savvy use of the media (provided by theories of the mediatisation of politics); and 
 his use of dramatised and informalised communication (provided by theories of 
communicational government). 
The logic that this thesis calls mimetisation describes the mimetic amalgamation of feelings, 
demands, way of speaking and even appearance between Chávez and his constituents against the 
Venezuelan oligarchy or elite.  Mimetisation is a term borrowed from the Spanish mimetización, 
which originated in Plato’s and Aristotle’s concept of mimesis or imitation and is associated with 
the act of “taking on the appearance of beings or objects in the environment” (Real Academia 
Española, 2006, p. 977).  The Oxford English Dictionary (2002) described the word mimesis in 
rhetoric as the “imitation of another person’s words, mannerisms, actions, etc.” (para. 1).  From the 
sociological perspective, it involves “the deliberate imitation of the behavior of one group of people 
by another (usually less advantaged) as a factor in social change” (para. 5).   
However, the definition of mimetisation I propose transcends the act of imitation: Drawing on 
critical theorist Theodor Adorno’s (1997) aesthetic theory, it is possible to suggest that processes 
involving the idea of mimesis may evolve from imitation into “substance” (p. 41).  Hence, 
Adorno’s (1997) writings about mimesis superseded the notions of representation or imitation 
because he did not refer to dialogical relations between opposites that originated in crises of 
representation; to the contrary, for him, mimesis is the “expression” of those crises.  Through the 
transformative potential of mimesis, the subject and the object transform into “substance”, that is, 
they consubstantiate.  For Adorno (1997), the mimetic moment is consistent with the process 
through which, specific political subjects, “escape atomization and powerlessness” (p. 42), and 
move towards a situation of “heteronomy” in which the subject (individual or collective) becomes 
subordinated to the mediating expression that is mimetised.  Rather than being wrong or 
unproductive, this process represents the idea of “articulation” as “the redemption of the many in 
the one” (p. 190).   
Although Adorno (1997) supported the idea of striking a balance between mimesis and human 
“construction”, he nonetheless admitted that processes of mimesis could become problematic.  He 
suggested that there are situations when an expression of art “forgets the end and fetishizes 
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[emphasis added] the means as an end in itself” (Adorno, 1997, p. 43), adding that “this irrationality 
in the principle of reason is unmasked by the avowedly rational irrationality of art” (p. 43).  Thus, it 
could be suggested that the principle of rational irrationality applied to mimesis in matters of art, 
might equally lead, in matters of politics, to the fetishisation of leaders, people, ideas, or 
governments.  In other words, it could involve the mimetisation of the many (the people) into the 
one (the leader), or vice versa, in a process that might lead to problematic forms of fetishisation.   
Girard’s (2008) concept of “mimetic desire” (p. 246) can also help to explain mimetisation from 
a psycho-dramaturgical perspective; he describes this “mimetic desire” as a process that “fuses” the 
desires of humans with those of a specific role “model” or “mediator” (p. 246): In the Venezuelan 
case, for instance, it could be interesting to explore whether the “mediator” was collectively 
incarnated by the people and mimetised by Chávez as his role model; or conversely, whether it was 
Chávez that was mimetised by the people as their role model or mediator. 
Laclau (2005b) analysed a similar process in terms of a “structural mutation” (p. 83): He 
describes how in situations of crises, different groups of the population bearing “heterogeneous” 
feelings of dissatisfaction against the elite form an “affective” bond that does not necessarily 
express issues of class or ethnicity.  In this scenario, Laclau (2005b) provided the leader with the 
central role as the only “empty signifier” (p 119) capable of agglutinating the demands of the 
underprivileged, provided that the leader presents features that are shared by the people “he is 
supposed to lead” (p.83).  When this happens, a “structural mutation” occurs with three “capital 
consequences” (p. 83): (a) the identification between the leader and the led is not only based on 
affection, but also on other shared positive features; (b) it is achieved by affection and also by 
choice; and (c) the leader leads because he/she “presents markedly common features with those that 
are led” (p. 84), which means that by nature the leader should not be “narcissistic or despotic” (p. 
84), but democratic.   
Thus, for Laclau (2005b) the leader must remain “accountable to the community” (p. 60) 
because it should be a democratic type of leadership “not far away from the peculiar combination 
[of] consensus and coercion that Gramsci called hegemony” (p. 60).   
These arguments may be connected with Gramsci’s (1971) concept of “cesarism”, defined as an 
“arbitrary” development in which a particular society trusts to a charismatic “great personality” the 
solution of  historical/political situations characterised by catastrophic perspectives in terms of the 
balance of power (p. 219).  Gramsci (1971) argued that the cesarist-personalised leader, the 
“modern prince”, must eventually become a collective will, a complex entity, which for Gramsci, 
was embodied by the party and “has already been recognized and has to some extent asserted itself 
into action” (p. 129).  Moreover, Gramsci (1971) stated that “the division between rulers and ruled 
exists even within the same group”, which requires that “certain principles have to be fixed upon” 
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(p. 145) to avoid “the most serious ‘errors’ and criminal weaknesses” (p. 145).  This suggests that 
“obedience must be automatic” and that it should occur “without any demonstration of necessity or 
rationality being needed, but it must be unquestioning” (p. 145).   
So, it could be implied that both Gramsci and Laclau, in their own different ways, implied that 
within the construction of the collective actor, the leader and the led should remain not only 
separated, but also “accountable”. 
Baudrillard’s (1993, 2010) idea of mimicry provides an additional, rather climatic element to 
shape Chávez’s logic of mimetisation, particularly for the emphasis that the French philosopher 
placed on the role of communication and media in postmodern politics.  Mimicry refers to the 
animal “adaptation to the colours and forms of their habitat” (Baudrillard, 1993, p. 71), a 
description that, according to the postmodern thinker, “also holds for a man” (p. 71).  According to 
Baudrillard (2010), as noted before, today’s “ecstasy of (free, secular and obligatory) 
communication” (p. 44) represents the ultimate stage of hegemony in which rulers and the ruled can 
no longer be differentiated: “Representation has lost its principle and the democratic illusion is 
complete” (p. 48).  Or as I would put it, leaders and followers have mimetised.  Beyond describing 
the lack of differentiation, or amalgamation, of leader and led, Baudrillard described the weakening 
or even the end of individuality, of plurality of ideas, in political communication, a situation 
described by Louw (2001) as “discursive closure”.  In other words, via the logic of mimetisation, 
the different players appear to lose their individual will and seem to become replicas of the 
hegemonic leader in a construction from above. 
There is, however, a missing link in the study of the logic of mimetisation that could help 
explain why it may work in some cases or cultures and not in others; the link could be Barbara 
Misztal’s (2000) analysis of the “informalization” of power relations, expressed in Chávez’s 
specific kind of populism.  Drawing on Goffman (1983, as cited in Misztal, 2000), Misztal defines 
informality as a “form of interaction between partners enjoying relative freedom of interpretation of 
their roles’ requirements” (p. 46).  It allows the players to shift roles and frames to the context or 
circumstances and may mark the “demise of organized institutions and the emergence of new 
modes of action and control” (p. 42).  Put simply, it means the “relaxation of previously formal 
behavior” (p. 43).  This process might give rise to what Misztal (2000) called the “tyranny of 
informality” (p. 239): The forced imposition of an “artificial equality” in power relations that 
“undermines individual uniqueness” (p. 239) and is a “new strategy of ‘subjugation’” (p. 239).  
Although Misztal (2000) argued that the lack of hierarchy or elite formalities might be in some 
cases “liberating”, she indicated that it could also lead to a sentimentalisation of power relations 
that “can undermine universal rights, bring new difficulties, remove many certainties” and “cause 
much confusion” (p. 239).  The “pressure for informalization” might constitute a “barrier to the 
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development of communication as the lack of formal codes or formal conventions of how to address 
others may result in silence” (p. 239).  It could be implied that those prioritising the informalisation 
of rituals could ultimately be aiming at communicational disruption as the “boundaries between 
public and private are blurred” (p. 239), and social and political arrangements weaken.  In the 
course of the analysis in the periodisation I will examine some of the ways Chávez skirted 
presidential formalities and ceremonial protocol, an issue that transpired in most of his speeches and 
TV shows (Bolivar, 2003; Lagorio, 2008; Montero, 2002): He did not just appeal to the people from 
a pedestal or position of elite “superiority”, he became the people and the people became him by 
mimetisating into a collective in which, at least in Chávez’s case, the “accountability” of the leader 
and the existence of dialectic plurality, suggested by Laclau (2005b) and even Gramsci (1971), 
were not a primary concern, if a concern at all.   
A definition.  
Ultimately, Adorno (1973) provided the last clue to unlocking the logic of mimetisation: his 
understanding of the notion of mimesis exceeded Girard’s (2008) mimetic mediation, Gramsci’s 
(1971) hegemonic dialectics, and Laclau’s dialogical relation of equivalences/differences in 
situations of crises.  For Adorno, mimesis embodied the “expression” of the crisis, the expression of 
that dualism (Sinha, 2000, para. 19).  Adorno (1973) argued that identity “is the primal form of 
ideology” and that humans “relish it as adequacy to the thing it suppresses” (p. 148): It involves the 
“primacy of identity” amongst humans, even against themselves (p. 148).  This final theoretical 
reflection is rooted in another work by Adorno (1997) in which he suggested that through the 
transformative potential of mimesis, the subject and object (leader and constituents) together can 
fuse into expressed substance, “the redemption of the many into the one” (p. 190): they 
consubstantiate or, as this thesis proposes, mimetise.  Dialectics has been removed “by broadening 
it into a totality” (Adorno, 1997, p. 161). 
Thus, the logic of mimetisation, if proposed as superseding binary, representational, imitational 
or mediating processes, has the potential to expand the dynamic of consent, coercion and legitimacy 
embodied in the concept of hegemony. This logic involves a systematic sequence of 
communicational events and power rearrangements through which the Venezuelan President 
progressively built a mimetic bond with his constituents via a process that combined: (a) the savvy 
use and reformulation of cultural symbols; (b) populist ideologies and practices; (c) manifold 
channels of communication and media; and (d) the boost of inclusive, compensatory, and 
participatory practices whereby Chávez’s constituents not only felt mimetically recognised, but also 
expressed in a collective identity distinctively called Chávez. 
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Consequently, the logic of mimetisation, proposed by this thesis as the main driver in the 
development of Hugo Chávez’s political communication style, poses the possibility that the 
different social players could lose their individuality and consciousness and become replicas of the 
leader as they have been constituted from above.  The logic of mimetisation defines a style of 
constructing power and identity that will be applied to the examination of Chávez’s governance, not 
only as the expression of a hegemonic and populist construction of power and identity, but also as 
having surpassed it via the constitution of an inclusive, redemptive, collective identity, that was 
nonetheless top-down, autocratically called ‘Chávez’.   
Conclusion 
In conclusion, this chapter has situated, discussed and interconnected the main theories forming 
the multidimensional theoretical framework: from the fundamental and general: the overarching 
culturalist approach formed by hegemony + identity building; to the specific: political culture, 
populism, the mediatisation of politics, and communicational government.  These theories 
culminated in the articulation of the logic of mimetisation as the logic whereby I make sense of the 
political communication style developed by Chávez in his hegemonic construction of power and 
collective identity during the 14 years he successfully remained as President of Venezuela.   
In the next chapter, I will focus on deploying this thesis’s method and explain the periodisation 
through which I will critically evaluate the empirical data.   
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Chapter 3. Developing the Method 
Introduction 
This thesis examines the political communication style developed by Hugo Chávez in his 
hegemonic construction of power and collective identity during the 14 years he governed 
Venezuela.  
This third chapter focuses on the method that was employed to evaluate the empirical data, that 
is, the ideologies, practices and events taken from selected Chávez’s speeches, media texts, official 
documents, existing public opinion investigations, and the responses obtained through 27 elite, 
semistructured in-depth interviews I carried out in 2010 and 2011 for this thesis. 
Building the method 
In the preceding chapter, this thesis structured the theoretical framework guiding this 
investigation comprising four main theoretical themes.  These themes will be applied individually 
and/or interconnected to a political communicaton environment
7
 that, according to Louw (2001, 
2010a), could be categorised in terms of: 
                                                 
7
 I want to clarify from the outset an issue involving the aim of this thesis, which might be subject 
to misunderstandings: This is a culturalist approach to study the development of Hugo Chávez’s 
style of political communication, in which (political) discourse is one of the main elements but it is 
not the only object, theory, or method of study. The broad definition of contemporary political 
communication, provided by Negrine and Papathanassopoulos (2011), is the interplay which 
incorporates “the means and practices whereby the communication of politics takes place” (p. 63..).  
This might be helpful in capturing the aim of this thesis––To make sense of Hugo Chávez’s 
political/electoral success by examining the development of his of political communication 
style/practice during his 14-year hegemony in Venezuela. Drawing on Louw (2001; 2010a) I 
deployed the main elements of political communication: power relations between two or more 
political/media players; diverse forms of communication that include but not exclusively the media; 
a specific cultural context; and ideas, beliefs, and affects that shape certain ideologies and 
discourses in a group or society. The notion of ideology is employed by this thesis as exceeding 
Marxist conceptions that just take into account hidden or “false” accounts of life. This thesis 
employs ideology as a combination of the Frankfurt School’s view (as a powerful tool for managing 
consent, as Adorno and Horkheimer (1987) suggested), and Gramsci’s (1971) definition of “the 
philosophy of praxis” (p. 376).  It is an historically necessary articulation employed by the 
intellectuals of each culture with time to “organize human masses and create the terrain on which 
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 power relations between Chávez, his constituents and opponents; 
 the ideas, sentiments and beliefs (embodied by ideologies and discourses) that result from 
the construction of meaning and identities by those players; 
 the various communication channels to distribute those meanings that include, but are not 
exclusive to, the media; and 
 a specific cultural context called the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.   
As explained before, philosophical inquiry does not necessarily involve the collection of data.  
However, to complement and support the specific inquiry on Chávez’s communicational style, I 
decided to advance a mixed method that involved the collection of some empirical data.  The 
rationale for applying a mixed method was provided by critical theorist Theodor Adorno (1998), 
who argued, “a consciousness of theory and praxis must be produced that neither divided the two so 
that theory becomes powerless and praxis becomes arbitrary” (p. 261).  Adorno (1998) claimed that 
the process of thinking should incorporate “all innervation [emphasis added] and experience into 
the contemplation of the subject matter” (p. 130).  Adorno’s (1998) reference to innervation could 
be interpreted as the importance he gave to incorporating the role of human nerves, motivations, 
stimulating sentiments, and experiences to develop theory.   
                                                                                                                                                                  
men move, acquire consciousness of their position, struggle, etc.” (p. 377).  Hence, for Gramsci 
(1971) the term ideology does not have the negative connotation given by orthodox Marxism, as for 
him ideology plays a central role in social struggles leading to hegemony.  In this context, I analyse 
(political) discourse as “networks” or “patterns” of meaning that are socially produced by humans 
in power relations which are heavily impacted by ideologies (Louw, 2010a).  Thus, I want distance 
from Foucault’s institutional view of discourse, which tends, according to Źiźek, to de-politicise, or 
de-ideologise the notion of discourse and of “social relations in the name of identity politics” (Vighi 
& Feldner, 2007, p. 6).  This thesis aims to rescue the study of political discourse, and identity 
politics, as significant elements shaping the political communication of the Chávez era, in which 
Chávez’s shifting ideologies played a key role.  Hence, this is not a discourse analysis study on 
Chávez: this is a culturalist approach to the study of Chávez’s style, practice and overall experience 
of political communication in the process of building hegemony. The rationale for this topic is 
further explained by the fact that as there was a gap in the literature regarding the study of Chávez’s 
political communication, there have been numerous studies on his political discourse by significant 
scholars like Adriana Bolivar (2003, 2005, 2009a, 2009b), Chumaceiro (2003), and Montero (2002, 
2003, 2004); from the perspective of populist discourse by Hawkins (2010) and Madriz (1999, 
2002, 2008); and from the perspective of discursive informality by Lagorio (2008). 
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Thus, philosophical inquiry on the development of Chávez’s style of political communication 
and logic of mimetisation will be complemented by actual innervations, that is, by the critical 
analysis of empirical data or texts obtained from three qualitative instruments involving primary 
and secondary sources.   
The relevant data will be assessed according to their contribution to the communicational style 
developed by Chávez in the hegemonic construction of power and identity, and more specifically, 
to their input on the logic of mimetisation.   
Deacon, Pickering, Golding and Murdock (1998) have categorised “credible” sources according 
to the information they are based upon and their accuracy, comprehensiveness, honesty and 
frankness.  They distinguished between “primary accounts”, written or recorded at the time or 
immediately afterwards; and “secondary accounts”, that is, information “produced by people that 
were not present at the time” (p. 29).  These authors provided more credibility to those who “have 
invested considerable time in getting to know a culture to produce better informed accounts” (p. 
29).  They also gave more credibility to sources that account for “variations in experiences and 
clashes of interpretation” (p. 29).  Hence, for Deacon et al. (1998), the best way of approaching a 
complex study is to develop “the most accurate and comprehensive account possible” (p. 40) via the 
“triangulation” of a “full range” of sources (p. 30), which is what I have tried to achieve through my 
proposed mixed method.  So, the sources of empirical data could be classified as follows: 
I. Primary Sources  
These included (a) Relevant media texts produced and published during each phase of 
Chávez’s presidency (1998-2013), (b) legal and constitutional documents, and most 
importantly (c) 27 elite in-depth interviews within Venezuela.  Media texts were organised 
into: 
i. Selected texts from Chávez’s key televised addresses and TV shows with transcripts 
mainly provided by commercial Transcripts Company “TV Prensa 2000, C.A” (later 
called “TV Service” and also “TV Radio 2021), which kindly gave me free access to their 
archives. Their digital library includes most of Chávez’s public addresses and TV shows 
since 1998 until his final speech in December 2012. I also used the online library of news 
website Analitica (http:www//analitica.com/) and some videos available via YouTube.  I 
also employed official presidential and governmental websites, for example, Ministry of 
Popular Power for Communication and Information (https://www.minci.gob.ve/), or the 
Presidency of the republic (https://www.presidencia.gob.ve); Chávez’s personal websites 
and blogs (https://www.alopresidente.gob.ve; https://www.chavez.gob.ve/); Telesur 
(https://www.telesur.net/).  Chávez’s addresses were mainly: 
1. keynote speeches from his presidential inaugurations or as president elect (1999, 2001, 
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2006, 2012);  
2. presidential addresses in moments of crisis (after the Vargas mudslide in 2000; or after 
the 2002 coup);  
3. propaganda texts during his four electoral campaigns, 1998, 2000, 2006, 2012);  
4. significant Twitter texts from (@chavezcandanga), available since 2010; 
5. official announcements of programs and policies (e.g., the missions in 2003-2004). 
ii. Chávez’s TV interviews with Jose Vicente Rangel (1998-2012); and Jaime Bayly (1998) 
(via Venezuela’s government website and YouTube) 
iii. Media stories and interviews from different journalists that were selected for their 
thematic, contextual and/or historical relevance to the case.  These texts were 
predominantly taken from:  
1. Venezuela’s main commercial national newspapers in their print and online editions: 
El Nacional, El Universal, Ultimas Noticias, Tal Cual and also chavista outlets 
Correo del Orinoco and Diario Vea. 
2. News blogs such as Noticias 24, Venezuela Analysis, Analitica, La Patilla. 
3. Individual blogs from professional communicators or new media organisations:  
a) From chavismo, Aporrea; Carola Chavez; Liza Sullivan. 
b) From the opposition, Nelson Bocaranda (the most popular individual twitter 
space in Venezuela with 1.5 million followers); also blogs of writers Ibsen 
Martinez (2010, 2011); Alberto Barrera Tyszka (2012), amongst others. 
4. The perspective of the global media from some of the main world media outlets and 
international agencies with correspondents in Venezuela: The New York Times, 
Washington Post, Miami Herald, The Guardian, BBC, The Economist,  amongst 
others. 
b. Legal and constitutional documents relevant to the study.  Particularly, the 
Venezuelan constitutions of 1961 and 1999; and media and communication law and 
various regulations. 
c. The accounts provided by 27 elite in-depth interviews that I conducted in 2010 and 
2011, that included: politicians (some of Chávez’s former close officials as well as 
some leaders from the opposition); journalists and media owners or editors; 
academics, mainly from the fields of communication, media and critical discourse 
analysis; a catholic Bishop; three pollsters; three community leaders, two from 
chavismo and one from the opposition. 
All interviewees, active in their own areas of life during the research period, kindly agreed in 
writing to have their names published for academic purposes (see Appendix 2 for the complete 
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detailed list). 
“Elite interviewing” is a technique used in political studies that focuses on interviewing 
“decision-makers” (Burnham, Gilland, Grant, & Layton-Henry, 2004, p. 205) or “experts about the 
topic at hand” (Leech, 2002, p. 663).  This technique is defined “in terms of the target group being 
studied, an elite of some kind, and the research technique used, most characteristically what is 
known as semi-structured interviewing” (Burnham et al., 2004, p. 205).  It is regarded as one of the 
“most effective” ways “to obtain information about decision-makers and decision-making 
processes” (p. 205).  This study is about a decision-maker, President Hugo Chávez, and about other 
decision-makers in political, media, community, and scholarly scenarios that had something to say 
about Chávez’s rule and political communication.   
The limitations of this method might be associated with sampling size and mediation or bias of 
the interviewer.  Regarding sampling, Deacon et al. (1988) explained that qualitative studies are 
more concerned with providing “intensive insights” into political and social phenomena, than with 
producing “extensive perspectives” that could “be generalized more widely” (p. 43).  So, as 
Burnhan et al. (2004) have argued, samples in elite interviewing are unconventional and “self-
evident”: The researcher “decides who” she/he wants to see depending on the purposes of the 
investigation.  The advantages of elite interviewing in political research are associated, according to 
Bozoski (2011), with “individual insight”, “first hand accounts”, and “rich depth” that overcomes 
issues of secrecy (para. 2); this type of interview can be particularly helpful for learning about 
“memories” and “interpretations” of politicians, policy-makers and professional communicators, a 
method that is particularly helpful in analysing Chávez’s political communication style.  Elite 
interviewing makes the research account “more lively” (para. 3), and should be complemented, or 
triangulated, as I am doing, with the thematic and text analysis of other primary and secondary 
sources. 
The questionnaire (see Appendix 2) was designed according to categories originating in the 
culturalist approach; the theoretical themes formed the five-tiered theoretical framework, and the 
research questions (see Chapter 1).  Set questions were about: (a) The reasons for Chávez’s political 
and electoral success; (b) his relation with Venezuelan political culture: Was he the outcome, an 
agent of cultural transformation, or both?; (c) his use of and relationship with the media; (d) his 
style of exercising power; and (e) whether or not he was a populist and if so, what kind. 
The questions were structured using Leech’s (2002) model, which proposed a combination of 
“Grand Tour” questions employed to ask respondents to provide their own accounts about issues 
“they know well” (p. 667).  All the respondents were not only conversant with Chávez’s political 
communication but they were also political, media, academic and community key players in their 
own right.  The grand tour questions were combined with “example” questions, that were similar 
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but “more specific” than the first (p. 667); I also used Leech’s (2002) “prompts”, which were 
helpful in keeping the conversation focused (p. 667).  Leech (2002) indicated that this method is 
particularly helpful when interviewing elite individuals, especially politicians.   
As I noted above I should situate my own role.  As a Venezuelan scholar and journalist I also 
acknowledge my own subjectivity underlying the analysis of the case.  Following Geertz’s (1973) 
advice, I have tried to “converse” with the political communication of Chávez’s Venezuela, in an 
attempt to make sense of his political communication style and long-lasting success.  However, I 
did not use “participant observation”, which is employed in some qualitative, mainly ethnographic, 
approaches to the study of social sciences through which a researcher “becomes involved in a social 
situation for the purpose of understanding the behaviour of those engaged in the setting” (Loftand & 
Lofland, 1984, as cited in Burnham et al., 2004, p. 222).  I did not become involved: As a scholar 
and professional communicator who had worked in Venezuelan media and politics for more than 15 
years when Chávez arrived in power, I was already involved.  So, my own interpretations and 
insights are unavoidably imprinted in the analysis.   
The following outlines the secondary sources I employed. 
II. Secondary sources. 
a. Bibliographical documents, that is, research and writings developed by others that involved:  
i. Academic books and peer-reviewed essays on the main theoretical themes and topics 
(employed in the Theoretical Framework, throughout the analytical chapters and 
References): 
1. Political communication, culturalism, hegemony, and identity building; also 
popular culture, populism, mediatisation, communication and communicative 
action; informalisation; and mimesis towards building the logic of mimetisation. 
2. Studies on Hugo Chávez’s leadership, discourse, governance, movement and 
ideologies; communication and mediatic presidency; biographies, and so on; 
3. Scholarship on Venezuelan history, culture, politics, political communication, 
media, national identity, economy, society, foreign affairs, etc.   
ii. Relevant public opinion investigations or surveys developed by others (mainly 
Consultores 21 and Datanalisis).  Also analyses of the data supplied by public opinion 
investigations made by specific institutions and/or scholars: 
1. Investigation conducted by the Christian Democratic think tank, Pensamiento y 
Action, in 1996; 
2. Venezuelan social situation and cultural consumption patterns by Luis Pedro 
España (2009).   
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3. Investigations and analyses on political culture and socioeconomic background 
of chavismo and antichavismo, by Welsch, Carrasquero, and Varnagy (2004); 
Welsch and Reyes (2006); and Maingon and Friedrich Welsch (2009).   
4. Study on Venezuelan political culture coordinated by Jesuit Centro Gumilla in 
2010, and analysed by Jesuit priest and academic, current chancellor of the 
Catholic University of Venezuela, Jose Virtuoso.   
Text and data analysis 
As also was noted in Chapters 1 and 2, the data, particularly Chávez’s texts were evaluated via 
critical analysis, defined by Scriven and Paul (1987) as the “reasoned and logical process of 
skilfully conceptualizing, applying, analysing, synthetising, and/or evaluating information” (para. 
1).  I employed Alex-Assensoh’s (2005) critical analysis model based upon: (a) the identification of 
theoretical themes (in this case, in a first level, hegemony and identity building, and then political 
culture, populism, mediatisation, communicational government); (b) the interpretation and analysis 
of the chosen texts vis-à-vis these theoretical themes; and (c) the synthesis, that is, “how the 
assigned readings fit together theoretically, empirically, methodically, and also in terms of 
implication” (p. 190).  This model is consistent with Deacon et al.’s (1998) method of analysing 
media texts by organising them according to their “thematic structure” to assess “the various 
constitutive stages of narrative instalments” (p. 176) and identify their “key underlying conception 
or proposition” (p. 176) that makes the text “hang together as a narrative” (p. 176); this is done 
within a frame that tries to uncover the overall “discourse schema running through the text” (p. 
176).   
For their relevance, particularly in the analysis of Chávez’s speeches, I also took elements from 
Adriana Bolivar’s (2005) “Interactional Discourse Analysis” (p. 5), which is based upon the 
“evaluation” of texts in terms of the construction of meaning; their specific context; and the 
“exchanges in conversation” to identify “communicative cycles at a higher level in the flow of 
social events where we are constantly evaluating the actions of others” (p. 6).  I combined Bolivar’s 
(2005) approach with Irma Chumaceiro’s (2003) critical discourse analysis that focuses on 
categories that prioritise issues of “legitimation” as the key “ideological function in power 
discourses” directed to “justify official actions” of government (p. 27).  She additionally analyses 
“implications”, that is, nonexplicit underlying meanings that transmit hidden “politically 
compromising” or improbable content (p. 28).  Chumaceiro (2003) also used “hybridisation” as a 
tool to mix intentionally different discursive genres or characters that could be separated by time or 
context. 
Together, Alex-Assensoh’s (2005), Deacon et al.’ s (1998), Bolivar’s (2005), and Chumaceiro’s 
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(2003) thematic and text methods of critical analysis, were applied to Chávez’s speeches, texts, and 
responses from interviewees, as a hybridised system, that helped me identify and interpret 
communicational nuances or flows that may refer to processes of consent, legitimation (or 
delegitimation), and coercion, associated with the hegemonic construction of power; also with 
participatory, pseudo-participatory, inclusive, and empowering; disempowering processes; and, 
more importantly, with forms of identity politics that may refer to the logic of mimetisation.   
Periodisation  
As noted in Chapters 1 and 2, the presentation of the case has suggested that Chávez’s style of 
political communication and hegemonic construction of power and identity may have suffered 
mutations overtime, therefore I employed a periodisation to analyse the key features, twists and 
shifts taken by Chávez’s ideologies, practices and actions across the period of his rule.  In 
particular, I was interested to assess the way the logic of mimetisation gradually took shape, from 
phase to phase, from the Soft to the Mimetic Closure periods (see Appendix 1). 
The periodisation extended from December 1998, when Chávez first won a presidential 
election, until January 2013 when a fatally ill President was absent from his fourth inauguration and 
the people were sworn in his stead.  It is formulated in terms of four phases, or periods, that were 
drawn from categorisations of Chávez’s governance found in the literature, particularly Ellner 
(2008), Cañizalez, (2009, 2011) and Lopez Maya (2012).  Additional classifications were provided 
by some respondents via personal communications during November and December 2010, 
especially Chávez’s close official and journalist Mari Pili Hernandez, Professor Carlos Romero and 
journalist Andres Rojas. 
The phases or periods were denominated according to the salient features of Chávez’s political 
communication (ideologies, practices and actions of government) corresponding to specific periods 
of his governance.  In turn, these phases were evaluated vis-à-vis the four theoretical categories.  
This means that in each phase I analysed issues associated with:  
a) political culture—the use of Bolivarianism, antipolitical beliefs or Christian representations 
of redemption; 
b) populist style of communication and of identity construction—Chávez’s constitution of the 
people, of himself as their ‘voice’ and as being them and eventually them becoming him; 
and his opponents as enemies of his true revolutionary democracy;   
c) the mediatisation of politics—the use of and relationship of Chávez and his opponents with 
the media; 
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d) communicational government—for example, the creation of compensatory, inclusive and/or 
participatory organisations such as the ‘missions’ that involved a rearrangement of relations 
of power in Venezuela. 
Thus, in each of the periods, and under the subheadings of the four theoretical categories, I have 
analysed texts and data involving ideologies, practices and events associated with or connected to 
each of those issues.  Therefore, I was able to critically assess shifts, turns or stagnancy in matters 
of culture, hegemony, governmental policy, media interactions, and power rearrangements; and 
more specifically, the mutations suffered by the logic of mimetisation embodied in Chávez’s 
populist style of communication: from the moment he said “I am a little of all of you” (Chávez, 
1998b), until he said “I am no longer Chávez, you are Chávez” (Chávez, 2012h, 2012i, 2012k).  
Hence, the periodisation has told a story, had a storyline or thread on the development of Chávez’s 
political communication style and most importantly, I was able to evaluate the pace and turns of the 
logic of mimetisation. 
Moreover, the periodisation was underpinned by the fact that Chávez’s communicational style 
itself was incremental.  He started by being consensual and politically Soft (from 1998 to 2000) in 
order to change the constitution and political system, from representative to participative 
democracy, in a climate in which polarisation was not so pronounced.  Chávez advanced then from 
Soft to Adversarial (from 2000 until 2003), a phase studied in terms of the emphasis of the division 
of the nation between his constituents (the people) and his opponents (different types of political, 
economic, global, religious elites).  Then, Chávez changed his style from adversarial to Radical 
(from 2003 to 2007) when he attempted to transform participative democracy to socialist 
democracy.  The final development was from radical into the ultimate phase of Mimetic Closure 
(from 2007 until his death in 2013), a phase that was explored in terms of the culmination of 
identity-building and power rearrangement processes that marked the ultimate stage of Chávez’s 
hegemony.  This periodisation was specifically tailored to study political communication in a 
complex, asymmetric, country such as Venezuela.   
Variables in the periodisation. 
Next, I have briefly situated some subconcepts that embody specific “variables” that may 
involve a contribution or input to the analysis.  The reason for deploying these subconcepts now, 
and not in the theoretical framework, is that they belong to the periodisation as referential 
instruments, or “variables”, across the historical analysis of Chávez’s political communication; 
these subconcepts help to identify power rearrangements, changes in matters of participation and 
inclusion, and identity shifts.  Sabino (1996) defined “variable” as “any characteristic or quality of 
reality that is susceptible to assume different values” (p. 78).   
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In the course of the development of the communicational style employed by Chávez in his path 
to hegemony and identity, concepts such as “the real”, “inclusion/exclusion”, empowerment, 
“participation” and “pseudo-participation” represent specific cultural, communicational, and 
political trends that capture emerging meaning, feelings and discourses that may have contributed to 
Chávez’s political communication style, and more specifically, to the logic of mimetisation. 
The real, the symbolic and the imaginary. 
The notions of the real, the symbolic and the imaginary, have been associated in the literature 
with post-Marxist and postmodern ideologies within the fields of psychoanalysis, existentialism, 
structuralism—particularly in the work of Lacan, Sartre, Žižek, and Baudrillard.  However, these 
terms have been applied in this thesis without any psychological, philosophical or ideological 
pretence: they were solely working tools for developing this thesis.   
I have associated the real or pragmatic as synonyms of objective, concrete, or material, which 
are opposed to the subjective realm of feelings, symbols, emotions, values, and associated 
ideologies.  One of the definitions of the real provided by Stevenson (2010) in the Oxford 
Dictionary of English describes it as something that is “actually existing as a thing or occurring in 
fact; not imagined or supposed” (para. 1); something that is “true or actual” (para. 5).   
However, for postmodern Jean Baudrillard (1988, 1993, 1994), as previously explained, the real 
cannot be viewed in such simplistic terms but as “second-hand truths” (p. 153), particularly in 
contemporary over-communicated and mediatised societies.  These processes are based on the 
generation of models of the real that do not usually originate in the world of reality but in what the 
postmodern philosopher has termed “hyperreality” (explained in Chapter 2).   
Castells (1996) also analysed the tensions of the relationship between reality, culture, 
communication and power; for him, “cultures are made of communication processes” (p. 372), and 
hence, should be understood as a dimension within which “there is no separation between ‘reality’ 
and symbolic representation” (p. 372).   
Thus, it could be implied that the notion of culture, and by extension political culture, politics or 
political communication, involve “a world of make believe” in which communication processes 
become “the experience” (p. 373), an argument that confirms this thesis’s proposition about 
exploring communicational actions not only in terms of symbolism but also in connection with 
pragmatic, material expressions of Chávez’s communicational government.   
Empowerment. 
Alsop, Bertelsen and Holland (2006) conceptualised empowerment in terms of “agency” (the 
ability “to make purposeful choices”) and “opportunity structure”.  They argued that this notion is 
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about the “rules of the game” (pp. 10-11) that individuals and groups need to take into account in 
the institutional environment in which they live.  Empowerment is defined as the “capacity to make 
effective choices, that is, to make choices and then to transform those choices into desired actions 
and outcomes” (p. 10).  Thus, empowerment seems to be about an “opportunity structure” that 
facilitates more “equitable rules and expanded entitlements” (p. 16) of specific agents.  It is a notion 
that ultimately enhances “the substantive choices” (p. 16) that citizens may make in society.   
For example, Chávez’s opponent Petkoff (2010) argued that it was impossible to deny the 
empowerment experienced by popular sectors during Chávez’s rule; this process was mostly 
stimulated by Chávez’s communication and organisational work (p. 48).  Petkoff (2010) suggested 
that Chávez “grossly manipulated” his connection with the people via a discourse that “objectively 
stimulated and elevated the self-esteem of the poor and humblest” while simultaneously “creating 
diverse forms of popular organization” (p. 48), particularly the missions and communal councils, 
which involved an empowering quality; these organisations have been analysed in Chapters 6–8. 
Social inclusion/exclusion 
The concept of social inclusion has been linked to normative views of democracy that refer to 
“the degree to which those affected by it have been included in the decision-making processes and 
have had the opportunity to influence the outcomes” (Young, 2000, pp. 5-6).  Political science 
professor, Iris Young (2000), suggested that “calls for inclusion arise from experiences of exclusion 
from basic political rights, from opportunities to participate, from the hegemonic terms of debate” 
(p. 6); Additionally, she argued that some of the social movements
8
 flourishing from the 20th 
century onwards “have mobilized around demands for oppressed and marginalized people to be 
included as full and equal citizens in their polities” (p. 6).   
Young (2000) explained issues of inclusion/exclusion in terms of (political) communication 
modes of inclusion that emphasised “affective” appeals to culture and history; and also 
dramaturgical narratives or storytelling pieces capable of expressing “shared understandings” of 
problems, based on common experiences (pp. 52-77).  However, these forms may also embody 
experiences of exclusion; that is, how “some members of the polity dominate the discourse” (p. 52) 
while others are “misunderstood, devalued, or reconstructed to fit the dominant paradigms” (p. 57), 
that is, they feel excluded.   
                                                 
8
 I understand “social movements” using Ward and Stewart’s (2010) definition: “diffuse, broad-
based and informal networks, which often provide people with a political identity” (p. 264); these 
writers note that social movements often “articulate new patterns of political differentiation” and 
“often they give expression to a broad set of values” (p. 265).   
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Colette Snowden (2012) argued that it is difficult to explain the notion of inclusion without 
explaining “social exclusion”, a concept that has been broadly defined as “the lack of participation 
in society” (McLean & McMillan, 2009, para. 1).  Snowden (2012) employed the definition of the 
United Kingdom’s Social Exclusion Unit (1997) to explain exclusion as the “short hand label” 
situation in which individuals or groups “suffer from a poor combination of linked problems such as 
unemployment, poor skills, low incomes, poor environment, high crime environments, bad health 
and family breakdown” (p. 65).   
Issues of inclusion/exclusion will be analysed throughout the periodisation, particularly through 
the new organisations created by Chávez to promote inclusion, for example, as noted above, 
missions, communal councils, communes, and also community and alternative media.   
Participation and participative democracy 
The foregoing discussion led to two concepts: participation and participative democracy.  These 
concepts are central to Chávez’s ideologies and closely associated with the change of Constitution 
he promoted in his first campaign in 1998.  In Western literature the idea of participation has been 
at the heart of theories of democracy; it has been particularly connected with an “ideal” definition 
of democracy as “the rule of the people by means of the maximum participation of all the people” 
(Pateman, 1970, p. 2).   
Pateman (1970) has proposed a concept of democracy that “focuses on the operation of the 
democratic political system as a whole and is based on the facts of present-day political attitudes 
and behaviour as revealed in sociological investigation” (p. 14).  Pateman (1970) identified 
democracy as a “political method or set of institutional arrangements at national level” (p. 14); for 
example, “the competition of leaders (elites) for the votes of the people at periodic, free elections” 
(p. 14), is at the heart of the Western idea of democracy.  It is regarded as the way citizens have to 
exercise control over their leaders.  In this light, Pateman (1970) defined participation as the 
decisions taken by the majority, a definition that places citizens in the role “of decision makers” (p. 
14).  Thus, it could be implied that the idea of participation suggests a “protective” ideology of 
citizens “from arbitrary decisions by elected leaders and the protection of his private interests” (p. 
14).  In this context, the supporters of “participatory democracy” usually consider models of 
representative democracy “insufficient”; for them, democracy should be “built round the central 
assertion that individuals and their institutions cannot be considered in isolation” (p. 42).  
In Chávez’s Venezuela, the term participation was considered a “good word” (España, 2009, p. 
270).  However, for España (2009), participation seemed more a matter of perceptions than reality.  
Chávez’s discourse, focused on participation, inclusion, and empowerment of the poor, appeared to 
have resonated in Venezuelans’ political culture and imaginary: the majority not only perceived that 
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participation had increased but also that this increase was due to the government and, more 
specifically, to Chávez himself.  Hence, as España’s (2009) research suggested, the majority of 
Venezuelans regarded the issue of participation as mostly “political” and “revindicative”, associated 
with the government’s actions, social policies, and the President himself: 70% of España’s 
respondents agreed that participation increased as the outcome of the arrival of Chávez in 
government; and 45% believed that community organisations began with Chávez’s government (p. 
283).  España (2009) thus suggested that there was a “general perception” that one of the most 
important achievements of Chávez’s government was the level of participation and empowerment 
of the poor; and the protagonist role he personally gave to the “popular sectors”9 (p. 289).  This idea 
applies to the definitions of pseudo-participation or “symbolic participation”. 
Pseudo-participation. 
Associated with the issue of “perceptions”, Pateman (1970) developed an argument that might 
help understand the processes of participation, inclusion and voice in Venezuela.  She explained 
that some authors refer to participation not only as a decision-making method, but also as “cover 
techniques used to persuade” individuals into decisions that have already been made by their 
superiors (p. 68).  Pateman (1970), borrowing from Verba (1961), denominated this situation as 
pseudo-participation; this notion suggests a situation that has not been set up to create concrete 
participation, but a “feeling of participation through the adoption by the leader of a certain approach 
or style…it is about of decisions made by the leader” (Verba, 1961, as cited in Pateman, 1970, p. 
69).   
The idea of pseudo-participation could be also associated with Adorno’s (1998) concept of 
“pseudo-activity”, which describes an “action that overdoes and aggravates itself for the sake of its 
own publicity, without admitting to itself to what extent it serves as a substitute satisfaction, 
elevating itself into an end in itself” (p. 291).  So, the issue of perceptions of increasing 
participation in Chávez’s Venezuela might rather refer to the idea of pseudo-participation, 
associated with expressions of “substitute satisfaction” (p. 291).  A form of symbolic compensation 
and self-legitimation (Schleifer, 2008) that could be studied as a form of symbolic or pseudo-
participation—a participation that materialises through, in and with Chávez, mainly via 
communication and media, which did not necessarily make it less real in the hearts and minds of 
                                                 
9
 In Venezuela, the notion of “popular sectors” serves to denominate the heterogeneous sector 
with the largest number of families, known as class “C”.  They are not exactly poor but live 
modestly; its members could achieve a secondary level of education and they rent or own housing, 
but face deficiencies regarding services (España, 2009, p. 38). 
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Chávez’s followers.  It is about what Stephen Coleman (2013) called the “sense of feeling counted” 
(p. 19) and “taking part in the social drama of democracy” (p. 19). 
As Young (2010) observed, citizens might appear “dazzled” by narratives “appealing to 
people’s basest desires” (that refer to populism) as they might be “tricked” into “accepting harmful 
decisions and policies”, even to the point of “manipulating irrational assent” (p. 78) in situations 
where the political agenda is influenced by the media.  
Power relations: winners and losers. 
The foregoing discussion suggests that the periodisation will facilitate the identification of 
individuals or groups that may have acquired:  
1. pragmatic (real) power to communicate and participate in politics. Borrowing from Louw 
(2010a) and Svampa (2004), I call these people winners of chavismo; 
2. pseudo-power (symbolic) to communicate and participate mostly based on perceptions or 
expectations of participation: the pseudo winners (or pseudo losers) or chavismo; 
3. those with neither symbolic nor pragmatic power at all, whom I will call the 
disempowered or losers of chavismo.   
Conclusion 
This chapter concludes Part I, where I have mapped out the thesis, research strategy, deployed 
the approach and theoretical framework, and method of analysis.  In Part II, I will develop the 
analysis of data through a periodisation of key ideologies, practices and events characterising each 
one of the phases of Hugo Chávez’s rule in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. 
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Chapter 4. The Soft Phase (1998-2000): The emotionalisation of 
power and the rise of the Bolivarian antipolitical hero 
Introduction 
This chapter begins the analysis of the empirical data, which will be presented in the form of a 
periodisation of the development of Hugo Chávez’s political communication style during his14-
year Presidency in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.  This chapter will evaluate relevant 
communicational ideologies, practices, and events during the first period, called the Soft period, 
which evolved around the change of the constitution and of the political system from representative 
to participative
10
 (also called participatory) democracy.  It lasted roughly 20 months, between late 
1998, when Chávez won his first election, and July 2000, when new presidential, legislative, and 
regional elections were effectuated again, but this time under the precepts of the new constitution. 
According to the parameters set out in Chapter 4, the relevant data will be assessed according to 
their contribution to the communicational style developed by Chávez in the hegemonic construction 
of power and identity, and more specifically, to their input on the logic of mimetisation––the 
process whereby I propose to rationally explain how the President step-by-step mimetically bonded 
with his constituents, established and strengthened his hegemony, and built a new collective identity 
that eventually bore his name: Chávez.   
I will evaluate the following data: a selection of texts taken from Chávez’s speeches; official 
documents (Venezuelan Constitutions of 1961 and 1999; laws, regulations and presidential decrees; 
and electoral results); a public opinion investigation carried out by think tank Pensamiento y Accion 
in 1996; and the responses obtained from the 27 elite in-depth interviews I conducted in 2010 and 
2011.  The data will be evaluated through two interrelated criteria: their connection with the four 
themes of the theoretical framework; and the identification of communicational cycles or 
implications that could be associated with processes of consent, coercion and legitimacy—that is, 
with the quest for hegemony.   
This chapter first offers a brief contextualisation of the period.  Then, the analysis will be 
broken down into four thematic sections: political culture propensities, populist ideologies and 
practices, the level of mediatisation of the country’s politics, and Chávez’s exercise of 
communicational government.  Finally, I will present a summary of preliminary conclusions about 
                                                 
10
 I will predominantly use the term “participative democracy” throughout the thesis because 
that is the way the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (1999) called this form of 
government.  However, as some writers use the term ‘participatory’ I will quote them accordingly. 
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the overall input of the Soft period towards the development of Chávez’s political communication 
style and the logic of mimetisation, and on the power and cultural rearrangements that occurred at 
the time. 
The Soft period was marked by Chávez’s first objective––within his hegemonic construction of 
power and identity––of changing the constitution and political system to transform Venezuela from 
a representative to a participative democracy.  This initial goal, eminently political, was founded on 
the combination of two factors.  The first factor was the existing popular aspirations amongst 
Venezuelans for more participation in politics.  This is illustrated by the survey conducted by think 
tank Pensamiento y Accion in 1996, which indicated that respondents demanded a more 
“participative” (77%) and less “representative” (22%) democracy (p. 33).  As Hawkins (2010) 
argued, chavismo was much more than the mere act of following or supporting Chávez; it 
represented “an extreme version of the push for participatory democracy” (p. 34).   
The second factor was based on the inference that winning the presidential election of 1998 and 
achieving the change of constitution and political system was not going to be sufficient for the 
completion of Chávez’s hegemonic project.  From the beginning, his project was conceived as a 
long-range, incremental process: as early as June 10, 2001 (at the outset of the next period, called 
the Adversarial phase), Chávez announced that in 2021––20 years later––his government was going 
to celebrate the bicentenary of the Carabobo Battle that marked the end of the War of Independence 
from Spanish rule in 1821 (Chávez, 2001a).  Thus, to last 20 years, Chávez needed to shift the 
existing structure of Venezuela’s political scenario, until then dominated by the traditional political 
elite of puntofijismo.  Put simply, Chávez needed to establish complete moral, intellectual and 
political leadership, and governmental power, the endpoint of Gramsci’s (1971) conception of 
hegemony (p. 57).  So, it became necessary for Chávez to penetrate other political, economic and 
social bodies of intermediation between civil society and the state, which included parliament, 
governorships, municipalities, and so on.  More importantly, he needed to penetrate civil society 
itself, which implied the economic sector (primary and secondary industries, and business and 
commercial organisations), trade unions, the media, and other cultural and social organisations.   
This explains why, during the Soft phase of his Presidency, he developed a political 
communication style focused on three key strategies: first, the emotionalisation of the country’s 
politics, which was enacted by appealing to cultural emotions and symbols mainly associated with 
Bolivarianism, antipolitical feelings, and Christian redemption; second, the change of constitution 
and political system, which would structurally change political, economic and social principles and 
practices of representation that had been dominant for 40 years; and third, a strategy based upon 
what some could analyse as “permanent campaigning” (Needhan, 2005a, 2005b; Palmer, 2002).   
Although the concept of permanent campaigning points to certain political marketing-strategies 
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of acquisition of electoral loyalties I, however, would rather explain it in terms of establishing more 
solid forms of consent and legitimacy best understood via Gramsci’s concept of hegemony: Chávez 
employed Gramsci’s (1971) “war of positions” tactic, which, during the Soft phase of his 
presidency, was effectuated through multiple polling processes that were used to construct power 
and identities that could provide “social foundations for the new state” (Cox, 1983, p. 165) that 
could be more “organic” and enduring (Showstack Sasoon, 2001).   
As Mouffe (1999) argued, “power should not be conceived as an external relation taking place 
between two pre-constituted identities” (p. 753), because politics “does not consist in defending the 
rights of previously constituted identities, but rather in constituting those identities themselves in a 
precarious and always vulnerable terrain” (p. 753).  Hence, it became imperative for Hugo Chávez 
to begin the construction of his own hegemony and identities during the first phase of his rule.   
But why and how could a military rebel, who had attempted (and failed) a coup d’état just 6 
years before, obtain an impressive 56.2% of the vote in democratic polls? The majority of my 27 
respondents, both chavista sympathisers and non-sympathisers (see Appendix 1), expressed that 
Chávez’s rise to power was the outcome of the combination of three factors: first, the exhaustion, 
deterioration and deficits of the system of representative democracy exercised by the dominant 
puntofijista elite since 1958.  Despite its redistributive and populist character, and arguable 
achievements in matters of education, health, infrastructure and political stability, the bipartisan 
AD-COPEI representative system was not fulfilling the social and political expectations of the 
majority, particularly from the 1980s onwards.  Venezuelans were disenchanted with parties and 
leaders that seemed to work just to satisfy their own political and economic ambitions.  
Additionally, media discourses that involved the news, comedy shows and even soap operas, 
reflected and enhanced this rejection.  The constant denouncement of political corruption, 
clientelism, and government inefficiency became a matter of everyday life.   
As a consequence, the second factor involved the predominance of antipolitical feelings and 
discourses that were dominant not only in Venezuela, but also worldwide, and were characterised 
by discontent, cynicism and, at least in Venezuela’s case, by anomic kind of behaviours and 
feelings towards politics (Pensamiento y Accion, 1996).  The mismanagement of public affairs by 
professional politicians of puntofijismo, their inefficiency in fulfilling people’s demands, and their 
disconnection with the poor and excluded, contributed to the prevailing antipolitical structures of 
feeling and common sense.  The secretive, discretional decision-making processes practised by the 
party-cupolas were constantly questioned by Venezuelan journalists in the late 1980s and 1990s.   
The third factor consisted of Chávez’s compelling political style of communication.  The 
president emerged as the charismatic, noncontaminated outsider whose emotional, passionate, 
populist discourse little by little won the hearts and minds of the majority: he represented hope, he 
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was news, and most media organisations (save RCTV) temporarily rode his wave.  Chávez 
prioritised an emotional, passionate, agonistic/antagonistic, political communication style during 
the Soft phase.   
Mouffe (1999) defined an “agonistic” form of politics as the mobilisation of “passions towards 
the promotion of democratic designs” (p. 756).  Mouffe (1999) argued that the survival of an 
agonistic form of politics should involve the formation of “collective identities” around “clearly 
differentiated positions” (p. 756), which, far from risking the democratic ethos intrinsic to 
hegemony, embodied “its very condition of existence” (p. 756).  So, an agonistic form of politics is 
essentially pluralist and rejects political relations of “antagonism between enemies” (p. 755) to 
prioritise “agonism [sic] between adversaries” (p. 755).  Mouffe (1999) claimed that the aim of 
politics is to “transform” antagonism into an agonistic form of politics, that is, the mobilisation of 
passions towards a democratic, pluralistic goal.   
Drawing on Mouffe (1999), it could be suggested that to achieve his constitutional aim and shift 
the political scenario in his favour, Hugo Chávez actioned a hybridised agonistic/antagonistic 
political communication style that prioritised emotions, affects, Bolivarian symbolism, antipolitical 
feelings, and Christian redemption.  Thus, in a populist fashion Chávez both appealed to the 
majority of Venezuelan people and alternated “adversaries” and/or “enemies” depending on 
circumstances and times.  Chávez’s hegemonic goal embodied an identity-building process 
consisting of the binary construction of the people (his constituents) in a Bolivarian, sovereign, 
collective identity; and of his adversaries—which during the first phase consisted of the traditional 
political class—in the demonised culprits of all that was wrong in Venezuela.   
Therefore, Chávez played a political game that although agonistic at the beginning (Soft phase) 
appearing to accept pluralism, intermittently (and at whim) became antagonistic—especially from 
the Adversarial phase onwards—to little by little subjugate the enemies of his Bolivarian project 
(the old elite). 
Moreover, Chávez harvested the fruits of the deficits, mistakes, and mismanagement of the 40-
year political domination of puntofijismo (1958-1998).  Despite serving as an army officer during 
those years, making him a product of that era (Caballero, 2010), as a brand new President, he had 
become an agent of change.   
The following fragment of Chávez’s proclamation speech as President-elect is helpful for 
understanding the scope and range of the emotional communicational style he started to deploy to 
frame his hegemonic construction of power and identity and the logic of mimetisation. 
I did not come here to say that what happened in Venezuela happened because of me, it is due 
to all, it is due to a resurrection process in which we are all, some more, some less, 
involved…This spiritual rebirth, this idea of national identity, this idea of we are, of being, of 
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that self-esteem about which so much has been spoken of in the last years (…) So now, lift up 
your esteem, lift up your spirits, lift up your morale! We are Venezuela, men, women, young 
and children, one of the most glorious people in history…Bolivar’s native soil. (Chávez, 1998c) 
The text above reflects how, from his first speeches, Chávez attempted to tie together issues of 
national identity, people’s loss of self-esteem, and his own morally uplifting, passionate, Bolivarian 
rhetoric that pointed to Venezuelans’ “rebirth”: so, Chávez aimed, through Bolivar, at the 
construction of a collective identity whose first condition was to be Bolivarian.  By highlighting 
that Venezuela was “Bolivar’s native soil”, he was operationalising the hero’s representation to 
boost popular self-esteem.   
The second condition of the new collective identity that Chávez was trying to build was based 
on the sovereign character of the Bolivarian people, as illustrated in the following fragment from 
Chávez’s first speech after the new constitution was finally approved:  
Thank God and you the sovereign people of Venezuela, the heroic people of Venezuela, today 
ends a nefarious era … That false democracy is history….Today ends the oligarchic republic, an 
anti-Bolivarian republic, a republic that was born under the influence of betraying Bolivar’s 
dream back in 1830…How many years later justice finally has been done. (Chávez, 1999d). 
The emphasis on the people’s sovereignty suggests what Manuel Castells (2009) defined as 
“resistance identity”, a form of identity politics that builds “trenches” of mobilisation through 
“material inherited from their history” (p. xxvi) against the repression of people’s rights and 
identities by traditional dominant elites.  Chávez was trying to make Venezuelans aware of their 
true place in society, as the sovereign people, the true owners of governmental power vis-à-vis their 
adversary, the political elite that had dominated Venezuela until then.   
Thus, Chávez incrementally crafted a message of resistance that prioritised the “sovereignty” of 
the people as the true rulers of Venezuela.  He separated “we”, the “Bolivarian people”—of whom 
he, Chávez, was also part—from the evil “others”, the adversaries, constituted by the party cupolas 
and their elitist decision-making style.  The use of “we” is analysed as part of the process of 
bonding and amalgamation with his publics.   
The previous text also suggests Chávez’s “reflective” (Baudrillard, 1988; Hall, 1997) approach 
to representation and identity during the first period of his Presidency.  He appeared to be just 
mirroring what already existed: Venezuelans’ historically supported Bolivarianism; their 
“sovereignty” as true rulers of Venezuela; their resistance against an evil political elite; and 
ultimately, himself as the spitting image of his compatriots passionately trying to boost their self-
esteem to find their true sovereign place in society.   
A few days earlier, on December 6, 1998, the day he won his first election, Chávez had used the 
phrase “I am a little of all of you” (see Chapter 1).  Through these words, he implied that he was “a 
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little” of each one of his compatriots—all men, women, children, workers, peasants, poor, and 
excluded, alike—which also corroborates the mimetic agency with which Chávez seems to have 
endowed himself. 
The text below supports and expands on these arguments:  
The power you have given me does not belong to me, that power is yours… you will guide the 
government that will not be the government of Chávez… because Chávez is the people…It will 
be the government of the people, the government of the majorities, the government of dignity, 
the Bolivarian government.  You are owners of that government…I will be the President of 
Venezuela, of national unity, of justice and dignity. (Chávez, 1998c). 
So, as early as 1998, Chávez had started to use the sentence “Chávez is the people”, an addition 
to the phrases “I am a little of all of you” and “we are Venezuela”, sentences that together marked 
the starting point of the logic of mimetisation.  Girard’s (2008) concept of “mimetic desire” could 
be applied here to explain processes whereby human desires could be “fused” with those of a 
specific role “model” or “mediator” (p. 246): During the Soft phase Chávez prioritised the people as 
the political and deeply emotional role model of his revolutionary project, whose desires and 
demands should prevail in society. 
Thus, populism under Soft Chávez was not just about the classic “appeal” to the people that 
characterises the phenomenon (see Chapter 2): it was about mirroring or miming the people, a first 
step in the logic of mimetisation.  Journalist and academic Eleazar Diaz Rangel (personal 
communication, December 8, 2010) suggested that the President was a man “that looks, thinks and 
feels like ordinary Venezuelans”, a view shared by historian Manuel Caballero (2010), who argued 
that the majority of Venezuelans seem to “recognise themselves in him” (p. 366). 
Ultimately, I propose the Soft period as the triumph of what Giovanni Sartori (2002) called “the 
emotivisation of politics” (p. 119).  Sartori defined it as the reduction of political issues “to 
emotional episodes”, a political communication style that constructs political issues in terms of 
emotions, affects and passions through the primacy of symbols: “The bearer of red-hot messages 
that stir our emotions, ignite our feelings, excite our senses and, ultimately, make us passionate” (p. 
119).  Scholar Carlos Romero (personal communication, December 12, 2010) explained this 
phenomenon in terms of how Chávez was “a magician” in manipulating Venezuelans’ symbols and 
feelings which resonated with social and political “resentments from the past”, while constructing 
himself “as the people’s liberator, the honest ordinary man, brave enough to confront the system”. 
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Context: Elections and tragedy 
There are two main contextual aspects characterising the Soft period: the first is the obvious 
political character of this phase, reflected in the number and variety of electoral processes carried 
out during the 20 months that it lasted. 
During the Soft period, Chávez tended to subordinate “socio-economic objectives ….to political 
proposals” (Petkoff, 2010, p. 11) in the aim of “refounding the republic” (p. 11).  With this sole 
purpose in mind, Chávez tried to maintain a seemingly agreeable relationship with the high 
echelons of civil society, including top industry and business representatives, bankers and media 
owners.  Some of them were invited “to accompany him on trips abroad” (Ellner, 2008, p. 110) and 
also to attend his TV shows, all in the context of Chávez’s endeavour to obtain consent for the new 
constitution and political changes (Cañizalez, 2009, 2011; Ellner, 2008).   
The rationale for political change is provided by Chávez himself in the following text taken 
from the speech where he presented the new “Presidential Constitutional Council”, a body of super-
advisors guiding the constitutional process: 
Our challenge is (establishing) democracy sustained by the Bolivarian principles that today have 
been resumed with renovated force the destiny of our nation.  It is about fully realising social 
and participative democracy, and because of that, the primacy of this conception of the people, 
the person, their dignity…this necessarily leads to social redemption, to seek genuine modes of 
expressions of the popular will…in producing a true interpretation of the aspirations, wishes, 
values and needs of the people as a whole. (Chávez, 1999c) 
This text expresses how Chávez used (and reformulated) Bolivar’s “principles” to rebuild 
Venezuelans’ collective identity by offering “social redemption” and deserved “dignity” through 
“genuine modes” of expressing popular will, such as establishing participative democracy.   
Ballots as political communication channels. 
In this context, Chávez transformed the celebration of multiple electoral processes in powerful 
channels of political communication.  The nation’s aspiration for change was such that the new 
constitution was finally approved with nearly 72% of the voting population (CNE, 2012; Ellner, 
2008)
11
.  In fewer than 20 months after he had first been elected (by 56.2%), Chávez had used his 
                                                 
11
 About 3.7 million citizens voted for Chávez on 6
th
 December 1998, which represented 56% of 
the vote. The new constitution was approved over a year later (15
th
 December 1999) in a 
referendum where 3.3 million voted ‘YES’. While on the one hand the result of the referendum 
could be interpreted as a numerical decrease compared with the votes received by Chávez in the 
presidential election, on the other it also could be viewed as a percentage increase of popular 
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popular support to change the system of representative democracy for a participative democracy
12
; 
this new system, which will be explained later in the chapter, involved new constitutional 
instruments to facilitate citizens’ participation and empowerment (via referenda, cooperatives, local 
planning councils (LPCs), citizens assemblies, and so on), also embodied Chávez’s autocratic traits 
reflected in the centralisation and personalisation of all governance and legislation (Brewer, 2010; 
Caballero, 2010; Petkoff, 2010; also M. Granier, personal communication, November 29, 2010; H. 
Ramos, personal communication, December 9, 2010).  The multiple electoral processes effectuated 
between November 1998 and July 2000 is succinctly represented below, based on data provided by 
the online archives of the CNE: 
 Two referenda (both were destined to change the constitution of 1961 and shift the 
political system from representative to participative democracy): 
o April 25 1999: Consultative referendum to convene a constituent assembly to 
draw the new constitution. Approved by 87% of vote, 
o December 15 1999: Approbatory Referendum of the new constitution and 
participative system. Approved by 72% of vote. 
 Two presidential elections:  
                                                                                                                                                                  
support amongst the voting population (including both chavistas and nonchavistas).  From the 56% 
Chávez had obtained in the presidential vote, now the President obtained 72% of the referendum 
vote, which represented 72% of voters that approved his proposition of constitutional change (CNE, 
2014). 
12
 Considering the issue of electoral turnout, it might be argued that the notion of “participative 
democracy” did not translate into actual increase of voting participation in elections or referenda in 
Venezuela.  To the contrary, while from 1958 until 1998 (before Chávez’s first presidential win) the 
electoral turnout was around 80% of the vote, from 1999 onwards the electoral turnout decreased to 
52% (CNE, 2014).  However, the point I am making here refers to the increase of political 
participation and mobilisation, either voluntary or compelled by the situation, in various, mostly 
new, public spaces for political participation, different from mass electoral processes.  Thus, during 
the Chávez era, the word ‘participative’ might be better applied to Chávez’s creation, promotion 
and political utilisation of Community Councils, missions, communes, community media etc. It has 
been widely claimed in the literature that political participation in Chávez’s Venezuela became 
more community-orientated (see Ellner, 2008; Smilde and Hellinger, 2011, Buxton, 2011, and 
many others).  
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o December 6 1998: Chávez was first elected with 56% of the vote, against the 
main candidate of a divided and delegitimised opposition, Henrique Salas 
Römer, who obtained 31% of the vote.   
o July 30 2000: Chávez was re-elected with an increased 60%, against an 
exhausted opposition that strategically decided to support the candidature of a 
former military rebel and Chávez’s brother in arms, commandant Francisco 
Arias-Cardenas, who obtained 38% of the vote. 
 Two multipolls (parliamentary and governorship polls in Venezuela’s 23 states): 
o November 8 1998: Election for the 54 senator and 207 deputy seats of the 
bicameral Congress of the Republic.  The correlation of forces was roughly 55% 
vs. 33% seats in favour of traditional parties (AD, COPEI, Proyecto Venezuela, 
Convergence, etc.), which also won the majority of governorships (16 out of 23). 
o July 30 2000: The “megaelections” were destined to elect the members of the 
new unicameral National Assembly (Asamblea Nacional or AN), governors, and 
new constitutional figure of a metropolitan mayor.  The correlation of forces 
dramatically shifted: 60% seats now won by chavismo against 36% by the 
opposition.  Out of the 165 seats in the AN, the parties supporting Chávez 
(MVR, MAS, PPT, and others)
13
 obtained over 100 seats, whereas the traditional 
                                                 
13 Chávez’s first associates and followers began to gather in 1983 in a clandestine movement 
denominated “Bolivarian Revolutionary Movement 200” (MBR200).  It was created in the barracks 
and played a key role in Chávez’s failed coup of 1992. MBR200 surged to become “Movimiento V 
Republica” (MVR), a unified party created by Chávez in 1997, a year before the presidential 
elections of 1998, under vague “Bolivarian” and “humanistic” ideologies that were associated with 
socialist discourses and the left although Chávez, as I explain somewhere else in this chapter, at the 
beginning denied to have any Marxist ideologies.  MVR together with Movimiento al Socialismo 
(MAS), Patria Para Todos (PPT), Partido Comunista de Venezuela (PCV) and other small groups 
from the left formed the “Polo Patriotico” that accompanied Chávez in his first victories, including 
the “megaelections”, roughly from 1998 until 2002.  However, after the critical events that 
surrounded the coup against Chávez in 2002 and the general strikes in 2002 and 2003, factions of 
the MAS and PPT separated from chavismo.  Equally, former minister and President of the 
Constitutional Assembly, Luis Miquilena, regarded as Chávez’s first mentor and the person who 
convinced him to participate in democratic election, also separated from Chávez after the events of 
2002.  From MVR emerged “Partido Socialista Unido de Venezuela” (PSUV), created by Chávez 
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opposing parties (such as AD, COPEI, Proyecto Venezuela, Primero Justicia) 
won over 60 seats.  The balance of power in governorships also reversed: this 
time the Patriotic Pole won in 17 out of 23 states (CNE, 2012).    
Thus, Hugo Chávez, through the prioritisation of a highly emotional Bolivarian, antipolitical, 
redemptive rhetoric, the constitutional process, and the celebration of multiple elections, not only 
boosted the change of political system, but also strengthened and enlarged his own popularity, 
legitimacy and political force in 20 months, and completely reversed Venezuela’s political map.  
Chávez achieved thus his first hegemonic goal: the establishment of governmental power, 
incorporating intellectual, moral and political hegemony.  However, as Gramsci (1971) advised, 
Chávez would never rest on his laurels: he would always maintain the agonistic/antagonistic 
interplay because he understood hegemony as a lived, ongoing process. 
The Vargas tragedy. 
A second, highly significant contextual factor for its social impact, was a tragic event that 
occurred between December 15-17, 1999, when Venezuela was stricken by one of the major natural 
disasters of its history, caused by a mudslide that tragically affected the capital valley and nearby 
coastal areas after several weeks of continuous rain.  This event came to be commonly known as the 
Vargas tragedy, after the name of the coastal region most affected by the natural disaster.  The 
official number of victims was never given but some beach villages and shantytowns were 
destroyed and thousands were said to have died (“Venezuela disaster”, 1999). 
This event made Chávez ask the Parliament for special powers to legislate without their 
consultation in the form of a Ley Habilitante (fast track or enabling law), an old practice in 
Venezuela reserved to deal with emergency situations.  Chávez was granted special powers for 6 
months in 1999 to legislate in economic and financial affairs to face the crisis inherited from 
previous governments and the new crisis caused by the Vargas mudslide.  However, Chávez took 
advantage of the enabling law, and of his political popularity at the time, to enact crucial fiscal 
measures such as VAT, bank debit tax and income tax, amongst 53 other laws and decrees (Chávez 
ha, 2012; Decretos-Ley 2010-2012, 2013).  In 2000 Chávez was granted special powers again for a 
year to act on social, economic and administrative issues: The President approved 49 new 
controversial laws, such as the hydrocarbons’ law, land law, and maritime coastal laws, and others.  
These actions contributed to shaping Chávez’s personalised, centralised, autocratic style of ruling 
and interacting with his constituents.  Governing by decree and special powers, and bypassing 
                                                                                                                                                                  
in 2008 with the aim of creating a strong unified party.  As I have explained on page 166 of this 
thesis, Chávez had been struggling from the beginning of his mandate to have a solid party.  
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parliamentary intermediation became naturalised in the years to come (Brewer, 2010; Corrales & 
Penfold, 2011; Petkoff, 2010). 
The Vargas tragedy additionally helped Chávez to deliver the final blow to the traditional 
political parties and to officially decree the end of puntofijismo, literally blaming its representatives 
for the damage and deaths caused by the natural disaster, as the following text, taken from his 
speech after the approbatory referendum of the constitution, shows: 
Why so many Venezuelans had to live in the banks of creeks on the slopes of the hills in the 
coastal areas here near Caracas? This is the product of the failure of a regime that for 40 years 
plundered Venezuela, that took from Venezuelan families the right of having a decent 
home...So, those deaths of today are in great measure owed to their failure, a reflection of Punto 
Fijo’s failure; because of all that we start anew...  Those deaths are the symbol of the betrayal of 
the people and of the regime’s incapacity…But today they are history, a history that will be 
known by that name, Punto Fijo, with its political cupolas that did not know how to give the 
people the system advised by our father Bolivar who said, ‘the best system is the one that 
provides the people with social security, political stability y the greatest possible amount of 
happiness”… What they gave the people was insecurity and unhappiness…That is our challenge 
today, the construction of the Bolivarian republic. (Chávez, 1999d).   
This text reflects the way Chávez used the discursive technique of what Chumaceiro (2003) 
called hybridising—four different identities and/or meanings—Puntofijismo, Bolivar, the people, 
and the tragedy—to exacerbate the demonisation and delegitimation of the traditional political 
class.  In Chávez’s speech, members of the traditional political class were not only held responsible 
for the tragedy and its outcome, but were also the “antiBolivarian” agents of a “nefarious” era. 
For Chumaceiro (2003), Chávez often demonstrated a skilful, rather “intense management of 
affectivity, a constant appellation to sentiments and values deeply rooted in the collective such as 
patria, its history, its heroes and symbols” (p. 30).  Chávez also employed another discursive tool 
that Chumaceiro (2003) called “implications”, described as nonexplicit underlying meanings that 
transmit hidden “politically compromising” or improbable contents.  In addition, as noted above, 
Chávez managed hybridisation as a technique that helped mix intentionally different discursive 
genres, or characters that are separated by times or context (see Chapter 3). 
Therefore, political actors in the Soft period were often represented by Chávez “as the same 
ones of the time of the Independence”, the ideologies of Bolivar were represented as “imperishable” 
and the return of Bolivar himself was proposed to face and defeat the oligarchy (Chumaceiro, 2003, 
pp. 30-31).  Chávez often used metaphors and fables that tended to simplify complex issues of 
present and past into clear-cut exemplary situations (pp. 37-38), as he did in the text reproduced 
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above, where he practically implied that the Venezuelan oligarchy of 1999 had betrayed Bolivar 
back in 1830.  So, these texts begin to reveal how Hugo Chávez developed a communicational style 
that hybridised emotions, symbols, metaphors, and agonism/antagonism in his hegemonic path to 
constructing or reconstructing identity and power in Venezuela.   
Political culture: emotional Bolivarianism 
In this section I will expand on political culture issues, specific to this Soft period, which, 
according to my analysis, had a significant impact upon his communicational style.  Chávez 
hybridised Bolivar’s figure and ideologies, antipolitical discourses, and Catholic hopes for 
redemption, into a single powerful flagship.  As the electoral results illustrate, this flagship was 
used both symbolically and pragmatically to (a) change the system into a participative “true” 
democracy, (b) establish Chávez’s own governmental power; and (c) begin the reconstitution of the 
Bolivarian people as the “Bolivarian sovereign”, his opponents as the antiBolivarian and nefarious 
enemies, and himself as the antipolitical redeemer. 
However, to achieve this aim, Chávez had to undertake a reinterpretation of the thought of 
Simon Bolivar.  Political scientist Juan Carlos Rey (2005) argued that Chávez’s justification for 
substituting representative democracy for a presumably “Bolivarian” participative democracy could 
only be achieved “by a serious distortion of the political thought of El Libertador” (p. 175).  Rey 
(2005) explained that while Bolivar was “full of praise for the functioning of representative 
democracy” in North America, where he thought that “republican political virtues were perfectly 
developed”, he did not accept it for the nationals of Ibero-America, whom he did not consider 
prepared for this, or any other form of radical or direct democracy that could lead “to other form of 
tyranny” in no way preferable to “the one of one single individual” (p. 175).  Rey (2005) explicated 
that Bolivar’s writings implied that he preferred a “mixed government” with serious restrictions on 
popular participation or on any expression of the general will (p. 175).  However, according to Rey 
(2005), Chávez conveniently misinterpreted Bolívar’s thought by defining democracy in terms of its 
consequences rather than its principles, as the government that produces “the greatest amount of 
happiness, security and stability” (p. 175).  This interpretation, according to Rey (2005), lacked all 
the formal and institutional requisites that have historically characterised democracy because these 
characteristics could be also used to define other types of rule, even despotism (pp. 175-176).  Thus, 
Chávez seems to have reformulated Bolivar’s thoughts to fit his own hegemonic aims in the 
construction of power and collective identity in Venezuela.   
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Bolivarian identity. 
Thus, the primary cultural symbol employed by Chávez to represent himself, his followers, 
ideologies and government, and even to rename the nation (now the “Bolivarian Republic of 
Venezuela”) was his own reinterpretation and reconstruction of Bolivarianism, undoubtedly the 
backbone of his identity politics.  Since the1980s, as a young rebellious officer who participated in 
the creation of the Bolivarian Revolutionary Movement 200 (MBR200) that organised the coup in 
1992, Chávez always instinctively understood that, as Axel Capriles (2009) said, Bolivarianism was 
“the only true common symbol, capable of giving sense to the idea of national identity” (p. 404).  In 
this context, Petkoff (2010) claimed that the rationale for Chávez’s rise to power and success should 
be analysed via “the affective and emotional bond” that he built with his constituents, a bond 
strengthened by “the enormous weight that the Bolivarian and independendist myth has upon the 
Venezuelan psyche” (p. 169).   
Consequently, it is via Bolivarianism that Chávez not only sought the legitimatisation of his 
politics, ideologies and government, as many of his predecessors had done before, but also began, 
as I have tried to explain thus far, an identity rebuilding process that included himself, his 
constituents, his adversaries, the nation, and even Bolivar’s identity in the process (Caballero, 2010; 
C. Capriles, 2006b, 2008, 2012; Carrera Damas 2011; Petkoff, 2010; Torres, 2009).   
Since 1999 all that was associated with Chávez became Bolivarian, including his ideologies, 
policies, and government.  The rationale for the President’s Bolivarianism can be perceived in the 
following text, part of his inaugurating address on February 2, 1999: 
Our Bolivarianity is not mere rhetoric.  No.  It is imperative for all Venezuelans, for all Latin 
American and Caribbean to dig back the keys to our own existence (…) So today we 
Venezuelans have to look to the past to unravel the mysteries of the future, to look for the 
formulas to solve the great drama of today’s Venezuela (....) It is about acknowledging [Chilean 
poet] Pablo Neruda that referring to Bolivar said, ‘he is waking up every hundred years when 
the peoples [of nations] awake’ (…) I offered that I was going to start this speech with Bolivar's 
sentence: ‘blessed is the citizen that under the shield of the arms in his command summons the 
people’s sovereignty to exercise their absolute will’. (Chávez, 1999a) 
Chávez, in an emotional tone, full of the symbols and metaphors that were beginning to 
characterise his speeches, cited Pablo Neruda’s poem about how Bolivar resuscitated every century 
in all “awakening” nations; he also cited Bolivar’s sentence about “summoning” the people’s 
sovereignty to exercise their “absolute will”.  Chávez’s began thus his constitution of the people 
while implicitly representing himself as the hero’s resurrected heir, an issue that became recurrent 
in his discourse.  For example: “The world is recognising that Bolivar rose again in Venezuela” 
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(1999a).  Additionally, Chávez began the construction of Venezuela, Latin American and the 
Caribbean as a block united by Bolivarian ideals and by their common problems, which, at that 
stage, already suggested what would develop as his anti-imperialist stance against the United States 
(US).   
Hugo Chávez’s emotionalised, agonistic/antagonistic construction of hegemony and identity 
was deeply embedded in Venezuela’s historiographical tradition, which, as political philosopher 
Luis Castro-Leiva (1984) explained, was perceived as the discursive task of building a nation where 
all true Bolivarian patriots should “passionately and sublimely immolate themselves in the altar of 
the patria” (p. 92).  This process involved “ardently falling in love with the act of building the 
nation” (p. 92).  Castro-Leiva described it in terms of an “eloquent rhetoric” full of “moral pathos” 
that instead of fully realising Venezuela as a republic, discursively aimed at closing its historical 
cycle.  This passionate, emotional communicational form of building power and identity in 
Venezuela had its origins in Rousseanian republican “ethico-political sentimentalism” (dating back 
to Independence times), which involved the “sublime rational task” of providing human 
“redemption” (p. 95).  So, for Castro-Leiva, the history of Venezuela, as was happening then with 
chavismo, was written as a “patriotic history” emotionally, pathetically revolving around Bolívar’s 
revolutionary actions and ideologies: Bolívar was the “father” and “symbol” of the nation, within an 
agonistic narrative where to be Bolivarian has always meant “to be a patriot” (p. 71).   
El Caracazo. 
A second key cultural narrative, or imaginary, foregrounding Chávez’s rise to power and 
conveniently employed by him to legitimise his ideologies, policies and identity politics during the 
Soft period, emerged from the tragic events known under the popular name of “El Caracazo”.  On 
February 27, 1989, hundreds, probably thousands (the exact number of casualties has never been 
officially known), were killed at the hands of a repressive military under orders from President 
Carlos Andres Perez (Petkoff, 2010).  For Gott (2005), El Caracazo “marked the beginning of 
contemporary politics in Venezuela” (p. 4).  During these events, hundreds of the poor, the 
mistreated, and the marginal came down from the cerros (Caracas’ shanty towns) in “testimony that 
something was wrong” in society (p. 4).  The over-confident heirs of puntofijismo did not expect the 
events that for 2 days unfolded in Caracas and “degenerated into violence of a kind not seen in 
Venezuela since the nineteenth century” (Gott, 2005, p. 4).  The violence appeared to be triggered 
by an unexpected rise in petrol prices and bus fares, but for Gott (2005), these riots were the 
reflection of “a much wider political discontent”: an “explosion of social rage” against the 
neoliberal austerity program imposed by re-elected Pérez (p. 4).  In his speech of May 13, 1999, 
celebrating the first hundred days of his Presidency, Chávez represented El Caracazo as the 
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foundation, and justification, of the ideologies behind his failed coup and also behind what would 
become the militarisation of his government: “That day began an immense civic-military operation, 
the Bolivar 2000 Project, whereby the military and the people would be united forever” (Chávez, 
1999b).  And in another public address on June 22, 1999 (1999c) he added: 
I was working near here (…) when with these eyes I saw, with these eyes I cried, with this heart 
I felt the disaster of 27 February 1989, a decade ago (…) For me it was then, with El Caracazo, 
that this process started.  It was the awakening of a force that had been accumulating and was 
dammed; it was like the explosion of a volcano.  
Petkoff (2010), however, provided a different perspective about the tragic event.  He rejected 
the interpretation of El Caracazo as a popular reaction to a set of neoliberal policies of fiscal 
adjustment related to the Washington Consensus: “This is a simplification that in the Venezuelan 
context does not have any pertinence” (p. 14).  Petkoff argued that the glorification of El Caracazo 
was “a legend fabricated a posteriori” (p. 14) by Hugo Chavez “to provide his failed conspiracy of 
1992 with an air of ‘revolutionary nobility’” (p. 15).  El Caracazo was “a blind social jolt, a 
spontaneous and anarchic revolt” without ideology or organisation; this is the reason “it did not 
strike against any political power institution” (Petkoff, 2010, p. 15).  The rioters attacked 
“commercial places of mass consumption: food and electronic appliances shops” (p. 14). Petkoff 
(2010) claimed that the looting of TV sets, videos, washing machines, and so on, responded to 
social and historically conditioned “patterns of consumerism” (p. 15).   
Writer Ibsen Martinez (2010) agreed with this view by arguing that “El Caracazo was no more 
than a “spontaneous jacquerie” (para. 10), not related to any popular revolt against the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, globalisation, or the Washington Consensus: “It was a 
troubling and divisive episode” that broke the existing consensus about the perfectibility of 
Venezuela’s representative democracy, considered until then “a role model” on the continent (para. 
14).  It facilitated, at least in the “popular imaginary”, the construction of Chavez as the “great 
avenger” (para. 15) who emerged from military barracks “to fix the iniquities of professional 
politicians” (para. 15).   
Antipolitical identity politics. 
The imaginary of El Caracazo gave rise to the third culturally embedded feature of Chávez’s 
communicational style during the Soft phase: the manipulation and emphasis on antipolitical 
feelings and discourses that undoubtedly contributed to the end of the consensual spirit of 
puntofijismo and, thus, to the rise of Hugo Chávez to power (C. Capriles, 2006a, p. 27).  To analyse 
this imaginary, I will apply Mouffe’s analysis of the hegemonic construction of power and identity 
again.  In her conversation with Nico Carpentier and Bart Cammaerts (2006), Mouffe argued that 
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hegemony is “always the result of political articulation” (p. 967), which involves different forms of 
power struggle: thus, the hegemonic construction of power embodies a “discursive construction of 
reality and the social” (p. 965) that always implies the existence of an “outside”, of “something that 
has to be excluded”, because “there is no consensus without exclusion” (p. 967).  Hence, for 
Mouffe “every hegemony can be challenged” (p. 967) and this was Chávez’s priority in 1998: he 
was challenging the hegemony of the former dominant political class by establishing his own 
hegemony and by reconstructing identities through Bolivarian symbols and antipolitical emotions.   
In this context, as Petkoff (2010) indicated, the focus of Chávez’s campaign “was the vigorous 
and even ‘brutal’ denouncement of AD and Copei” (p. 11), the main traditional parties of the pre-
chavista era.  Chávez’s attacks, according to Petkoff (2010), gave an “aggressive” even “camorra” 
tone to the campaign that had been unusual in former electoral processes, but that seemed “in tune 
with the popular anti-party mood” (p. 11).  This can be perceived in Chávez’s speech of June 1999, 
when he defiantly said that the constitutional process had been promoted,  
without the dealings between party cupolas that destroyed Venezuela; the Constitutional process 
is to send them [party heads] out of here, to sack them peacefully, not by using Christ’s whip, 
which is stored now and we do not want to use it again. (Chávez, 1999c) 
So, the President’s language resonated with Venezuelans’ culturally embedded antipolitical 
ideologies.  Additionally, by alluding to “Christ’s whip”, he was employing a well-known Gospel 
metaphor that appealed to Venezuelans’ Catholicism and involved both a reminder of the 
puntofijista parties’ resounding defeat in 1998, and a warning on the eve of the mega-elections 
already announced for July 2000, which saw the parties finally crushed and disempowered. 
Chávez began to construct himself in terms of the antipolitical avenger, boosted by the realistic, 
highly emotional narratives of, for example, RCTV’s popular soap opera, Por Estas Calles (1992), 
which played a significant role in the exacerbation of the antipolitical climate (Martinez, 2010).  
The show’s creator and scriptwriter, Ibsen Martinez (2010), recognised that back then he was “part 
of the chorus” of antipolitics and that the soap’s narrative helped “to bring more water to the mill of 
anti-politics” (para. 19).  Chávez himself said in a video shot during the Soft months that the only 
show he watched in prison, from 1992 until 1994, was RCTV’s Por Estas Calles (Chávez, 1999f).  
In that show, that began 2 months after Chávez’s attempted coup of 1992, “all politicians were 
cynics, all businessmen favored a small state and therefore kept corrupt bureaucrats in their 
payrolls, and all the law transgressions of the marginal lumpen-poverty were justified” (Martinez, 
2010, para. 20). 
On November 27, 1992, 7 months after Chávez’s failed coup, when the soap Por Estas Calles 
was proving a soaring success, a second, also failed, military coup occurred.  It was led by another 
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group of middle rank officers that this time were from the right; writer Ibsen Martínez suggested 
that some members of the media elites, particularly his former boss, RCTV’s owner Marcel 
Granier, must have felt, at least for a moment, that the “anti political preaching” had brought at last 
“the moment of reckoning” (Rivero, 2010, pp. 276-277).   
Indeed, one of my respondents, a former leader of the November 1992 coup, General Antonio 
Rivero, admitted that he watched, liked and identified with Por Estas Calles because the 
antipolitical narratives of RCTV’s soap opera truly represented the social and political problems 
that Venezuela was facing at the time (personal communication, December 7, 2010).  This 
argument was corroborated by Marcel Granier, who told me that the antipolitical discourse had in 
no way been “fabricated” by the media because “the political parties had dug their own grave 
themselves: the media just reflected the situation” (personal communication, November 20, 2010). 
Thus, it is a generalisation to say that antipolitical discourses of the 1980s and 1990s were the 
sole responsibility of the media.  These discourses also impregnated other social and cultural spaces 
of dialogue, for example, civil society organisations or Non Government Organisations (NGOs) that 
analysed different aspects of governance and denounced the inefficiency of traditional parties and 
their governments in national and international multilateral organisations.  At the time, antipolitics 
even flourished amongst some significant politicians who “embarrassed of their craft embraced 
anti-politics” (Martinez, 2010, para. 24).   
The antipolitical zeitgeist could be illustrated by Pensamiento y Accion’s survey (1996), which 
showed that the most trusted institutions in the late 1990s in Venezuela were the universities, the 
Catholic Church, the mass media, and the military, while the least trusted were the political parties, 
parliament, trade unions, the police, and the judiciary.   
In summary, the beginnings of the communicational style developed by Hugo Chávez to bond 
with his publics, within his overall hegemonic construction of power and identity, was marked by 
subjective, seemingly irrational categories related to emotions that were deeply embedded in 
Venezuela’s complex political culture and imaginaries; passions that resonated with the 
phenomenon called populism. 
Soft Populism 
The emotionally charged political culture environment provided the rationale for a certain 
cultural propensity to favour populist leaders, ideologies and practices that prioritise the appeal to 
the people.   
From the first years of his Presidency, Hugo Chávez deployed a political style that both the 
literature and majority of respondents have associated with populism.  Chávez’s style of populism 
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not only was based on an appeal to the people, but also prioritised and mobilised the aspirations and 
needs of the majority.   
In addition, Chávez has been called a “populist phenomenon” for his charisma and support-base 
amongst the Venezuelan majority (España, 2009; López Maya & Panzarelli, 2011), his Manichean, 
adversarial, agonistic discourse based on confronting the people against the elite (A. Bolivar, 2005; 
Hawkins, 2010a; Zuquete, 2008), and ultimately, for his caudillo-like paternalism. 
In Chapter 2, I explained theories of populism in terms of 10 features, 8 of which could be 
applied to ideologies, practices and events during the Soft period.  These 8 features, which are 
attributed to populism, are outlined next. 
First, the meaning of populism has been closely linked to the abstract notion of “the people”.  
Chávez’s discourse was a permanent exaltation of the people; he identified himself with their 
problems and became a legitimate depository for their anguishes, claims and hopes (Panizza, 2005).   
Most of Chávez’s increasingly frequent speeches were centred on emphasising the construction 
of his constituents as the true “sovereign, Bolivarian people” and himself as just their 
representative, their “employee” with the task of boosting the political changes that the nation 
required.  The following text is another fragment from Chávez’s speech of June 1999 cited earlier in 
this chapter: 
The Venezuelan people hired me….I am just an employee…The people are the ones who rule.  
I have a mandate; the people hired me because they believed in what I offered: The 
constitutional solution and a pacific revolution.  The people really truly believe in that.  Nobody 
can say that the people have been deceived…Nearly 4 million, 60% of voters signed a contract 
that resides in the polls. (Chávez, 1999c) 
So, he represented himself as a subordinate of the people who had hired him to manage the 
country in their stead.  His popular mandate was to develop a democratic revolution of pacific 
character, an issue he frequently emphasised in those days before the referendum and mega-
elections to gain the consent of moderate voters.  Less than 2 months later, in the eighth issue of his 
TV show Alo Presidente, Chávez’s discourse had a slight addition: From the people’s hired 
employee he was now also their spokesman—their proud “voice” in front of a world allegedly 
struck by what was happening in Venezuela: 
Time Magazine will publish this week our photo on the cover in an issue dedicated to the 
Venezuelan revolution (…) They interviewed the President, but I am just the people’s 
spokesman …I am just one more in a revolutionary process while the world is standing, 
astounded, praising what is happening in Venezuela…( Chávez, 1999e). 
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Second, populism has been analysed in relation to Western paradigms of democracy, either as a 
diversion, a threat, a product or by-product.  Despite starting his political career with a failed coup 
d´ètat in 1992, Chávez understood that in order to seize power he needed to compete within 
minimum “democratic” terms.  Hence, Chávez eventually won the Presidency in 1998, riding on 
both the feelings of political discontent and frustration of millions of Venezuelans and on his 
peculiar Bolivarian participative type of democracy (Buxton, 2011; C. Capriles, 2006a, 2006b; 
Madriz, 2008; Philip & Panizza, 2011; Rey, 2005).  He specifically rode on an offer of “social 
redemption” of the poor (Chávez, 1999b) thus fitting Canovan’s (1999) view of populism as the gap 
between the pragmatic and redemptive faces of democracy produced by unmet aspirations and 
demands from the population. 
Third, theorists agree on the antielitist and antiparty character of populism (Canovan, 1981).  
Through the antipolitical discourse against the dominant elites of puntofijismo, Chávez became the 
“perfect outsider” (Caballero, 2010; Martinez, 2010) who divided Venezuela between old politics 
and new politics, the people and the oligarchs, and puntofijismo and Bolivarianism, to the point that 
Montero (2002) defined Chávez’s discourse as “struggle related”. 
Fourth, associated with the previous point, the emergence of populism has also been linked to 
crises of democratic representation boosted by the delegitimisation of intermediating institutions: 
Chávez emerged from the crisis of representation unchained by the mismanagement, unpopularity 
and delegitimation of traditional puntofijista politics (Panizza, 2005).   
The fifth feature is the exaltation of cultural symbols and patria or homeland (Taggart, 2000; 
Worsley, as cited in Ionesco & Gellner, 1969).  In Chávez’s case the constant appeal to patriotic 
emotions, in particular those associated with a Bolivarian construction of the patria (Castro-Leiva, 
1984), which I have already discussed at length, were central to the political communication style 
developed by Chávez to bond with his publics and build or rebuild their identities.   
Sixth, populism has also been associated with plebiscitary politics (Laycock, 2012): the new 
Venezuelan Constitution (1999) introduced different types of referenda: (a) “consultative”, for 
transcendent national matters; (b) “recall” with the potential to oust elected officials; and 
(c)“approving” or “rescinding” regarding laws or treaties that could infringe upon national 
sovereignty (art.71-74).  These three types were aimed at facilitating “direct” decision-making 
processes by the people, which embodied a plebiscitary form of democracy.   
Seventh, populism has been connected in Latin America with “delegative” forms of democracy 
(O’Donnell, 1994).  As Lovera (2008) suggested, Chávez exercised a delegative form of populism 
through which the executive’s decisions had more weight than other branches of power.  This is 
exemplified by Chávez’s frequent appeal to enabling laws to bypass legislative instances: in the Soft 
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period, between 1999 and 2000, he was granted two enabling laws through which he approved 102 
law-decrees without any democratic intermediation (“Conozca cuantas”, 2013). 
The eighth characteristic attributed to populism, particularly within media-centred approaches—
such as those developed by Mazzoleni (2003) and Waisbord (2003; 2010)—have associated the rise 
of populist leaders and movements with their mediatised representations by a populist kind of 
media, which thrived on people’s basic emotions for the sake of ratings.  Chávez’s rise to power in 
1998 was initially well-regarded and even boosted by a predominantly antipolitical commercial 
media, but with a twist.  Some of the most significant, high-profile media owners and journalists 
who had been proactive in the political arena, such as Miguel Henrique Otero or Alfredo Peña, were 
not only in search of ratings or economic gain, but they also wanted to promote an antipolitical 
outsider with the potential to substitute a political class that by then was not fulfilling their political 
expectations (Cañizalez, 2009, p. 221; also M. P. Hernandez, personal communication, November 
20, 2010).   
This discussion of Chávez’s politics, vis-à-vis 8 out of the 10 features attributed to populism, 
provides some evidence that his political communication style had a populist ethos.  As I implied in 
Chapter 1, the lived, socially constructed, narratives of everyday life (e.g., Venezuelans’ 
propensities to populist politics), have the potential to beget what Raymond Williams (1977) called 
structures of feeling, which, according to Osborne (2001), “bind people to their worlds by their 
grounding in place” (p. 10).  The lived character of the populist structure of feeling became evident 
during the Soft period particularly in Chávez’s prioritisation of the sovereignty and mobilisation of 
the protagonist, participative role of the “Bolivarian people”.  The following fragments taken from 
Chávez’s first speech as President-elect illustrate this argument:  
You will guide the government that will not be Chávez’s government! Because Chávez is the 
people! It will be the government of the people! …I, Hugo Chávez, do not belong to 
myself…All my being belongs to you, the Venezuelan people.  You are the owners of 
Venezuela’s future. (Chávez, 1998b) 
These texts reflect how Chávez, in front of hundreds of hopeful voters, his constituents, who 
were celebrating in a street of Caracas, started the process of building the emotional mimetic bond 
that would characterise his relationship with the people, in the path to reconstitute collective 
identity.  So, within his identity-building formula, he placed the Bolivarian Venezuelan people as 
“role models” whose aspirations he wanted to mimetically reproduce in reconstituted identity 
(himself), because they were the true “owners” of the country’s future. 
In summary, in the Soft period, Chávez began to boost Venezuelans’ consciousness, that is, to 
make the people aware of their situation in society; he achieved this by simultaneously calling them 
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Bolivarian, sovereign and protagonist.  He had started to endow them with a distinctive identity, 
mainly, but not exclusively, through the media and by emphasising the mediatisation of Venezuelan 
politics. 
The mediatisation of politics: a beginning 
It could be suggested that Hugo Chávez understood Venezuela’s character as a media culture to 
the fullest by a savvy employment of the media as a tool for building representations “of his 
government, political project, aims and even needs” (Bisbal, 2009, p. 5).  For Lombardi (2004), a 
“hallmark of the Chávez regime” was his “effective exploitation of the media to develop 
constituency and maintain the currency of the leader’s identification with the people” (p. 5).   
Chávez’s arrival in power as a political outsider was not only well-regarded but also even 
promoted by most of the predominantly antipolitical commercial media at the time (Bisbal, 2009; 
Cañizalez, 2009, 2011, 2012).  Between 1992, the year of his attempted coup, and 1998, during his 
first presidential campaign, Chávez was provided with significant journalistic coverage: Numerous 
interviews, news stories, documentaries and biographical pieces highlighted his charismatic 
personality, aspirations and proposals.  Journalistic mythification reached its peak when journalist 
and former guerrilla fighter Angela Zago (1992) published The Angels’ Rebellion, and writer 
Agustin Blanco Munoz (1998) published a collection of conversations called Habla el Comandante 
Hugo Chávez Frias; both texts attempted the “justification and legitimisation” of Chávez’s failed 
coup (Cañizalez, 2011, p. 57).   
According to Venezuelan academic Andres Cañizalez (2009), “journalism played a key role in 
making Chávez known to the nation” (p. 221).  From the beginning of his government “the syntony 
between the President Chávez and journalism” was evident (Cañizalez, 2009, p. 222).  Many 
journalists held positions in Parliament or in the Executive; the former wife of El Nacional’s editor 
Camen Ramia de Otero coordinated the Central Office of Information (OCI) for a short time; the 
close relationship between Chávez, newspaper El Nacional and popular TV network Venevisión 
was common knowledge.  Alfredo Peña, former editor of El National, and Napoleon Bravo, 
Venevision’s top talk-show host and journalist, were part of Chávez’s first entourage.   
Intrusive “chains” and “Alo Presidente”. 
According to Conatel (National Commission of Telecommunications of the Bolivarian Republic 
of Venezuela) and the literature, particularly Correa (2009) and Uribarri (2009), the panorama of 
media ownership structure during the Soft period was characterised by a clear predominance of 
commercial media outlets vis-à-vis the public media.   
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So, aware that he needed media space for shaping popular consent and building identity, and in 
the context of a numerically dominant commercial media, Chávez began to counterbalance this 
situation.  During the Soft period, he significantly increased his media presence mainly via two 
tools: the national broadcast chains and his own television show. 
Chávez’s use of the joint transmissions of the national network of radio and television, called 
“national chains” (cadenas nacionales), was the most predominant and effective media strategy.  
This telecommunications mechanism, specific to Venezuela and probably a handful of Latin 
American countries such as Argentina and Chile, compels commercial broadcasting stations to 
transmit without charge all messages of national interest emanating from the Presidency.  From the 
beginning of his government, Hugo Chávez employed the national chains as “an element of 
political struggle”, a way “to display the power of the government and also as a tool to demoralise 
his adversaries” (Oropeza, 2009, p. 66).  Oropeza (2009) argued that the “invasive presence of the 
leader”, even within the most private spaces, contributed to building what Axel Capriles (2007, as 
cited in Oropeza, 2009) called “submission by psychological invasion” (pp. 68-69).  Thus, through 
the national chains of radio and TV, Chávez began to access “all audiences without the need of 
intermediaries” (p. 66), which helped him to develop a style of political communication aimed at 
the hegemonic construction of identity and power. 
The second tool was the creation of his weekly TV show in 1999: Hugo Chávez was the first 
President in Latin America, and probably the world, to produce and present his own talk show, Aló 
Presidente.  Adriana Bolivar (2003) explained that the primary, eminently populist focus of Aló 
Presidente was twofold: to establish “a direct contact with the people” and to “compete with the 
private media” (p. 216).  In this program, Chávez “unveils new policies, rebuffs criticism and 
receives questions from carefully vetted viewers” (Grant, 2009).  This “highly interactive”, 
sometimes “seven-hour long” spectacle (A. Bolivar, 2003, p. 216), used to be must-see 
entertainment for both followers and opponents because he could sometimes make surprise 
announcements on political, economic, social or cultural policy with an impact on public and even 
personal lives—“He is the President, it is impossible not to watch him” (M. H. Otero, personal 
communication, December 3, 2010).   
As Bisbal (2009) implied, since 1998 Chávez became “the only direct communicator, without 
intermediations” in Venezuelan contemporary political history, consciously assuming and even 
“over-dimensioning” the power of the mass media (p. 42).  However, as I noted before, the 
emphasis on the mediatisation of the country’s politics was not the only communicational tool 
employed by Chávez: he began to develop a dramaturgical style of government by communication, 
which I defined in Chapter 3 as communicational government. 
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Communicational government: The sovereign 
Some respondents, as I showed in Chapter 3, defined Chávez’s government as a 
communicational government.  But how did the President translate such communicational character 
into his pragmatic actions and policies? During the Soft period the most remarkable feature of 
Chávez’s governance was provided by the discursive construction and diffusion of the project of 
constitutional change and establishment of participative democracy.  This process was promoted 
intensively through the media, as was suggested in the preceding section.  However, during the Soft 
period, the main communicational tools employed by Chávez, which directly touched and 
mobilised citizens (via face-to-face meetings, rallies, and electoral processes), were the numerous 
electoral processes entailed by the change of constitution.    
Through the multipolling process, Chávez developed a communicational strategy that step-by-
step helped him penetrate and permeate Venezuelan political and civil society.  Elections became a 
naturalised affair in Venezuelans’ everyday life; the majority consented to the process in the united 
hope of establishing a more participative form of democracy, defined by Hawkins (2010b) as “the 
use of mass participation in political decision-making to complement or (in the most radical 
versions) replace the traditional institutions of elections and lobbying associated with representative 
democracy” (p. 32).   
When people’s protagonist role became official. 
So, the changes that Chávez included in the constitution of 1999 could be considered a form of 
communicationally (discursively) constructing his government and exercising his power during the 
Soft period; his other goal was to give a more participative role to the people and, at the same time, 
to eliminate traditional instances of intermediation in favour of a more personalised “delegative” 
form of democracy.   
To understand the new Constitution, it is important to understand first some of the main 
principles of the previous Constitution (1961) conceived by puntofijismo, which defined 
Venezuela’s political system as “democratic, representative, responsible and alternative” (Article 
3), and presupposed “the provision of economic well-being and promotion of societal development” 
(Smilde, 2011, p. 3).  Thus, the constitution of puntofijismo suggested a redistributive kind of model 
(C. Capriles., 2006a) underpinned by the rentist character of Venezuela’s economy, designed to 
guarantee “participation of all in the enjoyment of wealth” and “general welfare and social security” 
(Constitution of 1961, Preface).  Article 4 established the sovereignty of people, exercised “through 
suffrage by the organs of the Public Power”.  It was a system based upon the separation of powers: 
legislative, executive and judiciary (Constitution of 1961, Articles 117-118).   
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Alternatively, the Constitution approved in December 1999, not only deepened the 
redistributive character of the political system from the previous constitution, but also addressed 
issues of exclusion and promoted “popular organisation and mobilisation” (López Maya & Lander, 
2011, p. 64) such as “the correction of the unjust distribution of income and wealth”; “overcoming 
discrimination in access to fundamental human rights, such as nutrition, health, housing, and 
education”; and “development of full citizenship”, which involved individuals developing 
solidarity, responsibility and participative attributes (pp. 64-65). 
Central to the chavista Constitution of 1999 was the establishment of a “participative 
democracy” that consecrated Venezuelan citizens with the “protagonist” role in the enactment of 
the new system.  So, Article 62 consecrated that all citizens acquired the right of freely participating 
in public affairs, “directly [emphasis added] or through the intermediation of elected 
representatives”.  It also added that “the people’s participation in the formation, execution and 
control of public administration” was the medium to assume their necessary protagonist role to 
complete their individual and collective development, which underlies, again, a communicational 
construction that prioritised the role the people in society, now fully consecrated by the constitution.  
So, it is the state’s duty to “facilitate the generation of favorable conditions for this practice”, a 
clause that was later used by Chávez to justify the creation of parallel organisations that bypassed 
constitutional institutions of political intermediation (municipalities, governorships), within his 
communicational construction of hegemony and identity. 
New participative structures and mechanisms of participation included LPCs, which represented 
“the most far reaching transformations of Venezuelan political life on the day-to-day levels” 
(Wilpert, 2007, p. 56).  LPCs involve the joint work of civil society and neighbourhood groups and 
the elected major and Municipal Council members of each locality (Constitution of 1999, Article 
166).  LPCs were well-received by both sides, chavistas and antichavistas, who saw in them a new 
space for participation, dialogue but also politicking (Wilpert, 2007).  The new system also boosted 
and intensified programs of cooperatives; by 2007 the government had promoted the creation of 
80,000 cooperatives, many of which failed due to misuse of funds, individualistic tendencies, lack 
of knowledge and experience in cooperative-management, “deviation” of resources, and also 
politicking; thus, many of these experiences culminated in “resounding failures” (Petkoff, 2010, p. 
58).   
Another significant participative initiative proposed by the new Constitution (Article 70) were 
“citizens’ assemblies”, ad hoc spaces to be convoked by 1% of a district’s or municipality’s 
registered voters; their decisions “are binding” for their respective municipal or regional authorities 
and must be implemented within 90 days of having been issued.  Article 70 later led to the creation, 
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and justification, of communal councils and communes, viewed by Chávez as the seed of the 
reconfiguration of geopolitical power in Venezuela. 
As López Maya and Lander (2011) argued, the Bolivarian Constitution of 1999 reflected a 
doctrine that prioritised two actors: the state and the people.  The state in all its branches was 
conceived to create “the conditions for the empowerment” (p. 64) of the people; on the other hand, 
the people were conceived, through their participative and protagonic role, to transform themselves 
into “political subjects” (p. 64).  Chávez’s aim was to achieve a situation of “no separation between 
society and state”, which implies that civil society structures of intermediation ultimately would be 
assimilated by the state or political society—“structures of the state-government” (López Maya, 
2012, p. 24): the completion of Gramsci’s (1971) hegemonic dream, when civil society and state are 
one.  In contrast, previous constitutions enabled the state to seek social transformations through the 
intermediation of the political parties. 
Additionally, the new Constitution meant a significant advance towards the acknowledgment of 
multiculturalism in a nation where mestizaje was naturalised and taken for granted: so, in the 
preamble of the Constitution of 1999 the new model was defined as “democratic, participative and 
protagonic, multiethnic and pluricultural [emphasis added] in a federal and decentralised state of 
justice” (Constitution of 1999, Preamble).  The emphasis suggested that Chávez was trying to bring 
the Constitution, his communicational government, and Venezuela as a nation, to contemporary 
discourses of multiculturalism.  In turn, he was also rekindling, constitutionally, caste divisions and 
social resentments from the colonial past as another communicational tool to hegemonically build 
power and identity in a nation where races and cultures had been not only coexisting but 
intermixing for at least 200 years.   
However, it was the construction of the notion of “sovereignty” that constitutionally endowed 
the Venezuelan people with their full value: sovereignty became “untransferable” [emphasis added] 
in 1999, which ensured that “the organs of the state emanated from popular sovereignty and they 
are subject to it” (Constitution of 1999, Article 5).  Thus, this was another mechanism that, as noted 
previously, embodied the potential to be used to validate actions that could undermine, or even 
eliminate, traditional bodies of intermediation between the state and “the sovereign”. 
As I have already proposed, the new constitution was a hybrid that endowed the people with a 
more participative and sovereign role but it also, paradoxically, increased the personalisation and 
centralisation of power in the hands of the executive, that is, of the President, within Chávez’s 
revamped version of the paternalistic, autocratic, populist, militarist caudillo of the past (Brewer, 
2010; Caballero, 2010; Petkoff, 2010).  The presidential term was increased from 5 to 6 years, 
allowing immediate presidential re-election.  Chávez’s rationale for asking for immediate re-
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election was that his “task of rebuilding the republic was so great that a single five-year term is not 
enough” (Wilpert, 2007, p. 38). 
The legislative power also changed substantially and involved an emphasis on both the 
Bolivarian identity and the protagonist role of the people: the former bicameral system, Deputies 
and the Senate, existing in the former “Congress of the Republic of Venezuela”, became in 1999 a 
more popular unicameral “National Assembly”.  In addition, two new branches of power were 
added: the “citizens branch”, also known as “moral power” (based on Bolívar’s republican 
ideologies of democratic virtue); and the “electoral power” constituted by the National Electoral 
Council (CNE), which was in charge of regulating and watching over electoral processes (Article. 
274).   
There were other significant changes, some of symbolic character, such as the name change of 
the country to the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela; in fact, changing the name of institutions was 
to become a naturalised tactic in Chávez’s communicational government and identity politics. 
Regarding political rights, although the new constitution ensured the right of political 
association, it did not provide for the financing of political parties according to their percentages of 
vote, as the constitution of 1961 had done, which indicated Chávez’s disdain towards financing a 
pluralist, agonistic form of democracy.   
Articles 57 and 58 guaranteed freedom of expression and opinion, and the right to information, 
but with an addition: the right to “timely, true and impartial” information.  This was a controversial 
precept, particularly amongst the opposing parties, journalists and professional communicators in 
general who questioned who would be in charge of deciding what and on what basis something is 
“timely, true and impartial” (Wilpert, 2007). 
Personalisation of the economy, judiciary, the military and foreign policy. 
Personalisation and centralisation of power were extended to other areas of governance, such as 
the economy, the judiciary, the military and foreign policy.  Section VI of the new constitution, for 
example, established that the state is responsible for promoting industry, agriculture, fishing, 
tourism, cooperatives, crafts, and other small businesses.  It is a regime based upon the principles of 
“social justice, democracy, efficiency, free competition, protection of the environment, productivity 
and solidarity” (Article 299); these broad, contradictory principles eventually clashed with the 
development of private business, whose existence was ensured in Articles 112 to 116.  So, 
everybody has the right to private property, provided they submitted to contributions and 
restrictions established by the law “just for cases of public use or social interest” and by “firm 
sentence” and subsequent paying of compensation “the state could expropriate any kind of 
property”.  These principles, according to constitutionalist Allan Brewer (2010) endowed the state 
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(and head of the state) with the ability to conduct expropriations of land and businesses, which 
would become a generalised governmental practice during Chávez’s rule. 
In the following text, taken from Chávez’s speech after the approval of the new Constitution, 
the President publicly celebrated the reinforced role of the state, and of himself, as head of that 
state: 
The new constitution favors and amplifies the power of the government and of the state, the new 
state, to impulse a productive national economy, diversified, that favors the micro-enterprises, 
the small companies, middle enterprises, which are the ones that provide jobs, that improve 
salaries of the workers, that little by little can improve the country’s economy.…The new 
constitution will change the political map in short time. (Chávez, 1999d) 
Thus, the constitution of 1999 brought changes in the judiciary directed towards a centralisation 
of its functions by the state, which stripped the justice system of its independence.  The Constitution 
of 1999 (Articles 253, 254 and 256) defined the term “justice” as part of Chávez’s participative and 
protagonist identity politics: justice must be exercised in the name of the republic and such power 
“comes from the people [emphasis added]” and “must be executed with independence and 
impartiality” by judges “free from subordination and inadequate pressures”.   
Article 2 of the new Constitution innovatively proclaimed that Venezuela constituted itself “in a 
democratic and social State of Law and Justice”, a phrase that differentiated Venezuela from 
Western nations, whose constitutions prioritise the rule of law, thus accounting for “potential 
differences between law and justice” by implying that “justice is just as important as the rule of law, 
which might not always bring about justice” (Wilpert, 2007, p. 31).  However, Brewer (2010) 
interpreted “state of justice” as the judiciary being not a separate branch of power, but part of an 
“integrating and stabilizing State power with authority to control and even dissolve the rest of the 
branches of governments” (p. 126).   
The Constitution of 1999 provided a new, more political, role to the military in matters of civil 
governance, which was interpreted by Petkoff (2010) amongst others as another way of reinforcing 
Chávez’s autocracy via a profound and incremental militarisation of government and of civil 
society.  The former institution of the National Armed Forces (FAN) (now called Bolivarian Armed 
Forces, FANB) was previously described by the Constitution of 1961 (Article 132) as being 
“apolitical, non-deliberative, organised by the state to guarantee the defense of the nation, the 
stability of democratic institutions and the respect of the Constitution and the law”.  The members 
of the military were not allowed to vote and under no circumstances were to be at the service of 
individual or political partiality.  These precepts significantly changed with the Constitution of 
1999: Article 328 established that “in the exercise of its function”, the military is completely at the 
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service of the nation.  Article 330 stipulated that active members of the FANB “had the right to 
suffrage in conformity with the law”.  Additionally, the new constitution established that 
promotions depended exclusively on the same FANB (Article 331), which meant the cessation of 
any intermediation by Parliament: military promotions were now the exclusive concern of the 
FANB and its Commandant in Chief (i.e., Chávez).   
Finally, Chávez’s representation of foreign policy during the Soft period involved a personal 
shift from the way international relations had been handled in the past, especially regarding the 
relationships with the US and Cuba, and the overall Venezuelan geopolitical position within Latin 
America.  The US and Venezuela had shared a strong commercial and economic relationship, 
marked by the fact that Venezuela had been one of the US’s main providers of crude and refined 
petroleum products (Corrales & C. Romero, 2013).  However, in 1999, a new process of distancing 
from Washington began “by Venezuela’s refusal of US assistance” (p. 8) during the Vargas 
mudslide.   
Conversely, the relationship of Venezuela and Cuba became closer via the increasingly close 
relationship and ideological link between Chávez and Fidel Castro, despite the fact that, at the 
beginning of the Soft phase, Chávez had emphatically denied that he was socialist, as the video 
interview with Peruvian intellectual Jaime Baily during the campaign in 1998 demonstrated:  
No, I am not a socialist… I believe that today’s world requires a jump beyond socialism and 
even beyond savage capitalism, as Pope John Paul II calls it. It is a humanist project…that looks 
at globalisation from the Venezuelan perspective…My ideological sign is Bolivarian. (Chávez, 
1998a) 
Thus, Chávez’s future project of “Socialism of the 21st century” was a hidden aspect of his 
political communication agenda during the Soft period; he was aware that he could not force 
socialism in a country whose political culture had repeatedly rejected socialism in favour of a 
democratic system of governance (Pensamiento y Accion, 1996). 
Conclusion: the emotionalisation of politics 
Scholar Carlos Romero (personal communication, December 12, 2010) has represented the Soft 
stage of Chávez’s Presidency as a “populist package” invigorated by Chávez’s charismatic 
personality and appeal to people’s deepest emotions. 
The new Bolivarian constitution reflected a doctrine of prioritisation of two actors, the state and 
the people, in a hegemonic construction of power and identity that evoked Gramsci’s (1971) 
ideologies of unification of civil society and the state to construct a common will that would 
eventually empower the “subordinated”.   
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Laclau (2005c) represented Hugo Chávez’s rise to power as a successful paradigm of populism 
incarnating the unifying leader capable of triggering the necessary changes that would empower the 
“underprivileged” against the “corrupt and discredited elite” (p. 60) within a process that broke the 
status quo and sought to establish a “new order” (p. 156).   
Thus, Chávez’s Soft phase primarily focused on emotionalising the overall political 
environment to promote political changes.  Such changes, underpinned by Chávez’s electoral wins 
and the change of constitutions triggered structural rearrangements in Venezuela’s political 
landscape in favour of chavismo that would remain at least for the next two decades.  Chávez 
employed a communicational, agonistic/antagonistic tactic of emotionalisation whereby he 
“mobilised passions” (Mouffe, 1999), mirrored himself in the people (to be “a little” of them), and 
embodied the ultimate Bolivarian antipolitical redeemer, capable of endowing the people with 
identity as the protagonist, true sovereign of Venezuelan politics.  In just 20 months Chávez 
achieved these changes by:  
 drawing upon Bolivarian, antipolitical, and messianic cultural imaginaries; 
 displaying a populist form of communication that not only prioritised but mirrored the 
people; 
 intensively deepening the mediatisation of the country’s politics by an increasing use of the 
media; and 
 exerting his power, via communication (building his communicational government), to 
change the country’s politics to a system that hybridised a more participative and 
protagonist role of the people, with a more personalised and centralised form of governance. 
Finally, regarding the rearrangement of power relations, the Soft period can be summarised as 
follows: 
 The already exhausted and unpopular traditional political parties, the true losers of the Soft 
phase, were further weakened and disempowered. 
 The first set of winners was formed by Chávez himself together with his close group of 
officials and allies at the time. 
 Chávez’s constituents became pseudo winners who felt mirrored by a President that looked, 
talked and communicated with them directly via the TV screens and multiple and highly 
mobilising electoral processes that made them feel more participative in political matters. 
Chapter 5 will continue the analysis of the development of Chávez’s political communication 
style.  It will evaluate key ideologies, practices and events that characterised the second, called 
Adversarial, period of his rule. 
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Chapter 5. Adversarial Phase (2000-2003): The mediatised polarisation 
of power and the brief fall of the hero 
Introduction 
This chapter continues the analysis of the empirical data presented by this thesis as a 
periodisation of the political communication style developed by Hugo Chávez during the 14 years 
he remained in the Presidency of Venezuela.  It will critically evaluate the main ideologies, 
practices, and events that characterised the second period of Chávez’s rule, the Adversarial phase, 
which roughly extended between 2000 and 2003.  The data will be analysed in terms of their 
contribution to Chávez’s hegemonic quest for power and identity-building and, more specifically, in 
terms of their input on the logic of mimetisation, the political communication logic through which 
this thesis aims to make sense of Chávez’s hegemonic endurance and success.   
This chapter will first situate the context of the Adversarial period.  Then, the analysis will be 
broken down according to the association of the selected data with political culture, populism, 
mediatisation, and communicational government.  I will close the chapter with the implications and 
impact of this period on the development of Chávez’s overall political communication style, and 
rearrangements in power and cultural relations and processes. 
The context: The increasing divide 
Once Chávez achieved his initial constitutional and political aims, he made a communicational 
turn by reformulating his former Soft political—populist—style: he employed Bolivarianism 
symbols, antielitism and Christian messianism again, but this time not to unite but to divide.  After 
the change of constitution and disempowerment of his first set of adversaries—the traditional 
political elite—Chávez publicly announced a new symbolic-pragmatic objective: to achieve what he 
discursively called “the economic constituent” (constituyente economica).  The aim, according to 
the President himself, was to both, structurally “diversify” the predominantly “rentist” economy and 
change the unjust “social structures” (Zambrano, 2000, para. 2).  To achieve this new objective, the 
President needed not only to confront, but also to attempt to disempower a second set of 
adversaries: the business elite, amongst which the powerful media elite stood out.  Significant 
media owners, top editors and journalists of the powerful commercial media, who had either 
supported him or given him the benefit of the doubt during the Soft phase, began to understand 
Chávez’s intentions, particularly after the way he employed special powers to issue a 49-law 
package that affected their economic interests.  The package included, for example, the Land Law, 
Banking and other Financial Institutions Law, and new taxation.  The business elite realised then 
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that Chávez was not the antipolitical, possibly “manageable” agent that some of them had even 
promoted (M. P. Hernandez, personal communication, November 20, 2010).   
Thus, Chávez’s Adversarial period was marked by two major events that were deeply 
intertwined with each other: a deepening polarisation of Venezuelan society into what became two 
distinctive camps, chavismo and antichavismo; and, simultaneously, the increasing mediatisation of 
Venezuelan politics.  Consequently, the polarisation between chavista and antichavista ideologies, 
worldviews, and ways of life were mostly constructed, staged, and enacted in the media arena; the 
more traditional spaces of political intermediation, such as Parliament, were further debilitated as 
Chávez bypassed these spaces using enabling laws and special powers. 
Laclau’s (2005a, 2005b, 2005c) theories of populist rupture help explain how, after the mega-
elections of July 2000, Chávez displayed a more divisive, antagonic style of communication that 
sought both to tighten the mimetic bond with the people he had begun to build in the Soft phase, and 
his differences with the elite, particularly the business and media elite, whom he began to call the 
“oligarchs” or simply the “squalid”, alluding to their weakening force (A. Bolivar, 2003; 
Chumaceiro, 2003; Lozada, 2004a, 2004b; Montero, 2003, 2004).  Chávez promoted “new channels 
of political communication” (Laclau, 2005c, p. 60) that involved his TV show and an increasing 
number of “chains”, but also new organisations of social mobilisation, such as the “Bolivarian 
Circles” (BCs), expanded upon later in this chapter.  Ultimately, Chávez aspired to incarnate the 
agglutinating leader, capable, according to Laclau (2005c), of triggering the necessary changes to 
empower the “underprivileged” against the demonised oligarchs.   
Scholar J. E. Romero (2002) explained that this process was part of Chávez’s “hegemonic 
construction of power and displacement of traditional actors in Venezuela” (p. 73).  During the Soft 
period, members of the traditional political-party elite were not only weakened but were almost 
completely disempowered in 2000 when they lost the majority of parliamentary seats and some 
significant governorships and municipalities.   
The only bastion preserved by puntofijismo, and by AD in particular, was the National 
Federation of Trade Unions (Confederacion de Trabajadores de Venezuela, CTV), which Chávez 
tried to eliminate using a union referendum (referendo sindical) on December 3, 2000.  The 
referendum resulted in an unnecessary defeat for chavismo.  Chávez would never get hold of a 
labour federation such as CTV, built after a solid social democratic tradition; this organisation 
played a significant role, together with the business federation National Federation of Chambers of 
Commerce of Venezuela (Fedecámaras), in the crucial events that marked the Adversarial period: 
marches, demonstrations, strikes, and the coup protesting against Chávez’s personalised style, lack 
of governance delivery, and increasing inflation and unemployment at the time (S. Cabrera, 
personal communication, December 2, 2010). 
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Thus, the Adversarial period implied a complete shift in the way political decisions had been 
taken by consensual bipartisan puntofijismo, which was substituted by a dynamic of “continuous 
struggle”, a logical outcome of the structural changes in the conditions that had sustained the 
“populist system of conciliation” in prechavista Venezuela (J. E. Romero., 2002, p. 85; also Rey, 
1991).   
The ideological split that had started to surface in the Soft period became officialised and 
naturalised in the Adversarial phase by an ongoing televised rhetoric that openly divided 
Venezuela, in Chávez’s own words, between the “beautiful” Bolivarian people, and the “rotten” 
elite, also called the “oligarchs” or “squalid” (Lozada, 2004b). 
Writer Gregory Wilpert (2007, p .24), a chavista sympathiser, narrated: 
Meanwhile, an escalation in verbal attacks between Chávez and his opposition began reaching 
new heights.  The economic downturn, the 49 laws, and Chávez’s strong discourse against the 
“squalid opposition” and the “rancid oligarchy”, all made it relatively easy for the opposition to 
chip away at Chávez’s popularity, with substantial help from the private mass media. 
The confrontation narrated above could be explained in terms of the “subjective dimensions of 
political violence” (Lozada, 2004, p. 156), defined as the way the various political players 
reproduce and multiply ideologies and symbols with the potential to boost violence “as a mode and 
practice in social relations” (p. 156).  Through the sociopolitical conflicts of the Soft phase, 
particularly in 2002-2003, the nation experienced the use and exploitation of values, beliefs, and 
myths from the country’s imaginary to polarise and exert “political violence” (Lozada, 2004b, p. 
157).  Discourse scholar Mireya Lozada (2004b) argued that the public discourse of both chavistas 
and antichavistas “vindicated and re-signified a series a representations and imaginaries of the self 
and the other” (p. 157) that emphasised racist, sexist, macho, class stereotypes; “symbolic referents” 
were also employed, alluding to militarism, revolution, and religion “that mobilised a game of 
identities and oppositions, passions and desires, encounters and dis-encounters” within and between 
groups (p. 157).  These discourses were intensively and increasingly constructed and publicised in, 
by and through the media during the Adversarial period (Block, 2013; Cañizalez, 2011; Lemoine, 
2002; Lopez Maya & Panzarelli, 2011; Pilger, 2002; Wilpert, 2002).   
This discussion suggests that political and ideological polarisation is a process that tends to 
“fracture the fabric of society at the time of favoring the naturalization and legitimation of violence” 
(Lozada, 2004b, p. 196)—this “fracture” is what marked the intense 3 years of Adversarial Chávez. 
To explain further, I will employ Garcia-Blanco’s (2009) argument about how democracy, and 
hegemony, are constantly rebuilt and enacted in “everyday practices” (p. 841), a process in which 
the media play “a crucial role” (p. 841).  Consequently, during the 3 years of the Adversarial phase, 
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the media was the site of intense hegemonic struggles that broke out between groups of manifold 
ideologies and backgrounds.  Their increasingly aggressive rhetoric was constructed and divulged, 
depending on political sympathies, through two communication channels: the state-managed, 
increasingly politicised public chavista media, or the increasingly oppositionist commercial media, 
particularly the powerful national network RCTV and news channel Globovision.   
Chávez described the spirit of this new era in a televised allocution during the celebration of 
Journalists’ day, in June 2001: 
It is part of a historical clash of forces, one that struggles to be born, and was born, and stood 
and wants to be stronger, and one that kept pushing for maintaining itself until the last minute 
and could not and fell, but that it is still there and is, of course, attempting to get up: The power 
struggles of History. (Chávez, 2001c) 
This text suggests Chávez’s implicit use of Gramsci’s (1971) conception of hegemony to 
represent himself and his constituents as the main protagonists of the newborn historical force that 
must be alert against the pushes of the subjugated groups trying to survive.  For communication 
scholar Marcelino Bisbal (2009), this speech sealed the end of the moderate (that I have called Soft) 
period of Chávez’s rule.  However, Chávez’s Adversarial political communication style had started 
to surface a few months earlier.   
Around the time of the mega-elections, in July 2000, Chávez began to shape a distinctive form 
of identity-politics under a reformulated representation of Bolivarianism: the epithet “Bolivarian” 
began to characterise a parallel world where not only the country, its President, and its people were 
Bolivarian, but institutions, policies, events, issues related to gender, ethnicity, class, and age, and 
even banks and public markets also shared the same Bolivarian identity.  Within this identity-
construction formula, the only antiBolivarians were the former dominant groups, the elite, 
consisting of the already defeated puntofijista politicians, and that now, in the Adversarial period, 
consisted of the “antiBolivarian” business elite, the oligarchy or simply (and pejoratively) the 
squalid. 
Hence, from 2000 onwards, both government and opposition intensified the polarisation of the 
country through an openly biased media, particularly TV; both sides began to build identities “in 
opposing terms”, as two antagonistic groups, that were “defined according to their support or 
contradiction” vis-à-vis the regime (Montero, 2004, p. 41).  This polarisation was reflected and 
constructed in the media arena, and as a result, was played out in homes and workplaces, where 
families and colleagues fought over their political preferences. 
In summary, the context of the Adversarial period was characterised by three major features:  
 First, it was controversial, conflictive and divisive between the Bolivarian people and the 
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antiBolivarian oligarchs; the “beautiful” chavista people, and the “rotten” “squalid”; the 
followers of the new hero/caudillo/ avenger, and those who wanted to topple the 
“authoritarian” “liar” (Montero, 2002, 2004).  The discursive divide, and violence, was such 
that this period culminated in a coup from the right side of politics and in a 2-month general 
strike that deeply damaged Venezuela’s economy from 2002 onwards.   
 Second, it was the historical period in which Chávez’s popularity plummeted to its lowest 
levels (S. Cabrera, personal communication, December 2, 2010; Consultores 21, 2009, p. 
17). 
 Third, it was characterised by the increased mediatisation of politics, of Chávez, his 
government and constituents, and also of his opponents.   
These features raise two questions: How could this loss of popularity and a coup happen to a 
man that had obtained 60% of the vote just a few months before?  And what elements triggered the 
confrontation?  
The explanation for the first question could be found, paradoxically, in the same reason for 
Chávez’s success: his communicational style.  Feeling secure after his success in the mega-election, 
he tried to advance, perhaps too fast, in his hegemonic Bolivarian socialising project.  The 
President’s use of a confrontational rhetoric was not yet culturally appealing amongst Venezuelans.  
The polarising antielite discourse glorifying revolutionary ideals, the militarisation of formerly 
civilian spaces, and the increasing representation of Cuba as a model system became a provocation.  
This discourse boosted a climate of disquiet and anxiety in a petro-nation where Western discourses 
of the “Pax Americana” (Louw, 2010b) promoting democratic freedoms, private enterprise, and 
social mobility had developed and acquired roots during the 40 years of puntofijismo, particularly 
amongst the professional middle-classes (Pensamiento y Accion, 1996).  So, Chávez found 
Venezuelans still unprepared and under the influence of the remnants of the 40-year conciliatory 
narratives of puntofijismo.   
The second question raised by the Adversarial context concerns the elements that triggered the 
confrontation.  According to the official website of the Ministry of Communication and Information 
(Ministerio del Poder Popular para la Comunicacion y la Informacion, 2012), the year 2000 was 
flagged as the year when the government began to “transform pacifically the traditional bases of the 
state into a new model, revolutionary and pacific” (para. 10), whose foundations had been set 
through the approval of the constitutional change in 1999.  In this spirit, Chávez began to radicalise 
his discourse against neoliberalism or “savage capitalism”, with his proposal of the “economic 
constituent”, while his opponents said that such discourse was scaring away investors and suggested 
a lack of consistent economic policy (Zambrano, 2000, p. 5).   
One of this thesis’s respondents, pollster Saul Cabrera (personal communication, December 2, 
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2010), explained that the discourse of the economic constituent pushed Chávez’s fall in surveys 
carried out from 2000 until 2003 to levels of less than 30%, which responded that his government 
was “good” or “very good”.  It was not until 2003 that the opinion of Chávez’s government began 
to pick up again when the social programs called the Bolivarian social missions or simply missions 
were fully created and started to achieve some results.  The decrease in Chávez’s popularity is also 
highlighted by chavista scholar and journalist Gregory Wilpert (2002).  He argued that “the old 
elite” formed by the business sector, the church, trade unions, and specially the media, all “still in 
power” in 2000, had “begun to make life as difficult as possible for Chávez” (p. 18). 
In the next section I begin the evaluation of variables associated with political culture that 
contributed to the development of Adversarial Chávez’s political communication style. 
Political culture: Bolivarian divide 
The year 2000 marked the commencement of Adversarial Chávez, the phase when, according to 
Chumaceiro (2003), the President made a turn in his discursive style.  Chávez employed Bolivarian 
symbolism again to mimetically unite him with his followers, but also now to disqualify, demonise, 
and delegitimise his opponents (p. 22).  This ongoing confrontation, as I suggested previously, 
became increasingly mediatic and mediatised on both sides (Bisbal, 2009; Cañizalez, 2009, 2011, 
2012).   
Adversarial Chavez emphasised an antagonistic style that was the expression of contradictions 
deeply embedded in Venezuelans’ psyche (Petkoff, 2010; Torres, 2009).  He revitalised social and 
ideological contradictions from the colonial and independent past that had been hidden by 
puntofijista leaders, who had endeavoured to conciliate differences and prevent violence for 40 
years.   
Intellectual historian Luis Castro-Leiva (1999) explained that the cultural values that historically 
foregrounded Chávez’s establishment and consolidation in power were far from simplistic and were 
the expression of a political culture embedded in multiple ideological contradictions: Venezuelans 
simultaneously wished to be republican, liberal and Catholic, “without discerning the incoherencies 
involved in trying to be all those things at the same time” (p. 30).  Castro-Leiva (1999) explained 
that Venezuelans rather “schizophrenic” attitude towards politics (p. 119) was explained by the 
nation’s “original sin”: Venezuela “was born as a republic, but never became a republic” (p. 30).   
Welsch, Carrasquero and Varnagy’s (2004) comparative analysis about political culture based 
on surveys on sociopolitical and cultural change by the organisation “World Values Survey” in 
1996 and 2000, confirmed this complex, paradoxical political tendency.  Their results were 
consistent with those of Pensamiento y Accion’s survey in 1996: in 2000, the majority of 
Venezuelans considered “democracy” as “the best form of government”, and gave high, and equal, 
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value to the notions of “freedom”, “order”, and of having a “strong man” in government (p. 65).  
This is interpreted by Welsch et al. (2004) in terms of how Venezuelans wanted democracy, as long 
as it was exercised “with authority and firmness” (p. 65).  There were also implications regarding 
Venezuelans’ preference for an authoritarian and militaristic forms of leadership: thus, the analysis 
concluded that at the end of 2000, Venezuelans were ideologically located in the centre, but always 
maintaining a tendency to favour “a strong right” (p. 66).   
In another comparative analysis about Venezuelan political culture, Friedrich Welsch and 
Gabriel Reyes (2006) suggested that in 2000 there were no significant differences [yet] between 
Chávez’s followers and opponents.  The majority expressed a preference for “gradual” political 
reforms; appreciated freedom of expression; manifested a willingness to participate in protests if 
necessary; and particularly, expressed a preference for a “liberal economic system”, which 
suggested that the conciliatory ideologies of puntofijismo still lingered, even amongst chavistas (p 
60).  It is important to understand that Chávez’s constituents had multiple provenance, and had 
formerly voted for other parties, especially the social democratic and populist party AD (E. 
Fernandez, personal communication, November 22, 2010; C. Romero, personal communication, 
December 12, 2010).   
The only differences that could be observed at this stage were located in the socioeconomic, 
educational, and ethnic backgrounds of the two groups (largely associated with the notion of class): 
Chávez’s followers were more inclined towards an economic system that could involve some 
communitarian forms of patron-workers’ comanagement (co-gestion in Spanish); had lower levels 
of education (none or incomplete primary schooling); and appeared to engulf “more people of 
colour” in his ranks (Welsch & Reyes, 2006, p. 60).  Welsch and Reyes (2006) suggested that 
although the sociodemographic investigations analysed by them provided certain substantiation to 
the argument of Chávez’s alleged “ethnic” support-base background, this assumption was still 
based upon “weak associations” (p. 60).   
Later, research conducted by scholar Gladys Villarroel (2003) reaffirmed the coexistence of at 
least two major ideological views of society that not only had remained but also deepened during 
the Chávez era.  Villarroel (2003) explained that although the ideologists of puntofijismo tried to 
boost consensus over a representative pluralist democracy, their heirs could not stop the 
resurrection of the revolutionary populist caudillo of the past that was embodied in Chávez’s 
Rousseaian ideologies in the context of the “antipolitical” climate of rejection boosted by the media 
discourses, as was explained in Chapter 4 (pp. 71-74/88).  J. J. Rousseau’s work was frequently 
quoted by Chávez to legitimise his ideologies; he even identified himself as “very Rousseaian” 
(Chávez, 1999c).  Chávez employed Rousseau not only to explain popular sovereignty but also to 
justify “popular rebellions”.  Chávez claimed: “Rousseau, who was truly radical, used to say that 
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the expression of the majority is always legal; so even a popular rebellion, according to this view is 
legal.  Because legitimacy is the basis of all legality” (Chávez, 1998c) 
Madriz (2008) explained Adversarial Chávez’s Rousseaian understanding of the term 
democracy as the “nuclear signifier of his imaginary” (p. 112), which he always associated with 
other symbols or signifiers: “participative”, “protagonist”, and “popular”.  In the same fashion, 
Chávez’s opponents, particularly those with liberal conceptions of democracy, also constructed 
themselves as the “custodians” of their own form of “genuine democracy” (p. 112).   
Reformulating Bolivarianism  
Chumaceiro (2003) explained that during those years, the President intensified the 
reformulation of the nation’s history by using a Bolivarian rhetoric that involved a “profuse, 
repeated, systematic appeal to the figure of El Libertador, his ideologies and exploits” (p. 25).  So, 
in the Adversarial period, as I proposed at the outset, Chávez employed Bolivar to legitimise his 
own ideological aims, governmental actions, and to unify his constituents, at the same time as 
trying to delegitimise his adversaries.  According to Chumaceiro (2003), Chávez’s strategy allowed 
him to “ideologically unite his followers in the attainment of the ‘Bolivarian revolutionary’ political 
project” (p. 22).   
Chumaceiro (2003) suggested that Chávez employed Bolivar and Bolivarianism to rebuild the 
identity of the country, its institutions and ideologies by:  
 qualifying and legitimising all the actions, situations and groups linked to the President’s 
project;  
 victimising Chávez vis-à-vis his opponents, “the predatory oligarchy that threatens the 
revolutionary government” (p. 34)—this echoed Bolivar’s experience as the victim of his 
opponents at his time; and 
 polarising the political context: Bolivar’s cult was formerly used in Venezuela as a 
unifying identity-building tool and was now used to provoke “politico-social 
confrontation” (A. Capriles, 2008; Chumaceiro, 2003). 
In this context, Chávez glorified his constituents by calling them “patriots, the Bolivarian 
people, followers of the Bolivarian dream” (Chumaceiro, 2003, p. 35), and demonised his 
opponents as “oligarchs, coup-mongers, fascists, sabotage-mongers, conspirators and squalid” (p. 
35; see also A. Bolivar, 2003).   
Montero (2003), in another study of Chávez’s discourse carried out during the same period, 
added some other epithets: in 2000, Chávez used the words “corrupt”, “rotten”, “hypocritical” (to 
Catholic bishops), and “insensitive oligarchs” (p. 41).  In 2002, he called the opposition “electoral 
delinquents”, “tumors”, “cancers”, and “illegitimate cupolas” (to AD’s trade unions) (p. 42).  Some 
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of the pejorative names that the President used to specifically refer to commercial media players 
were “mercenaries”, “liars”, “Talibans” “tyrants”, “dirty, perverse” (p. 42). 
Hence, Chávez used Bolivar to disqualify his adversaries and their credibility by privileging a 
confrontational discourse that represented Chávez more as the presidential candidate of a 
permanent, gradual but aggressive campaign, than as “the head of state of a democratic country” 
(Chumaceiro, 2003, p. 39).  This representation is consistent with the way Gramsci (1971) and 
Williams (1977) saw hegemony as a lived, ongoing process. 
Chávez discursively constructed three significant projects of his government during this 
Bolivarian era:  
 the civic-military “Plan Bolivar 2000”, through which he advanced the militarisation of 
government and civil society (Wilpert, 2007); 
 the BCs, a program through which he wanted to advance not only towards popular 
organisation, but also towards building parallel instances that eventually could 
substitute traditional institutions of intermediation; 
 the Bolivarian Schools and “Little Simons” [Simoncitos], which were aimed at the 
inclusion of formerly excluded children from the poorest areas, an issue that I will also 
expand upon later, in the section on communicational government.   
It is important to emphasise at this point, regarding the impact of these projects on Venezuelan 
political culture, that although such projects—Bolivar 2000, BCs, and Bolivarian Schools—had 
been created for cultural, education and social mobilisation purposes, they mainly embodied an 
ideological strategic objective to win Venezuelans’ hearts and minds within a long-term strategy 
(Chumaceiro, 2003, p. 24).  While these new projects culturally appealed to Bolivarian emotions 
and symbols, at the same time, they had the purpose of reformulating those emotions and symbols; 
that is, of changing Venezuelan political culture itself.   
The following text corresponds to TV show Alo Presidente #82 (September 22, 2001) in which 
Chávez described his visit to a Bolivarian School in a village called Cenizas in Miranda State.  In 
his speech, he highlighted how the children were dressed with their “little uniforms” provided by 
the Bolivarian United Social Fund, whose president was a Lieutenant Andrade, and where 
Bolivarian women from the community were organising lunch served daily to all children.  Chávez 
also said that army general Garcia Carneiro was trying to solve problems of transport for some: 
So, this is a school that is open to the community, that is, the community in the school: It should 
function as an organized community around each Bolivarian School, to then, in turn, build a 
network of organized communities.  I ask you to organize yourselves in Bolivarian Circles, in 
the same way that were organized in the school ‘Cenizas’…Is there any images of our 
visit?...No?...That is a pity…no images! I ask my cameraman to shoot those images…we will 
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have to take two cameramen, Diosdado? [Scolding the corresponding minister)…There should 
be one cameraman to climb a tree and take the shots…There were thousands of people there, 
peasant leaders of the community (…) I am making a call to all communities to organise in the 
Bolivarian Circles throughout the length and breadth of the national territory. (Chávez, 2001d) 
In this text, Chávez employed the example of the Bolivarian school Cenizas to try to merge the 
three concepts—Bolivarian Schools, BCs, and the imaginary of paternalistic patronage of the 
military through Plan Bolivar 2000.  He was angry because there were no videos or images of the 
visit and scolded the responsible minister live on TV, ordering him to send another cameraman to 
accompany him in future tours to the communities.  Chávez’s informal, colloquial, but also 
autocratic, style, evident as he gave orders and tried to resolve and micromanage issues on national 
TV, also transpired from this text.  His behaviour also reflected his eagerness, at that early stage, for 
creating a community culture that would underpin the revolutionary process; however, in the 
Adversarial period, this communitarian spirit was probably still too reminiscent of a Cuban 
communist type of ideologising organisations, which was unpopular and even feared amongst the 
middle and even the lower classes in Venezuela. 
For example, according to a brochure of the Ministry of Education reproduced by Wilpert 
(2007, p. 123), the Bolivarian Schools sought to transform children into individuals who would be 
more “participative”, “critical” and integrated to the community, who would “identify with the 
national identity”; to be “at the service of the community”; promote “social justice”; ensure that “all 
children complete their schooling”; become a space “for the dialogue of knowledge and cultural 
production”; and fight against educational exclusion.   
These features not only explicitly conveyed the ideological, cultural-change-seeking goal, but 
also a distinctive identity politics destined to educate new socially aware, community and 
participative orientated citizens.  In 2000/2001, part of the Adversarial period, school enrolment 
increased by between 5.6% and 7%; by 2004/2005, according to Wilpert, (2007), 99% enrolment 
was achieved––thus, the seed of cultural change had been communicationally planted.   
The Bolivarian construction of Chávez’s policies prioritised the “ideological function” of his 
discourse addressed to justify and legitimate his governance (Chumaceiro, 2003).   
In conclusion, Venezuelan political culture, whose social and ideological dualisms and 
contradictions from colonial and independence times were hidden, contained or blurred during the 
40 years of puntofijismo, re-emerged with renewed strength in Chávez’s Adversarial period.  Any 
person visiting Venezuela in those years could have perceived the cultural, political and identity 
divide that was boosted by re-emerging ideological and social contradictions from the past and, in 
particular, by Chávez’s populist form of confrontational Bolivarianism. 
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Populism: the division in two camps  
During the Adversarial phase, Chávez continued to develop the populist character of his 
political communication style.  Six out of the 10 features attributed to populism in Chapter 2 could 
be applied to ideologies, practices and events that characterised the Adversarial phase of Chávez’s 
rule:  
1. The President still focused on the constitution and exaltation of the people—the 
Bolivarian/sovereign/protagonic people—but this time, instead of mirroring them by taking a 
“reflective” approach to representation, he now advanced to a more “intentional” and even 
“perverting” way of constructing power and identity (Baudrillard, 1988; Hall, 1997).  Adversarial 
Chávez focused on wilfully intensifying the polarisation of Venezuelan politics.  Applying 
Baudrillard’s (1988) phases of the image, it could be implied that Chávez had advanced to the 
second phase by intentionally seeking to “pervert” Venezuelan reality (p. 153).   
I explain that through the resurrection of social resentments and ideological contradictions of 
the past, Chávez was perverting the unifying, conciliatory achievements of puntofijismo, which had 
been aimed at building a stable society to break with past trends of military dictatorship, caudillo-
uprising, and violence.  In addition, the President was also perverting his own unifying approach to 
Bolivarianism of the Soft phase: all attempts at conciliatory dialogue and consensus were broken 
during Adversarial Chávez (C. Capriles, 2006b). 
2. In the context of the preceding issue, Adversarial Chávez developed a populist style of 
communication that was the expression of antielitism, particularly against the business and media 
elite.  His focus on the economic constituent, which affected significant business and land interests 
in Venezuela, nurtured a reformulated construction of the adversary or agonic other that instead of 
political was now incarnated by the propertied classes.  Thus, it could be suggested that Adversarial 
Chávez began to fully apply what Laclau (2005c) called, in his theories of populism, the division of 
society “in two camps” (p. 60), by applying a binary logic of “equivalences” (with the dissatisfied), 
and “differences” (against the powerful economic elite), to progressively transform power relations 
in Venezuela (p. 60).  So, this emotional bond was underpinned by the differentiation between the 
beautiful Bolivarian people, and the rotten antiBolivarian oligarchy, mainly represented by the 
business and media elite.   
3. Chávez continued with his reformulation of the patria’s values and symbols, particularly 
Bolivarianism, but this time, as I explained before, not only to unite him with his followers, but also 
to divide them from the elite. 
4. Related to the previous point, Adversarial Chávez’s focus on the personalisation of power 
deepened the authoritarian, autocratic, militarist traits of his rule.  Thus, the President deployed an 
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autocratic style that evoked strong caudillos of the past (Caballero, 2010; Petkoff, 2010).  Even 
supporters, such as writer and journalist Gregory Wilpert (2002), suggested that from a “progressive 
point of view” (p. 21), Chávez’s “greatest failure” during this period, particularly during the 
dramatic events of 2002, resided “in his relatively autocratic style, which is why many of his former 
supporters have become alienated from his government” (p. 21).  Wilpert (2002) also implied that if 
someone opposed Chávez’s policies, he “tended to reject them and cast them out of his government 
circle” (p. 21), which culminated in a loss of government leadership and “broad-based support”, and 
increased Presidential “isolation” (p. 21). 
5. Adversarial Chávez also practised a form of populism that prioritised “top-down processes of 
political mobilisation” (Roberts, 1995, p. 88) through which he was trying to “bypass” formal 
institutions of mediation (such as parliament and municipal organisations) established by the 
constitution he had sanctioned in 1999.  For example, following Laclau’s (2005c) advice, the 
President opened “new channels of political communication” (p. 60) that were not only mediatic, 
but also nonmediatic, such as the Bolivarian circles”, which were communicational organisations in 
their own right.  Maria Pilar Garcia-Guadilla (2011) explained that after having “declared himself in 
favor of popular organization” (p. 86), Chávez promoted the creation of these supposedly grassroots 
“Circles” that were managed in a top-down way.  In accordance with Article 52 of the new 
constitution, the BCs were assigned to the Ministry of the Presidency of the Republic “with the 
objective of popular organization to seek welfare of the community…health and housing” (p. 86).  
Garcia-Guadilla argued that the BCs’ ideological, clearly partisan character “considerably reduced 
the diversity of participating sectors, distancing the circles from their original objectives and 
facilitating their political co-optation” (p. 87).  Through the BCs, Chávez subordinated the most 
radical sectors of his followers “to more direct linkages between the leader and the masses” 
(Roberts, 1995, p. 88).   
6. The final, and probably most significant, populist form of communication developed by 
Chávez and his mediatic opponents during the Adversarial period, was what Mazzoleni (2003) and 
Waisbord (2003) called “media populism”. This suggests “the existence of a sort of complicity 
between the news media and political populism” (para. 2), a paradoxical, unlikely complicity 
between mediatised enemies on which I will expand in the section addressing mediatisation during 
Adversarial Chávez. 
In summary, Montero (2003) provided an extended understanding of Adversarial Chávez’s 
populist, divisive communicational style in the following terms:  
1. Chávez “assumed the masses as solely formed by those who support him” (p. 46), who 
were the true Bolivarians.   
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2. The President represented his constituents (the Bolivarian people) as those belonging to 
the “working classes, the dispossessed, the poor, the excluded and marginal” (p. 46). 
3. The Bolivarian people are the “sovereign”, constituted solely by those groups mentioned 
above (p. 46), which excluded professional and middle classes, university students, and so 
on; that is, the 40% that had not voted for him.  Hence, the populist, emotional, bond with 
Chávez-constituents was based upon polarisation. 
The events during the Adversarial period are also explained by Philip and Panizza (2011), who 
argued Chávez’s populist rupture was rooted in “an already fractured society” (p. 94).  This fracture 
could not be solely explained in terms of socioeconomic divisions, or of the “political alienation” of 
some groups, because Chávez’s leadership “played an active role in framing disparate grievances in 
a common political discourse, redefining political frontiers, organising and mobilising the popular 
sectors and constructing a new institutional order” (Philip and Panizza, 2011, p. 94).  This is 
consistent with Villarroel’s (2003) argument suggesting that Venezuela’s ideological and political 
division should be attributed not only to Chávez’s rise to power “but also to structural factors 
created by political mismanagement of social inequalities and prejudices in the past” (p. 88).   
In some cases, the BCs, which started as a project for social mobilisation, became instruments 
for intimidation and even violence.  For example, Lemoine (2002) narrated how on January 7, 2002 
some members of the most radical BCs “besieged the offices of El Nacional chanting hostile 
slogans” (p. 154), throwing objects at the building where the newspaper operated in Caracas and 
fanatically demanding that they “tell the truth” (p. 154) about the respect of civil liberties in 
Chávez’s Venezuela.  Lemoine (2002), a prochavista writer, explained that despite the constant 
complaints of the private media about intimidation and “flouting freedom of information” (p. 154), 
there was “not a single journalist imprisoned” and that by then the “government had not shut down 
any media” (p. 154).  These types of aggressions against opposing media owners, journalists, and 
even their physical possessions, became increasingly frequent during the Adversarial phase, which 
not only deviated from the initial participative character of the BCs, but also contributed to the 
political cleavage.  These BCs further tightened Chávez’s emotional bond with the more radical 
factions amongst his constituents.   
In March 2002 Chávez said: 
Only the people can transform and give a different course to history, Chávez is just an 
instrument of the people, that it is: I am your instrument of yours, and to you I belong, but you 
have to begin assuming the ‘we’, the organisation, the political parties of the revolution…have 
to organise, mobilise, orientate, and lead.  And those who do not like to be in a party, it does not 
matter, if you do not like a party then come to the Bolivarian Circles…Go Circles!...Social 
circles, ecological circles, sport circles, community work circles, productive cooperatives…Go 
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and made [Bolivarian] Circles of cooperatives and that will also give you the access to the 
mechanisms that we have to boost economic and social development. (Chávez, 2002a) 
This text suggests that from the “spokesman” and “instrument” of the people during the Soft 
period, Adversarial Chávez became a populist agitator compelling the people to organise through 
the “parties of the revolution”, BCs of any kind, or through new collectives or cooperatives.  The 
hegemonic nuance in Chávez’s show #100 was given by not only exalting the people in a typically 
populist way, but also by calling the people to organise and participate; this implies a shift 
regarding past forms of populism in Venezuela that had been eminently top-down and prone to 
patronage and clientelism.  However, Chávez also thrived on this cultural trait by offering material 
or economic development.   
Finally, it could be implied that populist ideologies and practices during the Adversarial period 
embodied a perverse twist: populist Chávez indirectly received the aid of the same “oligarchs” he 
wanted to disempower.  This equally populist media elite not only followed but enhanced Chávez’s 
provoking populist game, which was demonstrated by the aggressive language developed by both 
sides: some commercial media players called Chávez “dictator” and his followers “chusma” 
[rabble] (A. Bolivar, 2003, 2005; Montero 2002, 2003) within a discourse devised by a populist 
commercial media seeking popular support for their opposing ideologies during the 2002 
demonstrations.   
The mediatised war 
In Chapter 2 this thesis proposed a definition of the mediatisation of politics specifically tailored 
to study Chávez’s case.  Part of that definition is reproduced here because it is helpful in explaining 
what happened during the Adversarial phase of the development of Hugo Chávez’s political 
communication style in his hegemonic path to power and identity construction: 
A state of affairs whereby individuals and groups develop specific cultural patterns of media 
connectivity to engage with, struggle, and negotiate over politics, eventually becoming cultures 
of political mediatization.  It is a situation that embodies symbolic and hegemonic relationships 
of power between political and media actors and ordinary citizens who aim to ideologically 
prevail in the political agenda.  To this aim, these actors (…) represent themselves politically 
through, by, and on the naturalized, omnipresent, hegemonic media stage.  It involves an 
ongoing interplay (… ) with empowering/disempowering potentialities. (Block, 2013, p. 274) 
By applying this definition to the events of 2002 and 2003, which involved a succession of 
massive marches, general strikes and the Apri 11, 2002 coup, it is possible to make some sense of 
what happened in those days.  All these events developed 24/7 on live television and radio, and 
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were the sources of front page headlines and internet discussion every day.  All these mediatised 
events were unchained in the face of eager, increasingly anxious and politicised citizens; for many, 
maybe the majority of them, their jobs, livelihood, and overall future depended in great part on such 
events. 
Venezuela is a country with the propensity to be considered a “media culture” (see Chapter 2) 
whose citizens tend to develop various “patterns of media connectivity” depending on their 
technological and cultural media preferences; in Adversarial Venezuela this propensity was also 
associated with citizens’ political preferences (Block, 2013).  In this light, chavista publics tended 
to engage with the news, chat shows and coverage of Chávez’s activities mainly via the public, 
state-managed media; and, conversely, antichavistas preferred to be informed and to shape their 
political opinions via news and chat shows produced by the staunch oppositionist commercial 
media.   
This politically mediatised zeitgeist explains why I depart from the argument that the 
mediatisation of Venezuelan politics began to take full shape in the Adversarial period—the 
mediatised polarisation not only mirrored but also exacerbated the existing polarisation that evolved 
during those dramatic years.   
On the one side, Hugo Chávez’s rekindled and emphasised social resentment and ideological 
contradictions through a binary, Manichean discourse divulged, intensively and extensively, via his 
TV show, national broadcast chains, and extreme politisation of the public media. The main state 
TV channel, Venezolana de Television (VTV) and the public radio network Radio Nacional de 
Venezuela (RNV) became completely at the service of the President and his ideologies.  On the 
other side, high profile journalists and even some media owners delivered antagonistic discourses 
against Chávez via the powerful commercial media.  According to Radio Nacional de Venezuela 
(RNV), Correa (2008) and Uribarri (2009), media ownership structure was characterised during 
those years by a clear predominance of commercial media outlets against public media outlets.   
Both Chávez’s TV shows and his compulsively broadcasted 7-hour “chained” allocutions were 
part of an overall strategy to counteract commercial media’s hegemonic presence.  According to 
Cañizalez (2012), Chávez’s strategy developed the second, more confrontational phase of his 
government, which had three clear objectives: (a) to attend constituents’ demands, expressed on 
camera on Chávez’s chat show, and that often, as Cañizalez (2012) and also A. Bolivar (2003) 
implied, had been conveniently induced from the government itself; (b) to respond the increasing 
complaints and attacks made by commercial media speakers, high profile journalists and even 
owners; and (c) to transform public media in a sort of “situational room” dealing live with political 
and socioeconomic problems.  For Cañizalez (2012), Chávez’s mediatic omnipresence, playing the 
role of “the only governmental spokesman” (p. 106), was intensified from 2000 and 2001 onwards. 
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However, I want to incorporate a fourth factor in Chávez’s mediatic strategy: the increasingly 
confrontational stance of commercial media representatives, (owners and journalists) became an 
additional, convenient factor within Chávez’s mediatised strategy to build power and identity.  
Chávez did this because a confrontational, populist, commercial media justified somehow his own 
demonisation of their liberal ideologies and constant antagonism, helping him to build their identity 
as the enemy of the revolutionary process during the Adversarial phase.  Top commercial media 
players began to follow Chávez’s adversarial game by developing their own hegemonic populist 
strategy of power and identity. 
Split TV screen. 
This dynamic is illustrated by scholar Andres Cañizalez (2006), who described the antagonistic 
character of the media climate: 
Each TV channel presented a different image of the country; on one screen the strike had been 
resounding success and to do it showed the streets of the capital’s [predominantly oppositionist] 
eastern suburbs; on the other screen the same strike had been a dismal failure and to do it 
employed images of the capital’s [predominantly chavista] western suburbs or of areas outside 
Caracas.  Thus, polarisation was installed in the Venezuela’s mass-mediatic spaces. (p. 41) 
Prochavista journalist and academic, editor of popular tabloid Ultimas Noticias, Eleazar Diaz-
Rangel (2002), argued that seldom the practice of journalism and its ethics had been under more 
public scrutiny in Venezuela than after the April 11, 2002 coup. For Diaz-Rangel (2002), 
journalistic practices of commercial media were “contradictory”: at the beginning, media audiences 
were “exhaustively” informed of all events during April 11 at the pace they evolved.  This 
enthusiastic coverage involved ongoing live information about the massive marches in the streets of 
Caracas where thousands, and some would say hundreds of thousands, of opposition citizens were 
asking Chávez for his resignation, mainly for his government management failings, the increasing 
inflation and unemployment, and the discontent provoked by the controversial 49-law package.   
On April 9, 2002 took place a national strike convened by both the unions’ federation CTV and 
the business federation Fedecámaras, an unlikely, alliance that any other time might have made no 
sense.  According to the account of scholar Antonio Castillo (2003), “in an attempt to keep the news 
from the strike away from the television news bulletins, Chávez imposed 17 (….) cadenas 
nacionales [national chains] on one single day” (Castillo, 2003, p. 152).  Commercial media were 
compelled by existing law and regulations, as I explained previously, to fully divulge presidential 
addresses whenever he appealed to the official chains.  However, some of the main commercial TV 
channels responded by a practice that was repeated after, during the critical days of the coup: “they 
responded by splitting the screen, broadcasting Chávez’s speeches on one side and the strike on the 
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other” (p. 152).  So, it was evident, as Beasley-Murray (2002, as cited in Castillo, 2002), argued, 
that “television screens had become the televised battleground for the hearts and minds of 
Venezuelans and (…) Chávez and the opposition sought legitimacy to their claims through 
television” (Beasley-Murray, 2002, as cited in Castillo, 203, p. 152).   
Diaz-Rangel (2002) described how commercial media coverage evolved on April 11, coup-day, 
“to the point of having the audacity of interrupting an [official] presidential chain” (p. 34) by again 
appealing to the “divided … [TV] screen” (p. 34).  For Diaz-Rangel, the split-screen disrespectfully 
represented Chávez’s address together with the images of the massive march, of chavista violence 
that erupted during the march, and with shootings by presumed chavista snipers.  The split screen of 
the Presidential chain was against regulations, but was justified by commercial media in terms of 
“their eagerness to inform” (p. 34).  This enthusiastic coverage was extended until April 12, which 
included “Chávez’s arrest and the formation of a new government” (p. 34).  However, the following 
day, April 13, Diaz-Rangel (2002) claimed that “something exceptional happened”.  None of the 
popular and military mobilisations and events that eventually reinstalled Chávez back in the 
Presidency “were reported by [commercial] radio and television, with some exceptions” (p. 35): to 
put it simply, these events, at least for them, “were not news”.  These events suggest that 
Baudrillard’s (1988) “perverting” phase of the image could also be applied to the way commercial 
media constructed their own political communication style those days. 
Mediatised intolerance and the coup. 
Cañizalez (2011) explained that from a relatively favourable climate vis-à-vis the media, in the 
second half of 2000, some “worrying” signs began to appear.  For example, Chávez made a public 
accusation against one of the more respected, cartoonists and intellectuals of contemporary 
Venezuela, Pedro Leon Zapata, for the meaning conveyed by one of his daily cartoons in the 
editorial page of newspaper El Nacional, the same newspaper that had supported Chávez during his 
campaign and first year of rule.  In his cartoon, Zapata drew a sabre or military sword with the 
words “I like civil society in attention and at ease”, alluding to the military drill commanding voices 
to marching soldiers (p. 58).  Chávez’s rebuke, and one of his first signs of media intolerance, came 
in a public speech on October 20, 2000 when the president directly scolded Zapata on national 
television: “Do you believe that or [do] they pay you to do it?” (p. 58).  This expression represented 
an offence to a well-respected, leftist artist who had just freely expressed his opinion in his daily 
cartoon.  According to Cañizalez (2011), recognised NGOs, such as the Venezuelan Program for 
Education and Action in Human Rights (PROVEA) and the Organisation of American States 
(OAS)’s Inter-American Commission for Human Rights, compelled the President to moderate his 
expressions against the media in their reports of 2000 and 2001, respectively (p. 59).  The symbol 
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of the sword or sabre would be used repeatedly by the President, as a discursively coercive tool, in 
his hegemonic construction of power and identity.  For example, in another previous speech he 
warned the media about “misinforming” the public by attacking his government with lies, and 
during this televised speech, Bolivar’s sword was on permanent display on Chávez’s desk for his 
publics to see (Chávez, 2001b). 
A public debate was evolving about the participation of civil society in the selection of the 
heads of the so-called Moral Power that involved the appointment of the Attorney-General, the 
People’s Defender, the Comptroller, and the members of the CNE (Cañizalez, 2011, p. 59).  El 
Nacional’s owner-editor Miguel Henrique Otero explained further: “Around 2000 he began to 
become intolerant to media criticism and to insult journalists and media owners live on radio and 
TV” (personal communication, December 3, 2010). 
However, Chávez’s minister and journalist Mari Pili Hernandez explained the mediatic events 
of the Adversarial period in a different way: 
Yes, Chávez flirted with the media in the first phase of his government (…) it was almost 
vulgar, obscene at the beginning (…) Media owners had been used to tell[ing] Presidents what 
to do, and to suggest possible ministers or policies (…) They thought they could manipulate 
Chávez too (…) They were mistaken.  Chávez was not as malleable as the others (…) The 
process backfired against the same media: Chávez started to fight the media using the media, 
their same tools, their same language (personal communication, November 20, 2010). 
So, together with the political unrest, from 2001 to 2003, Venezuela witnessed a war between 
Hugo Chávez and the commercial media that had the media themselves as a unique battlefield.  
While the screens of opposition media showed fanatic chavista street-gangs (many from BCs) 
menacingly sieging the headquarters of newspaper El Nacional and TV news station Globovision, 
public channel VTV continuously showed the radicalised attacks and insults of private media 
journalists against the President and government (Cañizalez, 2009, pp. 224-225) and their clearly 
“belligerent oppositionism” (Cañizalez, 2011, p. 68).   
The openly biased role assumed by the commercial media regarding the public protests, 
marches, and demonstrations that culminated in the 11 April, 2002 coup, and their support for the 
national strike of 2002 and 2003, helped to deepen the crisis.  Private media journalists and 
representatives continuously asked for the President’s resignation based on his delegitimation, 
unpopularity and autocratic tendencies.   
Commercial media substituting party-opposition? 
In this context, some media owners and journalists had leading roles in meetings of the 
Coordinadora Democrática, a unified heterogeneous platform formed by what was left of the 
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weakened traditional parties, trade unions, business captains, and civil society organisations.  
Traditional party politicians began to play lesser roles as the public leadership was placed in the 
hands of the leaders of business and trade union organisations; this occurred under the coordinating 
supervision of some media personalities such as Globovision’s President Alberto Ravel.  The 
members of the political class were not only neglected by media reports of the Coordinadora’s 
activities, but were also purposefully left out (M. P. Hernandez, personal communication, 
November 20, 2010; H. Salcedo, personal communication, December 14, 2010; also in Cañizalez, 
2009, p. 67). 
Commercial media representatives were directly accused by chavistas of playing a leading role 
in the events that led to the 11 April, 2002 coup, in complete disregard for the rule of law and 
democratic institutions (M. P. Hernandez, personal communication, November 20, 2010; H. 
Salcedo, personal communication, December 14, 2010; also in Cañizalez, 2009, p. 67).  Chávez was 
compelled to sign his resignation, and as a result, confusion reigned.  Split screens during Chávez´s 
chained, broadcast addresses before the coup, and the blackout of important information in the 
middle of the confusion, have been interpreted as a demonstration of the media’s involvement 
(Cañizalez, 2009, 2011).   
Despite these accusations, there was no tangible proof of private media’s participation in the 
coup. However, while radical private media continuously represented Chávez as a pseudo-dictator, 
the same media kept silent about the clearly authoritarian, anticonstitutional deeds of the interim 
president, businessman Pedro Carmona and his rebel military command.  The commercial media 
played an equally crucial role a few months later, in the national strike of December 2002, which 
was led by oil executives, engineers and workers of the state oil corporation, Petroleos de 
Venezuela (PDVSA) and supported by business and trade union federations (Cañizalez, 2009).   
Journalists, media owners and editors, such as El Nacional’s Miguel Henrique Otero and 
Globovision’s Alberto Ravell, were at the head of many of the street demonstrations against Chávez 
since 2001, while commercial outlets provided glorifying representations of the protests and 
marches organised by students, journalists, business and union federations, and civil society 
organisations.  Hernández argued that the overall “planning” of opposing strategies during that 
period was devised and led from, by and in commercial media organisations (personal 
communication, November 20, 2010).  The political role of the media was such that some of their 
representatives were provided with leading places at the negotiating table called in 2003 to 
conciliate between the government and the opposition, created by a joint effort of the OAS, the 
Carter Centre, and the UNDP.   
This context adds renewed significance to a question raised by the survey coordinated and 
published by think tank Pensamiento y Action in 1996. “Who is being replaced by the media?” (p 
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60). The study explored the high value that Venezuelans were giving to the media in the 1990s as 
the main shapers of their political opinions and views of what democracy is (or is not). The study 
expressed concerns about a possible substitution of political institutions, particularly the parties, by 
the popular, highly valued media. 
As Cañizalez (2011) also implied, the events of the Adversarial period, which singled out the 
media as the main representatives of the opposition, further weakened a political class that was 
already beaten and in disarray.  Promoting political projects and leadership alternatives to Chávez 
had become extremely difficult in a context in which traditional politicians played second fiddle to 
media players and NGO personalities.   
Commercial media’s communication strategies. 
Thus far, I have suggested that Venezuelan commercial media—owners, journalists, and 
organisations—played an active political role during the Adversarial period, filling voids left by 
unpopular politicians and parties, an aspect that has not often been analysed from this perspective, 
just mentioned by some scholars such as Trejo Delarbre, (2000) and implied by Cañizalez (2011, 
2012) in some of his writings. 
The starting point of this process could be located in the 1980s and 1990s, when some members 
of the commercial media elite had begun to become involved in politics: The business/media elite 
realised that members of the political class were not fulfilling their promises and that the 
conciliating strategies of puntofijismo were not working anymore (M. P. Hernandez, personal 
communication, November 20, 2010).  Hence, they started to construct alternative discourses 
promoting less state and more privatisation of the economy, which was symbolised by Marcel 
Granier’s (1984) book La Generación de Relevo vs. el Estado Omnipotente (1984), loosely 
translated as The Take-Over Generation vs. the Almighty State.   
Journalist Andres Rojas (personal communication, November 30, 2010) suggested that this 
book represented the beginning of a distinct communication strategy of the members of the media 
elite who were, in his view, the first to break with the conciliatory style of puntofijismo; they began 
intensifying antipolitical narratives, and over-emphasising cases of corruption and general 
inefficiency of the political class. 
In addition, the glorification of civil society and NGOs and leaders, that also rejected—even 
despised—any connection with the unpopular political class, reinforced the weakening of the 
parties (and their mediatic substitution).  In this context, any opinion leader, pundit, or group from 
any collective other than the traditional parties, were enthusiastically promoted by the private 
media.  These tactics were part of an overall strategy representing commercial media players as the 
true voice of Venezuelan “citizens”.  Thus, commercial media became a symbolic channel of 
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participation for their audiences by becoming the champions of the rights of the citizenry (E. 
Graterón, personal communication, November 22, 2010; A. Rojas, personal communication, 
November 30, 2010).   
As a consequence, there was a process of celebratory personalisation of media owners and top 
journalists through figures who included Marcel Granier (RCTV); Miguel Henrique Otero (El 
Nacional); Alberto Ravell and Guillermo Zuloaga (Globovision); Alfredo Peña (El Nacional), 
amongst others.  The names Granier, Otero and Peña were specifically associated with presidential 
aspirations.   
Another strategy of the media was the careful and calculated gatekeeping/screening process 
regarding the coverage of political actors.  Media owners and editors decided who and what stories 
would appear on news and talk shows, exerting a discretional power for political veto or censorship. 
For example, Major Graterón of Chacao described the way he was the subject of such a selection 
process and how one media owner told him up-front that they were not going to give him a space 
because he was going to lose the election and that they had their own candidate; nonetheless, Major 
Graterón won the election.  He told me: 
Some media owners and editors told me that I could not appear on their channels because the 
person who was going to win was not me…I became an option that was outside of the mediatic 
status quo…I experienced a mediatic blackout during my campaign. (personal communication, 
November 22, 2010) 
Additionally, commercial media also exercised their own peculiar adversarial rhetoric vis-à-vis 
Chávez and his government.  This was represented by Leopoldo Castillo’s (a puntofojista diplomat 
turned journalist) daily talk show Alo Ciudadano, which was created in 2002 in the midst of the 
coup crisis by Globovision as a counterpart, or identical opposite, to Chávez’s Aló Presidente. 
Finally, commercial media players also emphasised a narrative of victimisation of their own 
position as targets of discursive and even physical assaults from fanatic chavista supporters and 
specifically from the BCs (Cañizalez, 2009, 2011). 
All these representations constructed a new imaginary of media glorification as a symbol of the 
fight against Hugo Chávez: Journalists, cameramen, and photographers, hand-in-hand with their 
bosses, media owners and editors, became the champions of freedom of expression, citizenry and 
democracy (Trabajadores, 2011, Video de, 2007).   
In the meantime, the disempowered leaders of the traditional parties had to struggle for space in 
newspapers, news programs or talk shows.  So, instead of canvassing communities or organising 
rallies, politicians engaged in a process of mediatic flattery and competition for media space.   
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Communicational government: economic constituent, coups, and strikes 
Emboldened by his victory in the mega-elections, the higher oil prices, and consolidation of 
OPEC’s world position, Chávez embarked upon the economic transformation of Venezuela, the 
economic constituent.  According to Wilpert (2007), two events accelerated the process that 
culminated in the April coup against Hugo Chávez: (a) a forced vote on the leadership workers’ 
union federation, CTV, traditionally dominated by AD; and (b) the increasing Cubanisation and 
militarisation of governance. 
The first event involved two actions: “a forced vote on the leadership of the national union 
federation, CTV” (Wilpert, 2007, p. 22), historically controlled by former majority party AD; and 
the “passage of 49 law-decrees, which the National Assembly had authorised” (p. 22) now that 
Chávez had two-thirds of the parliamentary seats.  Although chavista candidates did not do well in 
the CTV elections, the package of 49 laws introduced in November 2001, “proved to infringe on 
centers of economic power”, which according to Wilpert, “set the stage” for the “counter revolution 
without revolution” (p. 23).   
Another aspect that also contributed to the confrontational climate was the increasing 
militarisation of all branches of government.  Plan Bolivar 2000 involved the military in several 
areas of governance (e.g., either building or repairing schools, streets and shanty towns throughout 
the country), so according to Bastidas (2004), Chávez not only repeated but also “magnified” what 
he had previously considered a “populist misuse” of the armed forces by Puntofijista governments.   
On the other hand, by January 2000, Chávez allowed the reincorporation of ex-military rebels 
into the active ranks FAN (Bastidas, 2004), and at the mega-elections, 7 out of 14 governorships 
won by Chávez’s party, Movement of the Fifth Republic (MVR), were military officers.  In 
addition, between 2000 and 2001, an increasing number of active top officers were appointed to 
government and diplomatic positions: for example, the oil industry was presided over by General 
Guaicaipuro Lameda and recently retired General Raul Salazar was Ambassador to Spain (Bastidas, 
2004).   
Thus, during the Adversarial phase, military officers “played an important role in staffing key 
positions within his government” (Wilpert, 2007, p. 49).  This situation was reformulated and 
intensified after the 2002 coup.  Petkoff (2010) has argued that at that time Chávez emphasised a 
close control of the armed institution: “In a regime as politically disruptive and strongly polarising 
such as his, he could be very vulnerable with unsupportive Armed Forces” (pp. 32-33).   
Another controversial issue was the rise of Cubanisation of Venezuelan politics and life.  It 
began with a treaty signed in 2000 through which Venezuela exchanged oil for doctors with Cuba.  
The number of mentions of the Cuban regime’s excellence and Fidel Castro increased in Chávez’s 
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broadcast allocutions.  On March 17, 2002 Castro himself made a cameo appearance (via telephone 
or video), one of several, in Chávez’s TV show Alo Presidente.  The agreement, which started in 
2000, involved Venezuela sending 53,000 barrels of oil per day in exchange for Cuban doctors, 
sport trainers, and experts in the sugar industry, tourism, agriculture, and education as well as 
medical equipment. 
Finally, there were also some controversial measures in the judiciary.  Article 254 of the new 
Constitution declared the independence of the judicial branch and established the Supreme Tribunal 
of Justice; however, according to Wilpert (2007) in the period 1999-2000 Chávez “launched a 
major reform program, completely overhauling the country’s judicial system along with the new 
constitution” (p. 45) and a “Judicial Restructuring Commission” was appointed, which removed 
around 80% of the country’s judges, mostly during 2000, replacing them with “provisional judges”.  
As Brewer (2010) has suggested, none of the promises of judiciary independence were 
implemented because “in practice, the executive has completely controlled the judicial power” (p. 
129).   
“The end of the power of the oligarchy”. 
In the speech in which he announced the commission that would be in charge of drafting the 
economic constituent, Chávez (August 22, 2000) highlighted the imperious need to resolve the 
entrenched economic problems that his country had been facing for years: 80% of Venezuelans 
were living in poverty; there was a 7.2% drop in the GDP in 1999; and the unemployment rate 
oscillated between 11.5% and 14.5% (Zambrano, 2000, para. 4).  The President indicated that 
economic growth must from now on be accompanied by greater “equity”, redistribution of wealth 
and “the end of the power of the oligarchy” (para. 7), which reflected the social prioritisation and 
commitment to the poor that would characterise his government for years to come.   
Hence, the political communication of Adversarial Chávez was characterised by an aggressive 
anticapitalist, “anti-neoliberal” tone, based on dismantling privatisation in Venezuela, particularly 
regarding specific projects of the state oil industry, agrarian/land reform, and social security.  Ellner 
(2008) explained that the government established the majority of state ownership in “all mixed 
companies in charge of primary oil operations” (p.113); the aim was to reverse the “Oil Opening” 
program (Apertura Petrolera) started in Rafael Caldera’s government, immediately before Chávez 
was elected, a plan that was aimed at mobilising investment within paradigms of the Washington 
Consensus.  Also, Chávez decreed a Land Law through which any “idle land was subject to 
expropriation” in a move designed to finish land monopoly in Venezuela.  Finally, attempts to 
privatise the social security/pensions system were also stopped by reaffirming the control of the 
state over the area (p. 113).   
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These issues were all included in Chávez’s controversial 49-law package “designed to reverse 
the neoliberal trends of the 1990s” (Ellner, 2008, pp. 112-113).  This package started the 
naturalisation of a practice not new in Venezuela, but that had been reserved just for emergency 
situations: issuing law and policy through special powers (Fast-Track/Enabling Law) granted now 
by the National Assembly (p. 113).   
Scholar Carlos Romero (2012), explained that “from a Law for emergencies the Ley Habilitante 
became an instrument to legislate over any topic in absolute contradiction with the postulates of the 
1999 Constitution” (Tras aprobar, 2012, para.4), that is, against the existence of different branches 
of power and property rights; this practice reinforced presidentialism and personalisation in 
Venezuela. 
Coup, semicoups, and strikes. 
The conflict had its peak in the 2002 coup that ousted Chávez for less than 2 days (11 and 12 
April 2002), and also in the 2-month long general strike triggered by oil industry executives and 
workers, and supported by trade unions between December 2002 and January 2003.  This strike was 
a major blow that was ultimately aimed at Chávez’s delegitimation and a push for his resignation: 
La Huelga Petrolera (oil strike) shook the overall foundations of the Venezuelan economy for years 
to come and cost the oil industry nearly USD21,000 billion (El Paro, 2012) 
On December 10, 2001, Business Federation, Fedecámaras, and the CTV, united to call what 
was going to be the first of a succession of national strikes that eventually ended in the 2002 coup 
against Chávez (Venezuela strike, 2002; Ellner, 2008; Wilpert, 2007).  The intention was to express 
concern for the authoritarian and anticonstitutional character of the 49-law package, and to ask 
Chávez for his resignation.  These laws, according to chavista journalist and Chávez’s minister, 
Mari Pili Hernández (personal communication, November 20, 2010), “directly touched the interest 
of the economic elites, diminishing their privileges in favor of the poor and needy”.  Additionally, 
these groups based their strategy on refusing to recognise the President’s legitimacy (Ellner, 2008).  
Hernández described the Adversarial stage as a permanent “sabotage” led by the “old elites” 
(business, media, church and trade unions) united in one single block (personal communication, 
November 20, 2010).   
Moreover, the September 11 terrorist attack on the US had later translated into “a double-blow” 
on the Venezuelan economy as oil prices decreased and the global economy slowed, which, 
according to Wilpert (2007, pp. 23-24), made Chávez “cut back spending in all areas by at least 
10%” with an almost immediate increase on the levels of unemployment.   
So, the opposition was resolved to make Chávez resign.  This process involved first the massive 
demonstration against Chávez of April 11, 2002, that culminated in the failed rightist civic-military 
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coup that placed businessman Pedro Carmona in the Presidency for 48 hours; it also involved the 
following 2-month national strike led by workers, engineers and top personnel of the state oil 
industry, PDVSA (Hernández, 2010, personal communication, November 20, 2010; Ellner, 2008).   
In summary, Corrales and C. Romero (2012) argued that this period had Venezuela “engulfed in 
the most serious political crisis of its history, which culminated in a constitutional crisis” leading to 
subsequent “rebellions, coups, and semicoups” (p. 49).  The first semicoup by the state came in late 
2001 when Chávez “began to rule by decree” using the special power and issuing the 49-law 
package, and verbally mistreating his opponents.  After that, came another semicoup, but this time 
in the streets, led by antichavista protesters who in early 2001 “began to stage the largest marches in 
the history of Venezuela” (Corrales & C. Romero, p. 49) in which, encouraged by a report from 
OAS’ Inter-American Commission on Human Rights about the government’s infringements on 
freedom of expression, intransigently called for Chávez’s resignation.  Then, what the authors 
called a “conventional military rebellion” or coup from the state occurred on April 11, 2002, 
through which part of the military command “refused to follow Chávez’s order to repress the 
marches” (Corrales & C. Romero, 2012, p. 49).  This prompted the rebels to ask Chávez for his 
resignation.  This rebellion was followed by what Corrales and C. Romero (2012) considered a 
second coup from the state, on April 11-12, 2002, where “the newly established president, Pedro 
Carmona, abolished the constitution and sought the arrest of elected Chavistas” (p. 49), which 
began demonstrations again, this time from Chávez’s followers.  Finally, came the “restoration 
coup” on April 12, 2002, through which the same military command that overthrew Chávez toppled 
Carmona “and restored Chávez as president” (p. 49). 
Conclusion: the mediatisation of politics and polarisation of media 
During the Soft period, Chávez had changed the constitution and political system with the tools 
provided by the existing constitution and system, and he united his voters in the support of that 
process under the flagship of Bolivarianism.  In the Adversarial period, he attempted the 
displacement of the business elite, mainly represented by commercial media owners, employing 
similar tactics: He “confronted the media by using the same media” (M. P. Hernández, personal 
communication, November 20, 2010). 
It could be implied that the political mediatisation and mediatised polarisation that Venezuelans 
experienced during the Adversarial period was the reflection of the coexistence of “two parallel 
worlds” within the same nation (Cañizalez, 2009, p. 68) that started to define two clear-cut 
identities: chavismo and antichavismo.  These identities represented two sides of the hegemonic 
struggle that had a dominant, temporarily weakened protagonist after the coup and the general 
strike: Hugo Chávez.   
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This phase was mainly characterised by Chávez’s reformulated use of Bolivarianism (and 
emotionalisation of politics) to divide and continue the constitution of the people and the 
debilitation of his opponents: after disempowering the political elite, Chávez officially began the 
weakening of the economic elite.  However, it could be also argued that the media elite, singled out 
by Chávez’s demonisation, strengthened its position amongst antichavista citizens eager for 
renovated leadership.  Thus, members of the media elite were probably the only true winners of this 
specific period, as their top players (some distinctive owners and top journalists) played the role of 
political leaders at the peak of the Adversarial crisis.   
This process raises a significant question: As social psychologist and philosopher Colette 
Capriles (2008) argued, by using a savvy “management [of] identity politics” (p. 10), Chávez might 
have created “parallel realities through an enormous show” (p. 10) aimed at imposing a dominant 
identity; I argue that this identity eventually was called “Chávez”, an issue that I will continue to 
evaluate in the following chapters.   
In conclusion, these factors were significant outcomes of the Adversarial period: 
 The levels of inflation, crime, and poverty increased, as did unemployment as a result of the 
political and economic crises, particularly after the general strike of 2002 and 2003. 
 The separation of powers blurred. 
 The hegemonic, polarised, struggle was staged live on the various media spaces.   
 The only winners of this phase appear to be the commercial media, who emerged as the 
legitimised opposition, mythified by fanaticised antichavista audiences (the pseudo-winners 
of this phase), and demonised by Chávez himself, whose own position temporarily 
weakened in the process. 
 Politicians were now disempowered and were the clear losers of this phase, not only 
because of the blows from chavismo, but also because of their displacement by commercial 
media players. 
In the next chapter I will analyse the data corresponding to ideologies, practices and events 
during the Radical (2003-2007) period of Chávez’s rule.  
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Chapter 6. The Radical Phase (2003-2006): The missionesque rise 
of the populist redeemer 
Introduction 
In the preceding chapters, I have assessed key events marking the development of Hugo 
Chávez’s political communication style during the first 5 years of his hegemonic race to power and 
reconstitution of collective identity in Venezuela.  Those years were categorised in two phases, the 
Soft (1998-2000) and the Adversarial (2000-2003), in which the President triggered significant 
constitutional, political and economic changes.   
The changes in Chávez’s political communication style during those phases were evaluated in 
terms of two factors: the emotionalisation of Venezuelan politics by the use and reformulation of 
cultural symbols, particularly Bolivarianism, antipolitics and Catholic redemption; and the intensive 
mediatisation of politics and polarisation of media and country.  These processes helped Chávez 
build constituency and identity by deepening the ideological and social division of the country into 
two clear-cut mediatised camps struggling for hegemonic power.  On one side stood Chávez’s 
constituents, called the sovereign/protagonic/beautiful Bolivarian people, who devoutly followed 
the President’s message via the public, state-managed, chavista media.  On the other, stood 
Chávez’s opponents, the antiBolivarian, rotten, squalid, oligarchy, which included all those united 
militantly against Chávez and who were continuously in tune with the antichavista commercial 
media. 
Scholar and pollster Jose Antonio Gil-Yepes argued that from the beginning of his political 
career Chávez, “Attempted to seize power from the elites and he succeeded with the help of the 
same divided, insincere, failed, clumsy elites that just had wanted power for themselves” (personal 
communication, November 23, 2010). 
This is a significant testimony from a man who belonged to Venezuela’s upper social echelons 
and who, for years, had been one of the main pollsters of the liberal business elite through his 
company Datanalisis.  Gil-Yepes’ assessment is consistent with J. E. Romero’s (2002) argument 
about how Chávez embarked upon a hegemonic construction of power to “displace” the traditional 
dominant groups in Venezuela.   
Chávez pursued two aims: first, governmental power and displacement of the elite; and second, 
a form of identity politics to reconstitute collective identity destined to exert sovereign power in 
society.  This identity formula placed Chávez himself as the incarnated, mimetic instrument of 
popular empowerment.   
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This chapter will continue the analysis of the empirical data.  I evaluate the main ideologies, 
practices, and events that characterised the third period of Chávez’s rule—the Radical period—
which roughly extended from January 2003 (after the end of the oil strike) until December 2006.  
As in the preceding chapters, the data will mainly consist of Chávez’s key speeches, selected media 
texts, my elite interviewees, and official documents, laws and regulations formulated at the time.  
For the analysis of events in the Radical phase I will prioritise sources related to the creation and 
development of the social programs called the missions, proposed as the backbone of Chávez’s 
political communication style during this period.  The mode, substance, and speed underlying the 
logic of mimetisation will begin to materialise with more clarity across the Radical years.   
In the context of an increasingly polarised and financially weakened Venezuela, after the coup 
and oil strike, Chávez’s broadcast address during the celebration of his third anniversary in the 
Presidency (August 25, 2003) introduced the ideologies and overall mood that would dominate the 
Radical period:  
This is not only about the anniversary of Chávez’s government, it is also about how…we 
managed to dislodge a corrupt elite from power all across the country of Bolivar (…) Bolivar 
here made millions, Bolivar is awake again, demonstrating that he is alive in the hearts, souls, 
and arms of Venezuelan people (…) This is government that is full of symbolism …It is a 
government that says goodbye to the perverse past of the 20th century, that was downed in 
January 2001, welcoming this 21st century, the century of the people, of equality, our century 
(…) Like Christ the Redeemer said, ‘blessed are the poor for theirs is the kingdom of heaven’, I 
say today blessed are the poor for theirs is the 21st century, this our century to make our 
beautiful patria [patria bonita].  (Chávez, 2003d) 
So, in Chávez’s own words, he was re-emerging from the Adversarial period as the rising 
redeemer that evicted the political and economic elite and that was now delivering empowerment 
amongst the people, especially the poor, of whom Chávez incidentally implied he was constitutive 
part.  Chávez proclaimed that “this is our century”, a further step towards the construction of the 
collective identity, the ultimate goal of the hegemonic political communication logic proposed as 
the logic of mimetisation.   
Thus, Radical Chávez superseded his former identities of the people’s “instrument”, “hired 
employee”, or “spokesman” of the Soft and Adversarial phases: by employing again discursive 
tools, such as implications and hybridisations to mix historical meanings, situations, characters and 
cultural symbols within the same construction (Chumaceiro, 2003).  By using the “we”, Chávez 
constructed himself now as a constitutive part of the majority, the people.  In particular, the poor 
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that, according to Chávez’s text, comprised nearly 80% of the population when he first arrived in 
power.   
His aim in this phase was to strengthen his legitimacy amongst his constituents by implying that 
they were witnessing how both Bolivar, the sempiternal, anti-imperialist avenger, and “Christ, the 
Redeemer” were resurrecting in them (Chávez included), in their shared, collective “awakening”.  
Thus, Chávez was not only advancing in his identity-consubstantiation with the people, but was 
also refining the definition of his own identity by subtly representing himself, in togetherness with 
the people, as the heir of both Bolivar and Christ, with the power to grant recognition, 
empowerment and redemption against the evil elite.   
Additionally, in the same text (Chávez, 2003d) the President announced that participative 
democracy consecrated by the new constitution finally was becoming “a true reality across the 
country”, because “the people” were “occupying more power spaces”; as a result, “the false 
puntofijista democracy” exercised by “the elite against the interest of the majority” was being left 
behind.  The President also said that the 49-law package that had stimulated the 2002-2003 crises 
had clearly sent a message to the world: his government was not going to fall “into the perverse 
arms of Venezuela’s oligarchy or of the great transnational interests that had looted the country for 
so long” (Chávez, 2003d).  
Nonetheless, Chávez also sent his “regards” to those, 
Who oppose us but who are decent… because there are some who are decent…We love you all 
the same because you are Venezuelan, but do not allow those crazy people, those fascists to 
deceive you…You have the same rights and our respect…You are also human beings…You 
have the right to live here together with us like brothers…But don’t allow those crazy men to 
manipulate you anymore. (Chávez, 2003d) 
In this text, Chávez constructed the “others”, his opponents, those who had protested and voted 
against him and celebrated his 48-hour fall during the Adversarial phase.  Hence, he was also 
stressing the dividing line and limits between the us and them within his identity politics.  Chávez 
invited those in the opposition who he considered “decent” to live with “us” [Chávez and his 
followers] “like brothers” provided they did not fall “anymore” into the manipulating hands of the 
“crazy” and “fascist” opposition leaders.   
Thus, Radical Chávez began to prioritise a more constructivist approach to identity building 
(Hall, 1997), and advance from merely “reflective” or “intentionally” divisive representations, 
which had made him unpopular in the Adversarial period, to the point of enduring a coup, protests, 
and general strikes.  Therefore, Chávez reformulated once more his political communication style 
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by taking a constructivist approach to focus more on the material satisfaction of the poor and 
alienated, in his populist quest for maintaining hegemony and building collective identity.   
Radical Chávez skilfully hybridised the symbolic dimension of politics (Bolivarianism, 
antipolitics, Christian redemption), with the pragmatic dimension of his governance.  He 
accomplished the latter by resurrecting, refashioning, and reinforcing culturally embedded, well-
known patronage practices from the past in order to regain and increase his political popularity, and 
build meaning, constituency and identity in the process––Radical Chávez resurrected the imaginary 
of the populist provider, the ultimate redeemer through the creation of a new social program called 
the Bolivarian Social Missions, organisations that provided inclusion, financial compensation, and 
participation to the poor and formerly excluded; I will expand upon the significance of the missions 
later in the chapter. 
The missions emerged in a context characterised by the void and uncertainty left by the 
mediatised struggles that culminated in the coup and strikes; a context that constituted a fertile 
ground for beginning the construction of a different world, a “new reality” (Baudrillard, 1988): the 
missions were the crux of this new reality, the backbone of the political communication style, and 
overall governance, of Radical Chávez, which I will define later in terms of a missionesque 
construction of power and identity. 
Consequently, beyond the Manichean, binary discourse of the preceding phases (Hawkins, 
2010a; Laclau, 2005c; Zuquete, 2007), Radical Chávez’s communicational style began to emerge as 
a more complex, thickly textured formula that adjusted or shifted according to events, contexts and 
times.   
Chávez’s move towards radicalism after the crises of 2002-2003 could be explained via 
Castells’s (2009) notion of “project identity”, consisting of individuals or groups who, “on the basis 
of whatever cultural materials are available to them, build a new identity that redefines their 
position in society, and, by doing so, see the transformation of overall social structure” (p. 8).  
Hence, Radical Chávez began the construction of a new social reality (via the missions) that in the 
last phase of his rule, Mimetic closure, culminated in constitution of the new “project” identity that 
was called Chávez.   
In the next section I will describe the context of the Radical phase. 
The context: recall referendum 
There have been several approaches to the study of the period that followed the 2002-2003 
crises.  Probably one of the elements of coincidence in scholarship on the subject has been the 
significance of the role played by communication and media in the development of power relations 
during the crisis (Cañizalez, 2012; Corrales & C. Romero, 2012; Lopez Maya, 2008; Lopez Maya 
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& Ppanzarelli, 2011).  The media were used not only to circulate information, but also as the 
platform from which the two sides actively promoted their ideologies, and mobilised support and 
political action.  The hegemonic media platform had Chávez as the ongoing focus of the agenda, 
either to support or to attack, in a context in which the profound polarisation became naturalised 
and normalised.  
Corrales and Penfold (2011) have argued that by 2002 Venezuela was experiencing “the worst 
polarisation in Latin America since the days of the Sandinista regime in Nicaragua in the eighties” 
(p. 21).  At the beginning, instead of strengthening his position, Chávez’s confrontational style 
made him lose followers even within his own officials, with significant “defections” from the ruling 
coalition, Polo Patriotico.  For example, Luis Miquilena, Minister of Interior and “skillful political 
operator” who had “crafted” Chávez’s initial political success, led a “disaffected faction within 
chavismo” (p. 21) that complained about the President’s lack of consultation, particularly in 
legislative matters. 
Ellner (2008) explained that after the coup and strikes Chávez “attempted to reduce tensions” 
(p. 118) by offering a more conciliatory rhetoric, creating a “Presidential Commission for a 
National Dialogue”, replacing government “hard-liners”, and rehiring some of the executives of the 
state oil company, PDVSA, that he had previously sacked (p. 118).  However, such conciliatory 
efforts were volatile and short-lived.  The polarised positions were both too strong and the issue at 
stake (ultimate power) was too crucial for any of the camps to concede. 
Under the slogan “Prohibited to forget”, the opposition relentlessly advanced towards the 
general strike led by a non partisan “de facto opposition” (Petkoff, 2010, p. 21) formed by the heads 
of national business and union federations, state oil company, PDVSA, former military officers 
from the right, media owners and journalists, some NGOs’s representatives, and diverse radical 
antichavista groups.  So, by the end of the strike, in January 2003, Chávez reached his lowest level 
of popularity and his legitimacy had suffered severe blows during the coup, strikes and 
demonstrations.   
According to Petkoff (2010), the stage was set for a clean competition between a President who 
was starting to demonstrate autocratic traits, and an opposition that still was endowed with 
institutional scaffolding inherited from puntofijismo.  However, some of the members of the de 
facto opposition had designed a gradual “coup strategy” that ultimately aimed at toppling Chávez, 
thus disavowing the fact that he had been democratically elected in both 1988 and 2000 (Petkoff, 
2010, p. 21).  Petkoff (2010) has argued that after the 2002 coup (and semicoups), there were two 
more coups: one in October 2002 led by military rebels entrenched in iconic Plaza Altamira, which 
became a symbolic enclave for rightist staunch oppositionists in the eastern suburbs of Caracas; and 
the aborted coup embodied in the general oil strike of 2002-2003.   
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The crisis prompted the arbitration of the OAS and Carter Centre, who “moved to Caracas for 
several months to promote negotiations” between the two sides (Corrales & Penfold, 2011, p. 23).  
The de facto opposition (which included former military officers and representatives from business, 
media and NGOs) asked Chávez for his resignation.  Their main arguments, according to Corrales 
and Penfold (2011), and also to Petkoff (2010), were based on Chávez’s alleged “illegitimacy” 
involved by:  
 the alleged unconstitutionality of the 49-law package and special powers; 
 the lack of fulfilment of economic and social promises; 
 his increasing loss of popularity in the polls; 
 the ongoing duly mediatised, massive street demonstrations; and 
 the 48-hour institutional void created by his forced resignation during the coup. 
The negotiations, however, reached a deadlock when Chávez returned to his tough, 
confrontational stance of the Adversarial years and refused to resign––“Venezuelan society 
remained polarised” (Corrales & Penfold, 2011, p. 23).   
The Coordinadora Democrática was the umbrella organisation that the opposition designated at 
the negotiating table, which itself became a source of permanent news and the focus of popular 
expectation during the first months of the Radical period, in 2003-2004.  Predictably, party leaders 
were once again relegated to secondary positions.  The Coordinadora Democrática was eventually 
compelled by the international mediators (OAS, the Carter Centre) to wait for presidential elections.   
Corrales and Penfold (2011) argued that chavistas and antichavistas were locked in a “game of 
chicken” in which “neither party agreed to yield”; the opposition chose a “second non-electoral line 
of attack” (p. 23) that culminated in the general strike originating in the oil industry (huelga 
petrolera).  For Petkoff (2010) this was just another piece of “wrong strategy” designed by de facto 
opposing groups that culminated in discrediting the opposition both nationally and internationally; 
an opposition that in previous months had demonstrated its force in mobilising hundreds of 
thousands of enthusiastic citizens in huge marches and public demonstrations against Chávez 
between 2001 and 2005.   
The 2-month general strike (that ended in January 2003) paralysed many companies and 
especially the oil industry that was closed for 2 months: “In just a matter of weeks the country 
plunged into economic depression” (Corrales & Penfold, 2011, p. 24).  Chávez, secure in his 
position as democratically elected President, radicalised his stance by punishing those responsible 
for the strike by “arbitrarily firing nearly 60% of the PDVSA personnel” and immediately assigning 
the management of the oil industry to the military, persuading them and the international 
community that the oil industry “had been used for subversive purposes” (Corrales & Penfold, 
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2011, p. 24).  Thus, according to Corrales and Penfold (2011), “once again extremism hurt the 
opposition more than the government” (p. 24), and these extreme positions on both sides were 
going to last until the end of Chávez’s rule.    
Furthermore, the process through which Chávez individually fired oil executives, managers and 
employees and substituted them with members of the military and the chavista organisation was 
transmitted on live TV before bewildered audiences. 
Predictably, the first quarter of 2003 was characterised by a deep economic crisis, 
unemployment, inflation, and a decrease in GDP figures that now turned public opinion against the 
strikers—the so-called “oil-coup” had been defeated (Corrales & Penfold, 2011; Petkoff, 2010).   
In 2003, a weakened Coordinadora Democrática chose then a different, more political path to 
challenge Chávez: “For the first time, the opposition posed a truly electoral and unambiguous 
constitutional challenge” to the President (Corrales & Penfold, 2011, p. 24).  The opposition 
initiated a process that led to a recall referendum, for which they needed the signature of 20% of 
registered voters and to win by more votes than the ones obtained by Chávez in 2000, “when he was 
reelected by a massive landslide” (p. 24).  The possibility of the opposition winning more votes was 
achievable due to Chávez’s decrease in popularity.  However, the President, his government, and 
the CNE produced numerous “legal and administrative barriers” (p. 24) to stop or discourage the 
process.  They were preparing for battle once again. 
In 2004, according to the main opinion polls (Consultores 21, 2010), the opposition was leading 
with a slight margin that varied across the polling companies.  Notwithstanding, Chávez maintained 
the tough position adopted during the crisis and did not make concessions during the prereferendum 
months.  He resorted instead to a mechanism embedded in Venezuelan imaginary and political 
culture: he employed the billionaire rent from the oil industry for patronage and clientelism, as most 
of his populist puntofijista predecessors had done.   
However, this time the patronage-clientele policies materialised with a revamped name and 
ideologies that would make them one of the most successful Venezuelan social programs of all 
times.  The Bolivarian social missions, or simply the missions, were Chávez’s unique redistributive 
and revindicatory innovative program that, rather than just focusing on compensatory subsidies, 
also took into account people’s needs for recognition, inclusion and voice (López Maya & Lander, 
2011, p.70). 
The missions were not only the core product of Chávez’s communicational government during 
the Radical phase, but also, in time, became the backbone of Chávez’s overall governance and 
identity politics.  The symbolic and pragmatic impact of the missions, particularly in matters of 
education and health, began to crystallise in 2003-2004, enhanced by their intensive mediatised 
promotion in Chávez’s TV shows and associated allocutions, just in time for exerting an impact 
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upon the 2004 recall referendum.   
On August 15, 2004, a recall referendum, convened by the opposition to “consult” whether 
Chávez should be revoked, culminated in the reaffirmation of the President’s mandate.  The 
wording of the question involved a direct, moral appeal to recognise Chávez’s stance as 
democratically elected President: “Do you agree to rescind the popular mandate given through 
legitimate democratic elections to citizen Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías as president of the Bolivarian 
Republic of Venezuela for the current presidential term?”.  This question was politically and 
morally loaded in the way it was formulated by the CNE, and as a result, 59% of voters said No, 
and 40.6 % said Yes, with a significant 30% abstention (CNE, 2012).   
The high level of abstention could be interpreted through a threefold rationale.  First, more than 
neutrality, it represented the mistrust of some groups about the opposition’s predicament and utility 
of the referendum itself.  Second, it reflected mistrust in the members of the CNE for their 
presumed links with chavismo.  And third, it demonstrated the apprehension and even fear of some 
government employees and/or contractors of losing their work if their vote was detected: in those 
days, the government “struck back at those who had signed the recall petition by publishing on the 
Internet a list of voters’ electoral preferences” (Corrales & Penfold, 2011, p. 27).  This list, 
elaborated using “sophisticated technology”, which suggested a close relationship between 
chavismo and the CNE, was published by Luis Tascon, a radical member of the National Assembly.  
The list came to be known, feared and demonised as the “Tascon list” (lista Tascon).  It became one 
of the first intimidating, coercive measures from the chavista trenches, which “instilled fear among 
opposition and ambivalent voters” (p. 27).  The opposition commercial media fell into playing the 
chavista coercive game by divulging alleged versions of the list. 
Some radical groups within the de facto opposition warned about possible electoral fraud, which 
compelled political parties to abstain from participating in the next parliamentary elections of 2005. 
Abstentionism was promoted by adducing Chávez’s delegitimatisation and, especially, the political 
and technological bias of the electoral body (CNE).  This was a “wrong strategy” that, according to 
Petkoff (2010), facilitated the totality of seats, and more concentration of power for chavismo in 
almost all political spaces. In the regional polls of 2004, chavismo obtained 21 out of 23 
governorships.  In the Parliamentary elections of 2005 Chávez got all the seats in the National 
Assembly (see CNE online archives, 2014), because the disempowered and weak political parties, 
controversially, chose not to participate in the process (p. 24), mainly compelled by commercial 
media radical discourse, and mediatised extreme oppositionism of de facto groups (Petkoff, 
2010)—Chávez’s moment of reckoning: the President not only “took over” all positions in 
Parliament but also “all derived powers: Attorney General, the Treasury Inspector (Contralor 
General), the Public Defender, and the members of the National Electoral Council” (Petkoff, 2010, 
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p. 24).  Chávez taking over all instances of governmental power completed the establishment of 
governmental power, that is, political hegemony. 
Thus, the events, which incrementally unfolded across the Soft, Adversarial and now the first 
part of the Radical period, had set the stage for Chávez’s reaffirmation of governmental power, and 
hegemony.  This not only gave him the right to exert state coercion when needed, but also 
facilitated his path for gradually regaining popular consent and legitimacy, which was probably 
Chávez’s largest challenge during the Radical phase.  In other words, in 2004, the President had 
regained the right to exert force (dominio), but now he needed to regain consent and legitimacy 
(direzione in Gramsci’s words) to confront in less than 2 years, in 2006, his presidential re-election.   
In the next section, I will assess key political-culture issues employed in Chávez’s 
communication during the Radical phase. 
Political culture: Bolivarian redemption  
Long live the Bolivarian government! Long live the Venezuelan people! This event is 
transmitted through the national chain of radio and TV, for all of you to see…Long live the 
revolution…Long live the dreams, the hope, the future, the joy, Happy birthday!.  You are a 
great people...I have been telling you for years now, Bolivar’s people is here again honouring 
his heritage, his glory!...Christ the Redeemer of peoples, is here with us, Christ our father of our 
everyday lives ....He is here with us. (Chávez, 2003d) 
The text reproduced another aspect of Chávez’s third anniversary speech, in which once more 
the president reformulated the figure and ideologies of Bolivar and of “Christ the Redeemer”, thus 
becoming adjustable political-communication tools, not only to build constituency and construct his 
enemies, but also to set the stage for the materialisation of the dreams of the sovereign people.   
Historian Ana Teresa Torres (2012) analysed Chávez’s hybridised use of Bolivar and Christ as a 
two-faced discourse: “on one side there is Bolivarian-historic-nationalist discourse and on the other 
a Redeeming-Christian-socialist discourse” (para. 4).  Torres (2012) explained that to understand 
the specificities of such hybridised propositions it was also necessary to understand that none of 
them corresponded, word by word, to their theoretical provenance because they are composed by 
“appropriations and re-appropriations” of larger, universal ideologies whose outcome “is a unique 
product that is just similar to itself” (para. 4).  In Torres’s (2012) view, the result is a peculiar 
reconstructed version of Venezuelan history whose academic substantiation seemed irrelevant from 
Chávez’s perspective:  
It is Venezuelan history as the leader understands it and as it is received by the mass.  It has a 
symbolic effect in terms of a Grand National narrative whose protagonist is an oppressed people 
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that has been deceived by the elites for five centuries that eventually found its liberation. 
(Torres, 2012, para. 4) 
So, a reformulated Bolivar “Christian and socialist” began to emerge from the Radical period as 
a “hinge” that interconnects the two discourses: Chávez’s identity begins to emerge as 
simultaneously Bolivarian, Christian and socialist, terms that in the presidential rhetoric became 
interchangeable, “a synonym: despite the contradiction that they may contain” (Torres, 2012, para. 
4).  Hence, Chávez’s construction of the Radical phase could be interpreted as the 21st century 
expression of what intellectual historian Luis Castro-Leiva (1999) described as the schizophrenic 
approach that Venezuelans have had to politics since the beginning of their lives as an independent 
nation: Venezuelans simultaneously wished to be republican, liberal and Catholic, “without 
discerning the incoherencies involved in trying to be all those things at the same time” (p. 30). 
Chávez’s leftist ideologies did not convince many significant Venezuelan Marxist and socialist 
theorists such as Manuel Caballero (2010), Teodoro Petkoff (2010), and German Carrera Damas 
(2012).  In particular, Petkoff (2010) argued that there were reasons to deny Chávez’s true leftist 
ideologies, “unless we accept the assumption that Stalinism and Fidelism constitute the 
quintessential left” (p. 145).  For Caballero (2010), and Petkoff (2010), Chávez’s discourse revealed 
instead fascist elements that could be defined in terms of Umberto Eco’s “Ur Fascism” represented 
as the “obscurest part of the social psyche” that often emerges in the form of charismatic 
leaderships such as that of Chávez (Petkoff, 2010, p. 145-146).   
In addition, Petkoff (2010) argued that Chávez adopted Nazi jurist Carl Schmitt’s ideologies 
based on a “friend-enemy” interplay as the articulating axis of his politics: “For Chávez there are no 
political adversaries but enemies against whom there is no other option but to procure their 
liquidation”, liquidation that until then had been just “political” and not of physical nature (p. 146).  
Hence, during the Radical period, Chávez prioritised power relations of “antagonism between 
enemies” (Mouffe, 1999, p. 755), rather than of “agonism [sic] between adversaries” (p. 755); he 
used the mobilisation of passions to unite his followers and, especially, to subjugate the de facto 
opposition that after the coup and strike had become too dangerous. 
So, from the lowest levels of unpopularity in the Adversarial period, Radical Chávez re-
emerged from the 2002-2003 crises strongly reaffirmed in the Presidency after the 2004 recall 
referendum.  He would eventually regain hold of all governmental power and legitimacy in the 
presidential re-election of 2006, when he obtained 62.8% of the vote.  The backbone of this success, 
I argue, could be located in a political communication style marked by radical populism and 
underpinned by the Bolivarian social programs called missions. 
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Populism: The new paternalist Bolivarian provider 
Philip and Panizza (2011) explained that the revival of “radical left populism” in 21st century 
Latin America began 20 years after the wave of democratisation in the region and in the context “of 
intense electoral competition in institutionally unstable and socially exclusionary democracies” (p. 
74).  So, the new left-leaning radical Latin American populist leaders and movements challenged 
the neoliberal measures and “good governance” practices embodied in the standardised packages 
imposed by Washington-based multilateral organisations (IMF, World Bank, and so on) in the 
1980s and 1990s to debt-stricken developing countries; their ideologies were embodied in the so-
called Washington Consensus and Miami Consensus.  According to Philip and Panizza (2011) the 
new form of “radical left populism” was mainly symbolised by the way Hugo Chávez “re-
politicised economic policy, denounced partycracies, unified fragmented popular identities and 
mobilised the popular sectors against both the political and the economic order” (p. 76). 
Carlos de la Torre (2007) described “radical” populism as a form of “charismatic and 
plebiscitary domination for democracy” (p. 384).  De la Torre (2007) explained that the new wave 
of populism in Latin America, initiated by Chávez, and followed by Evo Morales in Bolivia and 
Rafael Correa in Ecuador, suggested “a rebirth of radical-national populism” (p. 384).  He claimed 
that contemporary radical populism “has an ambiguous relationship with democracy” because, on 
the one side, it involves a form of “protests and resistance to modernization projects” (p. 394); and 
on the other, the vindication of “the worth of the poor and the excluded”, constructed as the 
“essence of the nation” (p. 394).  De la Torre (2007) argued that while radical populism 
“appropriated the meanings of the popular and tried to impose their own version of popular 
authenticity” (p. 394), its representatives did not always “respect norms and institutions”.  What 
ultimately defines radical populism, de la Torre (2007) argued, is the way it “mobilises passions and 
incorporates those previously excluded”.  This view is consistent with Mouffe’s (1999) description 
of politics as the mobilisation of passions, towards “the promotion of democratic designs” (p. 756), 
a trait that had consistently characterised Chávez’s political communication strategies.   
The populism of Radical Chávez also evoked the practices of classic populist, charismatic, 
personalist and paternalistic Latin American leaders, who were not always respectful of institutions 
and rules (Roberts, 1995, Mudde & Rovira, 2012; Kampwirth, 2012).  Thus, Radical Chávez’s 
populist ideologies and practices also refer to Roberts’s (1995) argument about propensities of Latin 
American populism to promote a “top-down process of political mobilization”, which either 
“bypasses” formal political institutions of mediation (parliament, municipalities and so on), or 
“subordinates them to more direct linkages between the leader and the masses” (Roberts, 1995, p. 
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88), an aspect represented by the mobilising character of the missions, communal councils and so 
on, that has been considered “integral to chavismo” (Philip & Panizza, 2011, p. 92).   
Ellner (2005) analysed Chávez’s governmental actions during this phase from the perspective of 
the creation of “parallel structures”, like the missions, which he defined as “unique programs 
designed to enhance living conditions in poor neighborhoods”, and are “community centered” (p. 
184).   
Zuquete (2008) and Torres (2012) associated Chávez’s charismatic leadership with a 
“missionary” religious/messianic form of political communication, particularly for his frequent 
mentions of Jesus, which appealed to Venezuelans’ Catholicism.  Hence, Radical Chávez emerged 
as the 21st century incarnation of the imaginary of the populist provider (see Chapter 2)—the rise 
of the redeemer.  Chávez revamped culturally embedded practices of patronage and clientelism 
through the missions.  Madriz (2010) explained that such practices are of “symbolic origin” that are 
associated with feelings of gratitude for received “favors” rather than a matter of legitimate rights 
(p. 4).   
Thus, at this point, Chávez’s populism during the Radical phase began to emerge as a variation 
or shift from how populism (insofar as a political style of communication) had been practised in 
Latin America in the past.  The following text illustrates this point.  It is part of Chávez’s address 
when he granted scholarships to students of “Mission Sucre” (named after independence hero, 
founder of Bolivia, Antonio Jose de Sucre) in July 2004, which by then had 500,000 registered 
students, of which 72,000 had already finished preuniversity courses.  Chávez said that through this 
mission the government was paying an old debt to Venezuela’s youth—for many years young 
people did not have access to tertiary education due “to the application of the model of savage 
capitalism, neoliberalism and exclusion applied by the Venezuelan oligarchy for more than half a 
century” (H. Chávez, July 10, 2004).  The President then added, 
It is because of you, thank God and thanks to the people, because I am nothing but a 
circumstance, you are the real bosses, the Venezuelan people who have assumed the protagonist 
role in leading the patria…I will try to live up to the courage, wisdom and nobility of Simon 
Bolivar’s people. (Chávez, 2004c). 
Thus, Chávez’s radical populism implied the creation of a “parallel institutional reality, in many 
cases exterior and contradictory to the institutional channels of the state” (C. Capriles, 2006b, p. 
85), which offered different mechanisms for the expression and mobilisation of the people.  In the 
quote reproduced above, Chávez called the people “the real bosses”, destined to have the “leading 
role of the patria”.  Thus, as Colette Capriles (2006b) argued, despite the top-down character of the 
missions and their direct financial dependency on the Presidency, these programs maintained a 
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certain “anti-system strength” even though they were part of the same order (Chávez’s government) 
that these organisations tried, through their parallel character, to subvert (p. 85).  In a twisted way, 
this trait seemed to provide the missions with more legitimacy because they maintained the 
antipolitical and antisystem cultural roots that had underpinned Chávez’s rise to power.  So, Chávez 
was government, but at the same time, his policies implied a subversion of government.   
Moreover, in Chávez’s newly fashioned ideology and practice of populism “equality emerges as 
the central value” (C. Capriles, 2006b, p. 85) in opposition to the elitism that characterised 
mainstream, formal, puntofijista politics, an issue that thrived on popular emotionality.  Within 
radical Chávez’s 21st century populist style of communication, the people were represented as the 
“true bosses” and he as just “a circumstance” destined, through God and Bolivar, to help them fulfil 
their patriotic dreams and demands; a style that was divulged and reproduced 24/7 via an equally 
radicalised media. 
Radical mediatisation 
The intensification of both the mediatisation of politics and the polarisation of the media 
became a naturalised affair, part of Venezuelans’ everyday life during the Radical phase of 
Chávez’s political communication.  This explains why for one of my respondents, pollster Saul 
Cabrera, there was little or no hope for any efforts on either side to capture those in the middle 
ground, because Chávez’s and the commercial media’s confrontational rhetoric “tended to polarise” 
rather than to alleviate grievances, which left no possibility or space for people to change sides.  
Cabrera said:  
Chávez polarises, there is no possibility for a moderate middle, as everybody has to take sides 
(…) The more or less 20% of respondents that have tended to say that they are uninterested in 
politics when compelled eventually to take sides (…) In this divisive, rather irritating climate 
Chávez has used the media with hegemonic purposes (…) But the opposition has done exactly 
the same via the powerful private media, particularly Globovision. (S. Cabrera, personal 
communication, December 1, 2011) 
Cabrera’s opinion is consistent with scholar John Lombardi’s (2004) account of how during 
those days there was an “effective exploitation of the media to develop constituency” (p. 5): a 
mediatised climate where “the reliance on a media driven public presence made the chavistas 
vulnerable to an opposition that itself employs considerable media expertise” (p. 5).   
Lombardi (2004) argued that Chávez emerged not only as the main focus of the agenda, but also 
as a “remarkably popular” individual leader even in those moments when his governance drew 
“much less enthusiastic reviews” (p. 6).  Chávez’s popularity was based on his individual rhetoric, 
which appealed to “an agenda of complaint and concern that a majority of Venezuelans recognise as 
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legitimate expression of their own plight” (p. 6).  But, as Lombardi (2004) explained, through the 
media, the opposition continuously stressed the gap that existed between the leader’s popularity and 
the efficiency of his governance; the state-managed public media was used “to maintain the 
currency of the leader’s identification with the people” (p 6).   
The crises of 2002-2003, which set the stage for the Radical period, “dramatically illustrated” 
the fragility of Chávez’s first years in government.  It also illustrated, however, the volatility and 
“immaturity” of a de facto opposition constituted by representatives of business, media, NGOs, the 
Catholic Church, and former rightist military officers, who filled the void left by defeated and 
unpopular traditional parties (Petkoff, 2010). 
Chávez developed what Petkoff (personal communication, December 1, 2010) defined as a 
“brutal, abusive, non-democratic use of the media”.  Such media “brutality” had three main aspects: 
first, issues of coercion, in terms of the legal “architecture” designed to intimidate media and 
political actors in a climate permanently driven by rumours and fear-mongering (Bisbal, 2009; 
Cañizalez, 2011); second, the growing communicational structure of the state by the creation of 
new media outlets, especially community and alternative media, all at the service of the 
government’s ideologies and aims; and third, Chávez’s intensified, intrusive use of media spaces, in 
particular his weekly TV talk show, Aló Presidente, and the “official national chains of radio and 
television”.   
According to communication scholar Marcelino Bisbal (2006), the crises of 2002-2003 made 
Chávez realise more than ever “the importance of providing the government with a media platform 
capable of confronting the commercial media landscape known in Venezuela until then” (p. 62).   
Consequently, since 2003 the President promoted the modernisation and enlargement of the 
existing platform (main TV, public TV and radio networks, VTV and RNV).  Chávez began forging 
what Bisbal (2006) called the “communicator State” (Estado comunicador), explaining that “the 
government needed to make visible its image of ‘revolutionary government’ in everything it does” 
at all levels, nationally and internationally (p. 62).  The objective was not only to divulge and 
promote governmental policy and actions, but also to openly boost the government’s differences 
and “ideological confrontation” with the opposing sectors via what eventually became an 
“information war” (p 62).   
For Bisbal (2005) and Cañizalez (2011), the brutal, ideological mediatisation of Radical Chávez 
was mainly illustrated by: 
 the increased and indiscriminate use of the national chains of radio and TV; 
 the use of “denigrating and intimidating” comments against specific commercial media 
owners and journalists; 
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 physical attacks by chavista extremist groups against media practitioners and institutions 
and the generalised negligence of the authorities; 
 the exertion of pressure via administrative mechanisms from regulations associated with 
communication and media, particularly via the measures taken by the official institution that 
regulates telecommunication in Venezuela, Conatel, against the broadcast media; 
 the government’s inattention to cautionary measures from the Inter-American Commissions 
of Human Rights (CIDH) in favour of communication practitioners; 
 the withdrawal of government-paid promotions and advertisements from the opposing 
media; 
 threats against the reputation of journalists; 
 the prevention of professional commercial media communicators from covering 
governmental events; and 
 generalised “informative bias” in the public/state-managed openly chavista media. 
There was an increasing enforcement of the Organic Law of Telecommunications, and the new 
Law of Social Responsibility of Radio and Television (called Ley Resorte), sanctioned in December 
2004.  The Venezuelan Penal Code, and several sentences brought down by the Supreme Tribunal 
of Justice, denied professional communicators the right of rebuttal in Chávez’s TV show, adducing 
possible “crimes of opinion” (Cañizalez, 2011, p. 83).   
Ultimately, the legal architecture, developed during the Radical phase (particularly in 2004, 
after Chávez won the presidential referendum), was designed to “intimidate and limit freedom of 
expression and opinion in Venezuela, the right to information and communication” (Hernández 
Díaz, 2009, p. 102).  This platform was underpinned by open-ended general dispositions, granting 
authorities with discretional power to proceed in any way they deemed convenient, depending on 
the case and circumstance.  In this way, the government was able to suspend “all messages that can 
harm the nation’s interest”14, or the messages that government officials believed had the power to 
harm Chávez’s project.   
The same legal instruments, however, granted the President the power to divulge all kinds of 
content through the complete national network of broadcast media using the official chains of radio 
and television to attack his opponents.  The so-called Ley Resorte granted Conatel, the official 
institution for managing telecommunications and media issues, the power to prohibit “any content 
that could disrupt public order”.15 
                                                 
14
 See “Organic Law of Telecommunication”, Article 209. 
15
 Ley Resorte, Article 33. 
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The Venezuelan Penal Code, issued on April 13, 2005, criminalised expressions of disrespect 
towards the President of the Republic, not only those made in public, but also in private.  Article 
147 established that those who offend or disrespect the President in word or deed, are subject to 
punishment by imprisonment from 6 to 30 months, depending on the offence.  This punishment 
increased by a third if the offence was done in public.  The same punishment was contemplated for 
offences to top members of the Executive, Legislative and Judiciary powers.  Furthermore, Article 
296A states that those who “cause panic and anxiety” with “inaccurate reports” might spend 
between 2 and 5 years in prison.   
Radical Chavez’s behaviour towards the media began to cause alarm, condemnation, and calls 
for retraction and even sanctions from the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR) to 
Venezuela, as a sovereign state.   
Bisbal (2006) explained that within the construction of the “communicator-State” the national 
budget of 2006 provided 5269 million bolivars (VEB), i.e. approximately USD 2,4 million
16—a 
significant amount of money just for 52 episodes of the presidential show Alo Presidente.   
Also, from 1999 until 2006 there were 1,339 national chain broadcasts: a total of 810 hours and 
57 seconds of Chávez broadcasts, more than 33 days of uninterrupted Chávez on air; this resulted in 
commercial media reported losses of VEB 6,500 million (over USD 3 million) just until 2002, 
because they could not fulfil their advertisement commitments.   
The main public TV network, VTV, was joined in 2003 by a new network, ViveTV, conceived 
as a “cultural channel” with content specifically targeted to “the communities as a source and 
scenario of their reality”; in 2005, ViveTV was classified as an “alternative channel” that 
nonetheless transmitted in open signal and had a budget assigned by the state of VEB 7,000 million 
(USD 3.2 million) (Bisbal, 2006).  
Also in 2005, Chávez boosted (ideologically and financially) the creation of Telesur, a 
continental television network aimed at “integration” of the Americas against dominant Western 
discourses by the global media: it involved a multistate society in which Venezuela had 51% of 
shares.  It transmitted via Direct TV, the same satellite company that distributed CNN, HBO, Fox 
and others in the Americas.   
                                                 
16
 Venezuelan currency was called ‘Bolivar’ and was represented as ‘VEB’ until 2008, when the 
government changed its name to ‘Bolivart Fuerte’ (‘Strong Bolivar’) via the elimination by decree 
of three zeros; hence the denomination ‘VEF” — A communicational tactic of framing Venezuela’s 
weakening currency and periodical devaluations in a positive light (by calling it “fuerte”).  After a 
new devaluation in March 2005, the exchange rate was 2,150 Bs. per US dollar, a rate that remained 
until 2010 when another devaluation occurred (Cordero & Torealba, 2014). 
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In addition, the RNV was renovated in 2005 and provided with an international signal; it also 
gained three more AM and FM stations for both information and opinion content.  The national 
press agency, Venpress, changed its name to Bolivarian News Agency (ABN), which was also 
technologically renovated in the process.   
More importantly, Chávez’s government boosted the creation of community and alternative 
media, which included both, broadcast and print: “community newspapers began to appear in the 
barrios” (Fernandes, 2011, p. 135).  Economic support from the government led to a significant 
increase in these types of media during the Radical phase (Bisbal, 2006).  This process was 
facilitated by the Organic Law of Telecommunications, which as early as 2000 had “promoted the 
right of community radio stations to exist” (p. 135).   
In her study of the “dynamic of popular community” during Chávez’s Venezuela, scholar 
Sujatha Fernandez (2011) explained that in 2002 another law “Open Community Public Service 
Radio and Television Non Profit” defined the system through which these types of broadcast media 
would be granted and regulated (pp. 135-136).  At the end of 2004, the equivalent of USD2.3 
million “was given to community radio and television stations in grants for purchasing equipment.  
After the commercial media blackout during the 2002 coup there was a growing “desire of popular 
sectors to have control over the means of communication” (p. 136).   
Naomi Schiller’s (2011) study on Catia TV, the most prominent community media outlet of 
Venezuela’s capital, narrated how this iconic station originated from a cultural movement in one of 
the capital’s most popular and populated neighbourhoods called Catia, after the events of El 
Caracazo (see Chapter 5).  For Schiller (2011), outlets such as Catia TV were able to develop 
informative stories in support of their community and a relative level of freedom of opinion despite 
the top-down financial support from Chávez’s government 
However, Bisbal (2006) indicated that Chávez’s financial boost of both community and 
alternative media, which by 2006 involved a budget of nearly VEF 6,000 million (USD950 
million), ideologically fitted within his hegemonic construction of power.  The fact that Catia TV 
founder, Blanca Ekcout, was a staunch chavista and eventually occupied top positions in Chávez’s 
government substantiates, at least in part, Bisbal’s argument.   
In summary, during the Radical phase of Chávez’s rule, there was an increasingly mediatised 
climate of ideologisation, intimidation and aggression, embodied in what Petkoff defined as 
Chávez’s “brutal” use of the media.  However, the same brutality could apply to some of the 
commercial media, particularly Globovision, RCTV, and newspapers, El Nacional, and Tal Cual.  
Prochavista journalist and academic Eleazar Díaz-Rangel, editor of popular tabloid Ultimas 
Noticias, argued that commercial media also imposed their ideologies, political and economic 
interests in their informative content and even in their entertainment and soap opera programming.  
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For Diaz-Rangel, the ideologies of media owners “impregnated the narratives of many of their 
journalists”, which for him, ultimately exerted an impact upon their relationship with government, 
politicians and audiences (personal communication, December 8, 2010).   
Communicational government: the inclusive missions 
Historian Ana Teresa Torres (2012) explained Chávez’s “baroque” communicational 
construction of his governance in terms of different universal ideologies that “converge into a 
discourse that is culturally new, and that probably could only work in Venezuela” (para. 6).  This 
description helps explain the ideologies and practices that underpinned the discursive construction 
of Chávez’s communicational government during the Radical period.  In particular, how and why 
Chávez was able to issue his policies and deliver material benefits while he also sang, danced or 
told a joke on national TV, in a discursive form that his publics would not consider overly 
ridiculous, but probably amusing.   
Torres’s (2012) argument can also help explain why Chávez’s public policies were not 
represented in the secular language of Western liberal democracy, aimed at building citizenship and 
social capital: Chávez, conversely, constructed his social policies in terms of missions.  The 
ideologies behind the missions (their full official name was Misiones Sociales Bolivarianas) 
embodied a curious mix of Christian and military-caudillo imaginaries that “metaphorically evoke 
the leader’s love for his people” (Torres, 2012, para. 13).  Hence, for example, the program created 
by Chávez’s government to attend to teenage pregnancy was called “Mission Children of 
Venezuela” (para. 13).  In the next section, I am going to provide the rationale for and definition of 
the missions. 
Five strategies. 
Five months before the 2004 recall referendum, in episode #183 of his TV show celebrating 
Women’s Day, Chávez announced the five strategic lines that would mark the following years of 
his government.  Thus, the President explained the “Bolivarian revolution” in terms of five axes: 
1. The crystallisation of the “popular, participatory and protagonist democracy”. 
2. The aim of building “a society of equals, of inclusion, where there is no exclusion, poverty, 
inequality; this pays the huge accumulated social debt”. 
3. The construction of a “productive economy, diversified, humanist, that serves to satisfy 
basic needs, not the needs imposed by neoliberal consumerism”, needs that Chávez 
described as material but that also involved a cultural, educational and social nature: “A 
humanist, social economy”. 
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4. The “comprehensive development of the territory” addressed to integrate and unite the 
country to apply “a model of sustainable, ecological, comprehensive development”. 
5. A strategic international policy capable of “modestly contributing” in the configuration of 
what Chávez called a “pluripular world” where there would be respect for international law, 
sovereignty of the states, and where there would be no abuse from the powerful to the weak, 
a world of equals”.   
Chávez recognised that these objectives involved long-term policies and strategies, and hence, 
were difficult to fulfil, particularly “because they [national and international enemies] will begin to 
demonise us” to prevent the fulfilment of these objectives (Chávez, 2004b).   
Chávez claimed that out of those strategies, his priority was “the social” objective.  This 
explained the significance of the missions and the way such social programs evoked political-
culture symbols and emotions, particularly the imaginary of the provider in the context of the 
Venezuelan rentist culture, in which citizens, according to the literature and respondents, were 
accustomed to a paternalistic “magical” state (Coronil, 2008).  Hence, material and symbolic 
benefits provided by the missions generated “a condition of obedience and submission” (Torres, 
2012, para. 14) to the supplying person or institution:  
A sort of patria-church where the faithful are bonded together by ties that link them together 
with the leader and Christ-Bolivar, for the love that [the leader] distributes equally to all 
(excepting the ‘infidels’ that are not part of the community, and for that are ‘anti-patriotic’). 
(Torres, 2012, para. 14) 
Thus, the missions suggested the reformulation of past forms of puntofijista clientelism and 
patronage, and the enormous public spending supporting them; however, the missions also 
exceeded this past model: they were about the “affective, emotional, and political” mimetic bond 
constructed by Chávez with the majority, only possible in a petro-nation like Venezuela (Petkoff, 
2010, p. 155).  Hence, as Petkoff (2010) warned, it is important to understand that Chávez’s power 
and electoral success were not just a matter of people “selling” their “dignity” in exchange for 
“alms”: It was about the feeling of “identification [emphasis added] with a leader”, which, despite 
Chávez’s “bad government” was represented as “our [the people’s; emphasis added]” government.   
So, as pollster Saul Cabrera told me, the key to Chávez regaining his popularity during the 
Radical period was undoubtedly the missions; these programs not only helped him win the 2004 
recall referendum but also set the stage for his major presidential victory in the elections of 2006 
(personal communication, December 2, 2010; CNE, 2012).   
In Chapter 2, I defined communicational government as the dramatised style of exercising 
power based on strategic constructs rooted in cultural and mediatic symbols, ideologies and 
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practices embodying a hybridised symbolic–pragmatic ethos.  This concept was devised to help 
explain a hyper-communicated and brutally mediatised form of governance, such as Hugo 
Chávez’s, which may emerge in societies in which power and resources are asymmetrically 
distributed.  It represents a part mimetic, part pragmatic logic of governance that, through 
dramaturgical performances and strategic policy management, tends to appeal to citizens’ basic 
feelings and to polarise the political landscape via manifold communication channels that include, 
but are not exclusive to, the media.  Communicational government demonises opponents and 
glorifies followers, while also providing participatory organisations, such as the missions, which 
promote recognition, inclusion, mobilisation, and self-consciousness to those willing to comply.   
Thus, despite its top-down character and populist symbolism, Chávez’s communicational 
government involved a style of exercising power that endowed the President’s followers, the 
people, the poor, the formerly excluded, with recognition, inclusion and a level of voice in some 
community organisations, particularly represented by (a) the missions, (b) the increasing number of 
community and alternative media, and (c) the Communal councils and Communes, which will be 
the focus of analysis in the next chapter.  All these organisations were top-down, state-dependent, 
but community and socially orientated.  These organisations little by little became significant parts 
of the political communicational logic aimed at building a mimetised, albeit top-down, collective 
identity eventually called Chávez. 
To obtain a more robust understanding of the meaning and impact of Chávez’s missions and 
what I call missionesque exercise of power, I will expand on the theories proposed in Chapter 2 by 
drawing on Celia Lury’s (2009) cultural understanding of “branding”.  I define the missionesque 
ideologies and practices involved in Chávez’s missions as “cultural assemblages”, a notion that 
describes a constellation of cultural, compensatory, politically inclusive and mobilising governance 
programs in the pursuance of hegemony and identity building.  Chávez’s missionesque programs 
could be represented, using Goffman’s (1973b) expression of the self, as a dramaturgical, inclusive, 
mobilising, strategic form of political communication whereby Radical Chávez regained and 
reinforced his legitimacy and governmental power, and, more importantly, reformulated his identity 
politics to build a collective identity that would eventually bear his name.   
As Hawkins, Rosas and Johnson (2011), argued, the missions, “in contrast to clientelistic or 
programmatic linkages” (p. 188) offered an “extraordinary” and “charismatic mode of linkage” (p. 
188) whereby beneficiaries “support a single, quasi divine leader who provides transcendence, a 
sense of moral renewal” (p. 188).  Chávez, via what I call a missionesque discursive construction of 
governance, provided his followers with a connection to things that became “more permanent than 
the individual himself”—the missions provided self-awareness, a renovated sense of collective 
identity.   
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From a political-economy perspective it has been argued, however, that Chávez could not have 
created programs such as the missions, or achieved high levels of popularity, if it had not been for a 
significant pragmatic factor: Philip and Panizza (2011) have claimed that “there is no question of 
the importance of high oil revenues” (p. 93) in explaining Chávez’s governance and popularity.  
According to Philip and Panizza (2011), while Chávez’s detractors have explained his popularity 
“on the redistribution of the oil rents towards the popular sector”, his defenders have argued that the 
President “has distributed the oil rents towards the poor more [emphasis added] than previous 
governments” (p. 93).   
So, the missions were the tools employed by Radical Chávez with a twofold purpose: achieving 
a more effective redistribution of the oil rents, and amalgamating further with his followers to build 
constituency and identity in the process.  These tools, which conveniently tapped into Venezuelans’ 
deepest cultural values and ideologies, also had the objective to prevent new coups, conflicts, or 
new falls in the President’s popularity.  He could not afford that again.  So, the missions became the 
main instrument employed by Radical Chávez to increase his popularity, not only to win the recall 
referendum in 2004, but also to win his presidential re-election in 2006.   
Lopez Maya and Lander (2011) defined the missions as social programs focused on addressing 
issues of exclusion and promotion of “popular organisation and mobilisation”, such as: 
 “The correction of the unjust distribution of income and wealth” (p. 64). 
 “Overcoming discrimination in access to fundamental human rights, such as nutrition, 
health, housing, and education” (p. 64). 
 “Development of full citizenship” (p. 65).   
The missions included nutrition, health, each life-stage of education—child, youth and adult, 
security, housing, employment, child-care, elderly-care, disability-care, single-mothers-care, 
tenancy issues, agriculture, indigenous rights
17
, culture and sport; they even helped with identity 
                                                 
17
  According to Regnault (2005), Venezuela’s indigenous groups represented 2% of the overall 
population, that is, around 550,000 of the 23 million inhabitans that Venezuela had by 2005.  
Regnault’s (2005) study indicated that 36% of the indigenous groups still lived in their traditional 
communities, while 61% lived and were integrated within non-traditional urban or rural areas, in 
which they experienced the same socio-economic situation of poverty that affected the overall 
population.  Since the first Venezuelan constitution, drafted after the declaration of Independece in 
1811, the indigenous communities were recognised and acknowledged as Venezuelan fully-fledged 
citizens entitled to all rights within a system based on equality and justice (Paul Rojas & Galetta, 
2007).  Chávez’s discourse was expressed in the way the constitution of 1999, article 9, officially 
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and citizenship documents, and reserve and volunteering programs involving the controversial 
creation of a militia through which civilians were armed to defend the revolutionary process 
(Milicia Bolivariana, 2013).   
For some authors, particularly España (2010), the missions did not involve a complete “break 
with the past”, but rather implied a strategic, eminently communicational, use of traditions already 
practised by the “rentier state politics” of Puntofijismo (p. 18; see also Philip & Panizza, 2011).  
Their creation, rationale, and allocation of responsibilities and resources were widely promoted in 
Chávez’s national chains of radio and TV, and especially his TV show (Aló Presidente), usually 
with live televisual audiences consisting of future beneficiaries.  The following text illustrates this 
argument: 
Let’s give a round of applause to the effort that they are doing all over the country, millions and 
millions of human beings are going to advance through the social missions.  There is the 
revolution advancing and paying the accumulated social debt—education, health, housing, 
nutrition and jobs.  In a short time we will begin “Mision Vuelvan Caras” across the country, 
education for productive jobs…Learning by doing and doing by learning; it is an integral 
mission…You know that I gave them that name, Bolivarian missions… “Misión Cristo”, Christ 
the Redeemer, Christ our everyday Father, who is not just in heaven but also in this land 
accompanying all our efforts of endowing human beings with dignity. (Chávez, 2004b) 
This text represents how Chávez constructed the missions by employing Bolivar and images 
that evoked the Wars of Independence (“Vuelvan Caras” or “Turn your faces” referred to General 
Paez’s famous call to his troops to turn back and face the Spanish enemy directly).  In addition, the 
names of the missions were chosen for their relationship with both Bolivarian ideologies and 
Christian imaginary.  For example, “Mission Christ”, a name that directly appealed to the poor’s 
aspiration for “redemption”, illustrates another step in the logic towards the mimetic construction of 
power and identity; a step that involves an advance towards Adorno’s (1998) view of mimesis as a 
process that culminated in the redemption of the many in the one. 
Chávez’s promotion of the missions’ aims, principles and even the distribution of material 
benefits became a naturalised part of his live televised broadcasts.  In another part of the same 
episode of his show, Chávez enhanced, for example, the achievements of “Mission Robinson” 
(named after Bolivar’s teacher).  The president informed that the mission began working with 
100,000 illiterate individuals attending classes, but in just a month, it was looking after 820,000: 
“We will end illiteracy in Venezuela”, proclaimed Chávez, incidentally thanking Fidel Castro and 
                                                                                                                                                                  
recognised existing indigenous languages.  Also “Mission Guaicaipuro” was specifically designed 
to promote indigenous rights (Gobierno Bolivariano de Venezuela, 2014).  
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the Cuban government for their support as “without them “Mission Robinson could not have 
materialised”.  Chávez also referred to 400,000 youngsters from “Mission Sucre”, who were 
formerly unallocated by the formal tertiary education system, would be given access to university 
studies through the brand-new “Universidad Bolivariana”.  Chávez also accounted for “Mission 
Mercal”, which provided “cheap food” for the people across Venezuela, and the flagship, “Mission 
Barrio Adentro” (which in Spanish means a mission working “deep” in the shanty towns).  Barrio 
Adentro provided 500 more medical clinics in populated areas, which were also coordinated by 
Cuban doctors, who by then, according to Chávez, had attended more than 400,000 patients and 
“saved hundreds of lives” (H. Chávez, 2004b). 
Direct financial aid or handouts were also publicised on live TV: the Minister of Energy and 
Mines, Rafael Ramirez, who later became President of the state oil company PDVSA, announced 
during the same show (Aló Presidente #183) the achievements of the social programs now financed, 
managed and supervised directly by the oil industry.  The spirit behind this mission was not only to 
make students finish their studies, but also to help them support their families in situations of 
poverty; according to Ramirez, the students in their own classrooms were the ones who decided 
who needed the benefit more.  Chávez said: 
Correct, that is what I was referring to when I talked about the construction of participative 
democracy, that the people are beginning to recuperate their power, empowering themselves, 
even these youngsters, who are the ones deciding who gets the scholarship...Decisions are no 
more in the hands of the party like old times (…) Do you remember? We are fighting against 
those old vices.  (2004b) 
Hence, the missions could be described in terms of Chávez’s attempt to reformulate the 
imaginaries not only of the populist provider, but also of the rentist culture (see Chapter 2) in terms 
of national redemption; a redemption, however, that rather than focusing only on compensatory 
social policy or subsidies, like his predecessors, went beyond the mere distribution of alms or 
money because their rationale was distinctively centred on inclusion.  Through the missions, the 
government attended to both, material needs and demands, and also to human aspirations for having 
an identity and a place in society (López Maya & Lander, 2011).  In a report published by the 
government in 2005 Hugo Chávez himself explained it clearly: 
The missions are fundamental components of the Social State of Law and Justice.  Those who 
were excluded now are included, everybody together, studying, training, self-organizing, 
working with a new culture, with a new conscience.  Because the missions are generating a new 
reality, even of the cultural, psychological, ideological and philosophical order; besides the 
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concrete and practical reality they are producing results in the social, economic and educational 
areas. (p. 13) 
This fragment of Chávez’s speech serves to substantiate my definition of Chávez’s 
communicational government: Chávez’s text dramaturgically represents the hybridised symbolic–
pragmatic rationale behind the missions; it represents the missions as part of Chávez’s identity 
politics.  Consequently, beyond just being “special poverty relief programs” (Hawkins, 2010b, p. 
38) or “emergency policies to deal with urgent necessities of the popular sectors” (López Maya & 
Lander, 2011, p. 70), the missions could be best defined as “social programs that aim to ease access 
to various social rights” (p. 70).  Thus, the missions both reinforced Chávez’s power while building 
a form of identity politics that prioritised the inclusion of the poor and the formerly excluded: his 
constituents, ‘the people’. 
However, scholar Luis Pedro España (2009) refuted that the missions were the main reason for 
the decrease in poverty rates during the Radical phase and Chávez’s overall rule.  España (2009) 
attributed it to the economic growth due to the rising oil prices, which mobilised the overall 
economy, both public and private, and especially the so-called “informal” economy. 
For España (2009, 2010), Chávez’s missions were more based upon matters of “promise” and 
“rhetoric” than upon concrete results.  España (2010) defined “good” social policy as policy that 
“anticipates”, rather than provides relief after the fact, that is, short-term solutions without dealing 
with the structural root of the problem (pp. 18-19).   
Hence, España (2009) argued that the most successful part of the missions was the strategy of 
“progressive announcements” live on TV, via Chávez’s show or special chained allocutions through 
which audiences drew “compensation” just by watching how others put their names “on a list of 
wishful beneficiaries” (p. 100): each “announcement” made by Chávez about specific missions 
“evoked a real problem for poor families and subsequently gave them hope for resolution via 
governmental action” (p. 19); for example, España (2009) argued that in 2005, Chávez’s 
government announced that Mission Barrio Adentro was going to create 8,300 more health-care 
centres; however, “by July they had just built 600” (p. 20).  According to España (2010), the 
“disparity” between the announcements of what was offered and what was actually achieved 
“constitutes an immense breach” that was becoming “a source of frustration” (p. 20).   
Thus, España (2010) raised questions as to whether “the communicational and propagandistic 
success” of the missions turned “hope into reality”.  His investigations suggested that the missions 
were not well-articulated because they did not attend to the real problem of exclusion: they 
provided education outside the educational system; health outside the health national system; but 
they were not as massive “as they were offered at their creation” (pp. 19-20).   
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Community leaders, however, told me a different, more vivid story, incompatible with the 
sceptic rationale proffered by España (2010): even opposition community leader, COPEI’s Rosaura 
Mejías asserted that the missions not only embodied a symbolic “promise”, but also material 
pragmatic benefits that included the formerly excluded: 
There was a big group of people that were unattended by AD’s and COPEI’s programs, women 
that could not send their children to school…Programs were only for mothers and children 
registered in the official system, the marginal, the excluded were not taken into account…It a 
was a big stratum left without hope, unattended and without hope…The missions are good. (R. 
Mejías, personal communication, December 1, 2011) 
Chavista communal leader Yasmin Jiménez added the emotional factor, explaining how, after 
years of family frustration, she and her siblings at last had access to tertiary education through the 
missions: 
We are now participating more…I remember my mother crying because she could not find us, 
her four children, a school in the barrio because we were not in the system…She had to cry, to 
flatter the government…Now, with Chávez, my sister is studying to be a doctor, I am also 
studying political science…We do not have to flatter anyone anymore, education is a right and 
the law protect us. ( personal communication, November 28, 2011) 
In summary, as sociologist Carlos Eduardo Febres (2005, as cited in López Maya & Lander, 
2011, p. 73) indicated, although the missions might have shared features with compensatory 
policies of puntijfismo, there were two significant differences.  First, their “inclusive” character 
gave them a “degree of universalism” that other programs lacked.  Second, the symbolic/emotional 
imprint left by the missions in the “popular imaginary” differed from social policies implemented in 
the past because the missions were not only inclusive but they were also “seen [emphasis added] as 
achieving social inclusion” (p. 73).  Hence, the missions became a unique hybridised policy that 
provided both symbolic and pragmatic compensation within Chávez’s hegemonic construction of 
power and identity, and thus, were a crucial piece in the logic of mimetisation. 
Other aspects of governance in the Radical phase. 
After his victory in the recall referendum in August 2004, Radical Chávez fully materialised 
some of the programs derived from the controversial, socialising 49-law package promulgated in 
2001 as part of the so-called economic constituent.  Hence, since 2004, Chávez emphasised the 
promotion of “worker cooperatives” funded by a system of popular banks he had been gradually 
creating during the first years of his government, such as Banco del Pueblo (People’s Bank) and 
Banco de la Mujer (Woman’s Bank), which in 2005 began to give preferential treatment to 
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cooperatives formed by mission graduates (Ellner, 2008).  In particular, these policies implied 
significant advancements in issues of gender and promotion of women’s work rights.   
Moreover, Radical Chávez further increased the militarisation of the country.  According to 
Wilpert (2007), both active duty and retired officers served throughout Chávez’s government “as 
ministers, vice-ministers, and heads of state-owned companies” (p. 49): Of 61 ministers serving 
from 1999 until 2004, “16 (or 26%) were military officers (p. 49).   
Additionally, Petkoff (2010) explained that after the 2002-2003 crises, the President began a 
process of “cleaning” the military institution to get rid of officers that looked “less reliable”, by 
simultaneously taking full, “unrestrictive political control of the Armed National Force”, an aim 
that by the end of his rule he appeared to have achieved (p. 33).  Another issue was that former 
Lieutenant Colonel Chávez was made, in 2005, Commandant in Chief, not in the fashion civilian 
Presidents usually assume that position in presidential systems, but in terms of a military rank 
specially created for Chávez, a rank created in law by “jumping over colonels and generals” 
(Petkoff, 2010, p. 32).   
In matters of Foreign Policy, probably one of the best examples of Chávez’s advance in his anti-
imperialist “pluripolar” communicational–government strategy was the crystallisation of ALBA in 
2004 (Alianza Bolivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra América), an Inter-American alliance 
integrating Venezuela, Cuba, Bolivia, Nicaragua, Dominica, Ecuador, Antigua, Barbuda, Saint 
Vincent and the Grenadines.  The signatories of this alliance explicitly manifested the objective of 
constituting themselves as a counter-power against the US’s’ imperialism and neoliberal model of 
continental integration (alianzabolivariana.org, 2012).  Chávez’s attacks on the US and its 
President, George W. Bush, escalated as he accused them of having participated in the 2002 coup.  
So, since 2003, Chávez singled out Washington as one his main enemies (together with the 
Venezuelan oligarchy).  He called Bush “mad man” or the “greatest terrorist in the world” (Ellner 
2008, p. 200), during a discursive “war” that culminated in Chávez’s famous speech in the UN 
when he described the US president as “a devil” (Corrales & C. Romero, 2012, p. 20).  This rhetoric 
gained Chávez many antiAmerican allies, but also alienated states that were not happy about these 
attacks or about his friendship with other countries such as Iran (Corrales & C. Romero, 2012).  
However, despite this rhetoric, Venezuela continued being one of the main oil suppliers to the US: 
as Maihold (2009, as cited in Corrales & C. Romero, 2012) argued, “there is an enormous contrast 
between the ‘great pronouncements’ and Chávez’s modest concrete actions” (p. 20). 
Conclusion: Chávez’s missionesque reformulation of the populist provider 
The analysis of the ideologies, practices and events of the Radical phase (2003-2006) suggests 
that Chávez not only recuperated his governmental power after the conflicts and coup of the 
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Adversarial period, but also regained and reinforced his legitimacy to continue his hegemonic path 
to power and identity reconstitution.  This path became increasingly driven by a logic that sought 
his consubstantiation with his followers.  During the Radical phase, the missions embodied the way 
Chávez regained his popularity and further amalgamated with the people, especially the poor and 
formerly excluded, by providing them with an identity and place in society.  The political 
communicational logic involved by the compensatory, inclusive and mobilising ideologies and 
practices implied by Chávez’s missionesque style of governance, which increased the likeness 
between the people and the leader involved still another, rather advanced step in the logic of 
mimetisation. 
The missions, however, embodied a paradox: on one side, they were described by España 
(2009, 2010) in terms of “perceptions” of material and symbolic benefit particularly via their brutal 
mediatisation.  This argument is consistent with Schleifer’s (2008) description of Venezuelans’ 
“illusions” of “mediatic participation” (p. 196) through which average citizens felt symbolically 
included in the political dialogue via the media: an empowering process of “symbolic 
compensation” and “self-legitimation” (pp. 203-207) through which those formerly excluded or 
without a voice, actually believed they were given a voice, albeit top-down, mediatic/symbolic, in 
the social and political process.   
But on the other side, Buxton (2011), Ellner (2008), Lopez Maya and Lander (2011), and the 
community leaders that I interviewed, argued that the missions also entailed pragmatic, material 
social benefits that not only were financial, educational, health-related, but also involved 
participation, inclusion, recognition, and popular mobilisation.   
The missions became, little by little, a naturalised “brand” in Venezuelans’ everyday life.  
Therefore, the Radical phase was particularly marked by the reformulation of former populist 
redistributive, patronage practices of Venezuela’s rentist culture, via Chávez’s peculiar 
missionesque style of communication and governance.  A style whereby Chávez appears to have 
exceeded classic Latin American forms of populism by offering instead a hybridised “cultural 
assemblage” (Lury, 2009), which albeit top-down and paternalistic, like classic populism, also 
boosted inclusion, participation, social and community awareness, and a certain level of voice.  This 
missionesque style illustrates the concept of communicational government I proposed in Chapter 2.   
Finally, in matters of power rearrangement, the implications are as follows: 
 The clear winner is Chávez: he won the 2004 referendum that reaffirmed him in the 
presidency and allowed him to retain the majority of governorships in the parliamentary 
seats in the 2004 and 2005 elections.   
 The symbolic/pragmatic winners of this period were the poor, as beneficiaries of the 
missions, who tightened their emotional bond with Chávez through these new institutions.   
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 The losers were the near 40% that did not vote for Chávez, and did not feel represented by 
his policies. 
 Business and media elites were also losers during this period because their economic power 
and legitimacy weakened after their defeat during the crises of 2002-2003 and the 
referendum of 2004. 
 Traditional politicians were still disempowered, particularly after having abstained from 
participating in the parliamentary elections of 2005.   
In the next chapter I will analyse the data corresponding to ideologies, practices and events 
during the last phase, Mimetic Closure (2006-2013) when the people became Chávez. 
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Chapter 7. Mimetic Closure (2006-2013): When ‘the people’ became 
Chávez 
Introduction 
This chapter concludes the analysis of the data deployed as a periodisation of the development 
of Hugo Chávez’s political communication style and how he step-by-step established and 
strengthened his hegemony by reconstituting collective identity in Venezuela.  In this seventh 
chapter I will assess relevant ideologies, practices and events during the last phase of his rule, called 
Mimetic Closure, which extended between December 2006, when Chávez won the Presidency for 
the third time and culminated in January 2013 in a remarkable event: the fatally ill President was 
absent from his fourth inauguration and the people were sworn in his stead—a breakthrough in the 
logic of mimetisation when the people symbolically became Chávez (see Figure 1.).   
 
    (a)                     (b)
 (c)                              (d)  
Figure 1. “Yo soy Chávez”, “I am Chávez”: journalists, bloggers and news agencies’ photos reported 
Chávez’s symbolic inauguration on January 10, 2013.  By wielding the national flag, the constitution, sashes 
and posters, the people reaffirmed their newly acquired collective identity. 
Note. (a) Mata, 2013; (b) “Yo soy”, 2013; (c) C. Chavez 2013; (d) Malaver, 2013). 
Thus far, step-by-step I have evaluated relevant pieces of data for each period of Chávez’s rule, 
according to how such data contributed to the President’s crafting of his political communication 
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style, and input towards the logic of mimetisation.  I have proposed this logic to make sense of 
Chávez’s political endurance and success.   
In addition to relevant texts from Chávez’s speeches, selected media stories, the responses of 
my 27 elite interviewees, and official documents (the constitution; laws, regulations, decrees, 
electoral results and so on), I also have assessed a public opinion investigation on political culture 
carried out by the Jesuit Gumilla Center in 2010 and analysed by priest and academic Jose Virtuoso 
as well as an investigation by scholars Thais Maingon and Friedrich Welsch (2009). 
As I have done in the preceding chapters, after this brief introduction I will deploy the context 
of the phase of Mimetic Closure; then I will unpack relevant data associated with political culture, 
communication, mediatisation and populism.  I will conclude with a discussion about the impact of 
these events on the development of Chávez’s communicational style and logic of mimetisation, as 
well as a summary of power and political culture rearrangements. 
In Chapter 2, I proposed the logic of mimetisation as a systematic sequence of communicational 
events through which Hugo Chávez incrementally built a mimetic bond with his constituents in his 
hegemonic construction of power and identity in Venezuela.  This logic seems to have been driven 
by a complex, symbolic-pragmatic process that combined four elements:  
 the use and reformulation of common cultural symbols; 
 a savvy use of communication and media; 
 populist ideologies and practices; and 
 the boost of inclusive, compensatory, and participatory practices. 
Through this logic, Chávez’s followers not only felt mirrored and recognised but also aware of 
their sovereign place in Venezuelan society and endowed with a refashioned collective identity that 
at the end of this last phase became known by a single, simple name: Chávez. 
In Chapters 4 to 6, I evaluated the first three stages of the development of Chávez’s style of 
political communication and mimetising logic to connect with his publics.  These stages were 
marked by the successive emotionalisation and mediatised polarisation of power and identity (Soft 
and Adversarial periods).  Despite having achieved the political changes he had promised in his 
first campaign, the Soft and Adversarial phases nonetheless culminated in a division of the country, 
protests and strikes, and a coup that left Chávez out of power for 48 hours.  To regain his popularity 
and legitimacy, in the Radical phase, the President resurrected past populist practices of patronage 
and clientelism by devising a missionesque form of governance based on the promotion of 
compensatory programs called the missions, which not only provided material benefits but also 
inclusion, recognition and a sense of identity to the poor and formerly excluded.   
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This final phase of Mimetic Closure began with Chávez’s third re-election on December 3, 
2006, when, boosted by his missionesque governance, he won with an impressive 62.8% of the vote 
against the main opposition candidate Manuel Rosales, who obtained 37% of the vote (CNE, 2012).   
He won despite an inflation rate that year of 20%, and a homicide rate that had increased from 
9,964 cases in 2005 to 12,257 cases in 2006 (Guerra, 2012; Tarre, 2012).  Why after a decade was 
Chávez still so successful?  I have argued that the answer to this question could be found, at least in 
great part, in the political communication style developed by Chávez in his hegemonic construction 
power of power and identity.   
In this chapter, I will specifically elaborate on how the sequence of communicational events of 
the preceding periods will now converge into the phenomenon that I have called mimetisation—the 
endpoint of Chávez’s culturally embedded, populist, hyper-communicated, mediatised style of 
bonding with his publics.   
Feeling fortified by his spectacular re-election, Chávez combined the constructivist approach to 
representation and identity adopted in the Radical phase, with the “intentional”, rather “deviating” 
approach he took during the Adversarial period, which culminated in division, ongoing conflict, 
mutual outrage, and the coup of 2002-2003 (Baudrillard, 1988; Hall, 1997).  His aim, after the 
strong victory of 2006, was to change the constitution and political system again, this time to 
transform the participative democracy he had boosted in 1999 into “Bolivarian socialism”—a 
construction whereby the expressions “popular power” and “communal state”, unfamiliar to 
Venezuelans until then, would play a significant role. 
During his third inauguration speech on January 10, 2007, Chávez employed, reformulated and 
hybridised the same cultural elements he had consistently used before, but this time, to help him 
build a version of Venezuelan socialism whereby Bolivar, Christ, and antielitism, together with 
Marxism, became key pieces of his peculiar socialist construction.  For example, the President 
referred to some ideas, cited out of context, of Simon Bolivar’s Angostura Speech (1819) to justify 
his new proposal of constitutional change; Chávez quoted: “Blessed the citizens that under the coat 
of arms (…) have convened national sovereignty to exercise its absolute will!” and repeated twice 
the sentence about the people’s “absolute will”.  To this, Chávez immediately added: 
Bolivar and his democratic and revolutionary conception [of democracy]…Not a bourgeois 
democracy (…) Bolivar attacks the elites…He always appealed to the people!  Bolivar before 
Marx…Bolivar (already) conceptualised and placed the people at the centre, as activators of 
historical processes…It is not individuals, it is the masses…We must not be afraid of that! 
There are some that are scared because we speak of socialism.  They should rather be afraid of 
capitalism. (Chávez, 2007a)   
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Thus, Chávez’s new goal was to install socialism in Venezuela.  He was constructing Bolivar, 
who had been a mantuano (landed rich man)—part of the former colonial Caracas’s elite—as an 
antielitist, socialist revolutionary, and precursor of Marxism.  Bolivar had fought against the 
Spanish Crown to install republics in Venezuela and other South American countries, not to 
substitute rich for poor, but to substitute the Spanish imperial elite for the local one; as I have 
mentioned previously Bolívar had a rather elitist view of democracy (Rey, 2005).   
Also, in the same text, Chávez mixed Bolivar, Karl Marx, and “Christ the Redeemer” in the 
same construction.  The president represented “Christ crucified and resurrected” as a “revolutionary 
symbol” to whom he dedicated his speech, because “Christ was the supreme image of the true 
revolutionary”.  Chávez added that the life in the community of the apostles and the first Christians 
were examples that superseded socialism: “that is communism” (Chávez, 2007a).   
Thus, in his 2007 inauguration address, Chávez was not only introducing his new socialist 
ideologies, but was also building, and challenging, a new set of archenemies: together with the 
capitalist/bourgeois/proUS imperialist oligarchy, he pointed to the powerful Catholic Church 
hierarchy, who, in their majority, openly took sides with the opposition during the conflicts of the 
Adversarial and Radical phases.  The Catholic Church was a powerful opponent due to its high and 
wide prestige in predominantly Catholic Venezuela; all surveys indicated the Church as the most 
respected institution, together with the media and universities (Consultores 21, 2009; Welsch & 
Reyes, 2006). 
Chávez cited Gramsci (1971) in his address, to explain his hegemonic view of society:  
this is a historical crisis, and here I am going to remind you of Antonio Gramsci (…) something 
is dying and something is born…All our lives are marked by that crisis.  And by Bolivar: once 
more, how current is Bolivar’s thought (…) He is the essence of this project.  This is why it is 
called the Bolivarian Project (Chávez, 2007a).   
So, Chávez is extrapolating Gramsci’s conception of history and hegemony to Bolivar’s 
independency ideologies to explain, or rather Venezuelanise his new socialist project.   
Also, in his 2007 inauguration address, Chávez proposed the “five constituent engines” to build 
“Socialism of the 21st Century”:  
1. Enabling Law that would provide him with the special power to legislate by decree and 
facilitate the path to socialism. 
2. Constitutional reform to construct a “Socialist Rule of Law”, the “socialism that the patria 
needs”. 
3. An education program with ideological aims (called the “Moral and Lights” program) to 
promote “political education”, and “socialist values” from primary school onwards. 
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4. The “New Geometry of Power” proposing a “socialist rearrangement of power”, which 
implied a new way of redistributing political, economic and social power in Venezuela.   
5. The “Explosion of Communal Power”, represented as the epitome of the protagonist, 
revolutionary and socialist democracy.  It was based on building the parallel “communal 
state”, and new “communal cities”.  For Chávez, the communal councils (on which I will 
expand later in this chapter), should “supersede the local”.  He also proposed a legal reform 
to create a new “federation of communal councils” to displace “the capitalist State”.  
(Chávez, 2007a). 
Chávez’s socialist bid proved to be a rushed step that cost him his first electoral defeat in the 
constitutional referendum celebrated 11 months later, on December 2, 2007.  Voters in that 
referendum were asked if Venezuelans were in favour of a “constitutional reform”, drafted and 
presented “by the National Assembly, with the participation of the people, and based on the 
initiative of President Hugo Chavez” (CNE, 2007, para. 1). The question, whose wording was rather 
vague, was broken down into two blocks, “A” and “B”, which grouped in two sets the specific 
articles in the Constitution that the proponents were seeking to reform to carry out Socialism of 21
st
 
Century. 
Chávez’s proposals leading the country towards a more radical form of socialism were 
thoroughly promoted by the President and his officials via the media and numerous rallies and 
meetings; these proposals were also attacked and demonised by the opposition in the increasingly 
mediatised and polarised political arena. On one side, Chávez explained the goodness of socialism 
and demonised savage capitalism; while on the other, commercial media and business elite 
spokespersons successfully thrived on still existing cultural fears and reticence against the evils 
entailed by installing in Venezuela what was represented as a form of communism.   
The outcome of this politically mediatised war was that according to the last bulletin of the 
CNE announced in a press coference 6 days later Chávez lost the referendum by just over 1% of the 
vote. The difference specifically was 1.31% regarding Block A, where the “NO” was 50.65% and 
the “YES” was 49,34%; and 1.02% difference regarding Block B where the “NO” obtained 50,01% 
and the “YES” 58,99% (Martinez, E., 8th December 2007).   This was probably the only time when 
the opposition exerted an electoral impact.  This result proved that the opposition truly represented 
at least half of the voting population, and possibly more if the abstentionist discourse had not 
succeeded in previous years (Petkoff, 2010).  It also demonstrated the depth of the clountry’s 
political and ideological polarisation. 
Chávez, however, was not stopped by this defeat: the President radicalised his stance and 
became more aware of the importance of amplifying a public media platform at the service of the 
Bolivarian project.   
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Notwithstanding the majority’s rejection of socialism in the constitutional referendum of 2007, 
Chávez fulfilled the postulates of his first “constituent engine” and asked the National Assembly for 
special powers to achieve the socialist reform, but now in a more gradual way (Deniz, 2013).  In 
2007, the predominantly chavista parliament granted Chávez an enabling law for the third time in 
his Presidency.  The enabling law was granted this time for 18 months, during which he legislated 
by decree, without intermediation: his aim was to build “popular economy” and “social 
production”, together with the application of “severe controls to economic activity of the private 
sector” (Deniz, 2013, para. 5).  In this period, he approved 66 laws.  Overall, through the granting 
of enabling laws four times during his 14-year Presidency (1999, 2000, 2007 and 2010), Chávez 
approved 224 laws, sidetracking institutional intermediation or discussion (“224 Leyes”, 2012). 
It is during this phase that Chávez made an aggressive, definite move towards the promotion of 
substantial changes in matters of identity and overall Venezuelan political culture, which had been 
characterised for decades by its majority preference for democracy.  As discussed in previous 
chapters, several public opinion investigations suggested that despite cultural propensities towards 
paternalism, populist patronage, and certain authoritarianism, Venezuelans nonetheless supported 
respect for freedoms and civil rights, particularly freedom of expression and information, and a 
liberal economy system (Pensamiento y Accion, 1996; Welsch, Carrasquero, & Varnagy, 2004; 
Welsch & Reyes, 2006). 
Facing such a culturally reticent context at the beginning of the Mimetic Closure phase, Chávez 
advanced more strongly towards the constitution of a “project identity” (Castells, 2009), to “seek 
the transformation of the overall social structure” (p.8) through socialism.  The construction of a 
“project identity” that started in the Radical phase with the missions, in this phase became 
definitively established through communal councils, communes, and the goal of building a 
“communal state”. 
Chávez situated his new vision in the chat show of his former vice-president Jose Vicente 
Rangel on December 14, 2008 (Rangel, 2012, pp. 272-275):  
[the idea of] power involves a rather complicated assemblage.  I would define in this way: it is 
an ethical position.  I am not seeking power and I do not believe power is seeking me.  I believe 
that to a certain extent I am part of a counter-power current, not only to weaken and dismantle 
the classic power architecture, concentrated in the minority, the bourgeois State (….), to 
transform it in a power that could be redistributed in the power of the people: the redistribution 
of power (p. 272). 
From this text, it is possible to imply that even after 10 years in power, Chávez was still 
representing himself as a constitutive part of the “resistance” identity of the Soft and Adversarial 
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periods.  Chávez positioned himself against the “classic” elite, or bourgeoisie, which, according to 
him, had, as he said later to Rangel, “kidnapped power” in the past; he wanted to redistribute such 
power amongst the people “as the only way to secure the permanence and continuity of the central 
strategic line” of his Bolivarian revolution (Rangel, 2012, p. 273).  To this Chávez added:  
It is myself at the epicenter of the debate.  I have no turning back.  I am able to ensure 
continuity after having advanced stage by stage and now we are passing to a new stage: it is 
about building a socialist model; a model that is still very young and that will take years, 
beyond 2012.  I have been learning, studying, travelling the world, during these years, and, 
especially after the coup of April 2002, after that imperialist onslaught (...) I realised that the 
only path to freedom, to independence, is the path of socialism.  Socialism is the only way to 
redistribute the national wealth and achieve equality. (p. 274). 
Thus, despite his defeat in the referendum of 2007, Chávez was still determined to transform 
Venezuela into a socialist country and the people into a socialist collective.  The only way to do it, 
he acknowledged, was gradually, and involved the change of certain cultural patterns deeply 
embedded in paradoxical Venezuelans, who accustomed to two very different types of existence: 
they freely enjoyed the political and economic benefits of being a democratic petro-nation, but they 
were also used to statist, paternalistic forms of patronage and clientelism.   
So, Chávez needed once more to reformulate cultural imaginaries and symbols (Bolivarianism, 
antipolitics, Catholic redemption) to construct a new “project identity” to structurally change 
Venezuela.  Chávez had to complete the construction of the collective he had envisioned from the 
beginning of his rule to guarantee the “continuity” of his hegemonic, pseudo-socialist project.   
According to Castells (2009), “project” identities are destined to produce “subjects”, who “are 
not individuals, even if they are made by an individual” (p. 10).  These “project” identities embody 
“the collective social actor through which individuals reach holistic meaning in their experience” 
(p. 10).  Castells (2009) proposed that the “constitution of subjects” in contemporary times (the 
“network society”) is no longer built upon civil society (e.g., socialism was built upon working 
class movements), but “as a prolongation of communal resistance” (p. 11).  Hence, Chávez’s 
project identity, in the content of hyper-communicated and politically mediatised Venezuela, was 
built through the ideologies behind the missions, communal councils, and communes—communal 
power—that marked the Mimetic Closure phase.  In the next section, I will elaborate further on the 
context of the rather long-lasting but coherently patterned phase. 
The context: Ideological Chávez 
Thus, although the Mimetic Closure phase extended for over 6 years, it followed a coherent 
ideological thread: Professor Carlos Romero characterised this last phase as the “acceleration” of a 
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more “ideological Chávez” pushing his “revolutionary package” (personal communication, 
December 12, 2010). 
A rather glorifying calendar published by Chávez’s Ministry of Communication and 
Information (MinCI; minci.gob, 2012) serves to demonstrate the coherence of Chávez’s ideological 
proposition: 
 1999: The “Year of Refounding the Republic” was based upon the change of constitution 
and system to participative democracy (para. 6). 
 2000: The “Year of Re-legitimation of Powers” was marked by the mega-elections and the 
kick-off of Chávez’s Bolivarian “V Republic”18 (para. 10).   
 2004: The “Year of the Great Popular and Revolutionary Victory” referred to the fact that, 
for the first time in Venezuelan history “a popular referendum was convoked to evaluate a 
President’s government management”, and it culminated in the reaffirmation of Hugo 
Chávez’s mandate (para. 11).   
 2006: The “Year of Popular Participation” brought “a new opportunity” (para. 12) to ratify 
both the legitimacy of Venezuelan democracy and the prolongation of the Bolivarian project 
through Chávez’s victory in his third presidential election (para. 11).   
 2007: The “Year of Patria, Socialism or Death” (para. 12) was the newly fashioned 
revolutionary slogan adopted by Chávez to promote the constitutional reform aimed at 
transforming Venezuela into a socialist country via the “five constituent engines” (para. 12). 
 2008: In the “Year of the Consolidation of the PSUV” (para. 16), Chávez’s newly 
constituted party, Partido Socialista Unido de Venezuela (PSUV) (United Socialist Party of 
Venezuela), was registered with 4.475 million members. 
 2009: In the “Year of the Constitutional Referendum of Victory” (para. 17), Chávez 
attempted again, successfully this time, to change the constitution to approve “indefinite 
reelection” for all administrative positions, including his own. 
 2010: “The Year of Our Government: a Democratic Government” (para. 18) marked the last 
phase in the chavista official calendar.  Its name stressed the “democratic” character that 
chavismo wanted to provide its (“our”) government with.  It also set the stage for the new 
presidential elections of October 7, 2012, the last polls in which Chávez would participate 
(and win) before his death.  Thus, the website of the MinCI (2012) specifically announced 
                                                 
18
Within this chavista construction, the IV republic began in 1830 and ended with puntofijismo; 
and the III, II and I were republican attempts in the volatile context of the independence and post-
independence struggle (Ellner, 2008, pp. 24-25). 
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that in this new poll “two opposed historical forces: the revolutionary and socialist, and the 
rightist and openly capitalist” would compete again (para. 20).   
The phase of Mimetic Closure was characterised by three major events with significant 
repercussions in Venezuelans’ everyday lives. 
The first event, probably the most controversial decision taken by Chávez’s government, 
involved the commercial media: on May 27, 2007, Chávez refused to reissue the broadcast license 
of major television network RCTV.  RCTV, with 53 years on air (it had been founded in 1953), was 
by then the most influential network, with a large and wide audience throughout the country.  
RCTV’s news, talk shows, soap operas (including iconic antipolitical Por Estas Calles, mentioned 
in Chapter 5) and other productions enjoyed the highest ratings and popularity.  The governmental 
cessation of RCTV was interpreted as a “retaliation” to RCTV’s continuous hostile, radical 
opposing discourse against Chávez (Bisbal, 2009).  There were huge demonstrations where 
thousands marched in protest against this decision, demanding respect for freedom of expression, 
and asking the government to return RCTV’s licence. 
The second, also controversial, event was on February 15, 2009, when in a referendum to 
amend the constitution, Chávez was granted the possibility to compete indefinitely for consecutive 
re-elections.  After his defeat in 2007, Chávez, who was still determined to implant socialism in 
Venezuela, tried a different path: the President focused this time on a more personalised formula, 
more familiar to Venezuelans’ political culture tending to favour personalist populist caudillo-type 
rulers.  The proposition consisted of approving “indefinite reelection” for all administrative 
positions, including the President.  By winning this referendum, Chávez could not only strengthen 
his legitimacy but also implicitly gain consent to justify his future decisions.  So, this referendum 
was focused on a personalised Chávez mandate and popularity, and not on socialism.  Chávez won 
with 55% of the votes (CNE, 2012). 
The third event marking this phase was the final constitution of Chávez’s unified PSUV party.  
Chávez had been struggling from the beginning of his mandate to have a unified party behind him.  
In Chávez’s “anti-imperialist” mass rally of June 2, 2007, when he explained Gramsci’s hegemony 
to his followers, the President announced the constitution of the PSUV, which had been registered 
with 4.475 million members.  Chávez called it “a super-party” through which he was aiming to 
realise his dream of uniting civil society and the military into a single dominant “historic bloc” 
(Chávez, 2007c).  This suggests that the PSUV was modelled on Gramsci’s (1971) 
conceptualisation of the party as “the first cell in which there come together germs of the collective 
will [emphasis added] tending to become universal and total” (p. 129).  In the regional elections of 
2008, PSUV won the majority of state legislatures and municipalities in all states except Zulia, 
Miranda and Nueva Esparta; PSUV won 17 of the 22 governorships, which consolidated PSUV 
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electorally as “the most popular party” in Venezuela (Ministerio del Poder Popular para la 
Comunicacion e Informacion, 2012, para. 17). 
The cultural, discursive and political significance of all these changes, and the climate of 
outrage, intimidation, and confusion created by RCTV’s cessation, were too difficult for voters to 
take in so quickly; Venezuelans were still unprepared and not familiar with the discourse of 
installing socialism and limiting private business in the country. 
In summary, borrowing from the work of Thais Maingon and Friedrich Welsch (2009), the last 
phase of Chávez’s rule was characterised by the following aspects: 
 The advance of Chávez’s route “towards authoritarian socialism” (p. 633). 
 A clear tendency towards “the personalisation of politics.  This was reflected by Chávez’s 
majority presidential victory of 2006, which demonstrated the existence of a “populist” 
environment favouring the “emergence” of leaders with “authoritarian tendencies” (p. 634), 
as well as by his success in the constitutional amendment referendum, which provided him 
with the possibility of indefinite re-elections.   
 The resilience of weak political institutions in the context of a deep social and political 
polarisation.   
 An equally weak rule of law regarding human rights, particularly in matters of freedom of 
expression and information, with increasing denouncements in international courts of justice 
for violations of human rights of professional communicators, according to reports by Inter-
American Commission for Human Rights, NGOs, Provea and Human Rights Watch (p. 
634).   
 A positive aspect was the continuity of the “policy of social inclusion” (p. 635) that began 
with the missions and continued with the promotion of Communal councils and Communes. 
Additionally, there were three outstanding social problems that characterised Mimetic Closure 
for different reasons: high homicide rates, high poverty rates and high inflation rates.  First, 
Venezuela consistently showed one the highest rates of homicides in the world.  Expert Marcos 
Tarre (2012) argued that from 5,968 homicides in 1999, the figure dramatically grew to 17,600 in 
2010, and 19,336 homicides in 2011.  He also argued that the militarisation, politicisation and 
dismantling of police corps “privileged political loyalty over professionalism” (p. 288) with 
disastrous consequences.  For Maingon and Welsch (2009), this situation revealed the government’s 
“lack of political will” (p. 635) to effectively address this tremendous problem. 
The second problem, which still existed despite governmental achievements through the 
missions, was poverty.  Poverty was evident in the unavoidable landscape of ranchos (shacks) 
populating the cerros (hills) and innumerable shanty towns surrounding Caracas and other major 
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cities.  Maignon and Welsch (2009) and España (2009) all argued that although alleviated by the 
missions, poverty problems were still structurally unresolved.  Despite the high prices for 
Venezuelan oil, which boosted a significant economic growth and a fiscal policy orientated towards 
the increase of consumption, Maingon and Welsch (2009) argued that such growth did not translate 
into human development that could be empirically demonstrated. 
Although the government registered achievements in matters of reduction of poverty, levels of 
unemployment, inclusion, social security and a pensions system, Maingon and Welsch (2009) 
argued that despite having the equivalent of 65 Marshall Plans
19
 up until 2009, poverty trends had 
not been reverted.  When Chávez took power there were 1.5 million families living in poverty; after 
10 years, and spending VEF850,000 million bolivars, there were still the same number of families 
in poverty.  Although, for Maingon and Welsch (2009), the missions indeed improved some aspects 
of quality of life for many poor families, these social programs did not structurally get them out of 
their situation, leaving them with basic needs still unsatisfied, particularly housing.  This argument 
is consistent with España’s (2009) analysis included in Chapter 6, which argued that the major 
achievement of the missions was of symbolic character, a matter of “perceptions”. 
The third, rather increasing problem, was high inflation rates: according to economist Jose 
Guerra (2012), between January 1998 and December 2011 Venezuela accumulated an inflation rate 
of 1,239%, the highest of Latin America and the world, excluding Zimbabwe (p. 183).  Maingon 
and Welsch (2009) argued that the inflation rate went up from 22.5% in 2007 to 30.9% in 2008.  
For Maingon and Welsch, these rates were not only the highest in the world, but also “prevented” 
more significant achievements by programs such as the missions and placed “their sustainability at 
risk” (p. 637).   
So, as Hausman (2013) asked, what made Chávez so successful under such weak foundations?  
This is the question I have tried to answer throughout this thesis. I argue that the key to the answer 
involved Chávez’s political communication style. 
In the phase of Mimetic Closure an “ideological Chávez” emerged and his political 
communication style made a turn towards a peculiar form of socialism that was a baroque mix of 
Bolivar, Christ and Marxism to seek the redemption of the people against the powerful elites.  
Petkoff (2010) argued that in 2007 a new, previously concealed, Chávez emerged; this time he was 
“perfectly articulated around key ideas to open a constitutionally leveraged way” that would 
                                                 
19
 The “Marshall Plan” was the post-World War II European Recovery Program led by the US 
that provided over $13 billion to finance the reconstruction of Europe (1948-1951) (Foner & 
Garraty, 1991). 
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facilitate his path towards autocracy and authoritarianism (pp. 62-63).  However, at the same time, 
Chávez was represented as a compassionate ruler who prioritised social issues and fought poverty 
“like no other president” in Venezuela (Castillo, 2010, para. 1).   
In the next section I will expand on political-culture issues that impinged upon the phase of 
Mimetic Closure. 
Political-Culture: the [Bolivarian] social shift 
Ideologies, practices and events during the last period of Chávez’s rule underwent a significant 
change as a result of Chávez’s goal of transforming Venezuela to socialism.   
Maignon and Welsch’s (2009) analysis of a survey carried out by a firm called Latinobarometro 
revealed that by 2008 Venezuelans “overwhelmingly” supported “democracy as a form of 
government” (p. 637).  However, Maignon and Welsch noted that in-depth studies showed a 
preference towards “authoritarian” kinds of leadership in certain situations, a finding that was 
demonstrated in other previous surveys (see Chapters 5, 6 and 7).  Maignon and Welsch (2009) 
called this “electoral autocracy” (p. 637), a situation in which rulers “manage to combine popular 
support with a praxis of authoritarian politics, centered in the Executive, with scarce or null 
separation of powers” (p. 637).  A notion consistent with Gramsci’s idea of cesarism (see Chapters 
2 and 8).   
There was a political culture shift in matters of indifference or “anomia” vis-à-vis politics that 
had been spotted and analysed by Pensamiento y Accion survey in 1996.  Although this situation 
began to shift in the Adversarial and Radical periods, due to the polarising character of Chávez’s 
style, it was in the Mimetic Closure years when it significantly increased the number of citizens 
participating in protests, marches and demonstrations, with “an average of two protests per day 
during 2008” (Maignon & Welsch, 2009, p. 638) and an average of eight mobilisations per day in 
2011, mainly defending their political or socioeconomic rights (Lopez Maya, 2011, p. 8).   
A third of these protests were to demand more security against crime; housing, schools, and 
better hospitals; access to jobs, particularly in the public sector; and finally, against the critical 
situation in jails, where issues of violence and violation of human rights had become naturalised in 
Venezuela (Lopez Maya, 2011; Maignon & Welsch, 2009).  In addition, there was a growing 
discontent and outrage for the frequent scarcity of basic products (sugar, milk, flour, coffee and so 
on).   
The traditional political class, however, appeared still “incapable of capitalising” on this 
discontent by 2006, and despite its initial efforts of unification, showed “great difficulties to 
become an electorally viable option” (Maignon & Welsch, 2009, p. 638). 
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It was in this context that Chávez launched himself to convince Venezuelans of the benefits of 
socialism.  In his first speech as President-elect in 2006, he said: 
Despite all the demonising, fear mongering campaigns that tried to confuse the people, you, 
however … demonstrating a high level of political consciousness…have voted for socialism of 
21
st
 century (…).  This new era is the new democratic socialism.  This new era is the new 
socialist society.  This new era is the new economic socialism.  This new era was the one that 
Simon Bolivar already announced in 1819 [when he implied] a Venezuela where equality and 
freedom could reign, whose political…social ...and economic system ...  is based on equality, 
equality, equality!...That is the catchword… (Chávez, 2006a). 
Chávez’s socialist reformulation of Bolivar was particularly challenging, considering Bolivar’s 
rather aristocratic view of politics (see Chapter 5).  Rey (2005) explained how Bolivar favoured a 
mixed republican model that combined elements of representative democracy with aristocracy 
(including a president for life and hereditary senators that would also be in parliament for life).  In 
Bolivar’s (1815) Carta de Jamaica (Letter to Jamaica) he implied that his compatriots were not 
educated enough to be endowed with more advanced models of democracy like, for example, “our 
brothers of the North”. 
On the other hand, a socialist representation of Bolivar was an impossible construction, 
considering the pejorative opinion of Karl Marx himself about the Venezuelan hero; in a 
commissioned biographical note on Bolivar for the New American Encyclopaedia (1857), Marx 
described Bolívar as the “dastardly, most miserable and meanest of blackguards”, and a myth 
constructed by “popular fantasy”.   
Despite Marx’s negative views, several Marxist Latin American writers employed the name of 
Bolivar with socialist or communist aims, representing him as “the precursor of anti-imperialist 
thought” (Pividal, 1977, as cited in Torres, 2009, p. 82): a symbol of social struggle, and of a 
“doctrinarian paradigm of revolutionary movements of Latin America” (Quintero & Acosta, 2007, 
as cited in Torres, pp. 81-83).   
Chávez continuously employed fragments of Bolívar’s letters, manifestos and speeches, mainly 
out of context, as the foundation of his socialism of the 21st century.  In another part of Chávez’s 
speech as newly re-elected President in 2006, he argued, 
Nobody should be afraid of socialism, socialism is fundamentally human, socialism is love, 
socialism is humanity, socialism is solidarity…This socialism of ours is a socialism that is our 
originary, indigenous, Christian and Bolivarian, this is our socialism, let’s build it!. (Chávez, 
2006b) 
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Torres’s (2012) analysis of Chávez’s syncretic style (see Chapter 6) explained it in terms of the 
hybridisation of two basic discourses: one “Historic-Nationalist-Bolivarian” and the other 
“Redeeming-Christian-Socialist”, which was meant to become a Venezuelan version of socialism 
“more accessible to our mentality” (para 5).  It simultaneously embodied an invocation to Marxism 
to “make happy leftist sectors” (para. 5), and an appeal for “the redemption of the dispossessed” 
(para. 5) to animate the Venezuelan masses—a “baroque construction” (para. 5) addressed to adopt 
national cultural characteristics.   
Moreover, Marxism was never completely clear in Chávez’s mind; since 2001 he appeared to be 
more identified with Gramsci’s tradition.  A year later, on July 22, 2007, just 5 months before the 
Constitutional referendum of December 2007, the President claimed that although he respected 
Marxism, he could not share its deterministic worldview.  On December 12, 2009, Chávez said 
from Habana, “I am socialist, Bolivarian, Christian, and, despite not having a Marxist formation, 
the more I read Marx the more I identify with him” (Chávez, as cited in Castillo & Rivera, 2011).    
Zuquete (2008) viewed the new socialism as the representation of Chávez as the charismatic 
leader with a moral “mission toward salvation” (p. 112), which will “bring an end to the suffering 
and tribulations of the people” (p. 113) and that by 2021 will provide a Venezuela with “no poverty 
or misery” (p. 113)—“The Kingdom of Christ”, where peace, justice, solidarity and socialism 
would prevail. 
However, despite Chávez’s efforts to provide a culturally and morally appealing representation 
of socialism, his haste and aggressive anticapitalism caused fears amongst a population where its 
majority still believed in democracy, despite their preferences towards authoritarian, paternalistic 
populist-type caudillos.  Hence, Chávez’s proposition was rejected in the referendum of 2007 by 
just 1.24%.  So, Chávez needed to reformulate his representation of socialism to make it more 
culturally friendly for Venezuelans.   
Chávez’s efforts paid off at the end: he demonstrated that he was not only the product and 
executor of his country’s political culture, but also an agent of change, as Virtuoso (2010a, 2010b) 
implied in his analysis of the survey carried out by the Gumilla Center in 2010.  The ideologies of 
participative democracy, missions, communal councils and communes made Venezuelans advance 
towards a more “socially aware”, community orientated, inclusive, participative society.  This 
suggested a shift from representative puntofijismo and from the way Venezuelans used to think, 
practice and live their politics, demanding now to be included and have more voice in society 
(Virtuoso, 2010a, 2010b; also Buxton, 2011; Philip & Panizza, 2011).  The President of RNV, 
Helena Salcedo, illustrated this argument: 
Venezuela is more democratic now; the population is consulted periodically, how many 
electoral events have we had in the last ten years? Everything is consulted…People are already 
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taking part in the socialist system…Those who consider Chávez a caudillo are looking at a very 
sui generis caudillo, one that consults everything and permanently goes to elections. (personal 
communication, December 14, 2010) 
Populism: the personalisation and informalisation or power 
In Mimetisation, Chávez converged the types of populism described in the theoretical 
framework (Chapter 3):  
1. Chávez’s populist communication style based on his “appeal to the people’ and mirroring 
quality, which in the Mimetic Closure phase was superseded by an inclusive, compensatory, 
community orientated missionesque style of politics.  This style hybridised symbolic and 
pragmatic aspects, because it not only provided material benefits for the people, but also a 
sense of inclusion, recognition, voice (albeit top-down), and ultimately of having an identity 
and a place in society.  So, the mere “appeal” became expressed identity.   
2. During this last phase, Chávez’s practice of populism intensified elements of Laycock’s 
(2012) plebiscitary populism (see Chapter 2), specially, after the referenda of 2007 (where 
he was defeated), and 2009, which approved indefinite presidential re-elections.   
3. Moreover, the void caused by the deficiencies of puntofijismo gave rise to a redemptive 
form of populism whereby Chávez, the risen hero, offered both Bolivarian and Christian 
redemption.  This redemptive form of populism took a distinctive shape during Radical 
Chávez with the missions and fully materialised during the phase of Mimetic Closure, with 
Chávez emerging as a Bolivarian/Christian/socialist redeemer consubstantiated with the 
people. 
4. Chávez’s style of populism became increasingly antielite, and anti-imperialism.  Even after 
10 years in power, and being the establishment himself, Chávez still constructed himself as 
antiestablishment, as part of his mimetic bonding with his publics.   
5. Populist chavismo intensified the use and reformulation of culture and patria, and, in 
particular, of his favourite cultural symbols (Bolivarian, Christian and antielite 
representations).  The years of Mimetic Closure were characterised by the mobilisation of 
social resentments and patriotic passions towards a more socially aware and community-
orientated society.  Once more, as Castro-Leiva (1984) argued, the formula Bolivar + patria 
served to legitimise specific ideologies, which in Chávez’s case involved the justification 
and popularisation of the idea of establishing “popular power’ and “communal state”, 
foreign to Venezuelans’ political dialogue until 2006.  Chávez represented them as a goal to 
be achieved by all true Bolivarian patriots, within an “eloquent rhetoric” that instead of fully 
realising Venezuela as a republic discursively aimed at closing its historical cycle through 
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human “redemption” (Castro-Leiva, 1984, pp. 92-95). 
6. The association of populism with authoritarian and charismatic caudillos, and personalised 
leadership, materialised in the last phase of Chávez’s rule like never before, associated with 
O’Donnell’s (1994) “delegative” democracy, particularly by the increased use of enabling or 
fast-tracking laws.  In 2007 he was granted special powers for 18 months and released 66 
laws and regulations by decree; in 2010 he had special powers for the same period and 
approved 54 law-decrees.  Some of these laws facilitated the nationalisation of strategic 
companies (electricity, telecommunications, cement, even banks and hyper-markets), other 
types of companies and also the expropriation of land: between 2002 and 2010 988 
companies were expropriated, 401 were intervened, and 3.5m hectares were taken by the 
executive (Castillo & Rivera, 2011).   
7. Patronage and clientelism emphasised and reformulated by the missions fully materialised 
during the Mimetic Closure phase with the addition of participatory, mobilising drive of 
communal councils and communes: although these organisations were conceived as 
grassroots bodies they were nonetheless vertically dependent on the state and the Presidency 
itself. 
8. Interconnected with the preceding point, Latin American populism has been associated with 
the promotion of top-down organisations of political and social mobilisation aimed at 
bypassing traditional, constitutional institutions of intermediation (Kampwirth, 2010; 
Roberts, 1995).  Communal councils and communes were aimed, according to Chávez’s 
“five constituent engines”, not only to bypass but also to “displace” the “capitalist” political 
model designed by puntofijismo. 
9. Chávez’s populism has also been connected with a distinctive binary, Manichean discourse 
(Hawkins, 2010a) that was also marked by a distinctive informality, a key factor on which I 
am going to expand upon, immediately after this categorisation. 
10. Mediatised populism intensified during the phase of Mimetic Closure.  There was a dramatic 
increase in Chávez’s populist use of television, especially his TV show and official chains, 
and since 2010 via Twitter, to communicate directly with his constituents, further polarise 
politics, and build a collective, mimetised identity that at the end of this period was going to 
be called Chávez—the endpoint of the President’s populist style of communication and 
identity-politics formula.  Although populist commercial media weakened after the coup 
with the cessation of RCTV, commercial media organisations continued with the ongoing 
demonisation of Chávez’s politics, particularly Globovision.  As a result, chavista public 
media and antichavista commercial media fed each other’s identities during this period, to 
the point that Globovision was sold by its staunch antichavista owners at the end of 2012 
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(when Chávez was terminally ill), and finally changed hands to more moderate editors after 
Chávez’s death in March 2013 (Venezuelan opposition, 2013).   
There is one aspect of the President’s populist rhetoric on which I want to expand upon at this 
point: Chávez’s use of informal language, associated in the literature with his “insistence in 
breaking up the protocols that until then were understood as the conventional behaviour of former 
Venezuelan Presidents” (Lagorio, 2008, pp. 1-2).  Chávez held an open-ended colloquial 
“conversation” with his publics, mainly via television, whereby he always was the “main talker” 
giving little or no opportunity to talk to those who disagreed, at least not in his TV show or chains 
(A. Bolivar, personal communication, November 9, 2010; also A. Bolivar, 2003).  Step by step, 
through this mediatised conversation, Chávez built and consolidated a bond with his constituents by 
using anecdotes, metaphors, emotions, and colloquialisms peculiar to Venezuelan narratives.  He 
employed a simple, informal, direct language, loaded with meanings connected to nationalism, 
patriotism, folklore, popular traditions and values which his publics felt comfortable with and 
identified with (Lagorio, 2008, pp. 78-79).  This conversational bond was tightened further with his 
use of Twitter from 2010 until his last cancer surgery in 2012. 
Lagorio’s (2008) study on Chávez’s informal discourse suggested that the president not only 
emotionalised Venezuela’s political dialogue, an aspect I analysed in Chapter 5, but he also 
“conversationalised and informalised” such dialogue (pp.78-79).  Put simply, populist Chávez 
transformed politics into a “spectacle” through which the leader does not represent the people: he 
gives them a place on the stage (C. Capriles, 2006b, 2007).  This characteristic allowed him to 
connect directly with his constituents without interpretation or intermediation.  Community 
“spokespersons” Jose Zapata (personal communication, November 28, 2011) and Yasmin Jiménez 
(personal communication, November 28, 2011) argued that former presidents were too “rigid” and 
their language was “too complicated and formal” to understand, whereas Chávez made them feel 
“comfortable”: “I did not like socialism before; but now, from Chávez’s lips I began liking 
socialism” (J. Zapata, personal communication, November 28, 2011).  Thus, as Misztal (2000) 
argued that the implications of the “informalization” of politics might involve either of two 
phenomena: a “new form of tyranny” (p. 239) subduing individuals by a symbolic, “artificial 
equality”; or a “liberating” way of steering the political dialogue, inclusive of the formerly 
“excluded” (p. 239). 
Moreover, due to its mass character, a populist informalisation of politics is a process that 
mainly develops symbolically, “at a distance” (C. Capriles, 2006b, p. 85), mainly via television or 
media in general: Chávez’s practices of patronage were not only mediatised but informalised by his 
direct distribution of funds for the missions, communal councils, and communes on live television, 
or even via Twitter.  Chávez’s mediatised and informalised communicational government became a 
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“quotidian, irrelevant”, naturalised practice “where populism was strengthened with a staging of 
power that was thus made available to the people” (C. Capriles, 2006b, p. 85).  His missionesque, 
community-orientated, pseudo-socialist ideologies were articulated, via the media, as a “massive 
happening” (C. Capriles, 2006b, p. 85) that toyed with representations of collective happiness.  This 
argument links Chávez’s informalised and mediatised populism with the issue of mediatisation. 
Mediatisation: strengthening public media platform 
The beginning of the phase of Mimetic Closure was marked by the way the President, and his 
government, blamed their defeat in the referendum of 2007 on the confrontational narratives of 
commercial media against Chávez’s socialist ideologies (E. Diaz Rangel, personal communication, 
December 8, 2010; H. Salcedo, personal communication, December 14, 2010).   
As a consequence, since 2007, chavismo focused on exerting a level of control over media 
organisations, the actions of the professionals working for them, and the media content they 
produced.  This hegemonic aim was openly announced by Chávez when he presented the “Plan of 
Economic and Social Development of the Nation Simon Bolivar 2007-2013” in September 2007; it 
was also spelled out by Minister of Information and President of Telesur, Andrés Izarra, when he 
first introduced the term “communicational hegemony” to Venezuela’s political discussion: 
“communicational hegemony consists of various levels: integration of public media; the creation of 
a national system of community and alternative media; and the boost of independent production” 
(as cited in Uribarrí, 2009, p. 169). 
From then on, Chávez and his close officials designed a legal and regulatory “architecture” 
aimed at getting control of the media, and, especially, of the political agenda of the media 
(Cañizalez, 2011; M. H. Otero, personal communication, December 3, 2010). According to minister 
Mari Pili Hernandez, this action was justified by the fact that private media dominated more than 80 
percent of media outlets in Venezuela (personal communication, November 20, 2010).  Editor Diaz-
Rangel (personal communication, December 8, 2010) agreed: 
There is an enormous quantitative disproportion between opposition media and the media at the 
service of the state… The private media exert a great influence over audiences…This explains 
the results of the 2007 referendum when the opposition won with five million votes.  
This situation provoked an “offensive” of the state in the conquest of media spaces: in 2010, 
Minister Andres Izarra asserted that “it is a war (…) it is undoubtable that there is revolution in the 
media and everyone must choose sides” (Figueroa, 2012, para. 2-3).   
According to a report released by the MinCI in 2011, 70.6% of media outlets were in 
commercial hands, 25.05% were community or alternative media, and just 4.58% were public, 
managed by the state (Figueroa, 2012).  However, although the majority of media outlets were still 
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commercial, the increase in public media was significant: by 2010, public media outlets had grown 
by 173%, while private media had grown by 28.7% (Figueroa, 2012, para. 5).  For scholar Gustavo 
Hernandez (2012, as cited in Figueroa, 2012), public media in Venezuela were not really “public” 
but “governmental…what has grown is the capacity of the government to divulge its doctrine that 
seeks to impose a single ideology” (para. 9). 
In particular, the cessation of RCTV “provided the state with the most powerful TV station with 
the widest coverage in the country, while, at the same time, turning off one of the two more popular 
networks in Venezuela” (Cañizalez, as cited in Figueroa, 2010, para. 13). 
Moreover, the closure of RCTV triggered the expansion of paid TV: according to Conatel 
(governmental regulatory body for communication and media), just 6 months after the 
disappearance of RCTV, cable TV had over 1.3 million new subscribers, out of a total of almost 3 
million subscribers throughout Venezuela.  This suggests that RCTV audiences decided to access 
information and entertainment via paid media: Cañizalez called this “the consolidation of a new 
model” (as cited in Figueroa, 2012, para. 15).  Thus, despite Chávez’s attempt to implant a 
hegemonic control of media spaces, he did not completely succeed in matters “of persuasion” (para. 
15).   
In the Internet sphere, there were 126,500 registered websites in Venezuela by 2009 (Correa, 
2009).  There was also an increasing number of independent news websites and blogs: by 2009, 
there were more than 1 million Internet subscribers and over 6 million users: more than 20% of the 
population (p. 254).  Salcedo argued that opposition groups also dominated the Internet spectrum, 
especially through antichavista news spaces such as “Noticiero Digital” and “Noticias 24” (personal 
communication, December 14, 2010).   
The government equally developed proactive online news-platforms, which included the 
websites of news agency Agencia Venezolana de Noticias (AVN), VTV, Telesur, Radio Nacional 
de Venezuela and Correo del Orinoco, and influential chavista newsblogs, such as Aporrea. 
Since February 2010, Venezuela became a paradise for cyber-activism and cyber-politics when 
the National Association of Journalists and the union (Colegio Nacional de Periodistas, CNP; and 
Sindicato de Trabajadores de la Prensa, SNDP) created the hashtag #FreeVenezuela to challenge 
chavista threats to freedom of expression.  This hashtag became a worldwide trending topic, even 
amongst Hollywood celebrities.  In just a day, it became viral and 12,400 Twitter opinion leaders 
began digital conversations and memos about the topic.   
Although Chávez first accused Twitter of being a tool for terrorism (D. Hernandez, 2010), just a 
few months later, he “embraced” Twitter.  On April 27, 2010, Chávez announced on his TV show 
that he was going to open a Twitter account “to fight online conspiracy” of the opposition from 
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within (Carroll, 2010, para. 1).  As his Minister Mari Pili Hernandez (personal communication, 
November 29, 2010) argued, “Chávez used the media against the media”. 
The President declared Twitter and Blackberry his new “secret weapons” (Cancel, 2010).  The 
government appointed 200 professional staff, paid with public funds, to handle requests from 
Chávez’s numerous Twitter followers (“Chávez contratara”, 2010).  Chávez died in March 2013 
with over 4 million followers (and just 22 following).  He was amongst the 250 most followed 
accounts in the world: he and Barack Obama were the only Presidents in a ranking then dominated 
by Lady Gaga, Kim Kardashian and Ashton Kutcher (Ranking mundial, 2011). Chávez argued “the 
Internet is a battle trench because it is bringing a current of conspiracy” (Carroll, 2010, para. 15).   
Chávez’s 2012 re-election campaign was based, according to Izarra (2012), on “more 
participation from the community” (para. 2) through the ample use of social media networks: “this 
is the first electoral campaign with a communication platform based on social media” (para. 4).  
This phenomenon had, however, an additional rationale: social media was a more convenient 
platform for an incumbent President forced into long absences due to cancer-associated surgeries 
and treatment during 2011 and 2012.  The President even released public policy through Twitter 
(Nagel, 2012), and after his re-election, in October 2012, he announced his new ministers via 
Twitter (Da Corte, 2012).   
Hence, Twitter became the mediatised “ground zero” in Venezuela’s political struggle (Nagel, 
2012).  Most mainstream commercial media outlets and high profile journalists developed 
Facebook and Twitter accounts that provided their followers with fast access to news stories, 
political gossip and rumours vis-à-vis a weakening mainstream media.  Twitter accounts of 
opposing journalists, for example, those of Nelson Bocaranda (1.5 million followers in 2013) or 
news website La Patilla (2.8 million followers in 2013), are an illustration of social media’s success 
and politicisation in Venezuela.   
Mediatised war and international protestations 
After the cessation of RCTV, Chavez’s behaviour towards the media increasingly triggered 
alarm; there were calls for retraction and even sanctions from the OAS and Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights (IACHR).  Multilateral organisations and NGOs were concerned about the integrity 
of journalists and the guarantee of their freedom and safety in the exercise of their profession.  
Attacks against freedom of expression increased 32% during 2009 and NGO Espacio Público 
counted 246 violations (“Casos contra”, 2010).   
In 2010, the United Nations Rapporteur urged the Venezuelan Government to re-establish the 
guarantees of freedom of opinion and expression and respect for the rule of law; the Venezuelan 
Government was advised to take into account not only Venezuela’s domestic legislation, but also 
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international conventions to which the nation is party, in particular, the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights (Relatoria, 2010).   
RCTV was banned from broadcasting a second time in 2010, now from transmitting via cable 
TV platforms; the IACHR released a statement exhorting Chávez’s government to guarantee that 
other pay-per-view stations could continue operating “without fear of being silenced by its 
informational approach” (Comision, 2010).  In the same vein, Reporters Without Borders (2010) 
expressed concern about the way in which the government "permanently changed the rules to 
progressively eliminate criticism”.   
Opposing journalists were often the targets of Chávez’s discursive aggression; radical chavista 
groups increased verbal and even physical attacks on journalists and commercial media 
headquarters, incensed by the President’s outraged mediatised rhetoric.  There was also an increase 
of huge penalty taxes imposed to media organisations that put hundreds of jobs at risk (“Huge fine”, 
2011).  It was not unusual to see journalists lodging injunctions in national and international courts 
of justice asking for protection or fair treatment from the government, or defending their place of 
work, as was the case with Globovision’s and RCTV’s journalists and workers (“Trabajadores”, 
2011).  These commercial media strategies constructed a mediatic imaginary that increasingly 
glorified commercial media as the symbol of the opposition against Chávez: the image of 
journalists, cameramen protesting hand-in-hand with their bosses as the champions of freedom of 
expression, citizenry and democracy became a normal occurrence since 2007.   
Thus, mainstream and increasingly social media became a symbolic way of channelling not 
only political opinions, but also the outrage and frustrations of opposing publics that were 
pejoratively called “the squalid” by Chávez and chavismo.   
Significant commercial media owners argued that Chávez was trying to erase commercial media 
as part of his hegemonic construction of socialism.  Vice President of Televen, Carlos Croes, 
explained: “Chavez does not believe in a private media who believe in freedom of expression and 
information rights… We are not in his agenda” (personal communication, December 13, 2010). 
El Nacional’s owner, Miguel Henrique Otero, added,  
there is a communicational strategy that is closing media spaces, threatening private media and 
generating mechanisms of self-censorship…It is the thesis of one voice, the cancellation of free 
press, and the path towards adopting Cuba’s communist model (personal communication, 
December 9, 2010).   
Although the chavista editor of popular tabloid Ultimas Noticias, Eleazar Díaz Rangel, 
recognised that “the press had worked under pressure” under Chávez, he also stressed that were no 
major cases of censorship, and argued that any unpublished stories “should be blamed on the 
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decisions of owners or journalists, not on the government” (personal communication, December 8, 
2010). 
The invasive “chains”  
Consequently, if governmental indicators from Conatel suggested that commercial media 
quantitatively dominated the media spectrum, why was there a general perception that Chávez was 
so mediatically powerful? Journalist Vladimir Villegas argued that, in matters of media 
communication, what really matters is not so much quantity, but quality and impact (personal 
communication, December 1, 2010).  In the same way, Bisbal (2009) explained that although the 
state was not numerically dominant, yet, it was on the way to achieving Chávez’s aim of 
communicational dominance.   
The most effective media-communication tool Chávez employed consistently in his hegemonic 
construction of power and identity was his chained national official broadcast transmissions.  
Oropeza (2009) suggested that the chains were “an element of political struggle”, employed as a 
way “to exhibit the power of the government and also as a tool to demoralise adversaries” (p. 66).  
Oropeza (2009) also argued that the “invasive presence of the leader”, even in the most private 
citizens’ spaces, tended to build what Axel Capriles called “submission by psychological invasion” 
(as cited in Oropeza, 2009, pp. 68-69), by influencing “all audiences without the need of 
intermediaries” (p. 66).   
For Waisbrot (2010), however, the chains constituted the mechanism through which the 
government could employ at its fullest the best weapon it possessed: “Chávez himself” (p. 6).  So, 
from 1999 to 2010, Chávez held 2,072 chains, amounting to 1,430 hours, 22 minutes and 57 
seconds (AGB Nielsen Media Research, 2010); this is equivalent to two uninterrupted months of 
Chávez on air (radio and TV) during just the first decade of his mandate (AGB Nielsen Media 
Research, 2010).   
Thus, although commercial media were still numerically dominant during the phase of Mimetic 
Closure, Chávez’s hegemonic mediatisation was not a matter of counting cannons.  It depended on 
“the quality and impact of the projectiles propelled by each competing side; it is about how many 
times and how each side can score a bullseye” (V. Villegas, personal communication, December 1, 
2010).   
Ultimately, as journalist Elvia Gómez suggested, Chávez’s mediatisation of power facilitated 
the direct, mimetising link with his followers.  Gomez argued that Chávez “governs, decrees, gives 
instructions to his ministers through television...and now with Twitter his communication [is] even 
more direct...He does not like intermediaries”. (personal communication, December 1, 2010) For 
example, Community representatives Jose Zapata and Yasmin Jimenez expressed that they “not 
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only felt represented but also fully empowered” by their televisual (symbolic) connection with 
Hugo Chávez (J. Zapata; Y. Jiménez, personal communication, November 28, 2011); this emotional 
mimetic link was intensified, particularly amongst the poor, via community and alternative media.   
Community media and identity. 
Chávez fully realised the power of community and alternative media from the beginning of his 
rule.  Kitty van Vuuren (2006) explained that community media channels “provide a community-
building function and can be linked to terms as ‘sharing’, ‘participation’, ‘association’, ‘fellowship’, 
and ‘the passion of a common faith’” (p. 379).  This interpretation is consistent with Chávez’s 
promotion of community and alternative media outlets as a tool to build constituency and, more 
importantly, to construct a collective popular identity in Bolivarian Venezuela.  Van Vuuren’s 
(2006) conceptualisation of community media is particularly applicable to Chávez because she 
suggested that issues of exclusion, control, competition, conflict and enmity are also involved in 
community media experiences: thus, community media emerges as a significant instrument for 
building consent, legitimacy and collective will in hegemonic processes. 
This explains why there was a dramatic increase in the number of community and alternative 
media during the phase of Mimetic Closure, from 2007 onwards.  By July 2009, the government 
had granted 227 community radio licences and 36 community TV licences (Uribarri, 2009, pp. 67-
68).  Chavista deputy and journalist Blanca Eekhout (Prensa AVN, 2011, June 4) explained that by 
2011 the number of community radio stations had grown to nearly 300 and that alternative 
newspapers had reached nearly a hundred — The narrative of Chávez’s government regarding new 
legislation institutionalising community and alternative media was centred in a new identity: el 
pueblo comunicador (the people communicator) and on approaching communication as a key 
ideological instrument of the popular state. 
So, community and alternative media have been often regarded as empowering tools for the 
least favoured, a legitimate path “to be heard” in society (Pérez, as cited in Uribarri, 2009, p. 178).  
However, community media often tend to face problems of funding that in oil-wealthy Venezuela 
was provided by the government through public grants and official advertisements (Uribarri, 2009).  
This factor conditioned—as also happened with communal councils, communes, and missions—the 
ideological content and independence of those community spaces, and their potential to develop 
authentic processes of voice and particularly ways to be heard and make a difference in society 
(Gumucio, as cited in Uribarri, 2009, p. 175).   
Sujatha Fernandes (2011) stressed the role of “popular communicators”, as community media 
practitioners like to be called, in seeking the integration of community media with the everyday 
lives and culture of residents of that community.  Fernandes (2011) believed that community media 
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promotes teamwork and “collective decision making” (p. 148), particularly in what she called 
“media collectives”, such as Radio Perola, Radio Macarao, Radio Negro Primero, Sucre en 
Comunidad, which, despite Chávez’s government funding, maintained their “strong orientation” to 
local issues (p. 155). In this context, Fernandes’s (2011) investigation suggests that media 
collectives, and community and alternative media in general, implicitly contributed to Chávez’s 
identity-building logic to constitute a mimetised collective that eventually bore his name. 
In 2012, Minister Izarra officially announced the creation of the National System of Community 
Media, which would interconnect all alternative and community media with a threefold goal: (a) to 
win the “battle of content” (Noticias 21, para. 4); (b) to facilitate training programs for popular 
communicators; and (c) to provide them with equipment.   
Yasmin Jimenez (personal communication, November 29, 2011), commune spokesperson of 
barrio La Dolorita an eastern shanty town of Caracas, told me: “You have to come to the barrio 
comrade to see the work that our community newspapers and media are doing, like [newspaper] El 
Capurro”.  In Caracas, there are several media collectives that include newspapers and websites, for 
example, El Capurro, El Petarazo, and La Dolorita en Movimiento.   
In the next section I will explain the ideologies that underpinned the communal councils and 
communes. 
Communicational government: towards the “communal state” 
Chávez’s discursive construction of his “politics of redistribution”—which was significantly 
expressed in the Radical phase by his missionesque style of governance—was, from 2006, 
represented together with a “politics of recognition” articulated by the President through the 
communal councils and communes (Philip & Panizza, 2011).  Commune spokespersons, Jose 
Zapata and Yasmin Jiménez, suggested that these participatory organisations provided them a 
protagonist place in Chávez’s new model of society: 
This meeting of this commune where you are is a reality because the President allowed it to 
happen…I invite you to our community, …You are too far away comrade over there in 
Australia…You have to see what we have done in our community…We are living the process 
first hand, with him…We are building a socialist model here in the commune…it is the 
communal state built by the communal councils…When I hear him [Chávez] he makes me 
happy. (Y. Jiménez, personal communication, November 28, 2011) 
The communes are the essence of the people…As coordinator of communes here in my area, I 
manage this project of distribution of cement, to facilitate delivering it to the 
communities…with it they build stairs, walls, walkways, homes in their barrio… What gives us 
more encouragement to organise and to work in the commune is Chávez’s word…Chávez’s 
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speeches mobilise…He speaks like the people…The President speaks like I do. (J. Zapata, 
personal communication, November 28, 2011) 
Both Jimenez’s and Zapata’s testimonies revealed their zest for community participation, their 
level of involvement, and their sense of contentment and bonding with a leader who talks like them 
without any formality or pomp.  They also suggested that it was Chávez’s “word” from above that 
mobilised people. 
The constitution of a communal council varies depending on the location: in urban areas, it can 
comprise between 150 and 400 families, in rural areas, a minimum of 20 families, and in indigenous 
areas, just 10 families.  The main function of the communal council is the promotion, plan and 
control of community programs (Goldfrank, 2011; Law of Communal Councils, 2006).  Chávez 
argued that the Communal Councils must be conceived as “instances of development” and not as 
mere “financing tools”, because they are “the essence of participative democracy” (Chávez, 2006a).  
Communal councils depend and report to the Presidency of the Republic through the “Ministry of 
Popular Power for the Communes and Social Protection” (Goldfrank, 2011; Lopez Maya, 2012).  
Communal councils, officially created by law in 2006, had the power to directly manage public 
policy and projects to meet the needs and aspirations of neighbourhoods (Goldfrank, 2011).   
The decisions of communal councils could supersede decisions of universally elected Municipal 
Councils and Majors and “are binding, so that if a majority of communal councils makes a decision, 
the mayor must abide by it” (Wilpert, 2007, p.59).  This suggests that, through the communal 
councils, Chávez was already fulfilling the aim of displacing capitalist puntofijista traditional 
institutions of intermediation, such as Municipal Councils and mayoralties.  Wilpert (2007) argued 
that their smaller scale “enables their manageability” and provides the possibility of achieving a 
more “direct democracy” (p. 59).  Communal councils do not have “leaders”; they have 
“spokespeople” or voceros, who function as delegates elected by hand rather than by universal, 
secret and direct polls (Lopez Maya, 2012).   
Goldfrank (2011) reported that by 2009 there were 30,000 communal councils and that the 
government had transferred “billions of Bolivars” for their functioning and programs.  By 2008, the 
government had already invested the equivalent of USD2.3 billion in 12,000 communal council 
projects (p. 44).  Castillo and Rivera (2011) reported by 2011 there were 41,600 communal 
councils, 52 communal banks and over 200 communes in initial state. 
One of the main precepts introduced by participative democracy that were consecrated by the 
Bolivarian constitution of 1999 was to establish that sovereignty was nontransferable because it 
resided directly in the people.  In the Mimetic Closure phase this sovereign power, called “popular 
power”, was represented by the members of communal councils, or of any assembly of citizens, not 
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individual citizens: hence, the communal councils became “the primary instance for the exercise of 
power, participation and popular protagonism” (Law of the Communal councils, 2006, Article 4).   
A group of communal councils can be integrated into a Commune, which was a sort of 
federation of communal councils aimed at attending to wider problems than those attended by 
specific communal councils.  A Commune is also a “socialist space” that articulates the communal 
councils in addition to other organisations of the communitarian society (Organic Law of 
Communes, Article. 5, as cited in López Maya, 2012, p. 23).  Thus communal councils and 
communes are intermediate institutions between the people and the state—the two ultimate 
protagonist subjects of Chávez’s hegemonic model—aimed at strengthening the “organisation” and 
“empowerment” of the poor and formerly excluded (Lopez Maya, 2012).   
For Brewer (2010), the so-called  “popular power” and “communal state”, via communal 
councils and communes, were paths to realise such sovereignty without intermediary—
constitutional—institutions, as they have their own administrative bodies, which depend directly on 
the President of the Republic.   
Petkoff (2010) argued that this model “might have been interesting in another context” (p. 61).  
However, political developments after 2007 suggested a possible “degeneration of such bodies, 
similar to the one suffered by the soviets in the old Soviet Union, or Local Power in Cuba” (p. 61).  
The disconnection of communal councils and communes with municipal and regional governments, 
and their direct dependence on the President for the financing of their projects, might have rather 
transformed them into “transmission belts” of Chávez’s party and the fulfilment of his will (Petkoff, 
2010,).   
Goldfrank (2011) indicated that there are two positions regarding the communal councils.  On 
one side are those who believe that communal councils are “the potential incarnation of 
participative democracy” (p. 45), a true mechanism to deepen democracy.  On the other side are 
those who believe that communal councils are Chávez’s “more recent instruments for power” (p. 
45), and indicate that communal councils are used politically to usurp the function and resources of 
municipal and regional governments, undermining democratic institutions of representation. 
Constitutionalist Allan Brewer (2010) supported the view that communal councils  and 
communes had the ultimate goal of replacing regional and municipal universally elected, traditional 
forms of governments (pp. 15-16).  For Brewer (2010) and also López Maya (2012), the 
“communal state” was meant to function as a “parallel state” of the “constitutional state” 
established during Soft Chávez in 1999.  Lopez Maya (2011, as cited in Castillo & Rivera, 2011, p. 
S3) argued that 21st century socialism, and Chávez’s construction of popular power and the 
communal state involved “a deviation of participative democracy towards an authoritarian type of 
government:”.   
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It is through the establishment of the “communal state” that Chávez aimed to merge, from 
above, the “popular power” (civil society) with “political power” (state).  However, Chávez’s 
authoritarian tendencies seem to have followed a different path: instead of civil society absorbing 
the state, it was the state (personalised by the leader) vertically enforcing the absorption of civil 
society (represented by communal councils, communes and missions) by the state (Bisbal, 2009; 
López Maya, 2012, 2011; Mires, 2007, as cited in Bisbal, 2009; Petkoff, 2010).  Chilean 
philosopher Mires asserted that “in a brilliant”, but at the same time “perverse maneuver”—inspired 
by Gramsci’s theories of hegemony—Chávez concretised the rise of civil society but in an “upside 
down” way (Mires, 2007, as cited in Bisbal, 2009).   
Nevertheless, the positive aspects of these participatory organisations in Venezuelan society 
should not be dismissed.  Machado (2009), in his analysis of the results of the investigation about 
communal councils coordinated by the Gumilla Foundation, explained that it is via communal 
councils and communes that many members of the poor are “concretising ways of realising” better 
conditions of habitation in their social space.  Additionally, communal councils were increasingly 
becoming “schools of citizenship” in which inhabitants of a community began to become trained in 
matters of collective organisation and decision-making for a better exercise of democracy 
(Machado, 2009).   
However, Machado (2009) warned that for its ampleness and direct connection with public 
founding from the state, communal councils “are strongly submitted to manipulations, blackmail, 
clientele practices, centralization and co-optation from diverse political forces.  This situation might 
“asphyxiate an interesting social organizational experience” and prevent the “real and effective” 
construction of a true “popular power” (Machado, 2009).   
Law scholar Alberto Lovera (2008) suggested that the new “geography of power” involved with 
communal councils, communes, missions, and the overall ideology of the communal state proposed 
by Chávez, represented a democratic “involution” because it granted the President exaggerated 
powers and de facto control over grassroots organisations.  This runs the risk of culminating, as was 
noted before, in a delegative system in which “the leader weighs more” than “citizens’ 
deliberation”.  
The formation of communal councils and communes in all neighbourhoods, regardless of social 
status and ideological creed, became necessary in order to obtain governmental approval or funding 
for community projects; it was also necessary for citizens to belong to specific missions to get an 
identity card, passport, or social security pension.  Ultimately, the power and cultural 
rearrangements brought about by Chávez’s missionesque governance gradually provoked cultural 
changes and power rearrangements in Venezuela.  Jesuit scholar Jose Virtuoso (2010), in his 
analysis of the survey commissioned by the Gumilla Center in 2010, found changes that were 
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materialising in a more socially aware society.  In 2010 it was not so much a matter of Chávez 
mimetically talking and looking like the average people, it was a matter of the average people 
talking more in Chávez’s language: the role model in Girard’s (2008) model of “mimetic desire” 
was not the people anymore, but Chávez.   
Conclusions: the redemption of the many in the one 
Ellner (2008) defined Chávez’s government in terms of a sound combination between 
grassroots politics and the state’s (top-down) socially-oriented policies.  In the same vein, Gregory 
Wilpert (2007) argued that Chávez’s government was more than “fiery rhetoric” because it 
promoted changes that crystallised in a “more participatory and just society” (p. 29).   
As Buxton (2011) puts it, the Chávez era was:  
a time of rupture, constant change, and displacement.  Old elites and system’s beneficiaries 
were replaced by new actors and constituencies with different interests, identities, cultures, and 
priorities, and traditional lobby mechanisms were supplanted by new and typically informal 
networks of influence and access. (p. x) 
However, scholars López Maya (2012), Hawkins, (2010b), Goldfrank (2011), and Philip and 
Panizza (2011) raised questions about the true scope of the personalisation of power in Chávez’s 
hands, the centralising role of the state, and the politicisation of participatory instances into 
politicking bodies at the President’s service, particularly during the Mimetic Closure phase of his 
rule.    
Notwithstanding, Ellner (2008) suggested three reasons to justify the significance of the changes 
boosted by Chávez’s controversial style of governance, especially during his last years:  
 First, Chávez’s social and economic programs were marked by a “community focus” and 
were designed to incorporate lower-class neighbourhoods (barrios) into the nation’s life (p. 
132).   
 Second, Chávez’s policies involved new definitions of “private property” and “challenged 
powerful economic groups in ways that reformists and populist governments never dared to 
do” (p. 132).   
 Third, politics for Chávez had a “clear social bias”, which was demonstrated by the fact that 
never before “has the head of state declared that assisting the poor is more important than 
serving other sectors of the population” (p. 133).   
These achievements materialised in reconstituted identity experiences.  One of my respondents, 
former Vice-president José Vicente Rangel told me the story of an old lady attending a prochavista 
demonstration in Caracas who was clearly “very poor”, and “all sweaty” for the effort.  Curious, 
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Rangel asked her why she was making this sacrifice at her age and she said, “it is for the President”, 
as a way of expressing her “gratitude to him”.  Rangel asked why, and she said, “well, because 
before him I was nobody, and now I am somebody… and if for any reason the President goes I will 
be nobody again” (personal communication, November 29, 2010). 
The process of identity construction described by Rangel’s story is an expression of the logic of 
mimetisation I propose, whose peak was reached during this last phase of Chávez’s government.  
The Mimetic Closure period embodied the emergence of Venezuela’s new reality: the ultimate stage 
of hegemony, in which, as Baudrillard (2010) predicted, the line between the leader and his 
constituents blurred.  A reconstructed collective popular identity emerged that materialised 
Adorno’s (1997) conceptualisation of mimesis as “the redemption of the many into the one” (p. 
190).  To exemplify my argument I reproduce a text from a propaganda video of Chávez’s last 
presidential campaign (2012).  In that text the President appears telling an enthusiastic crowd the 
following words:  
I am no longer Chávez! Chávez is the people! Chávez, we are millions…You are also Chávez, 
Venezuelan woman.  You are also Chávez, young Venezuelan.  You are also Chávez, 
Venezuelan child.  You are also Chávez, Venezuelan soldier.  You are also Chávez, fisherman, 
farmer, peasant, trader…Because Chávez is not me anymore, Chávez is the people!. (Chávez, 
2012h). 
Chávez’s words should not be purely considered as a mere spin-doctored tactic: the words “I am 
no longer Chávez! Chávez is the people!” involve the culmination of a process, or logic, that has 
been brewing for years (since he said “I am a little of all of you” in 1998).  I have analysed the 
incremental communicational style suggested by this text in four steps.   
First, his language was sentimental, directly addressed to tap into his audiences’ political 
culture, passions, and aspirations.  This style superseded political marketing and expressed a 
culturally embedded populist style of communication.  It embodied what Coleman (2013) called the 
“vitality of affect” as the foundation of his style of politics, with a substance that was, as Gramsci 
(1971) advised, intrinsically popular, based on what Mouffe (2009) called the “mobilization of 
passions” (p. 756).  Chávez’s emotionalisation of Venezuelan politics was analysed in detail in 
Chapter 5.   
Second, Chávez’s populist style of communication did not consist of a mere “appeal” to the 
people (Canovan, 1999), or Manichean, binary, adversarial representations of power relations of the 
good and the bad.  It was also an inclusive, mobilising, participatory, and collective identity-
building exercise that resonated in his audiences’ minds and hearts, a different kind of populism 
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that made people more visible and feel, even if it is with, through and in the leader, that they have a 
place in society. 
Third, this video represented a professionally elaborated media text broadcasted repeatedly 
during and after the campaign on national television, radio, and various Internet spaces, with 
thousands of viewings on YouTube.  This display confirms the intensive and extensive, brutal 
mediatisation of Chávez’s politics, and is evidence for the development of a powerful professional 
platform of media practitioners that produced these videos.  Chávez constructed himself as a “media 
event”, defined by Hepp & Couldry (2010) as “thickened, centring performances of mediated 
communication” dealing with core issues and reaching multiple audiences (p. 12).  Chávez 
constructed his own identity in terms of a confrontational, agonistic/antagonistic, newsworthy 
“performance” that continuously captured the nation’s and the media’s attention and imagination 
(M. P. Hernández, personal communication, November 20, 2010; H. Salcedo, personal 
communication, December 14, 2010).  Helena Salcedo, President of Radio National of Venezuela, 
described Chávez as a “communicational event” who built himself in terms of journalistic rituals: 
“he provided more than five news stories in one speech; this is why he was always news” (personal 
communication, December 14, 2010).   
And fourth, this text is an expression of the communicational government Chávez ran over14 
years: a dramaturgical, informalised, style of governance strategically constructed and performed to 
bond with his publics in the people’s own language, without any ceremonial protocol, to establish 
and maintain hegemony (A. Bolivar, 2003; Lagorio, 2008; Montero, 2002). 
Chávez’s texts expressed the moment when the emotionalised, informalised, dramaturgical, 
hyper-mediatised, world of Hugo Chávez reached a moment of closure.  It was the last step in the 
logic of mimetisation—the end of the hegemonic dialectic between the leader and his followers.   
After cancer stricken Hugo Chávez won the elections of October 7, 2012 with 55% of the vote 
(against 44% for the unified opposition candidate Henrique Capriles Radonski), he travelled once 
more to Cuba to undergo his final surgery.  Then, in January 2013, when there was uncertainty 
about Chávez’s health, a peculiar event happened on the eve of his absence from his fourth 
presidential inauguration.  The president of the National Assembly, Diosdado Cabello, announced 
that the people attending the rally at the Presidential Palace of Miraflores on inauguration day were 
going “to be invested in his stead”: “the President will be the people, as the people is Chávez” 
(Cabello, as cited in Lugo-Galicia, 2013).  Thus, a symbolic, informal, and emotional inauguration 
took place that day, which I argue marked the final moment of Mimetic Closure, where the streets 
outside the palace served as a “virtual stage for the mass-swearing function” (Lugo-Galicia, 2013; 
also La Riva, 2013; “Thousands hold”, 2013).  A foreign correspondent narrated how “tens of 
thousands of chanting supporters” attended the “unusual show”.  Some “wore paper cutouts of the 
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yellow, blue and red presidential sash to show they were symbolically swearing in themselves in 
Chávez’s place.  Others wore T-shirts that said ‘I am Chávez’ (“Thousands hold”, 2013).   
In conclusion, Chávez developed a unique, successful, populist political communication style 
that reached its peak during the phase of Mimetic Closure, when his publics finally mimetised, that 
is, felt not only recognised but also consubstantiated with, through and in a leader who knew no 
elite superiority, no boundaries and no limits imposed by presidential ceremonial pomp.  This style 
was driven by a logic called the logic of mimetisation though which Hugo Chávez reconstituted the 
identity of his followers, the people, roughly 55% of actual voters in 2012, as a collective, albeit 
top-down, mimetised identity.   
Power and cultural rearrangement during the Mimetic Closure phase are categorised as follows: 
 The people became more visible, and felt more included and conscious of their place in 
society, via the missions, communal councils, communes, community and alternative media. 
 This process, however, occurred at the expense of the exclusion (and demonisation) of “the 
other”, those who did not support Chávez (44% of voters in 2012) especially the middle, 
professional classes, who were oppressed by inflation, crime, infrastructural and moral 
decay, and outrage against the President. 
 Gradually, political culture changes were felt, especially towards a more socially aware 
community-orientated population: the people had more channels for voice, but a top-down 
voice that echoed that of the agglutinating leader.  In the last survey by Gumilla Centre 52% 
of Venezuelans preferred “socialism” as the best system vs. 41% that preferred capitalism; 
however the survey also expressed that Venezuelans’ idea of socialism was associated with 
the instrumentation of social programs (missions) and individual well-being; the vast 
majority (80%) agreed with private property and 54% believed that expropriations actually 
affected the poor and needy (Castillo & Rivera, 2011). 
 The winners: Chávez and his clique.   
 Symbolic, pseudo-winners: chavistas, all those who felt empowered through and by the 
leader.   
 The political class re-emerged, refashioned themselves, and united for the 2012 elections, 
under the leadership of candidate Henrique Capriles Radonski. 
 Losers: the commercial media, in that their political power was weakened particularly after 
RCTV’s cessation; however, they, particularly Globovision, continued being the hegemonic 
mediatised arena for political struggle. 
 Losers: the staunch antichavistas that did not seem to assimilate the depth and range of the 
changes across the Chávez era.   
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In the next chapter, to conclude this thesis I will expand on the theorisation of the main features 
of Chávez’s political communication style.  
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Chapter 8. The Conclusions: Theorising Chávez’s Mimetisation as the 
ultimate political communication style 
Introduction 
This last chapter presents the conclusions of this investigation focused on analysing the 
development of Hugo Chávez’s political communication style, and more specifically, on how he 
progressively established and strengthened his hegemony by reconstituting a mimetic collective 
identity that eventually bore his name, Chávez.   
Thus, this thesis is broadly located in the field of political communication.  I took a culturalist 
approach to the case, which allowed me to better explain how the late Venezuelan President, as a 
political agent, crafted a political communication style that helped him establish and consolidate 
hegemony and engender a shared consciousness and collective will (i.e., structures of feeling) in 
Venezuela.  To achieve these aims, Chávez had to displace the country’s dominant decades-old 
ideologies and power relations, the resilience of which he eroded by drawing on Venezuelans’ 
everyday emotions, values, demands, and practices.   
Thus, throughout this thesis, I analysed how Chávez developed a perceptive communicational 
style that employed and reformulated four key elements from: 
 Venezuelan political culture (i.e., Bolivarianism, anti-politics, Catholic redemption); 
 Specific social propensities that resonated with populism; 
 The mediatisation of the country’s politics;  
 Dramatised, informalised, hyper-communicated representations of himself, his ideologies, 
and governance, which I defined with the term communicational government.   
These four elements, which in Chapter 2 were deployed as individual (although related) 
theoretical themes, emerge now as a tightly interconnected, hybridised construct or logic, which 
was followed by Chávez in his hegemonic construction of power and collective identity in 
Venezuela: the four steps that articulate the logic of mimetisation, the logic that drove Chávez’s 
distinctive political communication style. 
Across the 14 years of his presidency, Hugo Chávez progressively articulated all these elements 
in a political communication style that embodied a distinctive populist ethos that resonated with 
Venezuelan social imaginaries and political culture.  I represented the endpoint of his populist 
political communication style with the concept of mimetisation: a systematic series of 
communicational events, of symbolic and pragmatic character, through which Chávez mimetically 
reconstituted his followers in a collective identity that ultimately bore his name.   
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In this final chapter, I will build an open-ended theorisation of Chávez’s political 
communication style, by interconnecting the main features taken by such style in each one of the 
four phases: Soft, Adversarial, Radical and Mimetic Closure.   
Throughout this thesis, specially from Chapters 4 to 7, the relevant data have been critically 
assessed according to their contribution to the formation of Chávez’s political communication style, 
and to their input on the logic of mimetisation, the logic through which I have endeavoured to 
explain how the President, incrementally and successfully, constructed hegemony and collective 
identity in Venezuela. 
Throughout this study, I have stressed the paradoxical character of Chávez’s exercise of power.  
There is no doubt that he prioritised the poor, and increased social and political mobilisation like 
never before in Venezuela; however, during his presidency, the country had the world’s highest 
homicide rate, the world’s highest inflation except for Zimbabwe, significant unemployment, 
continued problems with the resilient structural poverty, scarcity of basic goods, and infrastructural 
decay.  This incongruity was highlighted in Professor Ricardo Hausmann’s (2013) question, “how 
can electoral success be achieved under such weak foundations?” (para. 3).  Put simply, as my main 
research question asked: What made Hugo Chávez so successful?  
Chávez’s hegemony not only implied significant rearrangements in the control of power in 
Venezuela, but also cultural shifts in the way citizens constructed, connected and interacted with 
politics in the past.  I have explained these shifts as part and/or outcome, of the development of a 
political style that prioritised identity construction, which resonated with Adorno’s (1973) 
representation of identity as “the primal form of ideology” (p. 148).  Identity—and ideology—that 
might be adopted, or even “relished” by humans as “adequacy to the thing it suppresses” (p. 148): 
their own selves and will—their individuality as human beings.  So, as Mouffe (1999) puts it, power 
(and hegemony) “should not be conceived as an external relation taking place between two pre-
constituted identities”; power should be based upon “constituting the identities themselves” (p. 
753).  Chávez, little by little, built or reconstituted identity, and his ideologies, guided by a logic 
called mimetisation, which is at the heart of the theorisation with which I am concluding this 
doctoral thesis.   
The text below is an illustration of the final phase of the incremental process, and logic, that I 
propose.  This text was part of Chávez’s televised speech during the 13th anniversary of his 
Presidency on February 5, 2012, and it described the communication mood of Chávez’s last year in 
power:  
How many things have happened in these 13 years! One could say, with reasons and arguments, 
that in these 13 years have happened things that did not happen in 100 years and this explains 
why we speak of a revolution.  13 years ago Venezuela was in ruins.  Today Venezuela … 
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stands beautiful, nice and good (…).  You, the retrograde (...) the bourgeois, that want to return 
to the past, must forget [it].  We will never go back (…).  Each day we need to give more life to 
our democracy, not to the old democracy that was a lie, but to our true democracy...  new 
democracy… revolutionary democracy. (Chávez, 2012b) 
The way the President focused on the terms “true democracy”, “revolution” and his renovated 
insistence on the demonisation of the “bourgeoisie” (initiated during the Adversarial period) 
reflects the incremental construction of meaning through which Chávez modelled his 
communication style.  This text could be analysed using Claude Lefort’s (1988) argument that 
democracy is the “locus” or place for power, an “empty place” plagued by “uncertainty” (p. 19).  
Therefore, Chávez’s overall aim, according to this text, appears to be the construction of his own 
version of a “true”, “revolutionary democracy”.  In 2012, when this text was produced, the 
President endowed democracy with a socialist ethos that not only demonised “old” bourgeois 
representative democracy, but that also appeared to overlook, and even pervert, the system of 
participative democracy he helped to install in the Soft phase. 
Furthermore, phase-by-phase, as can be implied from my analysis, Chávez endeavoured to fill 
democracy’s empty space with the meaning that best suited his hegemonic construction of power 
and identity.  In the Soft period, he won an election within a system of representative democracy 
under the promise that he would attend his constituents’ demands by boosting its transformation to 
participative democracy.  Then, in the Radical phase, and probably stimulated by his readings of 
Gramsci, and his friendship with Fidel Castro, Hugo Chávez, the same man that told Jaime Baily on 
his international TV show in 1998 that he was not a socialist (see Chapter 4), provided democracy 
with a socialist meaning.  Then, Chávez’s reformulated construction of true democracy represented 
Bolivar, an oligarch of his time, as a socialist, and Christianism, instead of the “opium” of the 
masses (as common sense Marxism advised), as a sort of precursory form of redemptive 
communism (see Chapters 6 and 7).   
In the final Mimetic Closure phase of Chávez’s rule, he reformulated his meaning of democracy 
again, this time by trying to implant his version of socialism through a discourse that promoted a 
“communal” society based upon “popular power”, all embodied in a newly fashioned “project 
identity” (Castells, 2009).  This explains why in the text above he stressed (or threatened) that there 
was “no way back”.  He was aware that the survival and sustainability of the new model he 
proposed depended upon endowing democracy with a new projected meaning, which, in its ultimate 
phase, came to be simply known by the leader’s name: Chávez.   
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Contextualising Chávez’s political communication (1998-2013) 
Next, I will present a set of seven contextual aspects that were part of, or exerted an impact 
upon, Chávez’s communicational style; in particular, these features serve to further explain the 
paradoxical character of that style. 
First, Chávez won four consecutive elections, all by a clear majority (1998–62.46%; 2000–
59.76%; 2006–62.84%; and 2012-13–55.07%), in polls that were always run according to 
internationally accepted (Western) conventions of democracy, and were praised by former US 
President Jimmy Carter as “the best electoral processes in the world” (Cardenas, 2012, para. 1; 
Robertson, 2012, para. 1).   
Second, despite the democratic nature of his victories, Chávez deployed an increasing tendency 
to authoritarianism and “autocracy” (Petkoff, 2010).  Constitutionalist Allan Brewer (2010) argued 
that Chávez ran a personalised, “authoritarian experiment”, whereby he committed “political assault 
on powers” (p. v).  Journalist Rory Carroll (2013a) argued that the President was “neither a tyrant 
nor a democratic liberator but a hybrid, an elected autocrat” (para. 9) that “bullied” those who 
“challenged or angered him” (para, 10).  A man leading a “socialist revolution”, whose ideologies 
were “never as extremist as he or his detractors made out” (para. 8).  In this regard, Brewer (2010) 
argued that despite his political rhetoric and “exuberant spending”, Chávez did not achieve an 
effective reform of the state, but rather ran a centralised and militaristic regime that concentrated 
“all power in the president’s hand” (pp. 19-20).  Although Chávez’s autocratic style was 
reminiscent of some caudillos of the 19th and early 20th centuries, it nonetheless involved a 
significant difference: while those caudillos usually took power by force, Chávez did it by votes, 
and in doing so, he remained within electoral democratic practices required by the Western 
hegemonic logic that Louw (2010b) called the “Pax Americana”.   
Third, the ideological character of Chávez’s hegemony was mainly built through an emotional 
rhetoric that involved repetitively employing and reformulating cultural symbols peculiar to 
Venezuela, as I have showed phase by phase in the analysis.  Chávez particularly over-used the 
denomination “Bolivarian” to appeal to Venezuelans’ cultural devotion for independence hero 
Simon Bolivar.  Chávez used Bolivar to name or rename his ideologies, movement, party, policies, 
projects, institutions, ministries and even the country (the “Republic of Venezuela” became the 
“Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela”).  And more importantly, as I have demonstrated, during his 14 
years in power, he manipulated the Bolivarian myth to reconstitute collective identity (C. Capriles, 
2008; Petkoff, 2010; Torres, 2009, 2012).   
Fourth, Venezuela experienced a significant political polarisation.  By applying an adversarial, 
agonistic/antagonistic communicational style, Chávez, as I have also shown, resurfaced social 
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resentments and antifactionalism from the past to deepen political polarisation.  So, during most of 
his 14-year reign, he governed a nation divided almost in half: those who followed the President 
(called chavistas), who have been represented in this thesis as Chávez’s “constituents”, and those 
who did not (called antichavistas), who have been represented as Chávez’s “opponents”.  This 
cleavage cannot be solely examined in terms of class differences between the rich and poor, but 
must also be examined in terms of popular beliefs and feelings that are historically embedded in 
Venezuelan political culture (Garcia Guadilla, 2006; Petkoff, 2010; Villarroel, 2003).  For Petkoff 
(2010), the division between chavistas and antichavistas was more socially “diagonal” than 
“horizontal” (p. 51): Although many of the President’s followers were poor, there were also 
members of the middle and business classes who, dissatisfied by former governments or party 
politics, felt attracted by the discourse of the late leader.   
Fifth, Chávez displayed an intensive use of and controversial interaction with the media.  He 
took full advantage of today’s networked and mediatised society by an intensive and extensive, 
even brutal use of the various forms and channels of media communication to establish a direct, 
24/7 mediatised connection with all Venezuelan publics.  From the beginning of his first term in 
power, when he created his weekly TV show, Chávez employed the media, particularly television, 
and later Twitter, to communicate his ideologies, release policy, and even name or fire his 
ministers—a communicational government that boosted the mediatisation of the country’s politics 
(Block, 2013; Cañizalez, 2011).   
Sixth, political economy analysts have suggested that Chávez’s popularity and power were 
mainly stimulated by two factors.  One was the President’s discretional management of the nation’s 
multibillion-dollar oil revenue, which allowed him to invest in social, economic, and political 
programs (Carroll, 2013a, 2013b; Corrales & Penfold, 2011; F. Rodriguez, 2008).  The other factor 
was the employment of a foreign policy based upon assisting his international equivalents—that is, 
all those who shared his anti-imperialist ideologies (Cuba in particular)—to promote a “multi-
polar” fairer world (Corrales & C. Romero, 2012).   
Seventh, the control of such funds helped Chávez develop massive projects that symbolically 
included and pragmatically benefited thousands of Venezuelans.  For example, the Bolivarian 
missions, defined as compensatory social policies specifically designed to address the “urgent 
needs” of the poor (Lopez Maya & Lander, 2011, p. 70), were political communication channels in 
their own right that eventually touched “nearly 90% of the whole Venezuelan population” 
(Martinez, 2012, para. 2).  Chávez’s missionesque style of governance, complemented during the 
Mimetic Closure phase by communal councils and communes, revamped former populist caudillo 
forms of “patronage” (Louw, 2010a) into newly fashioned redistributive, but also inclusive, 
participatory, mobilising organisations (Buxton, 2011; Lopez Maya, 2012; Philip & Panizza, 2011).  
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So, as Petkoff (2010) argued, Venezuela’s oil wealth on its own cannot explain Chávez’s success.  
The nation’s wealth undoubtedly helped Chávez build and tighten the emotional, mimetic bond 
with the poor, needy and formerly excluded; this bond constituted the principal key to his success 
and is at the heart of this thesis’s concept of mimetisation.   
Thus, the contextual categorisation deployed demonstrates Chávez’s paradoxical ethos.  He was 
a man who prioritised the social and the attention of the poor and formerly excluded, but he 
simultaneously displayed authoritarian and autocratic tendencies.  Chávez was a charismatic 
populist that, nonetheless, knew how to maintain multiple electoral processes within the minimum 
required Western rules of democracy.  Hugo Chávez was a mediatised and mediatising president 
who governed by communication—a “communicational phenomenon”—that conducted a symbolic 
government.  But, at the same time, as I have also showed throughout this thesis, he managed to 
create and promote missionesque programs that provided certain pragmatic/material benefit for the 
poor.  He also created organisations that gave the poor more participation, inclusion and even a 
voice at some communal levels of decision-making, even if it was a top-down voice that depended 
upon, and mimetically replicated, the voice of the leader.   
Theorising Chávez’s political communication style  
Throughout this thesis, I have tried to demonstrate that the key to making sense of Hugo 
Chávez’s long-lasting success lies in the political communication style he progressively developed 
in his hegemonic construction of power and collective identity in Venezuela.  I proposed this style 
as distinctively articulated by the logic of mimetisation, defined as a systematic sequence of 
communicational events through which Chávez incrementally built a mimetic bond with his 
constituents.  This bond was boosted by a complex process that hybridised elements of symbolic 
and pragmatic character: the use and reformulation of common cultural symbols; savvy use of 
communication and media; populist ideologies and practices; and inclusive, compensatory, and 
participatory practices.  Through this logic, Chávez’s constituents not only felt included, recognised 
and (pragmatically) compensated, but also endowed with a refashioned, (symbolically) collective 
identity that at the moment of Mimetic Closure was called by an individual name: Chávez. 
I apply Gramsci’s (1971) theories once more to help me explain the rationale behind such logic.  
Gramsci (1971) argued that “practical movement and theoretical thought” (p. 417) converge, or “are 
united” in the constitution of the cultural process that supports, for example, Western hegemony in 
the world.  Thus, for Gramsci (1971), power relations are “both theoretical and practical” (p. 417), 
which means, as I have suggested throughout this thesis, that Chávez’s political communication 
style embodies a symbolic/pragmatic substance.  Gramsci (1971, p. 417) added:  
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What matters is that a new way of conceiving the world and man is born and that this 
conception…tends rather to become a popular, mass phenomenon, with a concretely world-wide 
character, capable of modifying (even if the result includes hybrid combinations) popular 
thought and mummified popular culture.   
Consequently, for Gramsci (1971), the historical quest for power is based on praxis, on the 
actions, or culture, developed by humans in their everyday life—as was also suggested later by 
Raymond Williams (1977)—in a process whereby historicism meets humanism, a view that implied 
the significant role played by human agency in power relations and political struggle in society.  
Gramsci (1971) also highlighted that in power relations, while on the one hand, “the popular 
element ‘feels’ but does not always know” (p. 418), on the other, “the intellectual element ‘knows’ 
but does not always understand and in particular does not always feel” (p. 418).  Hence, for 
Gramsci (1971), knowledge—and power—comes from both understanding and feeling, that is, 
from being “impassioned”.  Hence, those seeking political power must feel “the elementary 
passions of the people, understanding them and therefore explaining and justifying them” (p. 418), 
in their own context and time.  Thus, the relationship between the leader and the led “is provided by 
an organic cohesion in which feeling passion becomes understanding and thence knowledge” (p. 
418).  It is then, and “only then”, through the interconnection of passion and knowledge, theory and 
praxis, “leaders and led”, “intellectuals and people-nation” (Gramsci, 1971, p. 418) — nowadays 
intertwined and manifested in what is known as ‘popular culture’ — that relationships of power 
become true “representation”, that is, structures of feelings, shared consciousness, and collective 
identity.  Only then “can the shared life be realized” (p. 418), which, according to Gramsci (1971), 
is in itself a “social force”.   
Therefore, the establishment of cultural and political hegemony is embodied by the constellation 
of social and political forces that interlock the human world of culture, ideologies and passions 
embodied in civil society, with the world of praxis embodied in the state or political society.  This 
articulation constitutes the support of the new “historical bloc” (Gramsci, 1971, p. 418) that is 
destined to substitute the former dominant groups.  Hence, the fusion of civil and political society, 
agent and structure, and the symbolic and the pragmatic, converge in the establishment of social 
order and the dominance of a group in a specific culture or society.  However, this historical bloc, in 
turn, will be substituted by still another historical bloc, within what is (or should be) a living, 
ongoing, dialectic hegemonic process.  Therefore, as Gramsci (1971) argued, “popular feelings”, 
incarnated in popular collective will, or identity, are the essence of knowledge and power, and 
should never be neglected.   
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The events analysed in the periodisation of Chávez’s Venezuela showed that the late President 
understood this process only too well: from the beginning of his Presidency, in the Soft period, he 
based his proposition of participative democracy on “popular sovereignty”.  Progressively, Chávez 
reformulated the notion of the “popular”, particularly since 2007, in the last phase, where he based 
his socialist model on the idea of “popular power” and communal state. 
However, Chávez tried to impose popular power by struggling against popular power itself.  He 
used enabling laws and decrees, and defied the results of the popular referendum whereby the 
majority rejected socialism: he sought to thwart the will of the people expressed in a universal vote.  
Therefore, in the same paradoxical way that Chávez boosted the change of the constitution by 
employing the same constitution in the Soft phase, and in the same way he consistently confronted 
the (commercial) media by using the same media in the Adversarial phase, he tried to impose 
popular power by defying popular power in the last period of his rule (Mimetic Closure)—
paraphrasing Baudrillard (1988, p. 153), Chávez was “perverting” Venezuela’s existing reality to 
build a new reality. 
The outcome was the staging of a new “parallel” communal state, as Lopez Maya (2011, 2012) 
and Brewer (2010) called it.  This new state was different from the state that consecrated his 1999 
constitution of the Soft period, which was based upon participative democracy.  The new 
“communal state” was initially a foreign idea to Venezuelans who were used to Western ideologies 
of democracy.  So, the “communal” new world founded upon ideologies of popular power, defied 
the relentless procapitalism residues of puntofijismo, not only held by the business/media elite, and 
traditional political class, but also by the significant 40% of voters who had consistently voted 
against Chávez in every election.   
The new communal state, founded on vague ideologies about the primacy of popular power, did 
not involve universal, direct forms of ballot, which guarantee the secrecy of the vote, and was based 
upon decisions taken openly in communal assemblies.   
Moreover, in the same fashion that Chávez, phase by phase, reformulated Bolivarianism or 
views on Christ the Redeemer, he also changed the names of ministries: in the Soft phase, all 
ministries were Bolivarian; and in 2007, those same ministries were called “of Popular Power”, for 
example, “Ministry of Popular Power for Health”.  Chávez’s ideologies of popular power even 
acquired the rank of law—via enabling law—in 2010.  The general dispositions of this law 
reformulated the meaning of participative democracy, established a decade earlier, by impregnating 
it now with a more communal, assembly-type tone.  So, it established the objective of : 
developing and consolidating Popular Power, generating objective conditions through which the 
diverse media of participation and organization established by the constitution, in the law and 
all those that emerge from popular initiative [emphasis added] to facilitate the citizens exercise 
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their right to full sovereignty, participative, protagonist, coresponsible, democracy, as well as 
the constitutions of community and communal self-government forms, for the direct exercise of 
power.  (Ley Organica del Poder Popular, 2010, para. 1) 
The ideologies underpinning the Organic Law of Popular Power (2010) ideally entailed that 
citizens could have direct control over decisions on “political, economic, social, cultural, 
environmental, international and in all areas of social development” (para. 2).  Thus, organised 
people could even create new forms of participation previously not consecrated by the constitution.  
Hence, the Law of Popular Power carried the seed of unconstitutionality.  However, such idealised 
empowerment, self-government, and control, were completely dependent, both politically and 
financially, on the President: it was Chávez, assisted by the wealth produced by high oil prices, who 
approved funding and resources “in a direct and personal manner” (Lopez Maya, 2011, p. 15).   
Thus, Chávez’s communal system and missionesque patronage/redemptive governance 
prioritised the poor and formerly excluded like no other government had done before him, which 
embodied, as Ellner (2008) suggested, a “transformational” potential.  However, Chávez’s rule 
raised questions about whether the President employed “social handouts” to “bribe the poor into 
supporting him” (Philip & Panizza, 2011, p. 93).  In addition, the growing number of nomenklatura 
or bureaucracy, a troop of over 2.5 million citizens—one in every 10 Venezuelans—completely 
depended on the state, that is, on Chávez, and on his party, PSUV, to live and support their families 
(Petkoff, 2010; also Coronel, 2010).  Consequently, some writers questioned the efficiency of a so-
called participative system that was “rhetorically” imposed from above (Philip & Panizza, 2011), 
and completely dependent on the Presidency of the Republic (namely Chávez) in a “clientelistic” 
way (Lopez Maya, 2012).  For Lopez Maya (2011), Chávez’s legacy involved no more than “the 
promise of social justice” as he perverted the participative democracy he helped create “towards an 
authoritarian type of government” (as cited in Castilo & Rivera, 2010, p. S3). 
Ultimately, Hugo Chávez built a governmental structure that institutionally revolved around his 
personalised, voluntaristic, polarising persona; however, it was a structure that was undeniably 
based upon a profound understanding of Venezuelans’ popular feelings, culture and aspirations, and 
of the fact that the substance of power, as Gramsci (1971) suggested, was located in people’s 
culture and passions—the popular substance of hegemony.   
The popular substance of hegemony took in Chávez’s case, a distinctive populist style of 
bonding with his publics, which in turn, also suggests the popular—and populist—character of the 
logic of mimetisation.  The notion of mimetisation I propose as the endpoint of Chávez’s populism, 
describes a unique series of interconnected communicational events that converged in his long-
lasting hegemony and reconstituted collective identity that eventually bore his name.  By applying 
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the logic of mimetisation, Chávez used people’s aspiration as role models or mediators through 
which he mimetically identified and assumed those same desires (Girard, 2008).  Across the 
periodisation developed in this thesis, it is possible to grasp how the President subsequently 
reflected, subverted, and eventually became constitutive part of the people, to finally transform into 
their expressed substance: he became them, and, more significantly, the people became him.   
But this process is not merely imitative.  It describes a more complex dynamic, or logic. 
The logic of mimetisation: The redemption of the many in the one  
The logic of mimetisation describes a unique 21st century populist political communication 
style, developed and practised by Hugo Chávez across the 14 years that he stayed in the Presidency 
of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.  His style hybridised two forms of bonding with the 
people: authoritarian/charismatic/adversarial/personalised and patronage-oriented, which have been 
associated with classic definitions of populism of the past (Canovan, 1999; Laclau, 2005a, 2005b; 
Waisbord, 2003); and participatory/compensatory/inclusive, communicational and mediatising 
identity-building rituals of the present (C. Capriles, 2006b, 2007, 2008, 2012; Laclau, 2005c; 
Torres, 2012; Zuquete, 2007). 
The text embedded in the vignette below (see Figure 2) represents another propaganda-video of 
Chávez’s last campaign in 2012, published by chavista online group Missionchavezcandanga 
(2012).  
 
 
 
Figure 2. Video “Yo soy Chavez” (2012). 
This text closed again with the phrase: “Because I am not Chávez, Chávez is the people [Chávez 
es el pueblo…]”.   However, in this video, frequently televised in December 2012 when Chávez 
was terminally ill, there is a variation from the video in Chapter 7, as here there are some women, 
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men, children, soldiers, who proclaim: “I am Chávez” [“Yo soy Chávez”].  Therefore, the roles had 
shifted.  Chávez first used the people as mimetic role models or mediators (Girard, 2008), but at the 
end, he was used as the people’s mimetic role model.  The sentence “I am Chávez” implies a 
transformation, as it is not the leader who suggests the transformation of identity.  The ultimate 
mimetising turn suggests a consubstantiation with the leader that not only taps Venezuelans’ deeply 
embedded Catholicism, but a crying voice of collective, universalising redemption.  I will now 
discuss the theorisation of Hugo Chávez’s political communication style and logic of mimetisation, 
which can help explain the key to Chávez’s hegemonic, long-lasting success under what Hausman 
(2013) described as weak political and socioeconomic foundations.  To achieve this, I will revisit 
the way I theoretically situated my hypothesis about the notion, logic of mimetisation, in Chapter 2.  
I will, however, add some new theoretical and analytical categories and arguments that emerged 
from the periodisation.   
I drew first on critical theorist Theodor Adorno’s (1997) aesthetic theory to explain that 
processes of mimesis may evolve from imitation into “substance” (p. 41).  I explained that 
Adorno’s (1997) mimesis superseded the act of representation or imitation because he did not 
examine dialogical relations between opposites such as the ones that have originated in crises of 
representation from which populism often emerges; for Adorno (1997), mimesis constitutes the 
expressed substance of those crises.  Through the transformative potential of mimesis, the subject 
and the object transform into “substance”, that is, consubstantiate.   
The process of consubstantiation described by Adorno (1997) resonates, at least in the 
Venezuelan case, with Roman Catholic ideologies represented in the “Nicene Creed”.  The sentence 
“consubstantial with the father” means, according to Father Daniel Mertz (2011), member of the 
“Divine Worship” Committee of the American Council of Catholic Bishops, that “Christ was of one 
substance with the Father, but also implies one substance with our humanity” (para. 4).  Therefore, 
Christ—a figure that was repeatedly presented and re-presented in Chávez’s rhetoric—has two 
natures, “human and divine”.  This is not a capricious, idle, or mystical discussion, and its 
pertinence is provided by the same author (Adorno, 1997) when he explains that via mimesis a 
human subject (individual or collective) can “escape atomisation and powerlessness” (p. 42), by 
moving towards a situation of “heteronomy” in which such subject becomes subordinated to the 
mediating expression that is mimetised.  Rather than implying a castrating, wrong or unproductive 
moment, this process, or logic expresses, according to Adorno (1997), what “articulation” is about: 
“the redemption of the many in the one” (p. 190).   
Adorno (1997), however, acknowledged that some forms of mimesis—or mimetisation as I 
have called it—could become problematic.  He suggested that there are situations that might be 
associated, for example, with an artist that applies mimesis for his creation and at one stage “forgets 
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the end and fetishises [emphasis added] the means as an end in itself” (p. 43), adding that “this 
irrationality in the principle of reason is unmasked by the avowedly rational irrationality of art” (p. 
43).  Thus, it could be suggested that the principle of “rational irrationality” applied to processes of 
mimesis in matters of art, might equally lead, in matters of politics, to the fetishisation of leaders, 
people, ideologies, or governments.  In particular, this could be applied to Venezuela, where 
politics, as Carlos Romero suggested (1998), involves significant “irrational” elements from the 
nation’s culture and imaginaries, as explained in Chapter 2.  In other words, in Venezuela, a country 
of cultural mestizaje, contradictions and paradoxes deeply embedded in imaginaries of Christian 
redemption, logics culminating in the mimetisation of the many (Chávez’s followers) in the one 
(Chávez), might lead to problematic forms of fetishisation whereby the logic reverts, becoming the 
mimetisation of the one (Chávez) into the many (the people): hence, the people became Chávez. 
Torres (2012) and Zuquete (2008) endowed Chávez’s leadership with a fetishising, “religious 
character”.  For historian Ana Teresa Torres (2012), for example, the material benefit provided by 
Chávez to the poor generated “obedience and submission”.  However, Chávez’s bond with his 
constituents superseded, according to the same Torres (2012, para. 14), this kind of shallow 
submission:  
is about the creation of a sort of patria-church, in which the faithful live together united by the 
ties that bind the father-leader, and Christ-Bolivar, for the love that is provided equality to each 
one of them (with the exception, of course, of the unfaithful that are not part of that community, 
and thus are ‘anti-patriots’).  All the faithful are part of that great community that is the patria, 
that is in Chávez’s body, that is Bolivar’s body (…) and ‘Christ, my Lord’. 
Within this construct, the collective identity of the people is defined “through the identity of the 
leader” (Torres, 2012, para. 10), when he said, and Torres (2012) quoted, “I am not Chávez, you are 
Chávez.  We are all Chávez.  It is not me anymore.  It is a people, it is a concept” (para. 11).   
The fetishising aspect of the logic of mimetisation driving Chávez’s communicational style 
could also be illustrated by the words of political activist Lisa Sullivan:  
The truth is that Chávez is my father, and is the father of all my compatriotas with whom I have 
had the immense privilege of sharing my life and raising my children for so many years ...  That 
is Chávez’s legacy.  Yo soy Chávez.  Tu eres Chávez.  Todos somos Chávez.  (2013, para. 
2/15).   
Sullivan (2013) is an American-Venezuelan member of SOA Watch, an independent 
organisation that fights against American military training programs in Latin America, a project that 
was supported by Chavez.  Her text was published after Chávez’s death and glorified the late 
President in terms of being a “dreamer”, a “visionary: a “defender of justice”, and the “the weaver 
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of another world that is possible” (para. 5).   
Zuquete (2007) called Chávez’s politics “missionary”, giving the term a different, more 
religious meaning than my definition of missionesque patronage and populism in Chapter 6.  
Zuquete (2007) described the relation between a charismatic “political saviour” and a “moral 
community” embarked upon a “mission of salvation against conspiratorial enemies” (p. 91).   
Canovan’s (1999) notion of redemptive politics is relevant here: she argued that populism 
brings “unpolitical people into the political arena” (p. 6), which provides populist struggles with 
emotional campaigns to save nations or “bring great renewal” (p. 6), that are often focused on a 
charismatic leader.  Canovan (1999) also argued that contrary to what many scholars have written, 
populism does not describe a “pathological symptom”.  She proposed two styles of politics, one 
redemptive, one pragmatic whose “point of intersection” embodies the ideal of modern democracy.  
In this context, populism “is liable to appear” in the gap between the two styles.  While redemptive 
politics is founded on popular power, which “promises salvation through politics” (p. 10), 
pragmatic politics involves good governance, a way of running the polity, “coping peacefully with 
the conflicts” (p. 10), and setting institutions “not just to limit power, but also to constitute it and 
make it effective” (p. 10).  The tension between the two faces “is a perpetual invitation to populist 
mobilisation”.  In addition, Canovan (1999) implied that cases of “participatory radicalism”, based 
on so-called direct or deliberative democracy may culminate, like Chávez’s case demonstrated, in 
missionary “revivalism”.  This discussion suggests that Chávez’s redemptive populism, rather than 
filling a gap, became a form of open-ended populist hegemony, progressively built by the leader 
under the promise that through him ultimate salvation could be reached. 
Moreover, analysed in Girard’s (2008) terms, what happened in Venezuela “fused” the 
“desires” of citizens with those of a specific role “model” or “mediator” (p. 246).  In the Soft phase 
of Chávez’s rule, this mediator was collectively incarnated by the people and mimetised by Chávez 
as his role model (he reflected or mirrored their demands and aspirations).  In the last year of his 
rule, Chávez, the saviour or redeemer, became the people’s role model or mediator: they all 
consubstantiated, or mimetised, with Chávez’s project and desires. 
Laclau (2005b) proposed a similar process with his argument about “structural mutation” (p. 
83).  Using this term, he explained how in situations of crises, different groups of the population 
with heterogeneous feelings of dissatisfaction against the elite form an affective bond that does not 
necessarily express issues of class or ethnicity.  Within this proposition, the central role is given to 
the leader as the only “empty signifier” (p 119) capable of “agglutinating” the demands of the 
underprivileged.  However, this process is successful only if that leader—Chávez in this case—
presents features that are shared by the people he leads, provoking a “structural mutation” with 
three distinctive implications.  First, the identification between the leader and the led is not only 
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based on affection, but also on other positive features, which may involve, for example, issues of 
governance.  Second, it is not only achieved by affection but also by choice.  And third, the leader 
and the led share common features (p. 84).  Thus, for Laclau (2005b), the leader by nature should 
not be “narcissistic or despotic” (p. 84), but should be democratic and remain “accountable to the 
community” (p. 60).  Laclau’s (2005b) view of democracy is consistent with Mouffe’s (1999) in the 
sense that it should be pluralistic, “not far away from the peculiar combination consensus and 
coercion that Gramsci called hegemony” (p. 60).   
In the theoretical chapter I linked Laclau’s (2005b) arguments with Gramsci’s (1971) notion of 
cesarism, relevant and also familiar in Venezuelan political discourse.  At the beginning of the 20th 
century, positivist Vallenilla-Lanz (1919) used the term “democratic cesarism” to ideologically 
justify the military dictatorial regime of caudillo Juan Vicente Gomez who governed Venezuela 
from 1908 until 1936.  According to scholar Colette Capriles (2012), Vallenilla-Lanz’s merit was to 
Venezuelanise the term cesarism by providing it “with an equalitarian element as constitutive part 
of the idea of democracy” (p. 58).  Vallenilla-Lanz (1919) argued that the “true character of 
Venezuelan democracy has been, from Independence times, the predominance of the individuals” 
(p. 302), but clarified that its foundation was a “collective will”, that is, “the desires of the great 
popular majority” (p. 302).  In this context, Vallenilla-Lanz (1919) defined democratic cesarism as 
“equality under a boss; individual power originated in the people over a great collective equality” 
(p. 303).  The paradox involved by ‘democratic cesarism’ provides an additional element about the 
possible roots of the logic of mimetisation: equality under a boss, a boss that is both from the 
collective, but also above the collective, an idea that also resonates with delegative forms of 
caudillo-politics deployed by Chávez throughout his rule, as all governmental decisions were placed 
by special powers in his hands alone.   
The foregoing discussion leads to Gramsci’s own description of cesarism, (situated in Chapter 
2), as a specific development whereby society entrusts to a “great personality” the solution of a 
crisis that could affect the balance of power (p. 219).  For Gramsci (1971), the cesarist-personalised 
leader, or “modern prince” must become a “collective will” (p. 129).  However, Gramsci (1971) 
acknowledged that there is always a division between the leader and the led, which requires setting 
some rules and principles to avoid situations in which an “automatic” kind of “obedience” is 
demanded upon the led (p. 145).   
So, it could be implied that both Gramsci and Laclau, in their own different ways, implied that 
within the construction of the collective identity, the leader and the led should remain not only 
separated, but also “accountable”.  The leader should not be a force that could eventually take over 
the identity of the people by mimetising with them into what appeared more, in Chávez’s last phase, 
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as “the incarnation of the people in a providential man” (C. Capriles, 2012, p. 58).  And, especially, 
the leader should not ask for automatic obedience, or loyalty. 
During a mass rally on January 23, 2010, Chávez demanded “absolute loyalty” from his 
followers (a demand that was afterwards reproduced via Twitter; see Figure 3).  It was the sort of 
automatic, uncountable loyalty that Gramsci (1971) and Laclau (2005b) decried.  Chávez (2010b) 
said,  
I demand absolute loyalty to my leadership! Because I am not me (…) I am a people, carajo!...I 
am not an individual, yo soy un pueblo…and the people must be respected and I am under the 
obligation to secure that the people get that respect.  The people I love and to whom I will give 
my whole life (…).  I demand loyalty.  Anything else is treason.   
Thus, Chávez did not want to be considered an individual anymore, he was now “a collective” 
with the power to demand “absolute loyalty”: His last speech before travelling to Cuba for his last 
surgery, on  December 8, 2012, is an illustration of what be considered the final step in the logic of 
mimetisation:  
Fortunately this revolution does not depend on one man; we have been through many stages and 
today we have a collective leadership that has spread everywhere … and if I have to insist on 
something is in strengthening the unity of all popular forces, of all revolutionary forces, of all 
the Army Forces… I say it because the adversaries, the enemies of the country do not rest, nor 
will they rest in the intrigue, in trying to divide … I know this situation causes a lot of pain, 
anguish to millions of you, because we have formed a solid entity, because, as we said and say, 
Chávez is not only this human being, Chávez is a great collective.  (Chávez, 2012n)   
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Figure 3. Chávez posted “I demand absolute loyalty…” on Twitter and later in “Chávez: exijo” on 
May 6, 2013.  
Chávez’s last address before his flight to Cuba for surgery was a culminating moment when the 
mimetising logic was reaching its peak.  He proclaimed that his revolutionary movement did not 
depend on one man anymore: It was now a collective that must maintain its unity against the 
antagonistic enemy that, according to Chávez, was not going to rest, especially when he was 
embarking upon what could, and was, his last trip before death.  Consequently in the last days, or 
hours, of the last phase of Mimetic Closure, Chávez finalised building his devoted followers as a 
collective that, through their loyalty to him, now had a place in society and “a patria” (Chávez, 
2012n). 
The unity that Chávez described, and demanded, resonated with the lack of differentiation of the 
leader and the led described by Baudrillard (2010), whereby individuality, accountability, or 
plurality of ideas come to an end.  Therefore, by virtue of “total communication”, the differentiation 
between leaders and constituents can no longer be visibly differentiated because “representation has 
lost its principle and the democratic illusion is complete” (p. 48), and everybody appears to be 
“siding up with the system that hold[s] them hostage” (p. 33).  Thus, as Baudrillard (1996) argued 
in another writing, the repetitive mediatised interpellation to “participation at every level” (p. 81) 
(in Chávez’s case via missions, communal councils etc.) does not leave space for critical thinking or 
acting—what scholar Eric Louw (2001) defined as “discursive closure”.   
This is why, according to Mouffe (1999), democracy “needs to make room for dissent and for 
the institutions through which it can be manifested” (p. 756): its survival depends “on collective 
identities forming around clearly differentiated positions” (p. 756), and the possibilities of choosing 
between “real alternatives”.  A top-down identity that replicates, or mimetises, the identity of the 
leader does not involve a “real alternative”, but is a replica of an “essentialist” kind of identity.  
Chávez ultimately demanded “absolute loyalty” and thus had what Mouffe (1999) called “non-
negotiable moral values” (p. 756), a process that ends up hindering agonistic kinds of pluralist 
dynamics. 
This theoretical discussion on Chávez’s political communication style and logic of mimetisation 
began and now concludes with Theodor Adorno (1973).  Adorno (1973) argued that “the illusion of 
taking direct hold of the Many [emphasis added] would be a mimetic regression, as much as a recoil 
into mythology, into the horror of the diffuse” (p. 158).  Conceiving of the imitation “of the 
One…by repressing it” (p. 158) implies an act of revocation for the sake of maintaining the status 
quo.  This “congealed” type of synthesis freezes, closes or negates the dialectic process that 
constitutes the foundation of hegemony, and democracy, for that matter: by “removing 
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contradiction by contradiction…we also remove dialectics” (p. 161), and hence becomes totality.  It 
is difference, and not totality, in relations of power, that helps us achieve democratic unity in the 
context of multiple voices.   
In summary, Hugo Chávez, via a populist style of political communication that emotionalised, 
mediatised, hyper-communicated and informalised the political dialogue, not only tightened his 
bond with constituents, but also reformulated power relations in Venezuela.  This style is proposed 
as a mobilising logic that made the poor and formerly excluded feel included and empowered by, 
through and in a leader whose dramaturgical style of political communication knew no elite 
superiority, boundaries or limits imposed by presidential ceremonial protocol.  Through the logic of 
mimetisation, Chávez’s followers lost their individual human will and became syntheses or replicas 
of the hegemonic leader—mimetising totality. 
Conclusions and possible further research 
From the foregoing discussion, I now suggest that Chávez’s style of political communication, as 
I proposed in Chapter 2, indeed superseded the linear, binary logic of equivalences/differences 
advanced by Laclau (2005a, 2005b).  This is because it was based on what I have defined and 
explained as the logic of mimetisation: a systematic sequence of communicational events developed 
by Chávez to build a mimetic bond with his constituents to establish hegemony and reconstitute 
collective identity.  Chávez articulated the mimetic bond through four key techniques: the 
emotional use of cultural symbols; the informalisation and dramatisation of language; the savvy use 
of communication and media; and the increase in inclusive, compensatory, participatory practices 
whereby his constituents not only felt mirrored but endowed with an identity, even if a top-down, 
pseudo-identity called Chávez.  His constituents also acquired more visibility and a certain place in 
society: those who previously felt they were “nobody”, by virtue of mimetisation, became 
“somebody” and, as Chávez said in his last address, also now had a “patria”. 
Eventually, the logic of mimetisation embodied the final link in the hegemonic chain when the 
mirror became a mirage and the leader and his followers consubstantiated into the One. As Lefort 
(1988) put it, it involves “the development of the fantasy of the People-as-One” (p. 20). The 
expression of a process that, borrowing from Arditi (2007), suggests “the temptation” to believe 
that the leader “now acts for others” (p. 83), because he/she “incarnates those others and therefore 
believes to be authorised a priori” (p. 83).  Thus, this logic attempted to block some forms of 
resistance or ideological rebound that would allow the beginning of the hegemonic process anew: 
The end of the dialectic cycle, described by Baudrillard (2010) as the ultimate stage of hegemony 
when struggles end and differences of opinion blur within the newly fashioned collective identity—
resulting in complete closure. 
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The results of this investigation raise questions about how an individual leader—Chávez—was 
able to “become the voice of the people”, when in fact what he did was “to take away their voice” 
(N. Toledo, personal communication, December 2, 2010).  This phenomenon may have given rise 
to what I propose as the castrated identities or pseudo-identities of chavismo: those identities that by 
virtue of mimetisation were robbed of their own specificity.  The complexity of this issue suggests a 
topic for further research. 
The logic of mimetisation also raises questions as to whether it might have marked a crucial but 
ephemeral event of dialectic closure (through the collective identity named Chávez); or conversely, 
whether that event could have been the dawn of a more lasting movement underpinned by 
emotional ties, popular consciousness and supported by a more transcending, politically mediatised, 
ideology.  That is also an issue for later studies on Chávez. 
It also raises questions about how political actors use manifold political communication 
channels, like Chávez did in his time, to mobilise passions to redefine, as Coleman (2011) argued, 
the “political act” and boost new ways “out of which publics can be formed” (p. 54); or as I would 
call it, reconstituted or mimetised: that is to say, made in the image and likeness of specific leaders 
or groups, like Chávez.  As Coleman (2011) added, the study of political communication would be 
enriched by linking it to the way “affects are mobilised and circulated, often by design, with a view 
to aestheticizing [and I would add to legitimising] emerging or unstable relationships of power” (p. 
54).    
In conclusion, Chávez politically and socially mobilised citizens from above, transforming 
Venezuela into a more participative, symbolically inclusive, and socially aware country.  The 
people became Chávez and Chávez became the people in a process of amalgamation that 
consolidated his power.  Chávez’s logic of mimetisation describes a paradoxical dynamic of self-
legitimation, symbolic compensation, and reconstitution of collective identity with both 
empowering and disempowering potentials.  On the one hand, spaces for inclusion, participation, 
and mobilisation were promoted; but on the other, a status quo was maintained in which crime, 
inflation, poverty, decay, and the exclusion of those who did not follow him, reigned.  Chávez’s 
style of communication reopens and repositions the discussion about contemporary styles of 
populism within the field of political communication: a vigorous, mobilising, albeit top-down, 
autocratic, symbolic/pragmatic political communication style, which deserves further empirical 
and/or theoretical research. 
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Appendix 1. Periodisation Summary 
Hugo Chávez’s political communication style in the hegemonic construction of power and identity in Venezuela 1998-2013 
FOUR 
PERIODISATION 
PHASES 
 
FOUR THEORETICAL THEMES POWER AND IDENTITY 
SHIFTS IN EACH OF THE 
FOUR PHASES POLITICAL CULTURE 
EMOTIONAL BONDING 
POPULISM 
LOGIC OF MIMETISATION 
MEDIATISATION  COMMUNICATIONAL GOVERNMENT 
SOFT PHASE (1998‐2000) 
EMOTIONALISATION OF POWER 
AND RISE OF THE ANTI‐POLITICAL 
BOLIVARIAN HERO 
o Use of Bolivarianism, anti‐political feelings 
and Christian symbolism 
o Building an emotional bond to unite all 
Venezuelans and change the system from 
representative to participative/Bolivarian 
democracy 
o Emotionalisation of politics: the rise of the 
Bolivarian anti‐political hero 
o Populist Chávez developed a reflecting or 
mirroring approach to represent and identify 
with Venezuelans and their reality 
o He built the people as the Bolivarian 
sovereign, and himself as their ‘employee’ — 
the anti‐political hero who will execute 
political changes 
STEP 1 Mirrored and emotionalised construction 
of power/identity 
o Most anti‐political commercial media (save 
RCTV) either promoted or were moderate vis‐
à‐vis Chávez as candidate and new President 
o Start of Chávez’s TV show Alo Presidente and 
increased use of national broadcast official 
‘chains’ 
o Chávez intensified Venezuela’s propensity to 
political mediatisation  
o The discursive construction of government 
focused on political aims: new constitution 
and new political system  
o Success in mega‐elections (won six polls 
including two referenda) 
o Chávez Established governmental power 
LOSERS 
Traditional politicians 
WINNERS 
Chávez and clique 
SYMBOLIC PSEUDO‐WINNERS 
Anti‐political sectors, which are facilitating 
the path of the outsider (mainly the 
media‐elite) 
ADVERSARIAL PHASE (2001‐
2003) 
MEDIATISED POLARISATION AND 
BRIEF FALL OF THE HERO 
o Use of Bolivarianism, anti‐politics and Christ, 
not to unite but to divide 
o Use of agonistic/antagonistic politics to 
tightening bond with his own and confront 
his enemies (the oligarchs/squalid) 
o Deepening the polarisation of Venezuelan 
politics in two camps 
 
o Populist Chávez constructs himself from 
“employee” to people’s ‘instrument’ to 
deepen differentiation and polarisation (the 
Bolivarian beautiful people vs. the anti‐
Bolivarian rotten oligarchy) 
o Chávez boost ‘resistance’ identity against 
former dominant groups to finally displace 
them 
STEP 2 Mediatised and polarised construction of 
power/identity  
o Increasing public/private media divide 
o ‘Chávez uses the media against the media’ 
(‘brutal’ use of TV ‘chains’) 
o Media became a battlefield for hegemonic 
struggle 
o Oppositionist TV show Globovision’s  Alo 
Ciudadano created as hegemonic counterpart
o Commercial media assume the role of the 
opposition 
o The peak of the Mediatisation of Venezuelan 
politics 
o The discursive construction of government 
focused on the ‘economic constituent’, on 
displacing the economic elite. 
o Introduction of controversial 49 enabling laws 
o Beginning of nationalisation and 
expropriations of business, land and property 
o Personalisation of governance 
o Cubanisation/Militarisation 
o High inflation and unemployment 
o Demonstrations/strikes/Coup 
o The 48‐hour fall of the hero 
LOSERS 
Politicians, who are further disempowered 
WINNERS 
Commercial media, who are legitimised in 
the role of government opposition  
SYMBOLIC PSEUDO‐LOSERS 
Chávez and his weakened clique because of 
the coup and unpopularity. 
SYMBOLIC PSEUDO‐WINNERS 
Mediatised citizens, politically engaged via 
their preferred media  
RADICAL PHASE (2004‐2006) 
MISSIONESQUE STYLE AND THE 
RISE OF THE POPULIST 
REDEEMER 
o Reformulation of Bolivarianism, anti‐politics 
and Christ to radicalise and boost cultural 
change towards the social. 
o Reformulation of clientele/patronage 
imaginaries of the populist provider to 
tightening his bond with constituents via the 
redistributive and inclusive missions 
CULTURAL SHIFT 1 From Clientelism to 
‘Missionesque’ culture 
o From people’s “instrument:” populist Chávez 
constructs himself as  constitutive part of the 
people, of the poor  
o New enemies of : church oligarchs and the 
American ‘Empire’ 
o Chávez starts building a new ‘project identity” 
based on a new populist cultural assemblage 
called missionesque. Style of governance and 
communication. 
STEP 3 ‘Missionesque’ construction of 
power/identity 
 
o War Chávez‐media naturalised   
o Legal architecture introduced to intimidate 
journalists 
o State media platform strengthened: Chávez’s 
brutal use of media 
o International condemnation of Chávez’s 
threats to freedom of expression  
o Boost to alternative/community media 
o Consolidation of Venezuela as a culture of 
political mediatisation 
 
o The discursive construction of government 
focused on Bolivarian Missions: 
redistributive/compensatory/inclusive social 
programs  
o Increased nationalisation and expropriations 
o Cubanisation/Militarisation/Anti‐Imperialism 
o Foreign Policy focused on integration with 
anti‐American purposes ( ALBA) 
o ‘Missionesque’ government boost Chávez’s 
reaffirmation in power in recall referendum 
(2004): The rise of the populist redeemer 
LOSERS 
o Business/land elites, who are weakened 
and expropriated 
o Middle classes, who are increasingly 
alienated 
o Politicians, who are further 
disempowered 
WINNERS 
o Chávez and chavismo, who have regained 
legitimacy and power 
o Beneficiaries of the missions 
o Commercial media, which were still 
assuming the role of the opposition 
MIMETIC CLOSURE (2006‐
2013) 
WHEN THE PEOPLE BECAME 
CHÁVEZ 
o Reformulation of Bolivar, Christ, and anti‐
elitism to boost the Socialist turn. 
o Ideological Chávez  promotes 
communal/popular /missionesque culture 
o CULTURAL SHIFT 2 movement towards a 
more socially/community aware and 
mobilised, albeit leader‐dependent, 
mimetically closed society 
o Chávez’s populism turns ‘ideological’ 
o New mimetised ‘project identity’ 
o Amalgamation of popular power and 
communal state: Gramsci’s collective will is 
turned upside‐down 
STEP 4 Mimetic closure: ultimate stage of 
hegemony: mimetisation of Chávez with his 
constituents—redemption of the many in the 
one 
o RCTV cessation 
o Media war over socialism had an impact on 
Chávez’s 2007 defeat 
o Chávez reacts with more media intimidation 
and strengthening state media platform. 
o Communes and missions are boosted via 
media  
o Dramatised mediatisation of hegemonic 
struggles on live TV and Twitter 
o Discursive construction on governance 
focused on communal state and popular 
power 
o Chávez was re‐elected in 2006 (62.8%) 
o However, defeated in the 2007 referendum 
to change system to Bolivarian Socialism 
o Nonetheless executed pseudo‐socialist 
changes via enabling laws. 
o Intensified symbolic/pragmatic style of 
governance and communication via CC and 
Communes (plus missions). 
o Won the right to indefinite re‐election (2009) 
o Terminally ill Chávez re‐elected in 2012 (55% 
vote) 
LOSERS 
Staunch commercial media/radical 
opposition 
WINNERS 
o Chávez and his heirs 
o Beneficiaries of the missions/communes 
SYMBOLIC PSEUDO‐WINNERS 
Politicians who regained positions via united 
candidate H. Capriles (44% vote) 
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Appendix 2. Elite Interviews 
All elite respondents signed the release and ethical form provided by the researcher, according 
to The University of Queensland procedures.  They all agreed to the publication of their names and 
opinions for this thesis and academic purposes.  I conducted 27 elite in-depth semi-structured 
interviews.  Twenty-five interviews were carried out in November-December 2010 and two 
interviews with community leaders (or spokespersons) were conducted in November-December 
2011.  Pollster Saul Cabrera was interviewed in December 2010, then again in December 2011 
because I needed to update some data about the latest opinion polls and trends.  
Also, I conducted one significant but impromptu interview with commune spokesperson 
Yasmin Jimenez in November 2011, when she was attending a meeting of communes in Caracas’s 
eastern Municipality of Sucre.  As it was not an in-depth interview, it is not counted as part of the 
formal list.  However, as she agreed that her opinions could be used for my thesis, I will include her 
name and position at the end of the list.  
The questionnaire was directly based upon the initial literature review and the research 
questions. I built it using Beth L. Leech’s (2002) approach to “interview methods in political 
science” (p. 663) (see Chapter 3).  Leech (2002) argued that these kinds of questionnaires are 
helpful when interviewing elite individuals, especially politicians.  
Interviewees in alphabetical order 
1) 9-11-2010: Professor. Dr Adriana Bolívar. Head of the Doctorate in Discourse Studies at the 
Central University of Venezuela.  
2) 7-12-2010: Licentiate Marcelino Bisbal. Professor of the School of Social Communication 
of the Central University of Venezuela (retired). Now head of the Postgraduate Department 
in Journalism and Communication, Catholic University Andres Bello (UCAB).  
3) 2-12-2010/1-12-2011: Licentiate Saul Cabrera, Vice-president of “Consultores 21”, one of 
the oldest, major and most prestigious public opinion and market research companies in 
Venezuela.  
4) 13-12-2010: Licentiate Carlos Croes. Journalist. Vice-President of the Department of 
Information and Opinion of TELEVEN, and founder of political weekly “Quinto Día”. 
5) 23-11-2010: Dr Eduardo Fernández. Politician and lawyer, President of IFEDEC, Christian 
Democratic foundation for political studies, former Presidential Candidate for COPEI 
(1988)  
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6) 8-12-2010: Licentiate Eleazar Díaz Rangel. Journalist. Director of “Ultimas Noticias”, the 
main popular tabloid in Venezuela. Former head of the School of Social Communication of 
the Central University of Venezuela (UCV).  
7) 24-11-2010: Journalist, writer and communist leader Servando García Ponce. Editor of 
private (chavista) daily newspaper “Diario Vea”.. 
8) 23-11-2010: Professor Licentiate José Antonio Gil-Yepes. Sociologist and writer. President 
of Datanálisis, also one of the main, oldest and prestigious polling companies.  
9) 1-12-2010: Licentiate Elvia Gómez. Journalist. Political reporter and analyst of newspaper 
“El Universal”. 
10) 22-11-2010: Major Emilio Graterón. Major of the Municipality of Chacao, in eastern 
Caracas. Opposition politician, former “Primero Justicia” (PJ) supporter, now part of 
“Movimiento Voluntad Popular”. 
11)  29-11-2010: Dr Marcel Granier. Lawyer and businessman. President of 1BC corporation, 
which owns Radio Caracas Television (RCTV),, expropriated by President Chávez in 2007.  
12)  20-11-2010: Licentiate Mari Pili Hernández. Journalist. Minister of Youth. Chávez’s first 
appointed President of VTV. 
13)  13-12-2010: Deputy María Corina Machado. Industrial engineer. Member for the 
opposition in the current National Assembly. Former head of “Súmate”, an electoral 
accountability think tank. 
14)  3-12-2010: Dr Licentiate Miguel Henrique Otero. President, editor and owner of “El 
National”, one of the major broadsheet national newspapers in Venezuela. 
15)  6-12-2010: Monsignor Ovidio Pérez Morales. Former Head of the Catholic Episcopal 
Conference of Venezuela.  
16)  1-12-2010: Dr Teororo Petkoff. Politician, writer, economist. Editor of daily opposition 
newspaper “Tal Cual”. Former presidential candidate for “Movimiento al Socialismo” 
(MAS) (1998).  
17)  9-12-2010: Dr Henry Ramos Allup. Politician, lawyer. General Secretary of “Accion 
Democrática” (AD); vice-president of the Socialist International. Currently deputy of the 
Latin American Parliament.  
18)  29-11-2010: Dr José Vicente Rangel. Lawyer, journalist, politician. . He served Foreign 
Minister, Defense Minister, and Vice President in Chávez's government.  
19)  7-12-2010: General (retired) Antonio Rivero. Member of rebel military group who 
attempted a coup d´état on 27 November 1992. Former Chávez official now in the 
opposition.  
20)  30-11-2010: Licentiate Andrés Rojas. Journalist. “El Nacional”.  
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21)  12-12-2010: Professor Dr Carlos Romero. Political Science and International Relations 
academic. Former Head of the Doctoral in Political Science at the Central University of 
Venezuela (UCV).  
22)  20-11-2010: Licentiate Milagros Socorro. Journalist, blogger, writer and political analyst.  
23)  14-12-2010: Licentiate Helena Salcedo. Journalist. President of Radio National of 
Venezuela (RNV). Former Chávez Vice-minister of Information.  
24) 2-12-2010: Licentiate professor Nicolás Toledo. Sociologist, academic, and pollster for 
Consultores 21.  
25)  1-12-2010: Licentiate Vadimir Villegas. Journalist. Former President of VTV and current 
director of Globovision. Former Chávez’s ambassador to Brazil and Mexico. 
26)  1-12-2011: Sra. Rosaura Mejias. COPEI’S Coordinator of Communal Affairs in Caracas’s 
eastern suburb of Maca.  
27)  28-11-2011: Mr. Jose Zapata. Coordinators of Communes, Eastern Municipality of Sucre. 
Chavista, member of PSUV.  
Impromptu interview: 28-11-2011: Ms Yasmin Jimenez, commune spokesperson of La 
Dolorita, popular barrio of Sucre Municipality.  
 
Questionnaire (English translation) 
1) In your opinion, what aspects contributed to the successful election of Hugo Chávez as 
President in 1998?  
a. Why was he was elected in the first place? 
b. What factors contributed to the defeat of the traditional parties, AD and COPEI. 
2) What are the core elements that allowed Chávez to maintain his power for longer than a 
decade? Why has he been so successful? 
3) What are for you the key communications strategies used by Chávez?  
a. Are these strategies in any way associated with the way he has tried to directly 
connect with his publics? 
b. Are these strategies connected with his colloquial and informal rhetorical style? 
4) How would you describe the relationship that Hugo Chávez has had with the media? 
a. Could you elaborate on the elements that have characterized this relationship over 
the years?  
b. Could you provide concrete examples? 
5) Where does Hugo Chávez fit in Venezuela’s political history and more specifically within 
the country’s political culture? 
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a. Could you define the main elements of Venezuela’s “political culture”? 
b. Do you think that the arrival and maintenance of Chávez in power are consistent 
with the political culture of Venezuela? 
c. Has Chávez’s leadership been consistent with Venezuelan political culture, or has it 
represented a change or an exception? 
6) Much has been said and written about populism in Venezuela and other Latin American 
countries. What is populism for you?  
a. Is populism associated in any way with Chávez and his style of leadership? Is so, 
how? What kind of populism? 
b. Do you believe that the media have been attracted by populist messages or populism 
in general? 
 
